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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC (100-7121)

PROM : SA JOHN P. PHELAN, JR.

SUBJECT: INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST IEAGUE
IS - ISL

DATE: 7/19/57

On 7/15/57, v;ho has furnished reliable infor-
mation in the

'
past, furnished bA JOHN P. PHELAN, JR., with a hand-

written report concerning the ISL National Convention held at New
Vn-Pif nitv. w. v. . on 7/5-7/57. Informant's report is located in

and is set forth heroin.
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"I, S. L. Convention

"The convention was convened at 9^. a.m»_ Friday^ July 5j

1957„ in Roora 10-0_ Adelphia Hall^ 7^ -5th Ave._ N.Y.C.

"Rules Committee Report,
Credential Committee Report.
Resolution Com. Report.
Installation of Chair.
Roll Call of Delegates.

"After the rules committee reported outlining the rules
for the 1957 convention the credential com, reported all
delegates were properly accredited except those from Los
Angelese, they held up the report on these delegates un-
til after the noon recess.

"Roll call of Delegates was by either first names or
initials and by cities. Delegates from the fbllowing
citys attended the convention^

"New York, Nev/ark, Phila/, Reading, Pittsburg^, Chicago,
Detroit, Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angelese, There
were about 30 delegates in all.

"All told, including the national com., party members,
and sympathizers^ there were about 125 to 150 persons
attending the convention at various times during the
three days of the convention. This number also includes
a delegate of Youth.

"The important part of the convention centered around two
main resolutions^ th.e Unity question and the United
States Resolution.

"These two questions were hotly debated and so many
addmeridments were tacked on to them that at times, no
one, including SHACTMAN seemed to know what the dele-
gates were talking about.

"AL GATESj^ presented the majority position on the Unity
question. He did a very good job. HAL DRABER presented
the minority position, and he made a hash of it.
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"DRAPER and HASKELL, who were the leaders of the minori-
ty block and who had scattered support from Newark and

L.A, were very inept^ they seemed, to have no idea how to
organize an minority opposition^ they called no cacuses
and failed to contact and solidify their followers,

"Needless to say, on this question, SCHACTMAN made mince
meat out of DRAPERS and HASKELI^ arguments,

"The arguments pro an_ con on this question went on In-
terminally from noon till 11^ P.M. at which time the
vote was called for. "*

"At lOj^^O SCHACTMAN asked that all action on the unity
question be held "up for a few minuets as the Committee
for Unity of the S,P.-S.D.P, v;ere deliberating on the
question of accepting the I.S.L. into the S,P.-S,D.P.
and he pointed out that they 'were about to vote on the
question.

"In two or three seconds he returned and said the com-
mittee had voted not to accept the I.S.L.

"This was anti-climaxacit after all the long hours of
debate and when it was put to the vote the unity reso-
lution was carried 26-0. There were no votes against,
no abstentions and no^ recorded no vote^ on this ques-
tion,

"The most impressive thing about this resolution to me
was the frankness of the speakers toward their feverish
desire to make an opening in the S.P,-S.D.P. for the
GATES faction and all other former C.P. members.

"Part of SCHACTMANNs argument for Unity was the fine re-
ception EARL BRODER gave it.

"The next big issue was the resolution on the parties
role in the comming period in the U.S, This was known
as the U.S. resolution.

"BEN HALL presented the majorities position on this
resolution and it covered every thing; from the parties
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"future role in the labor movement ^ parcipatatinpc in
election campaigns to what position the party should
take in regards to supporting the satalite states in
rebelling against Russia

"Again the opposition to the majority resolution was
led by DRAPER and HASKELL with the same ineptness.

"DRAPER firsts attacted the minorities Labor position
and presented Newarks resolution on this aspect of the

y. S, resolution.

"He then proceeded to condemn the majorities proposals
on the parties position on elections^ Pointing out
that under the majority position the Party would find
itself supporting capitalist candidates for office.

"He went on at great lengths to say that if the majori-
ty position v/as upheld, the party was throwing away a
great educational weopen.

"Prom this he took up the majorities _ position on aid
to foreign countries in their struggles for freedom.

"He covered this subject from the Easter Rebellion in
Ireland and the Spanish Civil War to Hungary.

"SCHACTMANN and GATES, leading the defense of the ma-
jorities^ position, using ridicule, invective and
personal insult against the three outstanding spokesmen
for the minority, failed to carry the majorities reso-
lution,

"SCHACTMANNs main points were chiefly, regardless how
reactionary the Labor movement position might be on main
political and economic questions, the Party must not
openly oppose or attact it.

"On the participation in election campaigns the party
role must be only that of a supporter of the Labor
movements choice and under no circumstances would the
party advance candidates of their own.
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"The party^ at no time, under no circumstances, would
call on the U, S. ^ovt. to give arms or aid to any country
in its struggle for freedom. Also complete support of
the U. S. in the event of a war with any aggressor*

"This was* too much even for the most loyal followers of
the majority leaders. It seemed as if every delegate
from every branch, with the exception of Detroit, wanted
to tack admendments to chang_, modify or completely
sabatoge this resolution*

""

"SCHACTMANN, always the master tactician, quickly got an
admendment advanced returning the original resolution
back to the national com, thus staving of a no vote^
Which would have been the first defeat of his forces in
the convention,

"Another of SCHACTMANNs tactist which suprised some of
the members of the delegates and members, especially
those in the minority, was the method used in disposing
of the following points.

"The usual practice of most organizations is that before
the convention gets down to the real meat, the nominations
and election of officers takes place.

"SCHACTMAMN did it differently, first came a reccommenda-
tion to enlarge the national com. Then a re ccommendation
to add a member from each branchy this doubled the size
of the national com. and as the branch organizer is the
logical person to be selected^^ simplified the nominations
and elections by making it more or less mechanical.

"The real kicker came next. The officers would be elected
from the national committee at the next meeting of the
committee, v/ith the majority of the new committee members
being_ of course^ Schactmannites . SCHACTMANN can select
his own choice of officers.

"On the resolution of the Phila, Branch demanding regulary
scheduled yearly convention SCHACTMANN pointed out that
this was not necessary, as the constitution provided that
conventions could be held at any time if I/3 of the branches
voted for it,
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"On the demand of the Phila. Branch to know by what au--

thority the National Com, could constitute itself as the

Rules com. for convention instead of electing such a com.

from the branches^ SCHACTMANN said this procedwe was

acording to constitution proceedure.

"On the Phila. branch protest of a poll tax on members
before they could vote for convention delegates and
resolution, SCHACTMANN again quoted the constitution.

"This led to a motion that a copy of the constitution be

produced for all members. When it was found that there

were none available at the national office SCHACTMANN
promised to see that they would be made available in the

future

,

"Nearly every key resolution including that v/hich con-
cerned the future publication of the Party Press was
oriteritated toward the acchievement of unity with the

S.P.-S.D.F. and when this did not materialize you got
the impression that SCHACTMANN had more or less lost
his hold on the majority.

"As the sessions started early and ended late at night
with only an hour break for lunch and dinner plus the
fact that when these breaks occured the delegates
scattered into the many nearby resturants or were so
tired they hurried to where ever they were going to
sleep that nighty it was nearly impossible to get
accquainted with them, althow there were some who had
at'^some time or another had had some contact with the
eastern branches either at social functions in the
area or by spending some time in the eastern branches.

"Among the many people present were_ of course MAX
SCHACTMANN . AL GATES, MAX MARTIN HARRINGTON, BEN. HALL,
JAMES FENl^ICK, JOE DIAMOND, ALEX VJOLLOD, JOSEPH DAVID-
SON, JOHN MC BRIDE, PRANK and HANNAH GARNER, HELEN &
DON , HAL DRAFER. GORDON HASKILL, ARCHIE from Newark,
the

I I
fellow I had met previously at the

youth affair in Washington, N. J._ also ANNE, who_ I
had met at the same time and undersliood she was married
to

| I
, BERNIE and BOB from San Francisco, OSCAR,

from Detroit, J* D_ or J»B. also a delegate from Detroit
who is very active in the U.A.W. and has appeared on
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"T.V. and Radio as a spokesman for the U»A,W.

"There was one colored girl there as a delegate but as

slie had nothing to say I could not acertain which branch
she belonged to. The only other colored person there was
a spectator* see note 1* Another female delegate named
HELEN, no branch known, JOE a delegate from New York,
JULES, I believe he was one of the challanged delegates
from Los Angelese, a fellow and his wife who used to be -

long to the W.P.'"branch in Phila_ and lived with I I

|on
| L he worked at I I

Sre^ Another reHow from Reading PaT named HERBS^cnire^ Another fellow from Reading^ Pa._ named H
sends his children to the same summer camp as the

]s. Another delegate from Newark, rather an alter-
nate, DEBBIE MEIR and SAUL BERG of Chicago^ also_ see
note 1. MAX WEINTRIB and HELEN HILLYER of Chicago*

"Note 1» HELEN, turned out to be HELEN HILLYER of Chicago

"Note 2. The following portion of this report is a de-
scription of those persons present other than
the following, SCHACTMANN , GATES, MARTIN,
HARRINGTON, HALL, PENWIGK, DIAMOND, WOLLOD,
DAVIDSON, GARNERS, MC BRIDE, DRAPER, HASKELL,
and ARCHIE_

"HELEN & DON,

"HELEN, about i I orl I years old,
| T slender build,

light brown hair,
| |

, blue eyes, fair complection,
about I I Ib^

"HELEN formerly belonged to the Phila. Branch of the
Youth during the day of the W.P, about 19| |

she attended

^ I believe she is married to DON,

"DON, about
] [

years old J 1 weight about I It dark
wavey hair, orown eyes, fair comple c tion, medium build,
do not recall him as ever being around the movement.
They attended all sessions of convention, do not know
wether they are at present members of the League or
sympathizers, do not know their present or past adress .
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d 1 Hojghtl
I

weight about
| |

lb age about
him at youth gatheriiiR in wasnlnffton N. J,

I L last met him at youth gathering in "Washington^
1956, at that time he told me he had been educated atIt and that he was living in N* Y. and was unemployed.
He said at that time he was working with the Youth but was
a member of the N. Y, Branch of the I,S»L»_ did not get

, opportunity to talk to him during this convention.

"ANNfS.

"ANNE is about.
light brown hair,

[

weight about I I
age early

]

J,
me id urn build, I met her at

]>

the Youth conference in 1956 at V/ashington_ N, J._ and at
that time I was either told or got the impression'^that
she was married to I 1 . I am not sure, but think
she represented N. Y, as a delegate

"BERNIE.

"BERNIE, about^ lor l I. f^ L weight about I ) light
brown hair, blue eyes, light complection ^ solid build,
appears to be well educated ^ from his conversation I be-
lieve he work_ in

| 3 ^^ '^^^ ^ dele-^
gate from S,p7_ his wire is rromi r and they .lust

returned from a visit to I

J
before attending convention, il l|

He is acquainted with the I Is througih the fact that
when i [ went to S^P, in 5& as a delegate to the
N,A,A,C_P.
tact him*

convention she made it her buisness to con-

"BOB,

"BOB also was a delegate from S,P. but he stated that he
had been transfered to N. Y, It was not made clear
wether the co, he v?orks for made this transfer or wether
the X.S.L. had made it.

"BOB appears to be in his early[
\ £
^ he is about]

weight about
I \^ slender build, sparse black hair, blue

eyes, very pale complection he also appears to be well
educated.

•* Q -•
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"OSCAR.

"Ifet OSCAR about l£~|when he came to Phila. with^
I Isince then helTas been living and working in
Detroit^ Mich,_ he was not a delegate just a party member
who visited the convention,

"He is about I [ I |
weight ahr^nt I L very thin,

black hair> brown eyes^ I I

"J, B. or J. D,

"see Note 2 J^B_ or J»D,_ I am not certain which last
initial is correct s was a delegate from Detroit He is

abouti I years old. I I weight about I H. brown eyes.

"Note 2. There are seven members in the Detroit branchy
they are all active in the U»A.W. and are known
as Rutherites in the Local unions, they are
trade union activistj"and play no political
role in Detroit* *"

"Colored Girl*

"This colored girl was the only colored delegate present^
she had nothing to say all during the sessions and_

^

therefore^ it was difficult to acortain what branch she
represented*

"She was about ! I
yrs. old^|~~| weight about

[

she had black hair, brown eyUST"Tight tan compi.ection

"Colored Man*

"The only other colored person there was definitly a ne-
gro, he was not a delegate but a visitor* I do not know
if he was even a party number*

"He was about i" jyrs* old, I L weight about
I I

very
slender build

T

P |

and was very dark complected

- 9 -
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"He resembled
rnuch^

\ of the Johnsonite sect, very

"HSIEN HILLYER

"HEIEN HILLYER, delegate from Chicago, about I lyrs old >

I L light brown hair

J

I

I "L had
i

|

t)iue eves.l~ I.

light complected ^^ very thin. ([ rr

"JOE. Eelegato_ N.Y.C.

hgt. about"JOE
f
Delegate from N.Y.C. about I l or _
wgt. about I I Dark"brown wavy fiair, brown eyes,

I stocky build, good looking^
fair complectlon.

"JULES.

black"JULES, about|^ or I I. hg,t. I j W£t_ about
curly hair, brown eyes, slender build, ""could not determine
wether he was from Pittsburg^ or Chicago.

"Man & Wife.

"This is
as a visitor,
branch.

and wifOj;^ he was at the convention
I believe he is a member of the N. Y.

"HERB.

"HERB, a visitor from Reading^ Pa ._ a league sympathizer,
he is accquainted with the

| ^ sends his chil^n^n to
the same summercamp_ Ho is about] I years old. I I

welp:ht about' r^I^ brown eyes,
| |

I
I
he is an old timer with many connections in

the S.W.P. and the I.S*L.

"Delegate from Newark.

"This man was an alternate delegate from Newark who at-
tempted to speak on the U. S. resolution but was ruled
ine legiblej^ this caused a great controversy which was

- 10 -
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"resolved when the convention delegates over ruled the

chair and permitted him to adress the convention, he

spoke for the minority.

"This man was aboufclZZLI
hair, grey eyes,L

1 wght about! L blond

well built, fair complectedTl
r^ii

"IRV.

aV, resident of N. Y.C. Hves in the ^'village^ '
about

btri-. I I waht.l LI
" '""

, brown eyes.
Re was a member of

the housing commxx^Tjee.

"DEBBIE miR, PAUL BERG and MAX WEINTRAUB

'^I could not see DEBBIE ^EIR when she spoke as she was

sitting on the left side of the hall, the same side I

was on and a door in the wall, kept open to insure cir^

culation, blocked my view.

"I moved to other side of room but. she had finished

speaking and sat down among some other women. I then

went out into corrider and stood by open door to try

to spot her or perhaps hear some one speak to her but

failed

.

"PAUL BERG & MAX WEINTRIB.

"I am sure that these two acted as chairmen during

various sessions but I could not distinguish which

was which therefore I hesitate to identify either.

b6
:b7C

Copies of this report have been designated to offices
represented at the convention. Copies for individuals were desig-
nated on the basis of descriptive data furnished.

Offices desiring further identification of individuals j^o

attending the convention should furnish photographs for display b7D
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Extreme caution should be utilized in reporting this in-

formation to fully protect informant's identity.
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TO

OPPICE MEMORANDUM

: SAC, NEW YORK (100-4013)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE : 7/8/57

J

PROM : SAC, BOSTON (100-442)

SUBJECT: SOCIALIST V/ORKERS PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - SVJP

Reference Boston letter dated June 24, 1957.

v;ho has furnished reliable information in
the past/ khd VjhCSe' identity must be protected, on June 20, 1957,
furnished his final report concerning the SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY'S
National Convention held May 31 through June 2, 1957, at New York
City, includi-ng in this report specific detail regarding the
various convention sessions, outlines of ^^fhich are set forth in
referenced, letter. Informant's report is located in Boston Pile

and in part is as follows:

:b2
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1 - 100- (ATTEMPTS OP CP, USA,
PORM A BROAD SOCIALI
ORGANIZATION)

cc's continued next page
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co's continued

New York
1 - 100-
4 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1^- 100-

100-^ 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-

ta7C

f
1

OP, USA, AND PERTI^3ENT
SUBDIVISIONS

)

(AMERICAN FORUM FOR SOCIALIST
EDUCATION ) >

ISL)
MAX SHACilTMAN)
YSL)
UNSUB: YSL Leader, NYC)
SQCXALJSJ&sUNiaiSfeGOMMITTEE

^^{^QciKtlS'S PARTY )CS^
iH

TT^^m
I

1
I

pes) ., ^ ^ ^ .

HT-WTTi

[UNSUB:

- Buffalo (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-6516 (SW)
1 - 100- ( gaivi Mapny't

1 - 100- (1

1 - 100-
1 - 100- UKSUB:

possib jmrn
- Chicago (REGISTERED MAIL)

1 - 65-b45 (SV;P) ^
1 - 100- ((FNU)|_
1 - 100- (HOWARDinr&HEW)I

Cleveland (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-1012 (SV/P)
1 -. 100- (TEniDOSTEL)
1 - 100-
1. - 100-
1 - 100-

iiMni

(Ph))

cc's continued next page
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5 - Detroit (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-1334 (SVJP^

1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-

II

])

7 - Los Angeles (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-17375 (SV/P)
1 - 100- (ARMTC .qUAT^^TCnTf)

1 - 100- l\ \

1 - 100- (iMgmni

1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-

CP-CftGAMTZAMOM)
CP-?/iEMBERgHI?)
UNSUB.:

I

2 -

3 -

2 -

1 -

1 -

i -

Milwaukee (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-7313 (.SlaEJ

1 - 100- (

Minneapolis (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-1246 (SWP.)
1 .- 100- (R. V. DUNNE)
1 - 100- (KENRY SCHULTZ)

Newark (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-1984 (SWP)
1 -'100-

\ ~D
Philadelphia (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-2036 (SWP

)

Pittsburgh (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-662 (SWP)

San Francisco (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 61-380 (SWP)

b6
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F

])

CC'S continued next page
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3 - Seattle " :. (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-3864 (swp )

1 - 100- (I I)

1 - 100- (UMSUB;

I

I

F
4 - Boston

1 - 100-442 fSWP)

1 - 100-19245 \ IT
1 - 100-7697 (l. P, 'i'KAiROR)

:b2
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COV/LEY> JOYCE- 48
DECK; BERT 27,48
DEE (fnu) 27^
DOBES; PARRELL 5,8,19,30,32,33,47
DOSTEL> TED 5,17,32,38,48
DUNNE, R.V. 5,48
PEINBERGi CARL 48
FOXi ART 8,14,21,38,48
PRAZER; RICHARD 24,28,29,30,38,41,48
GREY (COPELAND)i VINCENT- 17,38,48
HALSTEAD, PRED 48
HANSENi ALAN ^8
HANSEN; JOSEPH 47
HIMi^IELi ROBERT 37

, , ,„
JAMES, FRANCES 27,42,47,48
KAYEi CLARA ^^ „ . . ,

KERRYi TOM '. 5,18,43,47,49
KLEIN, IZZY 18,26,37,

.

LOVELL, PRANK 5,18,27,42,47
MANN; ANN 38
MARCY; SAM 8,11,19,20,48
MAYHEV/; HOWARD 27,37,48
MORGAN, TOM 48
PREIS, ART 48
RING, HARRY 41,48
ROBBINS, HAROLD 38,48
ROBERTS, DAN 37,48,49
SEALANDER, TED 48
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NAME INDEX (Continued)

Page No

SCHULTZi HENRY 38,48
SCHULTZ; DOROTHY 48
SHACHTMANi MAX 34
SHARONi ART 48
SHAV/; RITA 48
SHURTOPP, MORRIS 48
SIMON, JEAN 18,26,37^48 '

STEIN> MORRIS 5,18,48
STEIN, SYLVIA 48
SWABEOK; ARNE 5,7,18,31,38,47,48
TABOR; JOHN , . , . 31
TRAINORi AUGUSTA 7
TRAINOR, LAV/RENCE 8,9,21,38,41,47
V/ARDE, V/ILLIAM 48
WEISSj DAVID 48
IffilSSi MURRY 5A8,38,4l,48
VffilSSi MYRA TANNER 18,38,41,48
VffilSSMANi CONNIE FARR 6,48
V/EISSMANi GEORGE ........' 26,48

AL (inu) 37>49 ^
BOB (Inu) 18,26,38
DEEDRA (Inu) 17
PETE (Inu) 38

Unsub.- Negro, male, 28-30, toured South. . 27
Unsub - Negro, male, mid 20' s, Buffalo

Branch .............. 18
Unsub -Negro, female, 22-24, Los Angeles

Branch ..... 28
Unsub -V/hite, female, Seattle Branch. ... 28
Unsub -Negro, female, 20 's, Los Angeles

Branch ' 38
Unsub - Middle-aged female ....,..,. 46
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I, SESSION #1

This session held at V/ortermann's Hall^ 3d Avenue at
l6th Street, Nev/ York City;, on Friday, May 31^ 1957> f2?om 10:00 a.m»
to 2:00 p.m., v/as chaired by TOM KERRY, the SWP's Organizational
Secretary, and attended by approximately 200 to 225 individuals.

A. Opening of 17th S.W.P. National Convention - DOBBS

PARRELL DOBBS, the S.W.P.'s National Secretary, formally
opened this 3-day National Convention by extending to all
Party Delegates, Alternates, Visitors and invited guests a hearty
welcome from the personnel of the S.W.P. *s National Headquarters
and Nev; York City^ Local

.

A very brief speech of no particular significance.

B. 17th Convention Rules and Proceedure - TOM KERRY or
FARRELL DOBBS

Either DOBBS or KERRY briefly reviev/ed the "rules" and
"proceedure" to be follov;ed during this 17th S.W.P. Convention,

Convention Delegates and Alternates v/ere asked to refer
to the material in their folders for additional information
.or, an explanation of these "rules" and "proceedure".

C. Election of Presidium - 12 - SV/ABECK

The Convention Delegates formally approved the
recommendation of ARKE SVJABECK, "Old Guard", SV/P leader, N.C. member,
currently assigned to the Los Angeles Branch, that the Convention
Presidium be comprised of one representative each from Illinois,
Minnesota, Washington, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and two
representatives from Nev/ York and California* Included among
those individuals on the Presidium v;ere: JAM5S P. CANNON; FARRELL
DOBBS; TOM K}23^Y; MORRIS STEIN; MURRY WEISS; ARNE SWABECK; R. V.
DUNNE; TED. DOSTEL, and P. LOVELL.

Nomination and Election of Convention "Recording" Secretaries

SV/ABECK requested the Convention Delegates to nominate
3 or 4 S.V/.P. members present to serve as "recording"
secretaries at the various sessions to follow.

- 5 "
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Note

:

The major task of a "recording" secretary at a Convention
session is to operate and to observe the tape recorder which
tape records just about every v7ord uttered from the Convention
rostrum.

After much unexplainable difficulty^ the Delegates
finally nominated a maximum of 4 "recording" secretaries^
v7hom the Delegates quickly and unanimously elected to that
post.

Among the 4:> the only one knov/n by this writer was
CONNIE PARR (l^iEZSSMAN) . V7ife of GEORGE WEISSMAN, JR. and
the mother of

|

marriage

.

D. Report of Arrangements Committee

by a previous

be
b7C

"Arrangements Committee" comprised of S.V/.P. personnel
from Manhattan and Brooklyn Branches of the New York City
Local.

The "Arrangements Committee" responsible for registration
of all S.VJ.P. personnel and invited guests attending the
Convention.

Also, for housing or hotel accomodations for all Convention
personnel J for providing information on restaurants,
entertainment, etc., and for the needs of Convention personnel
at all Convention sessions,

E. Report of Credentials Committee

"Credentials Committee" also comprised of S.W.P. members
assigned to the 2 branches of the New York City Local.

The "Credentials Committee" allegedly is responsible for
issuing and checking the Credentials of Convention Delegates
and Alternates, ascertaining the Identity of all Convention
personnel and issuing necessary materials (folder) to
Delegates and Alternates.

The Cre'dontials of Branch elected Convention Delegates, in
duplicate^ are mailed to the branches about 3 v;eeks prior to the
Convention

.
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As soon as the various branches elect their Convention
Delegates, the Secretary-Treasurer fills out both copies of
the "Credentials", mails one copy to the S^VLP.*s National
Headquarters and gives the second copy to the elected Delegate
to be used to identify him as the duly-authorized branch
representative at the opening session or upon registering for
the Convention.

If correctly recalled, a TOM IffiRRY "Convention"
communication requested S.W.P. Branches to return the N.O.
copy of the Delegate's "Credentials" to National Headquarters
not later than 5/20/57.

P. Report of Nominations Committee - ARNE SVJABECK

The' "Nominations Committee" is comprised of at least
1 branch-elected Convention Delegate from each of the l8
S.VJ.P. Branches. The exact composition of the remainder
of the "Nominations Committee" is not known to this writer.

SV/ABECK requested that each branch select one of its
Convention Delegates as^ its representative on the "Nominations
Committee", which would meet briefly at the close of this
Convention Session #1. SV/ABECK adde,d that the "Nominations
Committee" at this 17th Convention v/ould attempt to nominate
all candidates for the S.W.PJs new National Committee (both
"Members" and "Alternates") at one session, reportedly
scheduled to take place on Saturday evening, 6/1/57 ^ during
the period alloted f9r the 3 panels.

Although neither J. CHRISTIANSON nor A. M. TRAINOR, the
2 "delegates" from the Boston Branch, v/anted the "Nominations
Committee" assignment, A. M. TRAINOR capitulated sooner and
begrudgingly accepted the task which consists of listening
to from 50 to 60 talks on the qualifications of various
candidates for the N.C.; then discussing the qualifications
of each ofbthe N*C* nominees with the other members of the
Nominations Committee and then voting either to submit or
reject each individual nomination.

Note:

The Reports of the Arrangements, .Credentials and
Nominations Committees at the start of the Convention are
mere formalities with the contents of the reports lost in
the noise, general confusion, seating of personnel and cross-
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conversations J which drown out and defeat the efforts of
the speakers on the rostuun to mal^e themselves heard and
understood by the few who might be trying to listen to
them.

Therefore > this writer's above comments on the Reports
of the "Arrangements"'^ "Credentials" and "Nominations"
Committees at this 1st session of the 17th Convention are
"generalizations" pertaining to the functions of these
Committees rather than a factual account of the contents
of the Reports, which v;ere both brief and e::tremely difficult
to hear and 'to understand from this v;riter*s "vantage" point
in the "Visitors" section at the rear of the hall.

In fact, the uproar in the section assigned to the
Convention Delegates and Alternates at the front of the
hall, v/as so great that L. P. TRAINOR, Boston Branch
Alternate, escaped to the ''Visitors" section, v;hich, in
compax-^ison v/as quiet and less confused and anticipating

' the eventual end to the pandemonium, v;hich continued
through the 45 minutes required to complete the above
agenda items in the 1st session.

G. "Political Report" (P.C. Draft Resolution) by FARRELL DOBBS

The DOBBS' address, representing the "official" S.V/.P.
Majority political orientation, was extremely brief and was
completed in much less time than the 60 minutes alloted to
the National Secretary for his presentation.

DOBBS, after concluding this address, stated that he
would utilize the 30 minutes due him during his rebuttal
address, if it should become necessary, in order to answer
satisfactorily any charges v/hich might be made by either
or both of the 2 Minority speakers, SAM MARCY and/or "ARTIE"
FOX (AP).

(Agents Note:
According to informant, the initials- AP are those used

by FOX:'-when writing articles in SV/P publications.)

The DOBBS "Political Report" was a sujiimarized account
of the contents of the P.O. Draft Resolution on the S.VJ.P.'s
proposed political orientation for the coming period.

^ 8 -
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This P.O. "Political" Resolution and its contents were
based on the discussions and decisions reached by the National
Conunittee Majority at the N.C. Plenums of 5/56 and 12/56«

This DOBBS' "Political Report" of 5/31/57 followed the
same pattern of similar "Political Reports" presented at the
15th Convention in 7/52 and the l6th Convention of 11/5^.

This 1957 DOBBS "Political Report" follov/ed exactly
the pattern set in the P,C.'s Drafts Resolution^ thus
detracting from its importance as a significant Convention
Report

•

There v/as nothing controversial about the DOBBS Report
and/or the P.C. Resolution^ since neither recommended any
major change in the S.V/»P.*s political orientation for the
coming period.

One' minor change ^ if it can be interpreted as such^ was
emphasized and explained by DOBBS

This minor change^ which DOBBS recommended- be inserted
in the P.C. Draft Resolution, concerned the S.W.P.'s "Campaign
against Stalinism" and might have been suggested originally
by L. P. TRAINOR to his N.C. colleagues at the 5/30/57 N.C.
pre -Convention Plenum, since it recommended the step-up of
the S.V.'.P.'s propaganda campaign against the American
Stalinist leadership, which TRAINOR had set forth at a 5/57
weekly meeting of the S.W.PJs Boston Branch.

DOBBS, in his 5/31/57 Report, recommended that the
Convention Delegates vote to insert this "stepped-up
propaganda attack, in coming issues of *The Militant'
against the American Stalinist Bureaucracy" as part of
the S;W.P.'s "Campaign against Stalinism" orientation
for the coming period.

This stepped - up propaganda attack against the American
Stalinist Bureaucracy' is aimed at awakening rank and file
Stalinists to the tx*uth about their corrupt and opportunistic
leaders,, thus forcing the rank and file Stalinists either
to rid the CP of its leaders or to quit the CP themselves
with the hope that they (rank and file Stalinists) can be
recruited into the S.V/.P.

-. 9-
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The DOBBS "Political Report" featured the N.C. Majority's
up-to-date analysis of the international political scene today

^

which differed slightly ^ if at all, from the same analysis
reported by MURRY VJEISS at the l6th S.U.P* Convention in
Chicago in 11/54.

According to PARRELL DOBBS:

1. Capitalism vs Socialism - This continuing death-
struggle betvjeen the 2 social orders is the key to
each and every incident taking place today on the
international political scene.

2. Capitalism 's survival - attributed to the treachery
01' In'cernational Stalinism.

3» Balance of povJ^ey - now lost forever to V/orld
capI^allGm, is cui?rently in the hands of the
Soviet bloc.

k. Capitalism' s decay - since World War II has been
accelerated by the colonial revolutions.

5. Statism - its application has created nevr

con^a3ictions rather than having solved the
old ones for World Capitalism.

^* Capitalism's chief problem - exporting capital,
prevented by tne x^isirig tide of colonial revolutions.

7. Vforld Vfar III - despite its potential consequences,
will be utilised to prevent the collapse of the
Capitalist system.

8. United Nations - no deterent to World War III.

9. Class Struggle - American v/orking class is trade
union conscious but not politically conscious. Class
struggle in U. S. will erupt v/hen American Capitalists
attack trade unions to subjugate workers in new crisis.

10. Negro Question - linked with working class in class
s^riiggle. Reg'ro struggle for equality more acute
rather than solved by desegregation as it exists
today.
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•'•^* Stalinism - responsible for prolonging the life of
Ibhe Capitalist System and for postponing completion
of the Permanent Revolution.

12. Stalinism's role in Poland « suppressed revolt of Polish
v;orking class.

^^* Stalinism's role in Hungary - a counter-revolutionary
i*orce utilizing the ReB Army to thv;art the Hungarian
Revolution.

^^^ S.VJ.P.' s orientation in Plungary - full support of
Hungarian working class and the Hungarian Revolution
against Stalinism and the Red Army.

(The major basis of dissent against the P.O. Resolution
by the Marcyite faction)

15. S.Vf.P.'s orientation in Poland - full support of Polish
Tvorking cTass against suppression by counter-revolutionary
Stalinism.

16. The Chinese Qwe^ion - S.W.P. to continue to regard
china as a"^MeTofme<f" workers state and to continue
to give "critical support" to Stalinist regime of Mao
Tse Tung.

17* Negro Question - S.W.P. orientation continues on its
course or^^"rc -de segregation" .

^^' Conclusion - "Regroupment" - S.W.P. orientation calls
for continued cooperation v/ith other Left-VJing groups
towards "Socialist - re -groupment"in the U.S.

This concluded the "Political Report" of the S.W.P.
Majority by DOBBS.

H. Minority Report #1 by SAM MARCY

SAM MARCY, Organizer of the* S.W.P. 's Buffalo Branch;, is
the top leader of a Minority group within the^S.W.P. which
is comprised of lOOJ^^ of the membership of the Buffalo Branch

- 11
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plus the great majority of the members of the Youngstov/n
Branch. The remaining l6 branches report no support
v/hatsoever for the Marcyite opposition^ described by DOBBS^
himself^ as a "loyal Minority'* discounting for the time
being at leasts any potential factional struggle v/ithin the
S.V/.P,

The Marcyite tendency vjithin the S.W.P. dates back to
the l4th S.17»P. National Convention in 19^8 v/hen it opposed
the P^C.'s 'Apolitical orientation'*^ by advocating support of
JIENRY \7ALLACE and the Progressive Party in the 1948 national
elections

Immediately follov/ing the 15th National Convention in
1952, the Marcyites again opposed the P.C.*s orientation^
stating their ov;n position in the S^W.P. internal document
entitled "The Global VJar".

Now^ the Plungarian and Polish Events ot 1956-1957 have
reactivated the alv/ays organized Marcyite group ^ which
currently opposes the P.C.*s analysis of the recent events
having taken place in Hungary and Poland, Thus^ the Marcyites'
viev;s on these events are expressed by SAM MARCY at this
17th Convention in this Minority Report #1.

According to SAM MPUCY:

1* The events in Hungary described as "counter-
revolutionary" rather than "revolutionary" acts
by counter-revolutionary forces.

2. The present regime in Hungary is a bourgeois
regime J the executive committee of a reorganized
capitalist class. The goal of this new regime is
to rid Hungary of the Red Army and to establish
economic relations vjith the V/est.

3. The previous regime (Hungarian Stalinists)^ a deformed
v;orkers state, had seized the state power from the
Bourgeoisie but had failed to destroy the latter as
such.

4. Therefore^ the Stalinist Bureaucracy alone is
responsible for the m.assacre of Hungarian workers
during the subsequent events.
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5* But J the Stalinist Bureaucracy in Hungary represents
the Left in the class struggle as compared to the
orientations of other political groupings there.

6^ The Stalinist Bureaucracy^ through the Red Army
attacked the Hungarian vjorkers, allovjing the
bourgeoisie to rally support of all classes, Then^
the Stalinists attempted to persuade the Hungarian
workers to fight against the class enemy^ the forces
of the "bourgeoisie and failed.

? The Marcyites oppose the P.O. position also with
regard to the role of the Workers Councils in the
Hungarian Events.

VJorkers Councils lacked new and revolutionary
leadership necessary to be progressive.

The composition of Workers Councils still not known
but if comprised of 100^ v/orking class elements^
Councils v/ithout proper leadership^ like those in
Hungary^ could move in a "counter-revolutionary"
direction as they did do.

Therefore^ the Marcyite grouping opposes the
P.C.'s Resolution with regard to the latter *s
full support of the actions taken by the Hungarian
Vforkers Councils.

The Marcyites hold the V/orkers Councils responsible
for defending bourgeois interests over those^ of the
VJorkerS;, illustrated by the Councils' failure to
demand a "proletarian dictatorship".

8. In conclusion:, Marcyite support of the Stalinist
Bureaucracy lies in the Marcyite analysis that the
Red Army^ not the Hungarian v/orking class was
defending the deformed workers state during the
events portrayed.

MRCY^ alloted 60 minutes to present his Minority Report,
took that entire period.
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I. "Minority Report" ^H^ by "ARTIE" FOX (A. P.)

"ARTIE" FOX (A. P.) of the S.W.P.'s Detroit Branch, the

only known ex-Johnsonite to retain membership in the American

Trotskyist Party, represents a one-man Minority in opposition

to the Majority on the Chinese Question only.

As a result, POX was alloted 45 minutes to present his

views on the S.V/.P.'s political orientation in a 2nd Minority

Report at this lyth National Convention.

FOX, steeped in the political orientations and theories

of- the former Johnson-Forrest tendency which quit the S.W.P.

in 1951, has been at odds with the Majority's political

orientation on several occasions in the intervening period.

However, the FOX position has aroused little or no

support either in Detroit or in other S.VJ.P. branches and

despite his frequent political differences with the Majority,

FOX has remained, and, is regarded as a loyal minority within

the S.W.P.

According to Pox in "Minority Report ?/^2"

:

1. Basically, FOX opposes the Majority's interpretation
of the Mao Tse-tung regime in Red China and the

nature of the state itself as a "degenerated vjorkers

state" \mder the leadership of an un-reformed Stalinist

C.C.P. (Chinese Communist Party) with counter-
revolutionary petty-bourgeois elements included.

Such a leadership as the Mao Tse-tung regime, as

described by POX, is incapable of advancing in Red
China to the next step of the Permanent Revolution
the dictatorship of tl?e proletariat.

2. FOX contends that the Mao Tse-tung regime is comprised

of petty-bourgeois elements with a capitalist class,

not' a working class orientation and that the nat-ure

of the Chinese state is "state -capitalism" defined as

the final stage of Capitalism in which the capitalist

-

oriented petty bourgeoisie applies counter-revolutionary
measures to the rising tide of pressures from the masses

to the time of the final total collapse of capita3.1st

control

.
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3, POX further criticised the Majority's position on
the basis that it applies the steps and conclusions
of the theory of "Permanent Revolution" to the
Chinese state irrationally and unrealistically^, thus
giving revolutionary content to counter-revolutionary
moves

•

\. In Chinaj the v/orking class does not control the
state apparatus and^ therefore, its definition by
the Majority as a "\7orkers state'^ is a fallacy.

5. The missing factor, according to FOX, is the
revolutionary vanguard. The ingredient necessary
to fixlfill the historical role of the working class,
the seizure of the state apparatus from the Bureaucracy
and the establishment of the dictatorship of the
proletariat,

6. FOX concluded that nationalized economy without
working class control of the state apparatus is -

still Capitalism. ."State Capitalism".

7. FOX'S "Minority Report #2" also e:cpressed differences
v;ith the Majority's interpretation of the Hungarian
Events — differences along lines similar to the
ones he holds on the Chinese Question.

II. SESSION #2

This session held at Wortermann's Hall, 3d Avenue at
l6th Street, New York City, from 3:00 p.m. to 7:15 P-m. on Friday,
May 31, 1957, Chairman unknown, attended by appro:cimately 225.

A. Introduction

At this 2nd of 3 sessions on the first day of this 17th
S.V/.P. National Convention, a near-maximum attendance was
on hand to hear 'the Buffalo and Youngstown Branch personnel
defend SAM MARCY's "Minority" Report #1 against the "Delegates"
supporting the P,C. Resolution and its interpretation of the -

1956-1957 Hungarian Events.
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The lunch period between the 1st and 2nd sessions

had been brief in order to keep the over-all Convention
Agenda as close to its original schedule as possible.

So many of the "Delegates" participated in this

discussion^ that this v/riter has no conception of the

exact number.

VJithout question, it can be .stated- that those "Delegates"

supporting the "P.O. Resolution" far outnumbered those of the

Marcyite tendency, since the latter was limited to the

number of Delegates alloted to the Buffalo and Youngstom
Branches,

At the beginning of this discussion, each Delegate

was alloted 10 minutes to express his views from the rostrum.

At 5:00 p.m., after 2 solid hours, it became necessary

to limit the remaining "Delegates", who V7ished to speak on

this subject, to 5 minutes each. Despite this limitaition,

the parade of Delegates to the rostrum continued through a

3rd hour.

On the basis of elapsed time per Delegate, plus the

length of time consumed by this discussion, this v/riter

estimates that a total of 25 Convention Delegates participated

with-about 10 of the Buffalo and Youngstown Delegates
supporting the "Marcyite Report" and about 15 Delegates from

the remaining 16 Branches and the N.O. supporting the P.O.

Resolution.

In general, the comments made by the 25 speakers
adhered to the contents either of the DOBBS Report or of the

MARCY Report presented in Session #1.

In order to present as complete a picture as possible

of this 2nd session, below will be listed the names of the

knovm "Delegates" who spoke from the rostrum during this

3-hour discussion, not in the order of their appearance,

but, rather, grouped according to v/hich of the 2 "political

reports" each one supported.

B. "Delegates" Spealcing for the "Marcyite Report"
(Minority Report #1

)

.__
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In general J the following list of "Delegates" supported
the Marcy contention that the Hungarian v/orkers fought on the
side of the counter-revolutionary forces in the recent
Hungarian uprising and that the Stalinist -Bureaucracy and
the Red Army v;ere not entirely to blame for suppressing the
Hungarian v/orkers since it v/as the Bureaucracy and the Red
Army (its instrument of suppression) which acted as the
defender of Hungary's deformed v;orkers state — the Hungarian
regime ousted in the uprising.

1* VINCENT GREY (COPELANP) - MARCY' s 2nd-in-command in
the Buffalo Branch and in
the Marcyite tendency itself,
effectively and emotionally
defended MARCY 's contentions,
vehemently argued against
the fallacies in the P.O.
Resolution and drew the
largest and loudest response
from the audience of all 25
speakers Although COPELAND
is from Buffalo, he still
might Toe assigned to the N.G,
This writer cannot definitely
state v;hether or not COPELAND
has heen re-assigned to the
Buffalo Branch from the N.O.

2. TED DOSTEL - Youngstov^n Branch Organizer and Youngstovm
leader of the Marcyite tendency, also
vocally portrayed his serious support of
and belief in the interpretation of the
Hungarian events set forth during
Session #1 by SAM mRCY.

3. DEEDRA - The !

~| y^^^ ol^ daughter of Trotskyists',
who has loeen a member of the S.W^P. since
she was at least I [

years of age, illustrated
the speakers *talents for which all Buffalo
Branch members are noted, with a stirring
defense of the Marcyite position and a
seathing attack against the contents of the
DOBBS report.

b6
:b7C
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4. (N)(M)(Mid"20<s)(Buffalo)(l6th National
Convention in Chicago) One of the S.V/.PJS
most promising Negro elements presented
a very v/ell-organized defense of the
Mai*cyite tendency's position*

(Ir^formant orally advised on June 20^ 1957 .» that it v/as his be
fefelief this unnamed individual is identical withf I

(LNU)0 hiz

The j?emaining 4 to 6 Buffalo and Youngstown Branch
"Delegates" J v;ho spolce in favor of Marcy's "Minority Report
-//l"^ cannot be identified nor recalled by this v;riter at
thj^s time*

O^j '^Delegates" Speaking for the "P.C, Resolution"
(DOBBS' "Political .Report")

In general^ the follov/ing list of Convention Delegates
supported the P,C**s contention that the S.V/.P. should endorse
100^^^ the revolt of the Hungarian v/orkers against its oppressors,
the Stalinist Bureaucracy and its instrument of oppression,
the Red Army, which the P.C. contends carried out the process
of "counter-revolution" against the revolutionary uprising
taken and ordered by the Hungarian v;orkers and their "Workers'
Councils", respectively,

1* MORRIS STBIH t N.O. , N.C., Presidium, N.Y.C. Local.

2. ARNE SVJABBCK - N.C., Presidium, Los Angeles Branch,

3» MURRAY. IffiISS - N.O., Secretariat, Militant Staff.

^'* "BOB" - Cleveland Branch.

5. ROBERT CHESTER - N.O.

6. JEAN SIMON - Cleveland Branch.

7* "IZZY" KLEIN (phonetic). - Cleveland Branch.

8. MYRA TANNER (VJEISS) - N.O., N.Y.C. Local.

9. FRANK LOVBLL - Detroit Branch.

10. TOM ICERRY r N.O.
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The remaining 5 to 7 pro-P,C» speakers were "unrecalled"
"Delegates" representing S.V/,P* Branches in Lds Angeles^
Seattle^ the Tv/in Cities^ Chicago and Nev/' York City.

This concluded »the "Delegates" pro and con discussion of
the S.VLP.'s political orientation for the coming period.

D. MARCY Sumiriary - "Minority Report #1'* - SAM MARCY -

20 minutes, . ,,., .. . . .. . -

'

' . {

''

\

The tireless MARftY^ ,refuting several of the commerits
made by the 15-17 pro 'P.O. Delegates, reached his oratdrical
peak v/ith a re-stated, re-hashed defense of his interpretation
of the Hungarian events.

MARCY* s 20-minute summatiori emphasized:

1. The bloody Hungarian uprising, pdunter-revolutionary
by nature, will remain an impoi5tant\ lesson to the
world v/orking class — from a hegative stand-point.

2. The Hungarian events pointed out, primarily, the
need .df the vjorking class for a revolutionary
vanguard party.

3. The Hungarian events destroyed the theory that
"Socialism-in-one -country" is workable or that it
can become a pr»actical reality.

^. The Hungarian uprising proved that the Stalinist
Bureaucracy is incapable of reforming itsel

E. DOBBS*' Summary - P.O. Political Resolvition - PARRELL DOBBS -

20-30 minutes ,

The DOBBS' Report summation featured the National
Secretary's conception of the "Marcyite tendency" as a
"loyal minority" within the S.W.P., v/hich has minor
political differences with the P.O. Majority differences
v/hich can and v/ill be resolved via internal party discussion
during the coming period.

To illustrate the loyalty of the Marcyites, DOBBS
referred to the recent national fund drive of the S.U.P.,
in which the 100?^ "Marcyite" Buffalo Branch pledged the 3rd
largest quota and then over-subscribed to it prior to the
fund campaign .deadline

.
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The DOBBS* simmation emphasized:

1. The value of the Hungarian Events as political
propaganda to be utilized by the Trotskyists
against the Stalinist Bureaucracy,

2. Full support of the Hungarian workers "political
revolution" to establish Socialism,

3. Pull disapproval of the Stalinist Bureaucracy's
counter-revolutionary actions against the
Hungarian vi^orkers.

And so concluded the DOBBS' sxommation,

P, Vote of Convention Delegates on Acceptance of "Minority
Report i^l"

[

SAM MARCY presented a motion that the Convention
Delegates vote to, incorporate his "Minority Report #1"

into the P.C.'s Political Resolution to be the S.V/.P.'s
political orientation for the coming period.

The results (approximate) of the Delegates' vote on
MARCY's motion were:

To accept: 5 votes
To reject: 82-8? votes.

G. Vote of Convention Delegates on Acceptance of P.O.
Political Resolution .

One of the prominent S.V/.P. national leaders (KERRY or
DOBBS or STEIN) presented a motion to the Corivention Delegates
that they vote to accept the P.O. Political Resolution as the
S.W.P.'s political orientation for the coming period
without changes and as set forth by PARRELL DOBBS as "the P.C.'s
spokesman for the Resolution.

The Delegates' vote on the P.O. Political Resolution \iasi

To accept: 8? votes
To reject: 5 votes.
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• H, Delegates' Vote on Minority Report #2

If correctly recalled, "ARTIE'.' POX requested that the
Delegates vote to accept and to incorporate his Minority
Report il^ into the P.C.'s Political Resolution.

If so, the approximate number of votes recorded v/ere.:

To accept: 5
To reject: 8?.

III. SESSIOM #3

This session. Chairman unknown, was held at V/ortermann'

s

Hall, 3d Avenue at l6th Street, New York City, from 8:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m. oh Friday, May 31^ 1957^ and attended by approximately
175 to 200.

A. Introduction

This 3rd session of the S.W.P.'s 17th National
Convention on the evening of Friday, 5/31/57* was not
attended by this writer.

As a result, the contents herein included on this
"Session #3" are based on reports made to this v-jriter by
other S.W.P. personnel vjho attended this session and on
the Report to the Boston Branch on Thursday, 6/6/51 > on
this session, made by L. P\ TRAINOR, the Organizer of the
Boston Branch and one of its 2 "alternate delegates" to
the Convention.

B. "The Negro Question" - P.O. Resolution - Reported by
GEORGE BREITMAN

:

According to L. P. TRAINOR (Report to the Boston
Branch, 6/6/57).

The P.C.'s Draft Resolution on "The Negro Question"

^

presented at the Convention by GEORGE BREITMAN, brought up-
to-date, v/ithout alterations, the S.V/.P.'s analysis and
orientation on "The Negro Question" for the coming period.
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This "Majority Repprt" by BREITMAN, v/hich relates "The
Negro Question" in the U.S. to the Colonial Peoples and
Revolutions throughout the world, reveals no new developments
on the subject and no significant changes in the Party's
orientation towards it.

The P.O. Draft Resolution itself states:

"The Negro struggle for equality is an integral part
of the v/orld revolutionary upsurge of the colonial and semi-
colonial peoples" - "In this country the Negro masses are

fighting as a united, militant, self-sacrificing people" -

"They struggle to end all forms of racial segregation and
discrimination" - "They aim fundamentally to attain full
economic, social and political equality".

"This inter-relation between the Negro struggle in the
United States and the >;orld-wide movement of the^ colonial
and semi -colonial peoples plays a vital role in the
development of the American working class. It foreshadov/s

the linking up of the struggles of the American working
class, v/hich have not yet assumed conscious anti -capitalist
forms, with the relatively more advanced character of the
world revolutionary process."

On De -segregation - Full Negro equality is Impossible
through reliance on the capitalist government.

On NAACP Policy - Deliberant restraint of mass action
has -been a central component of official NAACP policy.
Complete reliance on the capitalist government to secure
civil rights, the fundamental flaw in NAACP policy has upset,
repeatedly, its organizational control over the insurgent
Negro masses.

Trend towards Social Change in the South - implies a major
breach in the waTl of v/Hite supremacy leading" toward fusion of

the civil rights movement with the class struggle in industry.

Labor - Negro Unity - their fusion into a united political
force would imply ra head-on collision v/ith the capitalist
ruling class, breaking up the present tvio-party sv/indle

and precipitating a class pcSIarization in politics. In the
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process the civil rights forces could be expected to ally
themselves x^ith labor to launch an independent labor party
based on the unions

•

Crisis of Leadership - both the union officials with their
middle-class mentality and the middle-class Negro leadership
violate -the democratic rights of their memberships^ shrink
from direct struggle against the capitalist ruling class and
appeal to the capitalist 'government for reforms to appease
the masses

•

Transitional Program - The road to Negro equality can
be helped along through a transitional program leading
toward fusion of the civil* rights movement with the class
struggle for socialisiiu

S.W].R. 's Conclusions - The socialist movement should
advocate

:

1. Complete economic, social and political equality
for all minority peoples*

2. Abolish all forms of bureaucratic control within
the mass movement and establish complete rank and
file democracy

»

»

3. Discard all class collaborationist policies and
institute^ class struggle .methods.

4. Fight for equality through mass action instead
of relying on the capitalist government to grant
reforms

.

5. Run independent Negro candidates in opposition
to both capitalist parties.

6. Full union support to the civil rights movement.

7. A labor-Negro alliance to launch an independent
labor party based on unions.

8. Replace the capitalist government with a workers
and farmers governm.ent.
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9, Abolish capitalism and establish a socialist
society

•

•Only on this class struggle road does the S,V/*P. believe
the civil rights question can be fundamentally and permanently
resolved.

And such was the reported content of GEORGE BRSITMAN's
3rd Convention Session Report on the Political Committee's
Draft Resolution entitled "The Class Struggle Road to Negro
Equality" .

C. "The Negro Question" - Minority Report - by RICHARD
FRAZER

Since the PRftSER '^Minority" Report v/as completed and
placed in the hands of the N^C. just 2 days prior to the
start of this 17th National Convention > only a few of the
S.W,P. leaders had had the opportunity to peruse PRAZER's
document and to learn v;hat specific differences the latter
had with the P.C, Draft Resolution.

Therefore, PRAZER's Report to the Convention tonight
v;as his first public announcement of v/hy and how he differed
from the P.C* Resolution on "The Negro Question".

Since this writer did not hear PRAZER present his
"Minority Report" its following reported contents are those
told to the members of the S.V/.P.'s Boston Branch by its
Organizer, L. P. TRAINOR, at its Thursday, 6/6/57 meeting.

According to L. P. TRAINOR (at 6/6/57 Boston Branch
meeting )

:

1. PRAZER *s "Minority" Report opposes the fundamental
thesis of the P^C.'s Draft Resolution in that
PRAZER denies the existance of any relationship
between "The Negro Question" in the U.S. and the
Colonial struggles- taking place throughout the
V/orld.

2. PRAZER characterised the P.C.'s Draft Resolution
as setting forth a "paternalistic" and a "chauvenistic"
approach to "The Negro Question".
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3. Finally^ the FRAZER Report intimated that the P.O.
r Draft Resolution, insofar as its interpretation of

the Negro struggle in the South is concerned^ has
a pro-Stalinist orientation based on the P.C.'s
references to "Negro nationalism".

Although the above synopsis of the FRAZER "Minority"
Report is very brief, it constitutes all of the information
that this v/riter has available on it at this time.

I

.FRAZER, v/ho is married to another S.V/.P* member,

|

I 1^
currently is assign^id to the Party's Seattle Branch.

At the time of the l6th Nat:ional Convention in Chicago, 11/54,
FRAZER v/as assigned to the S,>/.P. 's Los Angeles Branch.

And so concludes this v/riter 's account of FRAZER and
his "Minority Report" of 5/31/57.

(Agent's Notev:

Informant advised that no mention was made as to
whether any of the Convention delegates discussed the "Negro
Question" at this third session following the BREITMAN and
FRAZER Reports.

)

be
hi'
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IV. SESSION NO. 4

This Session^ chairman unknown, was held at V/ortermann«s Hall
from 10:00 AM to 12:30 PM, Saturday, June 1, 1957 and attended
by approximately 200.

A. Introduction

Session #4, like Session r^ on the previous afternoon,
featured a parade of "Delegates" to the rostriim, each with a
5-minute time allotment to express their support and/or the
criticisms of either the Breitman or the Prazer Report on the
"Negro Question."

Since none of the 20 Delegates participating in this
discussion offered any new or unique concepts on the "Negro
Question," this writer v/ill attempt only to identify as many
of the 20 Delegates as possible in 2 lists one of which
will be comprised of Breitman* s supporters and the other one
will be comprised of those known Delegates supporting the
Fraser position.

B. Delegates Speaking in Support of P. C. Reso3.ution on
"^^gro Question'^

Generally speaking, the following Delegates expressed
their support of the P. C. Draft Resolution on the "Negro
Question" in 5-minute talks from the rostrum during this 4th
Convention Session ~ All of these Delegates appeared to be in
agreement v/ith the Breitman expressed, P. C. thesis that the
Negro struggle in the U. S. is linked to the struggles of
Colonial Peoples throughout the world —

Of the 20 Delegates v;ho spoke on this subject, about
14 supported the P. C; Resolution as reported by George Breitman

1. Jean Simon - Cleveland "Specialist" on "Negro Question."

2.. Bob - Cleveland Branch -

3. "Izzy" Klein - " " -

4, George VJeissman - N. 0. "Militant" Staff -
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5. Frances James - "Militant" Business Manager - N.Y.C. Local -

6.. Dee - Chicago Branch

7» Bert Deck - N. 0. -

8

.

Hov7ard Mayhev? - Chicago Branch Organizer -

9. - (N)(M)(2830)Recently toured all sections of the
South

.

(Agent's note: Since it is not knovm to which branch this
individual is assigned^ the information -concerning
this individual is being furnished* to the Nev; York
Office as it IB felt the New York Office may be able- to
further identify this individual and forward the copy to
the- appropriate office •)

10* Prank Lovell - Detroit Branch Organizer -

The remaining. 3 or ^1- pro-Breitman Delegates, who spoke
on the "Negro Question" cannot be recalled by this v/riter at
this time,

C* Delegates Speating in Support of Prazer Report on "Negro
Question^^~"

About 6 or 7 Delegates spoke in support of Prazer's,
orientation on the "Negro Question/' vjhich denied that the
Negro struggle in the U. S. is linked with the struggle of
Colonial Peoples in other parts of the world and v/hich referred
to the P. C. Draft Resolution as "paternalistic" & "chauvenistic."

L, P, Trainor reported later that the great majority of
Delegates supporting the Prazer Report came from S. W. P.

Branches in Seattle, San Francisco & Los Angeles.

It appeared to this v^riter that the majority of Negroes
attending the Convention supported Prazer *s Report rather than
the P. C. Draft Resolution on the- basis that Prazer de-emphasized
the "Negro Question" as a "social problem" v/hereas the P. C.

Resolution & its reporter^, Breitman, emphasized the "Negro
Question" as a major social problem v/ith an elusive solution
which will take decades to discover - In other words, the P. C.

& Breitman again, like most Trotskyist c5 Stalinist Resolutions
of the past, have separated the Negro as a creature apart from
the remainder of the human race, implying not that the Negro should
be treated as a "slave" but as a "pet" by othei? races -
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1.
, (N)(P)(22.24)Los Angeles Branch -

2. (W)(P) Seattle Branch -

This v/riter is unable to recall the names of any of the
Delegates speaking in support of the Prazer Report but a total
of about '6 sided v;ith Prazer against the E. 0\ Draft Resolution
as reported by George Breitman.

D. "Minority Report" Summation - "Dick" Prazer - 20 minutes

Although Prazer devoted most of his 20'-minute summation
to a critical blast at the P. C,'s orientation, describing it,
again & again, as "paternalistic," he also denied that he had
referred to the P. C. Resolution as "pro-Stalinist" in its
approach.

V/here Prazer tried to explain what he had meant in
using that ter»m, "J. P. Cannon, angered by Prazer *s charge,
loudly asked: - "v:ell, .what in H did you mean by -^it"?

Cannon'* s question evoked no response from Prazer^ but
it prevented the latter from denying the charge that he had
described the P, C» Resolution as "prorStaiinist" - Therefore,
the impression left in the minds of the Convention Delegates was
that Prazer charged that the P.^C. Resolution has a pro-
Stalinist orientation -

Chief emphasis, ^in Prazer *s summation, v;as that the Negro
struggle in the U* S.^ is separate & apart & unrelated to the
struggles of Colonial Peoples in other parts of the world -

Prazer argued effectively on this major point of
difference v;ith the P, C. Resolution, describing the latter as
"unrealistic" for Jinking together com letely unrelated struggles -

Prazer also — intentionally or otherv/ise — misinter-
preted passages in- the P. C. Draft Resolution -

Por example: -

"Theoretically, the profound growth of racial solidarity
^^d national consciousness among the Negro people might under
certain conditions give rise to separatist demands,"
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Frazer charged that the P. C, defined & meant that the
Negro p'eople want^ and are thinking in tenris of "a Negro nation
within a nation" (the C.P*s "Black Belt" theory) by their use
of the phrase: "national consciousness" -

Breitman^ in his summation v/hich follov/.ed .Fraser's, re-
ferred to the above charge by Praser & angrily reassured Fraser
that the phrase meant: - "conscious of the nation" (the U, S,

)

Frazer *s summation^ like his Report^ v;as one of extremes^
strong on some points & extremely v/eak on others -

V/hen Frazer concluded his siAmmation he realized that he &
his report had incurred the v/rath- of the top leadership^ v;hich
assured his Minority^ Resolution of certain defeat by the vote
of the Convention Delegates

Hovjever^ Frazer *s Report had included much of a contro-
versial nature^ plus a nev/ approach to the Negro Question^

,

v/hich not only will save the Report from extinction^ but will
make it a document to be discussed internally throughout the
S.VJ,P. during the coming period -

^*
"Majority Report" Summation - George Breitman - 20 minutes

A serious, emotionally upset George Breitman spent all
of this period at the. rostrum denying, one by one, each of the
more petty charges which Frazer had hurled © the P. C* Resolu-
tion -

In addition, Breitman accused Frazer of "deliberately
misinterpreting crystal-clear explanations, "of reading statements
in the P. C* Resolution out of context, of"misquoting the
P, C. Resolution" & of "half-quoting P. C* statements &
passages "

Breitman, visibly upset by Frazer *s alleged "falsifica-
tions" & "spurious charges" against the P.O. Resolution, plus
Frazer 's ovm irresponsible, unreal & unv/orkable theories
on the "Negro Question, " concluded his s\;immation abruptly &
prior to the end of his alloted 20 minutes, in order to avoid
the emotional outburst I'/hich he evidently felt that he could
contain no longer.
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Breitman's summation also re-iterated the Resolution's
major theme of relating the Negro struggle in the U. S. to the
Colonial struggles elsewhere — concluding with the S. W. P.'s
continuing fight for total "Desegregation" in the U. S. -

F. Prazer Motion & Delegates' Vote on Frazer Resolution

Frazer next put forth a formal motion to the Dele-
gates that his Minority Resolution on the "Negro Question" be
accepted as the S. W. P.'s official orientation on this subject
for the coming period -

Then followed the voting of the Delegates on the
Frazer Motion with the appro:cimate results announced below: -

To accept the Frazer Resolution = 5 -

To reject " " '-' ~ 87 -

^« Motion & Delegates ' Vote on P^ C_^ Draft Resolution

If correctly recalled, Parrell Dobbs made the formal
motion to accept to the P. C. Draft Resolution, "The Class
Struggle Road to Negro Equality/' as reported by George Breitman,
as the S. W. P.'s official orientation on the "Negro Question"
for the coming period -

The Convention Delegates then cast their votes on the
motion to accept the P. C. Draft Resolution - The results of the
vote were recorded & reported approximately as follows: -

To accept the P. C. Draft Resolution _ 8? votes -

To reject " " " " - 5 " -

Therefore, the P. C. Draft Resolution (Discussion
Bulletin, Vol. I8 No. 8, 4/57)^ entitled "The Class Struggle
Road to Negro Equality," was accepted by an 87 to 5 vote of the
Convention Delegates, to be the S.V/.P.'s official orientation
on the "Negro Question" @ this 4th Convention Session on
Saturday, 6/1/57 -
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H* Motion on Frazer^s "Minority Report "

An unidentified Prazer supporter presented the motion
that Prazer *s "Minority Report" on the Negro Question be published
In an S. \L P. Discussion Bulletin & that its contents be dis-'
cussed by Branches throughout the S. \L P. prior to the time of
the next N. C, Flenvm, when the Prazer Report v/lll be revlev;ed
by the National Committee -

The vast majority of the Delegates approved this
motion v/lthout the recording of a formal vote -

I. Announcements

!• I!§ii§i piscusslons

The Chairman announced i that Panel Discussions on
1, Youth 2, Literature S: 3. Trade Unions vjould be held © 8:00 PM
on this date, 6/1/57. © Adelphl Hall (Rooms, 10-B, 10-P & 10-C)
74 5th Avenue, New York City -

2* Nominations Committee Session

Arne Sv/abeck announced that the Nominations
Committee session also v/ould be held © 8: — P.M. on this date,

6/1/57. © the S.W,P.«s National Hqs,, ll6 University Place
in New York City -

3- S> \h P. Literature Table

The Chairman mentioned the literature table ©
the speakers right-hand side of the hall v/lth its stock of re-
cently published, S.W. P. pamphlet's & rarely-available cloth-
bound Marxist editions - The literature table & sales v/ere

under the supervision of John Tabor, Literature Agent of the
S.V/.P's Nev/ York City Local -
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V, SESSION NO. 5

This Session, chaired by Ted Dostel, was held at
Wortermann's Hall from 2:00 PM to 6:30 PM, June 1, 1957 and
attended by approximately 200-225.

. Session No. 5 featured the 60-minute-plus address of the
S.W.P's National Secretary, Parrell Dobbs, on the 2 major cam-
paigns which have occupied the time & efforts of all American
Trotskyists during 1956 & 1957., particularly since the date
of the 20th Congress of the e.P., U.S.S.R. when Nikita
Khruschev revealed the allegedly true facts about Stalin &
Stalinism, only to v;ithdraw most of the allegatiom during
recent months -

During Dobbs' address, he again referred, to the recom-
mendation made © the N. C's pre-rConvention Plenum on Thursday,
5/30/57 about "stepping-xip the S.V/.P.'s propaganda campaign
against the American Stalinist Bureaucracy in an attempt to
awaken rank and file Stalinists to "the "Knov/ledge that the 0. P.
leadership is a "corrupt" & "opportunistic" leadership.

V/hen Dobbs referred to that recommendation this 2nd
time, in the midst of his address on "Regroupment" & the "Cam-
paign against Stalinism"; he requested that the. Convention
Delegates at this time, approve his (Dobbs) formal motion to
incorporate that recommendation into the official P. C.
Political Resolution which had been approved & accepted by the
Delegates © Convention Session i'-'S. on Friday afternoon, 5/31/57 -

During this Dobbs initiated interruption in his own
speech, the Delegates voted, almost unanimously, to accept the
Dobbs motion & to incorporate the content of the recommendation
into the P. C. Political Resolution, which will be the S.W.P.'s
political orientation for the coming period. -

This 4 h«ur & 30 minute 5th Session was not of sufficient
length to complete the "Delegates" discussion on the Dobbs
Report, &, therefore that agenda topic was continued* until
Session ?;-8, scheduled to take place on Sunday A.M., 6/2/57 -
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Address -by Farre3l Dobbs - " Regroupment" & "The Campaign
against Stalinisn?"-

I . . I I. I

The ScW.PJs National Secretary played a "key" role ©
this 17th National Convention as illusti-^ated by the fact that he
presented his 2nd major address to the Delegates on the 2nd
day oS the 3-day affair -

^ " ."ReS3:*Qupn3ent" - Dobbs

Dobbs more or less reyiev/ed the S. W» P's role in^
the "Socialist Regroupment in the U« S., v/hich has taken place
during the p'ast year or tv;o -

^* " ^LAmerican Forum for Socialist Education

The major highlight of this "Regroupment" section
of this Dobbs address was the latter »s report on the "American
Forum for Socialist Education" Inititated by A. J. Muste,
Secretary Emeritus of tlie P.O.R. in II/56 or 12/56 in New York
City -

The significant feature of Dobbs* Report on the
American Forum for Socialist Education was the comment by
Dobbs: -

"Already, the 'American Forum for Socialist Education'-
has resolved itself into a "Regroupment between the Communist
Party & the Socialist Vforkers Party" -

According to Dobbs, the other Left-Wing organizations
represented in the "American Forum" have no power, no standing,
no program .& no course to follow -

Also with reference to the "American Forum," Dobbs
reviev;ed its entire history from the first "Labor^Temple"
Conference of 30 nationally prominent. Socialist-minded figures,
if correctly recalled, in 11/55^ through the 2nd such Conference
in which Dobbs participated for the S.V/.P^, the eventual .in-
clusion of the C. P, in this "Regroupment" program, the Muste-
called conference & founding of the American Forum in II/56,
the recent "witch-hunt" attacks against the "American Forum"
as. a "C.P. Front" & announcement of the Forum's 1st public
meeting scheduled to take place in New York City on 6/12/57 v//
A. J. Muste speaking on behalf of the Forum & vy Dobbs included
among the ^*orum*s N, C. members on the Panel -
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2. Dobbs on S.P, - S,D.F. Merger

A merger signifying nothing except that the two
combined into one organization means that the latter will take
longer to disappear from the historical h/ov political scene -

The S.P. - S.D.P. grouping poses no threat to the S.W.P.
& can contribute nothing to a Left Regroupment in the U.S. -

The SP-SDP grouping is defined as the extreme Right of

the Left-V/ing or Radical Movement -

3. International Socialist League (Shachtamintes)

Max Shachtman, top national leader of ISL, sometimes
referred to as the 3rd Camp.

_

" ' '

Politically, Shachtman & the ISL are considered by
the S.W.P. to be Right of • Center in the Left V/ing or Radical
Movement w/ Shachtman going all out to sell the merged S.P. -

S.D.P. on permitting the I.S.L. to join, or to become a part of
that merger -

Shachtman both refused to become an N. C. member in
the "American Forum" 85 refused to permit the ISL to participate
or to join the American Porum -

The ISL' s, political orientation of "no defense of the
Soviet Union" disqualifies it as a revolutionary Left Pai-ty &
places it politically to the Right of Center -

Y.S..L. (Young Socialist League)

The y.S.L. is the I.S.L' s Youth Organization, which
recently rebelled against Shachtman 's turn to the Right to merge
w/ the S.P. -S.D.P. grouping -

As a result, a factional struggle & reported split
developed in the Y.S.L. w/ 28 of the members allegedly on the
verge of being recruited into the S.V/. P. ~ Among the 28 Y.S. Lers
S.V'/.P. - bound are 2 national leaders, 1 from the Antioch College
Camous & the 2nd from New York ^ity - (Agent's note: Information
concerning the YSL leader, Antioch College has been furnished
previously to Cleveland

.

)
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Two of the 28 Y,S*Lers reportedly are attending this
17th S.VJ.P. National Convention but neither one of the two was
identified in any way -

Socialist Unity Comroittee

The S.U.C, its leadership (Clarke^ Zaslow^ McAvoy)^ its
series of for\Ams & its cooperation v;/ the American Forum for
Socialist Education were referred to by Dobbs -

The S.U.C. still localized (New York City), small
membership w/ Left Unification & an American Brand of Socialism
its only program - Insignificant on the Left-V/ing scene -

"American Socialist"

The political careers of Cochran & Braverman continue
to fade as the 2-ex-Trotsk5rists edit& earn a living from the
respectably socialist "American Socialist" monthly ^magazine -

S.V/.P*s "Regroupment Program"

To continue w/ the orientation stated in the pamphlet
on "Regroupment" published by the American Trotskyists earlier
in 1957 -

Continued co-operation w/ all revolutionary Left organi-
zations seeking Regroupment of the American Left on a principled
basis & w/ a program around v;hich to incite — a Maxist-Leninist
program, not a program calling for unification for unification's
sake -.

The exploration of all programmatic positions in order
to achieve a lasting, realistic regroupment is the next phase,
of the S^W.P.'s "Regroupment" strategy — a phase that can be
opened within the frame work of the American Forum for Socialist
Education.

2 •
" Campaign against Stalinism"

Dobbs I'eviewed the. S.VJ.P. »s "Campaign against Stalinism"
since its inception @ the time of Khruschev 's Revelations ©
the 20th Congress of the C.P., U.S.S.R. in early 1956 through
the current trend within the C.P., U.S.A. to return to the pre-
20th Congress orientations & discipline under the direction
of William Z. Poster, whose fight against the faction led by
the "Daily Worker's Editor, John E. Gates, for control of the
American Stalinist Party is coming to its end -
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S.W,P> 's"Can}palgn against Staliriisn)" Summarlged

1. Unceasing propaganda attack in "The Militant" weekly
against Stalinist Bureaucracy @ home & abroad -

2. Continuous appeal to rank & file Stalinists in "The
Militant" to rid CP of its leadership or to quit CP
themselves -

3. Free "Militant" mailings to Stalinists vieekly totaled
40^000 copies in 1956

•

4. Free "Militant" mailings to Stalinists in 1957 totals
about 1000 copies per v/eek -

5. Recruitment of Stalinists into S.V/.P. a slow^
painstaking process — a good potential despite
actual past results 7 Stalinists recruited into
S.V/.P, on V/ost Coast — other Stalinists working v/ith
S.W.P. within CP. technically are not S.W,P. members -

6. The"Campaign against Stalinism" carried out by the
S.V/.P/'s Los Angeles Branch jhas contributed to the
disintegration of the c\P. in that area w/ the latter 's

membership reduced from its original \4000 to a recently
reported figure of less that 1000 members.

Note: Dobbs summarized the contents of the N.C, Com-
munications on this "Campaign against Stalinism/*
which have been summarized & forwarded in previous
reports by this, writer - (Agent »s note: This
information has been forv/arded previously to New
York and intei^ested offices.)

S>V[«P>'s Future Orientation on Anti-Stallnist Campaign

No major change in orientation^ except to step-up
propaganda barrage against America^n Stalinist Bureaucracy in
weekly issues of "The Militant"

Continue to seek S.W. P. recruits from among rank & file
C.Pers - Recruit or demoralize them to drive them out of the
Stalinist movement - Overall strategy v;ill continue to be to
smash the organizational apparatus of the C. P.^ U.S.A. to '

eliminate it from contesting the S.V/.P. as the revolutionary
vanguard of the American working class In the "coming American
Revolution."
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So concludes this v/riter's synopsis of this Dobbs address -

C» Delegates ' Discussion on Dobbs' Address ^ Part I (Regroup-
mentj Part II (Anti-Stalinist CatTipaignJ

For the remaining period of Session rr5j from 25 to 30
Convention Delegates paraded to the rostrum to present their
personal viev;s & /or their Branch reports both on "Regroupment"
& the "Campaign against Stalinism" -

Since there was nothing controversial about either part of
the Dobbs Address^ there v;ere no conflicting opinions or areas
of disagreement to be expressed by the parade of Delegates.

The majority of the Delegates v/ho spoke merely related
local incidents or summaxrlzed Branch activities in both the
Regroupment & Anti-Stalinist Campaigns -

The v/riter v/ill attempt merely to list as many of the
participating Delegates as possible & then to state general
conclusions drawn from the combined contributions of the
majority of' speaking Delegates.

Following are the recalled Delegates v;ho spoke from the
rostrum during this 5th Session -

At firsts 10 minutes v/as alloted to each speaker but
later in the afternoon it became necessary to limit the re-
maining speakers to 5 mintites each -

1. - "Al" (W)(M)(| |)
- New York City

Local -

be
:b7c

2; - Jean Simon - Cleveland Branch -

3. - " I2zy" Klein - " " -

4. - Hov/ard Mayhew - Chicago Branch Organizer -

5 " Robort Hiramel^ - Detroit Branch -

6. - "Dan"Roberts - Newark Branch
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7. Lawrence P. Trainor - Boston Branch - "Campaign against
Stalinism" -

8

.

James Eolten - Milwaukee Branch -

9.
"Ted " Dostel - Youngstown Branch -

10. Vincent Gray - Buffalo Branch

11- I^^y^a> Tanner (V/eiss )" New York City Local -

12. Murray Weiss - N. 0. -

13. Ann Mann - New York City Local -

1^- Harold Robblns - " " " ^^c

15. "Pete" ? " " " d 1
'^

e:c-husband

}

1^' "Digjf" P3?a2er - Seattle Branch -

17. Henry Schultz - Twin Cities Branch -

18. " Artie " Pox - Detroit Branch -

19. Arne Swabeck - Los Angeles Branch -

20* "Bob" ? " Cleveland Branch

21, - (l'/)(M)(20s)(Seattle or Portland) ( ex-LYL) -

( Agent *s note: In yiew of the lack of
specific branch assignment of this in-
dividual^ no copy of this letter is being
designated for this unnamed individual.
However, this information is being directe*
to New York, Portland and Seattle by
separate letter.)

22. {N)(F)(20s) Los Angelas Branch -

The remaining 3 to. 8 participating delegates cannot be
recalled by this writer © this time -

Insofar as L. P. Trainor 's Report (10-minutes) on the
"Campaign against Stalinism" in Massachusetts is concerned, its
contents were the same ones included in Trainer's own "N.C.
Communication, " circulated nationally, w/ its contents submitted
in previous reports — by this v;riter -
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During his lO-minute talk, Trainor set forth again his
recommendation on the accelerated propaganda campaign against
the" American Stalinist Bureaucracy" -

Conclusions; -

1. V/ith the exception of the Los Angeles Branch, the 17
other S.W.P. Branches reported extremely- meagre results
in their individual branch "Campaign against Stalinism."

2. Recruitment of Stalinists into the S.W.P'., if any,

totaled a hand-ful throughout the U. S,

3. The majority of Delegates reported difficulty in locating
individual Stalinists, particularly rank & file C. Pers -

^L The labor Youth League is a better source for S.V/.P;
•

recruits tlian is the C. P. -

5. Delegates' reports appear to indicate that C.P.'s
return to its pre-20th Congress orientation & discipline including
non-association with Trotskyists -

6. Major activities w/ regard to "Regroupment" will take
place & be carried out in New York City by the S.V/. P. leaders
assigned there -

7. The best, most receptive & most recruitable Stalinist
elements are ex-C.Pers who left voluntarily or v;ho were expelled
from the C. P. during the past 10-year period of the alleged
"witch-hunt" -

Most reporting Delegates v;ere in agreement with this
analysis, &, it was admitted, generally, that this source in
most major U. S. cities still is untapped -

8. Individual branch campaigns against -Stalinism ranged from
one extreme to the other v// the Los Angeles Branch occupied
full-time w/ the project & the Cleveland Branch searching des-
perately for some' sign to indicate that such a creature as a
Stalinist exists -

9e 0.n the basis of adlnitted results to date on the "Cam-
paign against Stalinism," Boston ajppears to be one of the
branches most actively engaged in the project w/its "0

' results
rated as "normal" or "average" -
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10 • Continued S» V/. P. -C.P. collaboration on civil
rights &. other issues v/ill be sought throughout S^W.P. Branches
to stave off as long as possible or to present entirely the C.^ P.

membership's return to pre-20th Congress orientation and discipline
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VI, SESSION #7

(Agent's Note: The report concerning Session #6 is contained
in relet,)

I, Personnel -• 125 to 150

Approximately 150 SWP members appeared at this 6/I/57 Con-
vention Social at the Party's National Hqs. address.

The long, narroxv, 2nd floor hall at II6 University Place
was over.-run with Trotskyists, making it impossible to move
about freely.

The chief reason for the poor attendance at this 6/1/57
Social was the solidly packed 17th National Convention
Agenda with Session -;5^6 (3 panels) adjourning as late as
,11:30 P.M. tonight.

Also, the Nominations Committee still v;as in session during
the time of this Social.

SWP personnel at this 6/I/57 Convention Social included:

JAMES P. GANNON i the SWP's National Chairman
MYRA TANNER (VEISS)i SV/P's 1956 Vice-Presidential Candidate
MURRY I'/EISS, N,C. MemT5er, "Militant'^ Staff - National

Secretariat
LAV/RENOE P, TRAINORi N,C, Member & Boston Branch Organizer
JA^GS BOLTENi N,C. & Milv/aukee Branch Organizer
"DICK" PRAZERj N.C. & reported Seattle Branch Leader
HARRY RING, N.C, Alternate & "Militant" Staff

The personnel of the New York City Local (Manhattan and Brook-
lyn Branches) v/ere the hosts at this 6/1/57 Convention Social.
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VII, SESSION #8

This session^ chairman unlmown^ v/as held at Wortermann's Hall^
from 10:30 AcM^. to 2 P.M.j and attended by approximately 175 ,-

A. Introduction

This 8th Session- featured a shift to a 2nd hall oh the
same 2nd floor in the same VJortermann*s Hall building —
but — in size — much sm.aller.

B. Delegates* Discussion on 6/1/57 Dobbs Report (continued)
"Regroupment" & "Campaign Against Stalinism" !

Approximately 10 more delegates^ in addition to the 25-30
who spoke during Stession #5^ went to the rostrum this A.M.j
each with a 5 minute time allotment^ to express their views^
and/or present their Branch reports on ^"Regroupment" and
on the Campaign Against Stalinism."

The general conclusion drav;n from the 25-30 delegates who
spoke during Session #5 also included the contents of the
10 delegates* speeches which were presented at this 8th
Session.

Since this v/riter listed these general conclusions in
Section I-C of his report on Session #5, they will not be
repeated in this report of Session #"

(See Section I-C^ "Report on Session #5")

Of the 10 Delegates who spoke from the rostrum on "Regroup-
ment" and/or "The Campaign Against Stalinism," only 3 can
be identified by this v/riter at this time:

1. "BOB" CHESTER - N.O.

2c FRANK LOVELL - Detroit Branch

3. PRANCES JAMES - NoO.

The remaining 7 or so cannot be recalled.
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Delegates' Acceptance of "Regroupment" Orientation

Delegates overv/helmingly voted to accept the DOBBS Report
on "Regroupraent" as the SWP's orientation for the coming
period.

D. Delegates' Acceptance of DOBBS Report on "Campaign
Against Stalinism" .

The Delegates voted pverv/helmingly to accept the DOBBS
Report on the "Campaign Against Stalinism" as the SV/P's
official orientation for the coming period,

E. Organizational Report by TOM IQSRRY

TOM KERRY, the SWP's National Organizational Secretary,
presented the organization's statistical report to the
,Convention Delegates at, this 8th Session on Sunday, 6/2/57,

Much of KERRY'S Report > including many pertinent statistics,
are missing from this v/riter's summary of „it, but, those
recalled appear belov/:

1. On SV/P Literature

(Agent's Note: Informant noted that lOSRRY's Organizational
Report on SV/P Literature duplicated the information set forth
in Informant's report concerning Session #6 — see relet*)

2. On SWP Finances

a. National Fund Campaign (l/15 to 4/15/57)

The 3-nionth national fund campaign during the 1st quarter of
1957 attained its $20,000,00 goal, thus alleviating the ex-
cessive financial burden placed on the SWP's National Hqs.
resulting from the expense of its I956 DOBBS -WEISS Election
Campaign*

The $20,000 goal, highest in SV/P fund campaign history, vias

necessary %o meet the huge expense incurred by this 3-day,
17th National Convention,
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b. National Fund Campaign (9/57 to 12/57)

KERRY announced the probable scheduling and beginning
of a 2nd national SV/P fund drive (quota and/or goal un-
determined) in 9/57 through 12/57 to replenish the funds
necessary for National Hqs. operating expenses, vjhich

were spent instead to pay the costs of this 17th Conven-
tion.

The new N.C. to be elected later during this 8th Conven-
tion Session v^ill make the decision on whether or not
the 9/57 to 12/57 fund drive v/ill become a reality at a
short post-Convention session tonight, 6/2/57* or on
Monday, 6/3/57.

^ • National Hqs, Operating Expenses

Like all expense items, the 1957 operatinf: expenses of
the SVJP's National Hqs. show an increase (on a pro-rated,
per month basis) over the monthly operating expenses of
1956 at National Hqs. (Statistics by KERRY not recalled
if presented.

)

3. SWF's 1956 DOBES-VffilSS Election Campaign

Briefly referred to by KERRY as the SWF's most successful
national election campaign in its history — from these
points of view:

a. TV and Radio Coverage - Publicity
b. New SWF Contacts
c. Prestige -(Only Revolutionary Left Party in 1956

Elections)
d. Literature Sales - (Pioneer Books and Pamphlets)
e. "Militant" and "ISR" subscriptions increase

If KERRY reported actual statistical data on this SWF 1956
Election Campaign, it is not recalled by this writer.
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4, Report on the Trotsky School

a. 1956-57 Session - originally scheduled to begin II/I/56
and to end 7/1/57 canceled due to
shortage of SWP funds

•

b» 1957-58 Session - KERRY'S "Organizational Report of 6/2/57
announced that the 11/57 to 7/58 Session
of the Trotsky School at the SV/P*s Moun-
tain Spring Gamp in V/ashington, Nev/

Jersey, has been canceled due to the
SV/P*s current lack of funds.

5

.

Report on Branch "Sustaining Fund" Pledges

KERRY reported that a N.O. reviev/ of all present Branch
"Sustaining Fund" Pledges in ratio to reported monthly
Branch Income and Expense, on the whole, reveals that the
majority of the Branches are in a financial position v/hich
would enable each of ^ them to increase its "Sustaining Fund"
Pledge to the N*0, lOji.

The N,0*j therefore^ recommends that each Branch renew its
financial status with the aim of increasing its monthly
pledge 10^ over the present pledge.

If correctly recalled N.O^ operating expenses are paid from
Branch Sustaining Fund Pledge payments.

Total Due N.O. Monthly from Branch S.F. Pledges - $1,150.00
" Received at N<,Oc Monthly from Branch S»P.

Pledges - 850.00
" Unpaid Balance due from Branch Pledges -

,.. ^qq oo

Total Monthly N.O, Operating Expenses - $1,200.00
" Paid by Branch Pledges - 85O.OO

Monthly N.O. Deficit - $ 350.00

The current N.O. monthly deficit of $350.00 for operating
expenses must be paid out of the balance raised from national
fund drives.
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KERRY urged all Branches to keep Sustaining Fund Pledge
payments up to date to alleviate this N.O. deficit in
operating expenses.

6, SWP Membership Report

If this v/riter recalls correctly^ the last knovm total
number of SWP members, throughout the U*S.j from an
official SVJP source was an approximate 500

o

In this Organizational Report of 6/2/57, KERRY neatly
avoided presenting any figures on membership, negating
even the possibility of drawing approximate conclusions,
using the 500 total as a starting, point.

KERRY reported only:

Recruitment in the SWP during the period betv/een the
l6th National Convention, 11/54 and this 17th National
Convention, 6/57 (2^" years) has increased by a 2 to 1
ratio over the number of members who have left the SVJP

during that same period.

KERRY announced also that an unidentified, middle-aged
woman, who has assisted voluntarily the staff at the NoO.
for several months, has joined the SVJP officially during
this Convention v/eekend.

KERRY also announced that 28 members of the YSL officially
v/ill be recruited into the SWP in the very near future.

Also, he announced that 7 CPers in the Los Angeles area
officially have become members of the SVJP during the past
year.

P. Delegates' Discussion on KERRY'S "Organizational
^

.Report" .

About 6 to '8 Delegates spoke on KERRY'S Report v/ith' their
remarks limited to those of a favorable and a^:^ uncritical
nature

.
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Each of the participating Delegates spoke between 5 & 10
minutes with the Detroit ^ Chicago ^ Los Angeles ^ Buffalo
and Nev7 York City Branches among those represented by the
unidentified Delegates -- except for PRANCES JAMES of
New York City and the N.O.

G. Delegates*' Vote to Accept KERRY'S "Organizational
Report"

Since KERRY'S "Organizational Report" was of a "factual"
rather than a "controversial" nature ^ the Delegates lost
no time in voting overwhelmingly to accept as "official"
the KERRY-reviewed compilation of SVJP "facts" and "figures,"

H* Presentation of N>C> and Alternate N^C^ Candidates

The Nominations Committee Chairman ^ ARNE SWABECK;, read to
the Convention Delegates a list of an estimated 30-35
nominees selected by the Nominations Committee on June 1^
1957/ to flir the 27 NoC, members* posts ^ and the names
of the 22-25 candidates selected to fill the 20 Alternate
NcC, posts o (Informant noted^ that he left this Conven-
tion session following the reading of the above names by
SV/ABECK and that he v/as not present during the actual
election of N^Cc and Alternate NeO, members , To the best
of Informant's recollection^ the following were included^
among those named as candidates for the N*C, or Alternate
N.C* posts,)

^ • N*C> Candidates

! MILTON ALVIN - Los Angeles Branch
2. GEORGE BREITMAN - Detroit Branch
3* JAMES Po CANNON - SV/P*s National Chairman - Los Angeles
4. PARRELL DOBBS - SV/P's National Secretary - N,0,, NYC
5* ROBERT CHESTER - NoO., NYC
6. PRANK LO^/ELL - Detroit Branch
7. LAWRENCE P, TRAINOR - Boston Branch
8. THOMS KERRY - SWP*s National Organizational Secretary^-

N.O.
9. JOSEPH HANSEN - Los Angeles Branch (Temporary)
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10. ARNE SVJABECK - Los Angeles Branch
11. RAY Vo DUNNE - Tv7in Cities Branch
12. HENRY SCKULTZ - " " "

13. DOROTHY SCHULTZ - " " "

14. HOWARD MAYHEV/ - Chicago Branch
15. V/ILLIAM F. V/ARDE - Los Angeles Branch
16. ARKIUR PREIS - NYC Local
17. THEODORE DOSTEL - Youngstown Branch
18. M5JRRY VffiISS -- N.O.. NYC
19. MYRA TANNER (VffiISS) - N.O., NYC
20. ARTHUR SHARON - N.O.j NYC
21. THEODORE SBALANDER - Cleveland Branch
22. SAMUEL MARCY - Buffalo Branch
23. DANIEL ROBERTS - Newark Branch, N.O.
24. GEORGE VJEISSMAN, Jr. - N.O. 3 NYC
25. MORRIS STEIN - N.O,, NYC
26. RICHARD PRAZER - Seattle Branch
27. JEAN SIMON - Cleveland Branch

2, Alternate N.C. .Candidates

1. CARL PEINBERG - Los Angeles Branch
2; PRANK BARBARIA - San Francisco Branch
3. PRAI^OES JAMES - N.O., NYC
4. ALAN HftlSSEN - N.O., NYC (Mountain Spring Camp)

5. MOiiRIS SHURTOPP - Philadelphia Branch
6. DAVID VJEISS - Philadelphia Branch
7. VINCENT COPELAND - Buffalo Branch
8. HARRY RING - N.O., NYC
9. CLARA KAYE - Seattle Branch

10. BERT DECK - N.O., NYC
11. ARTHUR POX - Detroit Branch
12. HAROLD ROBBINS - NYC Local
13. JAMES BOLTEN r- Milwaukee Branch
14. JOYCE COVJLEY - NYC Local
15. RITA SHAVJ - Detroit Branch
16. CONSTANCE FAim - N.O., NYC
17. TOM MORGAN - San Francisco Branch
18. FRED KALSTEAD - N.O., NYC
19. ANNE CHESTER - N.O., NYC
20. SYLVIA STEIN - N.O., NYC
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Prior to the reading of the names of the Alternate N.C.
candidates, TOM KERRY proposed that the number of 117G^

Alternates be increased from 15 to 20 names • This motion,
opposed bY D$X$sate AL, , New York City Local, (Woi .

M.i \ I) and favored by JAMES P. CANNON,
was overv;helmingly approved by the Delegates present,

(Agent *s Note: If the above is the only reference in
this letter to those named as N^C* or Alternate N.Co
candidates, in viev; of the length of this Informant's
report, specific copies are not being directed to the
respective files of those individuals but the informa-
tion is being directed by separate letter*)

be
hlC

VIII, SESSION #9

This session, chaired by'*TOM lOSRRY, was held at Worter-
mann's Hall (same location as Session #8) from 3:00 -

5:30 PcM<., on Sunday, 6/2/57^ and V7as attended by approxi-
mately 125-150.

(Agent's Note: Informant noted that the Arrangements
Committee and Credentials Committee reports were presented
during this session but that as he was not in the Conven-
tion room at that time, he v;as unaware of the contents.)

A* Report on Trotskyist International by DAN ROBERTS

This v/riter's synopsis of ROBERTS' 6/2/57 Report follows:

According to DAN ROBERTS:

Trotskyist International's "Campaign Against Stalinism"

Switzerland

Swiss Trotskyists report effective campaign against Swiss
Stalinists v/ith much success anticipated in recruiting
rank and file Stalinists into Trotskyist Section during
coming period,
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•

Swiss CP deteriorating rapidly, both organizationally and
numerically, as a result of 20th Congress "revelations" by
KHRUSHCHEV and Swiss Trotskyist propaganda attack against
Bureaucracy, leading to the optimistic prediction that
Swiss TrotslQrist Section will recruit thousands of rank
and file Swiss Stalinists during coming period.

England

British Trotskyists, under the leadership of TED HEALY,
report optimistic outlook for an early end to the British
CP.

British Stalinists have quit CP in droves, many of whom have
Joined Trotskyist Section with' future recruitment of Stalin-
ists expected to exceed number already converted,

British^ Trotskyists ' propaganda barrage against Stalinist
Bureaucracy extremely effective in the overall strategy
of smashing British CP's organizational apparatus,

British and Swiss Sections, both of which are associated
with the "orthodox" Trotskyist International (pro-CAWNON) 5
are the only two Trotskyist Sections reporting impressive
victories in the International's "Campaign Against Stalinism.

France

The orthodox Trotskyist French Section (PCl) reportedly
has taken a sectarian attitude tov/ards the ^'Campaign
Against Stalinism," therefore, contributing little or
nothing to the Trotskyists' global struggle against
Stalinism.

The pro-PABLO French Section, under the leadership of
MESTRE, reportedly dissolved itself when it interpreted
PABLO'S 1953 pro-Stalinist orientation to require ex-
treme action. As a result, the Mestreites dissolved their
own organization and became members of the French CP.

PABLO, on the other hand, has retreated from his pro-
Stalinist orientation and gradually is coming back to
the program of orthodox Trotskyism,
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PABLO already has made at least one attempt to reunite
the two international factions of the 4th International^
admitting^ at least in part^ that his pro-Stalinist ap-
proach was not correct.

A reunion or a reuniting of the pro-CANNON and pro-PABLO
factions v/ithin the framev/ork of the 4th International^
is a future potential but it is not expected to occur
during 1957.

This concludes this v/riter's summary of ROBERTS* "inter-
national Report" at this 17th Convention.

B. 17th Convention Summary Report by JAMES P^ CANNON

CANNON gave a vrell -organized^ colorful and compact
account of the highlights of this 3-day 17th SV7P
National Convention.

Although CANNON described the features of the Convention
very colorfully and dramatically^ he 'did not add any-
thing of significance from the point of view of supple-
mentary information.

Therefore, this writer merely will list the topics
described in this final 17th Convention speech by the
SWP*s National Chairman.

1. The Marcyites and their political differences
2. The Negro Question and^ the tv;o viev/s on it
3. The SWP and Socialist Regroupment
4. The SWP and its all-out fight against Stalinism
5. The SV/P, organizationally and financially
6. The SWP, PABLO and the future 4th International
7* Convention 'Farewell

C. Announcements

1. "Newly Elected" N.C. Meeting

Post-convention meeting at SV/P»s National Hqs. tonight,
6/2/57-
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2. Post-Convention Gocktall Party (Session #10).

At SWP National Hqs. aftex»- Convention adjourns.

p. Adjournment - 5:30 P.M., 6/2/57, Close of Convention

» * * *

<

For the information of offices receiving this letter, it is noted

that "w/" is Informant's abbreviation for the vrord .with.

As. it is felt that the Nev; York Division will receive additional
information concerning the above International Report by ROBERTS,

further dissemination of this information is being left to the

discretion -of the New York Division.

In the event further information comes to the attention of this

Informant concerning any of the above. New York and interested

offices V7ill be advised.
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OPPIOE MEMORAHDUM .... UNITED STATES OOVERMEHT

TO : SAC, NSW YORK (100-4013) DATE: JUL 2 5 1957

PROM : SAC, BOSTON (100-442)

SUBJECT: SOCIALIST WORIOSRS PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - SWP'

. . The following is for the information of Nev; York and
Louisville^^ ^ "

hi

hlC
hlD

v;ho has furni.shed reliable information in the
past; and whose identity must be protected, on June 27. 1QR7,
furnished a report, the original of v?hich ^is located f

^\
concerning a r.eefcing of the Boston Brandh/ SV/P, held june~2U7T957*
Included in this report of informantSMvas information that LAVJRENCE
TRAINOR, Ox^ganizer of the Boston Branch, SV/P, during the June 20,
1957^ meeting read a letter from the National Office, Sl/P, to all
National Committee and Alternate National Committee Members concernir
the American Porum for Socialist Education* According to TRAINOR,

'

two of the .seven SP-SDP members on the National Committee of the
American Porum for Socialist Education, McREYNOLDS and STRYIffiR,

resigned from the National Committee posts as a result of "recent
reactionary pressures brought to bear ^against the American Porum
for Socialist Education on the basis that it is alleged to be a
Communist Party front organization." The five remaining SP-SDP
members serving on the American Porum for Socialist Education's
National Committee, including CARL BRADEN, have refused to resign
from their posts.

Since McREYNOLDS reportedly represents the SP's left-
v^ing, it v;as concluded that the SP-SDP elements still associated
V7ith the American Porum for Socialist Education will be ordered
out of the latter organization to prevent its ovjn recently merged
oi-'ganization from receiv^ing allegedly similar treatment via the
"guilt by association" theme.

6}- New York (100-4013 )(RM)
(1 - 100-131940 )(Ar4ERICAN PORUM POR SOCIALIST

EDUCATION)
1 - 100- )(PNU -I

I)

Irr 100-T

2 - Louisville
(1 - 100-

5 - Boston (100-442)
1

^(S^I^^S::):^^?^™^ J-M-^^^MiMP-
)(

H-aSEIM. FOR SOCIAnES^DE

1 - 100-7697
1 - 100-
1 - 100-31994

AVS/nmij

L. TOAINOR)

AflKHiUAN FUHUM l^'OR SOCIALIS
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BS 100-442

With regard to the relative value of the American Forum
for Socialist Education to the S17P, LAl^NCE TRAINOR expressed the
personal view that the American Porum for Socialist Education is. ^

of little or no value to the SWP and that the SVJP's leadership
at the National Office should print, all data on American Porum for
Socialist Education groups in "The Militant", rather than to make
them appear more important than they are by making them the subject- -

of confidential Natiohal Committee communications. He added that
the American Porum for Socialist Education developments are not
worth the effort required of the National Office personnel to
compose and mimeograph copies of reports on the American Porum
for Socialist Education.

With resard to RUSSELL JOHNSON, Chairman of the Local
Chapter of" the American Friends^Service Committee, the only known
Bostonian listed on the American Porum for Socialist Education's
National Committee, ITIAINOR stated that since the American Friends
Service Committee is a pacifist not a Socialist organization, he*

did not consider JOHNSON a potential founder of a Boston Chapter
of the American Porum for Socialist Education.

TRAINOR further stated that the SV/P's Boston Branch V7ill
ignore the question of the establishment of a Boston "Chapter of
the American Porum for Socialist Education x^ith the hope that, such a
possibility will not become a reality.

He stated that if the American Porum for Socialist
Education does establish a chapter in Boston then and only then
Mil this subject be discussed again.

- 2 -
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B.J. WIDICK)
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^
(^-^ New York Registered
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(1 - 100-

J
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^
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or tho ISL was hS^d^fthe'SfOff' ^ "^^^^"^ °^ ^^^1 ^^"^^^

t::tt7tJ'.?®^^°"' °? Sunday, May 26, iVbY.—informantaavTie^ that those individuals were present at this meetingfor whom a copy of this memo is designated unless otherwiseindicated in the dissemination portion thereof,
"«^wi3e

Informant fl<aY] sed that I 1 .mh he had
YoiS riJS'T;^:^ r-^^l i°"S distance telephone to New /York Gity and| [wanted to know how soonET""! could (get the money pledged for the print shop, |Z_Zfiidd that

Sooiafi-^t%;;?r^^^l^'°"' ^^ ^^'^ *^^^^^ aboilFlIi^y with tL '^

m«oMii^*«J®rJy ^?^CZ__-I.said that during one of themeetings of the SP the members were ordered to cut their

or?he1p°"r'^^^ AmeriQan Socialist Group or drop out
. ^ • U J said that

^ could not teive himany information on the debat l on regroupment bpf^Aln ma?

Shop, |—3iHd-bhithe would seraJ it off Monday;

-

and that a promissory note, would be returned from New York

talk over the unity question with him and try to arrancesome sort of a meeting, with the SP here in DetroiHKave
?h«i'h«'?,^°?

°''
*^f

que.stiono WIDIGK g, id that it seemsthat he
.
lust Qannot get hold of | \ wiDICK asked

L_ _ 1
if she could see fafter anv of thA ,Save Our Schools meetings and hlve a talk with Mm!

I I said that I I alwavq Ia-t^the meetings as soon as they were elided and 'did not liveanybody a chance to talk to him, B^J^wiDICKcalied
I
a worse pro-Stalinist thanl ^ever

Vn^n^Sn^?® f^^°
denounced all of )?hp bJsseht Groupin^Detroit, including|

'^"i; for avoiding talks on

- 2 -
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WIDIOK said that he had attended a meeting on
Friday nighty May 21}., 1957* and he was asked to make some
comments on some of the discussions and he refused to do so
because be felt that no matter what he would have said, it
would have been, twisted, so he decided the best way was to
remain silent* WIDICK said that it was hard to do but he
had remained silent,

I I said that the Local
li.00 former president, MUCILLI, is now no longer at the
plant but is vjorking for the International UAW. Informant
said thati ImentionQd the name of the new president
of Local I|.00, and his name sounded like an Italian name.

longer wortc

M o

also said that

was moved
job and is

out to t

fo

orKs at the Ford Highland Park Plant but that
no

"SHe l | Looal»
with the

B» J. WIDICK said that MURASCO of Chrysler
iSfmiJ^Yf.^ defeated for the presidency by a man nanied
CUMINrxHAM, WIDICK said that he had worked for MURASCQt s
re-election, but that he was glad that MURASCO had been'
defeated* WIDICK said that MURASCO could see the way the
election was going and called the UAW Headquarters for some
help to "fix" the election, WIDICK said that headquarters
Difl send out gome men-, and he advised them that the opposl
tion wag wise to them and that they should keep t'heir hands
off and not try any funny stuff, WIDICK said that they
Of^ , and MURASCO was beaten badly.

b6
:b7C

opposition as]
stated that he v;as elected vrithout
of the Local

_,^ ^ i__ .
said that people at the Dodge

Plfl"fc. are no-c very interested in the union because f^
__

had tried to organize a class on unionism last November
ana nas tried since the// but the mogt that ever showed
up for the class v/ere three people, so it ia not worf.h^e people, so i

] mentioned that[the effort.
[ ^

also told him that the Dissent Group wanted to drop A. «,
MUSTE and SIDNEY LENS as editors o Informant advised that no
reason was given but everyone felt that it was due to their
activities toward regroupraente

J
asked B. J. WIDICK if it would

not be asking too much of some Socialists to' change their

3 -
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P3?incipl,eSo V7IDIGK replied that principles always will
changei^ and that thay ai'o not made to be kept Xpr^evei*o
He said that for ex^mpla bhe ISB. first »oke away from the
SWP because it had a principle that it i^as, a workers^ partyo.
WIDICK said tha^t princip^le had* 1;o change because we were
only a propaganda group and we realized ito jHe said
principles change all the timeo i

During a discussion s^bout unity ^, VJIDICK said that
pre-couvention discxisj^ions ^ould be held on 3:?egroupment and
if worse came to worse and thorie was no hope ,of being
accepted in,to the SP^as; a whole, the most likely thing that
would have to be done is to have everybody resign from the
ISL and j.oih the SP as individualso WIDICK said that
with the print shop already ours> ^we have no fear of
losing our press because we have^ people that can operate
it yery wello

'

^

^

Informant adyisad that discussion was held on
the meeting date for the comln;^ week and it was decided
to hold an outing at the I I home in I !»

Michigan^ on May 30^ 1957o
I l

asked if he
could invi te a student that leaned' toward the SP to the
outing' and[ was turned down.

] kdd'ed
L^informant said that [

I and I

~|
Ic __^^_____^

hxs association with girls in both the SF and the jEiild

Jo WIDICK.
I
about

.Socialist Party and esneciallv one named

[

said that she was not
I L and that, she was

I l
is lilce a

will Keep after you until youL join hev p^rty^

but r

iprettv nine.

LJ
ItlPICK said that

and that she

The Informant advised that
invited to attend the outing and so will
that i's all that will be invited

o

^ t^ill be
JTlNU) but

Informant advised that
| ^

would be out of town for the long weekend, and would not
attend the May 30^ 19^7# outings

The Informant advised that B^ Jo WIDICK is not
working stt the Chrysler Plant right now but is working on the

bo
:b7C

.^ ^

?* i}.
**
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book project. Informant said that VJIDICK told
I I that the two of them would have to spend the morning
of May 30, 1957^ at his desk working on t}ae project, and
when they are done^ thQY wUl SQ t^P 1?he PUtlng and thig

next day they will
I !<

On May 20. 19^7 > the Informant personally furnished
two copies of "Labor Action"
^ 1957o This literature

1*

:b2

be
:b7C

:b7D

to SA|^
dated April 29 o 1957. and May 6 . 1957^-

is located in

The April 29p i9^7, issue of "Labor potion"
contains an article concerning €he ISL fund drive by
ALBERT GATES, the fund, drive director^ entitled "We Need
the Final Spurt To Wln^" This article indicates that
Detroit teas paid a total of ^358oOO or 89<»5 percent of
its |I}.00o00 quotao

an article
JACK WILSON

The May 6, 19^7 ? issue of "Labor Action" contains
itled ^^Rficketeering Problems Before Labor" byentj

^ [ has previously advised that B* J^ ?;IDICK
uses the, alias JACK VJILSON when writing for "Labor Action

dated May Ti^
located inf^

The Informant furnished personally to SA ^^_^,
, on May 29^ 1957* two copies of "Labor Action"
19575 and May 20^^ 1957^ This literature is

1^

The May 20^ 1957^ issue of "Labor Action"" contains
an article entitled "Changes Brewing in APL«CIO's Top
Circles" by JACK WILSON, This issue also contains an
article entitled "Chrysler Wildcats Putting^ New Pressure
on the TJAW" by JACK WILSON o

There are no fin?ther items of pertinent interest
to the Oetroit ISL contained in this literature

o

T <»
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

SAC (100-7121)

SA JOHN F, PHELAN, Jr.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 7/31/57

SUBJECT: INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE
IS - ISL

6^

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

On 7/l5/57>

[

1 who has furnished reliable in-
formation in the past, furnished SA JOHN P. EHELAN, Jr., with
c. five page proposal for discussion at the National Convention
of the ISL in New York City 7/5-7/57. The proposal was prepared
:<y the Educational Director of the Philadelphia. Branch of the
-sSL, JOHN MC BRIDE, With the assistance of FRANCIS CARNER, the
.'SL Organizer in Philadelphia.

Thg proposal furnished by the informant is located in
[and is set forth herewith:

"I would appreciate it if you will have this published for dis-
cussion at the convention,

J» Mc.B'.

fT)- NEW YORK (RM)
-^

1 - 100-130507 (ATTEMPTS OF, CPUSA TO FORM BROAD SOCIALIST
ORGANIZATION)

1 - 100-6680 (ISL) X
1 - 100-4013 J§it&LZ

(^P ^ 100- s^^TSP) ZD
1 - 100- ^**'«»j'AliBERT GATES)
1 - 100- - (MAX SHACHTMAN)

2 - NEWARK (RM)
1 - 100-18417 ( ISL)
1 - 100-32088 ( I h

8 - PHILADELPHIA
1 - 100-7121
1 - 100-42651 (ATTEMPTS OP CPUSA TO FORM A BROAD SOCIALI

ORGANIZATION)
1 - 100-2036 (SWP)
1 - 100-153^ (SP)
1 - 100-38581 \ \

1 - 100-31370 g i^
1 - 100-32731 /I l\ '

'-/SB

1 -

Serialized

SJULY 31, 1957
FBl\ PHILADELPHIA
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" A POINT OF" VIEW

"I suppose, now that the issue of unity with the S.P,
3^D.P. as a prerequisite to Socialist Unity in the U.S., has
Reached the point where delegates to the convention have been
elected and the various branches of the league have taken their
stand, either for or against the resolution of the P.cs majority,
it is too late to do much more than express a point oi* view on
'Che subject, with the hope that your opinion will be made known
00 the rest of the members of the league,

"I am in favor of Socialist Regroupement for i realize
ohat the divisions that exist in the movement"today make it
practically impossible for the movement to achieve any measure
of political success in the u,S,

"Despite this fact, I do not believe the majorities
resolution will accomplish this aim for a variety of reasons,

"I would like to point out that first of all since the
^il^L Z

S'^'P* h^s ^^^ issued an invitation to the I.S,L, to unite
with them as an organization, either through its press or its
national committee, a vote on our part to take such action is
comparabaic to an over anxious maid buying her wedding trousseau
beiore she has even met a suitor,

"The next point I would like to bring to the attention
of our comrads Id the fact that, to date i have neither read of

Sfi-hf^ °^Jw^ ""^^^.J^® S-l- - S.D.P. as an organization, thinks
of the proposition of the need for a Socialist Regroupement,

..v,^ ^u
"°^ course i can recall, and so, probably can some ofthe other comrads of the League, what the S.P. - S.D P had to

Sh5;\d^^?;^^^"f ?F®
acceptance into their party as members, peopleWho had been followers, of Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin. They were

opposed to accepting such persons.

Jl^T^ ^f^*^® majority of the p.c. of the l.S.L. really
believes that unity between the l.S.L. and the S.P. - S.D.P. willattract such vast hordes of "former c.P. members and supporters intoseeking membership in the new united groupe, how do they propose
nL?;;jJ-SS"'^ ^i^ ^^®Tfi°\°^ ^^^^^ S-P- - ^-D-P- comrads to suchpersons as members without causing a major split in the-proposednewly united groupe? f^^^^

- 2 -
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"On tha question of the a3visability of seeking unity .

with the S.P. - S.D.P* without any previous discussion between
them and the League regarding the many points where both groupes
differ, I cannot buy SCHACTMANNs opinion that these differences
Gon't really matter torday.

"For the life of me, I cannot see how we, of the League,
can exist in any groupe, without trying to establish our ideas on
hovr a political party should function. Or on the kind of a program
such a party should have, or the kind of press it should have* It
^:eems to me that unless we can reach a working agreement with the
3o,P« - S.D.F. in advance of unity, an agreement wherejDy we can at
any time oppose any thing that we feel is unacceptable to our con-
cepts of a socialist political party, without being branded as
.:)eing either disloyal to the S^P. - S^D.P. or disrupters of party
.tiarmony.

"SCHACTMANN says first of all, there is no time for such
a preliminary discussion, secondly there is no need for such an
preunity understanding

•

"In the first instance he claims that there are thousands
upon thousands of socialist minded people in the u,S» who have
become disorganized by the role of the C.P* in Hungary.

"He says if we wait too long these people will drift
av/ay into political oblivion or worse still, into one of the
capitalist political parties. Or even more horrifing , will form
many more smaller sects.

"Actually what SCHACTMANN is referring to as Socially
minded people are in fact the former C.P. members and party liners.
Who, by his own statement, have had no time for the S.P._ the S»W.P,
the I.S.L. or any other socialist sect in the U.S.

"Let me say at this point, that to me, these people were
never socially minded people. In their youth, perhaps, they were
Marxist and over the years they became hypnotized by Stalins
successes to such a point that they had lost all concepts W the
real aims of Socialism.

- 3 -
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"I cannot see where the outrages perpetrated by the
C.?^ directed Russian Army upon the Hungarian people were any
^

. ^-^e shamefull than the former actions of the Russian C.P» in
;V^st Germany, Poland, Check-O-Slovakia and even in Russia
Itself.

'^is it not more logical to conclude that in the U.S.
the action of the Eisenhower Administration, through Brownells
j^igourus enforcement of the Smith Act, has much more to do wi^
tJhe desertation of these thousands upon thousands of former C.P,
members and followers than any act of the C.P* Russian controlled
Med Army?

"If this evaluation of these thousands and thousands
of former CPers is true and if these people are, as some of our
leading comrads have contended, awsll trained revolutionary Socialist
cadre, then to my mind, the possibility of these people drifting into
political oblivion or any other direction is nil.

"But rather, if this is a true evaluation of these
,

people, and supposing that the proposed unity program is con-
sumated and we succeed in changing the attitude of the original
S.P. - S.D.F. comrads toward the former C.P. members can you not
visualize with what alaciMty they will embrace the idea of
Socialist Regroupment.

"What a haven this would furnish them, and how ,long
would it take them to pervert the new Socialist Party into an
insturment of Communism, ala Russian?

"SCHACTMANN says there is no need for preunity discussion
with the S.P. - S.D.P. on any point of policy as the S.P. - S.D.P.
has no real policy or program.

"SCHACTMANN also says we ask for no concessions or con-
ditions, only the right to all the duties and responsibilities of
any other member.

"SCHACTMANN also says all we ask for is democratic
socialism botn within the proposed united parties and that all
who desire to unite in the new regroupement will be only required

4 -
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"to support democratic socialism both here and in Russia and
China

.

"Again SCHACTMANN says, we propose to put into the
deep freeze all political differences among all sects that join
the new groupe. «We are not purist*, he says, *We are practical
politicians.' «we are not interested in purity.' _We are interested
in building a new socialist political party,'

"In fact, SCHACTMANN j as- usual, says many things, and
usually, in a very convincing manner* But, if one stops to think
about the things SCHACTMANNs says, one can't help but conclude
that what SCHACTMANN says so" earmestly and convincingly is not
always neccessarily so.

"When the question was put to SCHACTMANN that after
unity had been achieved, how would it be possible for us to
function within the new groupe without causing the former S.P. -

S.D.P* to resent our opinions and our pressures to make the new
groupe to in the direction we wanted it to go»

"He reminded us that we are a young, dynamic well
trained political groupe, who, by our attandance at every meeting •

and willingness to work to build the party, will act upon the
older more passive S»P^ - S.D.P. comrads^ more or less as an
opportunity to relax and spend more time on their personal life,
with the feeling that the work of the party is in good hands.

"While I agree with MAXj that this is a true picture,
but just picture how much more active and aggressive the former
C,P» recruits will be. Remember the fable of the Arab and the
camel^^

"What do I mean by this outline of my opinion of the
supposed former c.P, members and their cohorts?

"No doubt SCHACTMANN s and some of our other league
comrads may feel that I am unduly suspicious, and perhaps i am,
but my suspicions is not only well grounded, but has been fostered
both by the history of the c.P. internationally and the" attitude
of SCHACTMANN and other leading comrads in the past.

- 5 -
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"I can recall, only too well/ SCHACTMANNS report on
how the c,P. with its various front organizations engineered the
capture of the Labor Parmer raovement in the middle west.

"Then again PENWICKs statement in Phila, on June the
ist. when he told of talking"To fbrmer leading C.P^ members both
in Prance and in the U.S* he stated that those who he had talked
to had broken with the party in some instances , but had no
political concepts of their own posses ing bureaucratic minds that
could only function when directed by some central authority or who
broke with the party only on the surface, to protect 'their Jobs or
academic standing •

"Again I can recall back in 44 or 45 v;hen JERRY KOTZ
advocated a united front with the c,P. in the shipyard workers
union, SCHACTMANN and other leading comrads at that time, pointed
out that the c,P, could not be trusted.

"This present split, that is supposed to exist in the
G.P.^ could not this too, be just another manuever on the part of
the C.P.*? A manuever to lull the American WorEer into the belief
that the OLD C.P~is dead?

"As part of the manuever, would it not be wise for them
to try to create the impression, by seeking every opportunity to
appear before the public as friendly opponents of the other
socialist sects, that there is no real difference between them and
the average democratic socialist?

"Does it not seem odd to you comrads, that if such a
violent three way, split exist_ in the c.P. it"was still possible
for the c*P, to set up a National com» composed of leading comrads
of the three varning factions? "-

"I would like to raise one more point that it seems tom might have a great deal to do with the success or failure of any
Socialist Regroupement move. That is the two recent decisions by
the Supreme court.

"What effect will they have on the thinking of the members
of the -various sects we are seeking to unite?

"I realize of course, that properly handled, they could
be used to great advantage in recruiting new members to a revitalizes
socialist movement. -

"

- 6 -
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"On the other hand> is It impossible for us to conceive,
that all the other parties or sects, as you prefer, may feel
that this action gives them a new lease on life, and thereby
elimates the need for Socialist Regroupement?

"Now, I'll try to boil all this down to a few words, of
summation as to why I am opposed to the majority res , on unity*

"Without a clear understanding between us and the
S,P. - S»D,P, arrived at before hand, on just how far we can go
in opposing their concepts on Party Program, vrhich Includes every_
thing from the question of war to Socialist Regroupement I believe
unity wont last

•

"Until the S.P. - S.D.P, raise the question of unity
with us, I believe v;e should hold of

f
' malcing it a part of our

official program^

"In the event of such unity -I think we should go
mighty slow in trying to recruit either former C#P» members or
accepting any faction of the present c,P»

"And last but not least, i think we should hold in
abayence, all moves toward Socialist Regroupement until v;hat
the reaction is among the Radical Sects including the C*P« to
the recent Supreme Court deci^ns.^

The above proposal was sent to ALBERT GATES, ll4 West
li^th Street, third floor. New York City, upon the directions of
ALEX WOLLOD, of the Philadelphia ISL*

I I orally advised on 7/15/57 that tha above
proposal was never brought up on the convention floor but he
heard it discussed in private by MAX SHAghtmAn»

Copies of this memo have been furnished to New York
and Newark for information.

:b2
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OPP.ICE MEMORANDUM UNITED .STATES. GOVERNMENT

TO : SACj^NEW YORK (lOO-i|.Oi3) DATE: /H^^-O"^

PROM : SAC, CHICAGO (65-61t^)

SUBJECT: SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY-
INTERNAL SECURITY - SWP

On June 2*6, 19^7, who hag. fTirnished
reliable informatioti in. the past, ^made available to SA
rALPH D. HARMON' a tj^ewrittfen mim^ograplied letter dated
Jme 18, 19^7» at New Yor^jCity, captioned "Por National
ComniitJtee Members: To Be Transmitted Verbally" and
sighed "TOM KERRY", Organization Secretary.

8- New York,. (End. 6) (REGISTERED)
•2- lpp-li.013 '(SMEl
1- 100-.
1- 100-

•

1- 100-
1- 100-

i«*lbo-

3- Chicago

I(AMERICAN FORUM POR

.

SOCIALIST EDUCATION)
(A. J. MnSTR^

(!tYRECL\WILSON)
D

feuM1- 100-33670 (AMERICAN FORUM POR
SOCIALIST EDUCATION)

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

RDHtCPS
(11)

/^^^f7^/-^^M
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AttacKed to this letter is copies of two '^

statements by "SP-SDP Members", (Socialist Party -

Social Democratic Federation), who were identified as
GEORGE STRYKER and TYRELL WILSON, concerning the SP-SDP
attack on .the American Forum for Socialist Education
(APSE), whose Chairman is A« J. MUSTET

The original copy of these documents is
being' retained in 'Chicago file 65-6l|.5rlB12 (1269).

The photostatic copies of these dbcxzments are
being furnished, the, New Tqrk Division for their 7 ^^
informatibri and wHatever action that is.deemed advisable

\ -
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAO, LOS ANGELES (100-3476) DATE: T/sn/^?

PROM : SAC, NEl'f YORK (lOO-668p)

SUBJECT; INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE
IS-ISL

Source

Date of Activity-
Date Received
Received by-

Location

who has furnished
reliable information in the
past,
1/5/51, ISL Convention
1/S/5L
saJ

5 - Los Angeles (RM)
'1 - 100-3476) (ISLI
1 - 100- (L_
1 - 100-34189)

2 -

3 -

3 -

3 -

3 -

1 - 100-5273)

{

1 - 100- T'
Seattle (RM)

- 100-
100-

San Francisco

iMn

a:
!an ]

1 - 100-2397) (IS
1 r. 100- ,)4

(RM)
—

"

1 - 100-28699) (1

Newark (RM)
1 - 100-18417)

(

1 - 100-98449)

(

1 - 100-
Chicago

417) (ISLlr
(1 " 100-1840) (ISLl
(1 - 100-20609) ([

(1 - 100-27272)1
(RM)

I XQJ

lit

?

Detroit
1 - 100-9025) (ISL)'
1 - 100-16923) (p. J. WIDICK
1 - 100-16984

COPIES CONTINUED PAGE 2

1 - New York (100-6680) (ISL) (#7-3)

RMJ:RCM
62 >^

:b2

he
hlC
hlD

SEARCHED__^ INDEXED-,
|
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COPIES CONTINUED

2 -

2 -

.39

Pittsbiirgh (RM)
(1 - 100-5567) (ISLV
(1 - 100-5713) <

Philadelphia (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (ISL)
(1 - 100-

- New York

)

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
1
[1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100-97^70
100-79760
100-50910
100-9885S
100-132961)

)(JOE DAVIDSON)

100-5458.4)
100-25903)
100-79797)

,

100-122015)

(

100-110186)11
100-93573'

'

100-96862
'3)1100-118883)

100-92717) (L
100-132963 OiC
100.-97958)^r
100-117896
100-127451
100-124239
100-86184) (

100-108167'
i00-1294l6
100-128588
100-90937
100-81901i[

-3)

AL 6ATE5) (#7-3)

Ilnit)(I

y#7-3)
(#T-3)TKI^S^N) (#7-3

iC____Zlli#7-3)
#7-3)

H#7-3)

umM
rw=37,^ (#7-3,

»3)^
r/7-3)

(#7t3)

J (#7-3)

be
:b7C

) (#7-3)

COPIES CONTINUED PAGE 3
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COPIES CONTINUED

39TNew York
(1 - 100J.329i50^^ (I

- 100-131812"
- 100-111937
- 100-122545
- 100-126717
- 100-13®62

,
- 100-128317

(1 - 100-120240
^1 - 100-13G89];

1 - 100-127453
,1 -100-131970

^C3.*'^10O-49738) (

be
:b7C

PARTY, USA) (#7-3)

- 3 -
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The source, furnished, as indicated above,
a 14 page handwritten report concerning the 7/5/57, session
of the ISL National Convention held at Adelphi Hall,
74 Fifth Ave*, NYC. This report reads as follows:

ISL - Convention Jyly 5th 1957

Arrived 11.10 AM "Adelphi Hall" 72;'5th Ave. Left: 11.00 PM

International Question ; Speaker. Hal Draper '.

The question of arms to Hungary ^ The amendment states
that we do not call on the United States to send arms-
we do not denounce on anyone wanting arms - the Irish
revolution not only asked the Czar for arms, but took them
and used them - If the U.S. placed an embargo on arms we
are against the government for preventing other
government^ from sending arms - We are against any cause
that obligates us - In the case of Hungary their was
more sympathy than Spain, and in turn their was no one
demanding arms to be sent to Hungary - If it were asked
through the Unitied Nations they in turn have no arms to
send - According to our "MarJcist theory'* we do not seek
help from the Capitalist governments •• .

International Resolution; Speaker: Al Gates.

We will not denoiwce the sending of arms to Hungary under
the conditions the people, have found themselves. In the
Spanish Regime the Roosevelt Administration raided
an embargo preventing the Spanish Govt, from purchasing
arms. As far as we are concerned the International
situation is new - Socialism is divided into two sides to-
day « Democratic Socialism and Totalitarian Socialism -
The amendment - speaks of the complete degeneration of
the leadership, t Prom the point? of view of Socialism it
is inaccurate^ - in turn, it affects the Democratic Socialist
movement - We cannot have Socialist unity and talk of new

*

- k ^
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Ideas and perspectives - It does not help anyone to
understand - are you hiding your own vlevis -

The Draper amendment is not real today - Its ritualistic -
We now propose to the convention to adopt the International
Resolution as it is without any amendments*

Discussions ; Max Martin; Is the leadership of the
British and German Socialist Party degenerated? If the
Hungarian revolution lasted longer and the Hungarian people
asked for arms we should support them*

Jake ; The question of Socialist-Democracy is a basic one.
If certain concessions are made for the Stalinist
the same must be made for the Soc. Democrats - The Soc* Dem.
represents the working class - If the v/brklng class moves
further forward they will remove the leadership*

Dan Leeds ; California A I
yrs

This is not a basic difference.. The ideas are
the same - The British Labor Party as said by Maic
Shachtman two years ago as being petty-bourgeois is a fact he
and they knew it - I would not cojitest that the hic
leadership is somewhat degenerate - it is - If the
German left had requested arms for the Irish I would
have supported it.

Arlin (Tussin) ; ( Seattle ) | |
yrs J |

hair

.

Draper wants our European comrades to transform
the complete lea^dership - But its contents (ioes not
tell us of the militant .revolutionary movement^

Charlie . (San Francisco.)

If we allow the Hungarian . revolution to be
"muddy" that is^ supplying arms, it would have been
suicidal - It is a political revolution and I am against
the sending of arms.

^ 5 ^
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H, Bensen (Ben Hall)

The question comesup in all the groups today -'

we have to be careful as to how we act - The Hungarian Revolu-
tion is against the Stalinist and could quite likely lead
to an Imperialist War ~ We do not want to risk the
possibility of an Imperialist War,

Max Shachtman:

In 1936 we were against calling for arms - Hal
Draper says, I said so* But I did not: It was the
isolationist who v;anted the embargo so as not to get
involved in a world war - The SP was "nutty" not to
demand that arms be sent to Spain

Archie Winters ; (Nev^r Jersey) |^ yrs*
| H hair*

The question of not demanding arms from a
Bourgeois Govt, is "nutty" and if we are not careful we -

will again be "nutty" - What consequence could a bourgeois
govt* have ^ in shipping arms to Hungary - If we give up
this basic concept we will be giving up what we have fought
for for years -^ The Imperialist Govt, will eventually
take control*

Ann Draper;

Are we responsible because we did not request
that arms be sent to Hungary and that, later it caused
the defeat of the Hungarian revolution « When we request
help from the Imperialist Govt* we are leading towards the
Right-wing movement and not th^ Left.

he
hlC

Max ; (Chicago^ |
# I M I

hair*

To-day it is important for us to be careful
and not to be found in the middle of an Imperialist War -
We must be a Left^^wing in the Social Democracy.

•, 6 -•
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Owen ;

The question now you' are being asked to vote
is on arms aid to Hungary - The idea of American
Imperialism intervening and not the people demanding
arms to be sent to Hungary is wrong.

Sam Taylor ;

If you adopt the policy for arms to
be sent to Hungary to-day, to-morrow will you also be
willing to send arms elsewhere * Ax'*e you willing to take
that responsibility.

Julie Palk;

Hal Draper may not know it but he is against
American arms being sent to Hungary. Socialist calling
for Military assistance from a Bovrgeois Govt, is not
wrong - It has been done in the past and at times have even
called on armies.

Ted; (California)
I L I I hair^e be

:b7C

T(5*day we have got to see the reality of the
transformation of Capitalism into Socialism.

American Question^ ^ Speakers; Max Shachtman
Gordon Haskell

"Unity and Regroupment."

The most important concrete Political problems
we are now going to discuss - We are a "sec", but we must
be on the alert to give up. that "sec-" to join with
other forces for the good of the working class - We
must get rid of all residues of secretarianism
v/ithin our midst - V/e must shred them without regrets -

The domination of the radical movement by the Stalinist is
at an end. \Ie must find a political force to run all
those who are willing to go along with us as Socialist -
V/e focus on the Socialist Party as the movement for the radio,
groups - It is interdirected by everyone - Let the S.P
open its doors and let us go in - We have no demands to make

- 7 -
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on the S? -» only equality of rights - The SP has big
possibilities in the country - it can open the way for a mass
movement

,

Gordon Haskell :
1 11 !» wm m

The break of the Communist Party has given the
SP an opportunity to really present its ideas to the
radical groups in this country - Un&il the SP^SDP demonstrates
that they are willing to accept us on an agreement of ^
definite program it is" difficult for us to see our entry >i.

Max Shachtraan thinks it is not necessary for they, already have .

a program,, but that will not do - Let us get the
SP-SDP to. agree on a platform which we are in agreement with
and also let them endorse it at their next convention
and that will suit us - Max Shachtman is proposing to
liquidate us Into the SP-SDP as quickly as he can do it,
but on what grounds r Their is no broad arena open to the
working class to-day r ir it proves impossible, what
then - The Stalinist power is shaking, be patience -
Our opportunity may be nearer than you imagine -Tre you willing
to give up- the ISL and enter the SP-SDP through the back door^

iilg^iS^^' P>J. Wittock (.Partly bald, glasses, 50 yr^O

We live imder special circumstances - the radical
movement is dead* To-day we have got to get into the
Labor movement - If the SP gives us our rights 'I am for
unity - All we v;ant is "live and let live." What is
necessary in America is a n©w concept"of the Secialisi Party,

Jalce ; The SP, is not ready for a Political Unity,

Miko Harrington;

Gordon- Haskell is afraid the SP will pot move -
But if they say OK to us I consider that a m^ve. On
program they are suspicious, byt when they let vlb in. they will
permit our program and be willing for a political debate.

« 8 ~
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Ann Draper ;

We look at the SP as it is to-day, but their
are changes and it must affect them - The day we enter
the SP the SP has changed and we will be there to stay -
We will contribute to the SP and certainly will increase
its membership - We cannot settle everything before our
entry, after we are in lots will be possible

•

Max Martin >

Comrades, Haskell and Hal Draper have got
to make up their minds - Is the program possible?
If it does not succeed v/hat will happen? We v7ould
have still gained - we will be the one tendency trying
to make a movement for the working class - We will not
convert the SP into the ISL, but to build the movement

Jerry McDermitt ; | L I L I I hair •

The turn to the right - which we are malcing
is overdue - It will be for our own good to join the
Socialist Party.

Al Gates ;

Unity with the SP though pieans discontinuation he
of the ISL will in turn be for a better SP and a better ^^c

movement for the American Working class,

Arlin ; (Seattle).

To thipk we have to have conditions before
our entry is all wrong - We have to convince them that we
have a place in the SP and so desire to unite with them.

Debbie (Chicago) Woman,
| |

Hair,
| |

yrs^|

The fact that they are reluctant is a sign that
when- they do make up their minds that as well as other
things will have changed - I am for unity and its the only
road to the American worker

»

^ 9 ^
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Hal Draper ;

The SP are aware of allowing the ISL to
enter on their terms would mean a complete take over
of the SP- The SP as it is to-day does not, want a
transformation of its program - They do not want the type
of organization we are talking about - They are not ready
for a unity on Comrade Shachtman terms (not ours) they want
their SP to stay as it is to-day - They are not ready r
It is a longer term program then you imagine - ,

'*'

If you are against it you have got to speak up - tlie SP
is a small "sec" and is not ready - How long can you
keep an organization in this way of trying to crash into
the Socialist- Party.

Arnold- '(Barney)
| | hairH

What happens to the ISL if their' is no unity?
I am for. unity. - But the SP may stall around for such a
long time that unity may then be not possible,

be
Sam Taylor * . b7c

If we believe in unity it will be our duty
to recruit all into the SP, - Unity is possible
and, it will be for the good of ali;

Mead
(

hair, I 1.)

It is certainly necessary for all in the
ISL to be ready for possible unity - We will do better
and in turn should all work for it rather than continue
as we are doing in disagreement.

- 10 -
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Those present ; Hal Draper; Max Shachtman; Yettaj
Hi Bensen; Al Gates; Oris; Owen;
Ann Draper; Stanley; Bogdan;
Archie Winters; Mike (youth) George:
Max Martin; Phyllis; Lucille fl D

Pa«i Germaine; Ester; Jerry McDermitt, Pittsburgh;
.Toe Dane* .Takei Jiorrlon Wanlcelli '

• »

BARNETT and[

Joe Dane; Jake; -Gordon Haskell;
Al Firiley; Arnold (Heavy, glasses. 45 B.Hair)
Miirray; Lucille d | ) Priscilla;
Mike Harrington'; Huth Martin; Mel;
Joe g I Hair) ' Ted; Julie Palk;
Dan Leeds; Arlini Charlie; Max (Chicago)
Debbie (v^oman.l [Hair) Leonard, Walker;

,. Marty ! West; Pete; Oscar (Detroit)
Bob (I I) Elpie, Jim (LA), Don Harris.

"

Ben. ; | 1)

On 7/10/57 > the source orally advised SAS A* LEWIS

:b2

be
b7C
b7D

I the follov^ing information
which was reduced to written form and signed by source on
7/19A7 -attesting to its accuracy. It. is located in

Photographs of the following individuals are
identical to those individuals in attendance at the. 7/5/57
session of the ISL National Convention:.

ARLON TUSSING
CHARLES SHAIN
TED YUDKOFP
B* J* WIDICK
DEBBIE- I4EIER
BARNEY ARNOLD
DON THOMAS
JOE DAVIDSON

ARLIN (Seattle)
CHARIIIE (San Francisco)
TED (California)
P.J, WITTLOCK
DEBBIE MAYER (Chicago)
ARNOLD (BAHNEY)
MEAD
ARNOLD (heavy, glasses,

45, B. hair)

- 11 -
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That the source had only heard the names
MARTY^ VJEST, PETE and JIM (LA) as being present at
the above session and could not furnish a physical descrip-
tion concerning them*

That the ELSIE who has been previously
reported as PlL^iTK T.TJTT> thin.
Wife of

build,
I

and is
hair, is the

Individuals whose full name appears following
dissemination have been identified through photographs
or detailed description furnished by the source

>

Dissemination is being made to l I and
]as they may be identical to STANELY and

be
hic

LUCILLE LNU^

Source advised that he later ascertained that the
WALKER listed as being present was actually the last name
of CHARLIE (San Francisco)

.

- 12 •-
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pared to ;Joltt tlio Y3Ii qi^cc^iilca It aai tl;o jrasloua «f a

^to cit fort?h at thc^t- tir^,

ijL^'Ja* j'cak:? en. th$ pcrc:;3CJittVs5^ tor ctoialijat ycut^ In

r^vicii'- xr.d tht? t-4ll6t^n; cj^ ths- ,X<53?t-:;itt3 Caucus.

^,;i r:2^32?it5r of tli? Ifetitnci:^ X^,cuti,Yo C<::=:attc© 9;r tb^^
tCL lj| p3?c:?osin:j tj^at tto. ?:i:ru»a?3 ^oln tha Cooijaliot Pax?ty-
rocial lJ6::;ocr^tla I^cdpratic):^ i;Sri cciistitutc its ycuth ofJJiliatcj,
It p5Xi?cscjj to <So tiii& iQii the fcasio of tho prcccsit osiitical
parcci?^ 0? tha CP-^;?i

^t^ J*e.ft«.?te <?aucud. .cf'.tlio ySL, ^n tlia "otkor 112^3* itt

0pc5lpa 'thio cQ'a:?c{5( ptatoo* ^1;e ccnstCos? that tlics -"boaio ^uocticji—'•-" ....-.--. .... ... .-
sZ'^tZ:? in$ ^ilttfyj? to.

;3io 03? to 3LiQU3.8ato tho
^. , ^._ , ,_. ,_ ;ho intl-ii^ciaiict

ppLitfect oi^ tho D?-C|}7,''

I'o to3tlevo that the ^If noti has tjj^ore it a tiiitjus c::ipQrt^2:iity
and yec;^Qa?3lbi3i.t5^. l?ltH tlit? <lic:;olutlo:^ ct iito l^:!>or Xcuth Idcicii^*
tho JtS?! today ccpiatitutQP tha only liaticntil ycuts^ ordcaisatiors put-
titiCk tc!Vi;:xvdi tl^a ideas q^ csoialtcn. Ao est infc^cn^oat orrtanlsaticjai
i^th ti jdLlltcnt tradition* it^ haa tlis^ potential of cttraotip^: a M^--^
nificaat n'wTibojp of rat^oai youth frc^ ji:aia3r quaa?:ior;2.

i:.? r:3co?d

Zliia porspcctivd^^ t^oidd bo csol-uicd fdrf a, ycnitli <?rcs2ii!jaticn;
affiliated tiith aad e-;ainatccl ib^ tiia J2n^C:!D» '^^ C-caialit^t Party
ha;J

' ' - - . - .
...-

ct
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<2o:r3craitc palitica Insylt/Obly co:2SK into opjsssition to t|;q

flilltant as?Ir;itioj\3 of ;Kiaical ^uth* £oslal-d!?rpci?acS^,
cxp)?coDda tho intcjsjoots of tha K^rit co5lvci?C!at;iv<i an5
fcua?caci*atlsc4 Ic^njra isf thar lat<a3? covcrpnt . It iriGt
pcrio3rcal2y oitjt^ tcsxj 09 dylvo- cut Ij&opa youth "Who wicli ,i?o

T^ild 9a> tho fcp^jj tsc41tio?ig 0^ tiiO ajQWluticjrmy W0yfe5i?a

t'o ?iollcvo tfc;it tho isost prejcoina taolt of younc£
royolutiosargr cooiallctd toaay ia to <ir*^c^ t)io thoutundo
of forr^r' b^rboi^a of tho x.ai5oy *sroath, lioa.'^ua^ ^^o ai?o

xccOilintj fron ^tiilihlca. In fruttfui poXltioal aic^ucsxtJ
^i coUafco^tion ;ioo:d3K5 for.Ta3?4 to tho t;3tal>3,ic2K;ont ot^ .

i^aifiOJl edoi,tai?jt< sroutH EOVoiapnl?.- " •

la it ni>t o^^cuEJ mat affai3.a.tioa to tho 'GP-CB?' would
jsoIdo Ir^asbOiWa da cffcotlvo ap5?:?oach to tjto fornoj^ jsenlxiif^^

of tljo X!iti4 IXtt'S ccn 3?iiditai srcuti^ ^jho sro tsookins with
:th$ l:urpaucratto s^DT^rOolty Of stctllt^cia t?o atticactod to
a clicus^ of {it^itc-ScsaS'tri^nt '^cociallfcta'* «hd dldpldr
<jontc^t f05? 01c:s;pfitry tlcr^orao^r- snA iJ^o -prolilbife f2*00

"

diccuc|sic?> mxfZK} uosottlititft?

3:0 it not olt'/iou^ that ttio ir.d2pondont Tpcgc^pctlyo
tfhtch ua propose pffora |;ho boot j^OwaiTJility^ f0?' tho construction
of ts. n^eli lar,'::?^ cx^ tXiVQ offoptivo youth tiavccjjnt than t^ji^rfchlna

|KJ^t^^lji3 ytant Qf^<a?o fiaoipi

In; otHr opinion the position rut fort7ai*d ty tho yglr

youth 'jxsvonon^ in tliijti cpunl^y

*i3io At3 liyopaMOd that «:3 bo^lsa tliO- p:?o^O£ja of youth
roircupr^fint ly affiliation of thft youna i:??r3poi?? atid |:^3^thi?o;??;i

"^ 3 ^ "
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' 5Jho;p<3-;ax?c* ic^jortl^^ pojttl^l 4l2eferoncos jacdictS U£j.
Eo^civo?'> m i^ifilT .tiOi; ^?rai>haB^o ^ic? cpjiv:icti6h that thoao;" -
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- j5u^Qst th» ^mileBlx ^cus^ida Of t?jtoiii^ npt only itttormXXy *

'

_ ..
gltlilii i:ha ycii* liut jointly KithitJi^r.JvyS lr3C#<?j?ciap;im^ -

gbc^ ydyii^ fe6i:$p>Ja(. jjnd cyKipathiScris pr the jSSiSiaadat Uoytotf -

:
.

J4JH;y Ift tha- y^i^i^UB' iocalit'ieij. M^V^d^*ttut tha ^puntry. '
"

^ :|ta ?acd. ims^tij! .that StoihS? PUCU tt poj?*ip4 OiP di£icuSD4:o«
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(SOS* 6f ifi^/ rli^iy)

r:ayii2, 1957

'*

Deep? XjQrrci^ci Ikjelci

\?a have ^toivcct yoiii? JLpttJps? of t'jxy 1<5, IJhil^ it? <io»3

that 1.1? to ^Icti^zdk t<it '*tk(i YQim^. CigialiB^ :E»cac?;qi Jtrat?^oj?cgL

A^^lOtt. Cors2it^C;i04 :
.'

-

^0 Rotjp ycui? i3ljatcac^fc thctib 'sroaj? pjsjpocaliy ±ix 3?<52«???!^

fco" "unity" bot;'«qcit t>^ Aye xina thft lfCtj> J::aao durinj thi^ coui»;::i?>

of a Potato' l?6tr;60a ^ov^'figsti: cud u /:po::css:5u, fox* wishes ifOli oa t^*.i>:

"iratfUri^ of ^hh ?:a;c3imi fi^afcb''^. t^^sxy r*Dt» ??6pli64 tp l^jr \ja m^
iJOa?e noil? iSJa^ioaoA itt tho sopoijt of^ tM«i dotata i'lii^li tippfeai?c4
iii tho Youh:; Sooitd.lsfe Xit3llctiz<ii. la o^jpltaiatioa, iffs idch

'tJ?> adv^co; yon t?iia.v i;v> a3?e nQti in; tJ^*?^ iiabit pf O0n{3i<io3?i«s i^tr f^3;?::al;

j5i?opociiXo -^^ fc:f 3?csa?C:?i tJhretm out; voyl^lsr duriiia a ciSfcatja o:a
xmothai? jqpioofcioa. iiSia. aa for i?ho C-inllcn-^-o ropoyti of l^hitJ.

(SofcatOj thtJ rcpoa?^03? includoa in WSlij^QQvaxi} thopos ,ct;atcr^i^i;^

)^7 tho cetl:ati6a?a t*liicli li^ folt 3?op3?ppontJ:d. tii6 central .ajjjsuzcsitflt

Of tho tt;:S ^idQfi o^i tl^a ^a^otit^ii \a\dc**- sfeotsaiaoj^ation^

Kft ii6t4 tfit]?^ in!:6rosJt that yoju? ilottoj? Jjac :iaij*6ad2r lja<:*a

3X150 ^ui)li(S liy yii|i - in^ th^ iailltant of |^y XJO r tjofoyo tt^
Jstssro h9,d tho oppoi'ta^itj?' to «opI?!S? ife ?iRd TOpl;;jr to it iliil^
cuch a la^ccdurc is £05?c ^icyally oddooiatcd With «. propaj^cla.
130V5! than WitU a t<is«icu» ps^opocai, ^.'s So- r.ot tafco i6u3? o>Jcctid23^
t>> youi* pifopocal t?:i tMa fact.

\tQ jciotQ ales? that you "mvo isciSi follo^f^nd' with crcalJ

;lnt^a?CQt tho A%-ctVLt:$ii:>n Wi i<^) P^^^i PA th^ ^jarspdctiYds :fi3r



m iop-:o33

''---^^Jtoljst ovcr5:fr*t? i^xt^vX^ t;hic::i nil t^sitt t^ rcxsfJds^d'*-rV

i

?es.rouped
. j^iaiiti'^ ?:5Tc:;pnt> rc.-^3^iIoca olT tk:^*tl;-;ji^ic; c:i

^•^ t>



11? XQQ-Z-i^jS

t:53?::iro fvi^-Ats cr^aticn txrJi.- It7all7 isuildljvj iij cfi;ci? it

Du^tca ta 1;:!c^o tlici fic:;::^;,-^?;: fox* tMs 3?co*cu^c:it;» Ife

by %lio ncc4 ^03? all <2cr5&3?0i,tio ^wSiSSJSl^va oris tc::afe^.c!?

to t'oiKl a c:«3lali.J^t t:&y^v5t. to ti:iic- i^cxtitvjg to ttspI:

jpor a icSv^i? i^arty* <^te»

yc'^ £^ tl'i^^ "'^5S±al- fi^C55^:»^' _ _._ _^. ..„ . . ,, ..

tha r;:int tm'varaatiyjr rr.-l togc:;.!rratA£*?rd lay?t*.i 0^ tha

toli%, tjio left tjtoa jcJ^ ti:2 1-s'^v-'' r.5V<J=cht ctcida fo^ a
prc-K;:^ cf lifcoral 3?efcj*i tiwc'-d^i ^ha |:c:::5?j?atiJ.?J J'a3?t;f,

t:;:it iijj 4t f:tai:33 tQ t^,a pi:^*^ cf tliQ . ^•cocial Cc^^ataSrf-"-

.cf tiia lc'-C3? ei^jvcr^rst^'' that ipj !Cf tr,o old /:DIt j^roft

*ro U3> tliio io cnl;/ ciia c^vcniplA of tlta fot tint
yrJi ara H'^t ikp^rc^clTina ti'^ 5:?e'^lc:^ cf tc^a;^ lii. -tt^ t^'^iaX
cc::t^st cf t»aay# tliat fcu ai?sJ repeating plir^iiQa fjxa

t;tcri:ia ta tii:^ left tdth t?f tl-.ct cffa.<jial laiJoi* E:yfcr:c:it arJl

\



affill4:tcl 1^5 a brc^, Ec'^sicn-'t^'po party vtoXJ <?i:rc?» tl;o

i:t^a23ic;;i to Civ^ u^) cvcr^ v;55.tic^ ff^ thoii* f^s^ti* sra:/:?03?'y

t^ tctalitosdcnicn* Ctily tl-.ci ,ca;:i %;2 e:s:5ato villi tl:cu

ccr*?iCcntj fchafe c'ai* perspective cfll^cr^ tjia t.*^ t^ tl?;? crcattti
^ cj^ a 4x^01 (3lt:^:^x*ai4.c cocialSsit? tiltci|ttatiV2 -^jcr-^^i^vO tf

iriao^vcr^;;:^^* -unaffiliated 5'Catit oin^»lcafcic^^ ia r^itf iTjtCsJLo

to /;r.53?iS54 tc^% Ift. t"2 pi^5ticsx c^-liorc, c:iy c*-alalicfc

4'vatjl 02;^s:il2"at;2,c:x in tliia cC'i*ii?ry toc?csS'.4=:ui5t tdli^ up^:^ ^h2
j^t?**ial e:i'l' j^lltii^ai aid «i? ii:x «5,ait &rt;&riis:siti-&;if ST^i'^

y;2I« %n^ cf ctstiicc, ynai^Jfiiliat^oai tut li? €:o::it3iCci*;J itc^if
tg fcQ 4. pcir^ of t>*<s ii^cpcnil^tJ ce-sitilist tei-ci:t*yj it a^aa
e'cnsicto-itl^f |55^^lQii:?a ita t;^a:!a fratomal ti'iia .cf.J, c^^or^
pplltical coliCot^t;/ iiit;-^ tlt:i ^a-^ciicr^Cat Ccsialici? j&cacras*

At tl'.qt tir? x:3 dc3i3:>i tc> t-^ i;;aaffiliatsi^ i;;i k^-c^ tJiat tliio

Mz2 C'X^ t^ a. particular- i;otc cf cia?c'C55te2c»* cr4 rcs^i-^c-l cur
opp3;>iticn to ei;^- idea ct tx ^-cu&Ij pa3?t;>% "^

l.'^ rc-a3?a ^-scuac; "
.

•^'^r;:or;? ^i ctuao:iit3. aa tlXQ r^^oMi, m*or*a, «^ our- e.^tlvity* ijni

yc*4tl^ Vi5^ eg C4:!^ Kiain cvr.scsn> tut »t tha iic^a tlra* fir4 it
iRc^r»iciva:?la to thii'^ in tciT:^ <^f rs;::raa^rtt, ao jOiv^-rced
l^rsa tiis i*;?,irctt:p.'icjnt of t:ia c^'icsanai^ c^uit .js^cialict
covcn^tnt. ' Wo- i:;o:ati&n -iqr.a^ lat i^y no noaaa tli^J n.s:;t ar.p^rt^*t
cen^iCsrat^cij Kii *'ir4ox?c:xScrit ^ ycutii crc:s:;ii5;^ti<;n» triaer

la tliia ccrxectic^JO;^ fci^^ns lo c^a a5;-<?ct <:f S'vur
pi^p-^z^*as ^i^i l?y lisclcai-' ti ti^v 3ii vicxf cf tlia fast that
tl^3 AYS i«3- tiio '".yiiUth crcii:?' cf t:i3 CU*?^ C3? at lea-t ia.
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'^•'/i'

frSitesttoll:? »53.Gted :^q It?, end cluco thfe tsi, 16 it3?a1;dST»ally t

ta uo. Mon^ jiOij prccocji^ op iy;ctz:pard.od fey tjia cc:n2 or
Diciacu? p}?o:?osals of the? ^v;? t?a tu^ X3Ir. 3X thoro exists
<;ac-a,^> of & politico]^ l)a3io StiT^ *'\sn±tT^ boibKo:;^ t;ho jVXa
or4 XCIi> cr#a fpj?^ tho '*£tCfiilaticn jof the youT-J nd2::iot3 cni
jr^*;:^tliLit;oi»j3 oif tho Cocialiot U'5r::arp. J'ar^yto th^ "STCIi'* It
Troul4 is::vpcap4 sivca tlia conesjal ppll^ic^l acjrccncint fccttr^on
tho- AleS lend iTwP ca tho^r*© hc^.i, ciii tho Gcr.oi^al political

,

ac;3?ec:icnt of tli6 YGt. pi^ JCL ea Jihg; otiios^jf t!::j:^t a isinilar ,

"l^asia calot|3. foi> 'cucU propoiJCilo frca tha afi? -fccf tlKJ SSli.,

5S\2 Cil3i;j:?n5d of tush C^JJ? p7*g:^OM3lh^ totiicj I»^jr is pcposiol^Ly
xinslcdj? lao^tsxca \:o t^X to cpg Iic:r^r*c qta. fca Ci;::(jo?ncd

tJith. "S'cui^h'* aXc;ic> ar4 not ^tli tl^o I5ov0=:oht in cc^ioral,
cna. tc^cuca stisji CUP proppsalix to tli5i IGL t?;u1<1 r- if r.d5o -'

help t^ dicj^cl cay idcia tliat rij^^ as^ifto to tlio offos^t
that yvJfl?^ prcj?5C3ls^ to tlio ¥p^, ajpo a noaioui/oi** jC-joh ido^^R
iaii^t -oiJO'ar to cpacf dii Vic^i of t'4<s fcl^t, that- ^^fcy^ pro!Joj3aia »

'O?sio /it this -fjino: ar4 yniioj? ocriiiticas ourroatly cxi^tinq.

SSio i^UODtica </f cooialict rc^roupscrxt shall 1&&
rovicrccl i:;r4 tlccidcdt at oui? i;orth?iDir5i.na naticiial ^cavQsitlOn.
£houi<t HiiQ ctavsntioat adopi?* a aj^dically HiffoJxnt jpop^ipcjctiva

fraii tlio iprt? outlined aJ}5v*^ the <tao3tipa of ^wUi» pi?opopai$
"K-alCl of ccUrca .ha cufe^cct to rcppcsiitc* Ciould tho
cciiVviStic-a iSdopt tho policy 10A ap^ti lisr ©Us? Isational
UjcccutiVo- Cccsiifctoe* as t:o holleyc it vWit tho ro4cctio;i
<^ $rr43? p3?c;poralo 175:^4 ho iQ^ioatcd* !En. tho intoria^ tho
poBitica of tho- t£L i0 tho p$3iticri cot fortA ly cos? line.

SxK aoco^danca-iith thio pooitio> t:o ^tl% to IhfOin s-cu that
' T*5 <la iiov fos«l "fchiit youi? pyopoiJals cOnatitutc^ ja fruitful
I;ai5i3 fo?* poi*?ornin3 tho vital ttxtX now posc4 tc:? cooialiota -^

Sho r;;oc5stitutioh of tho eocialict .covcsiont. IIor.oo t-o ti3?o

f0tKJCl-t4 3?O3?!0t th<^» ,

Jf'ratojjnally^
"SToupS *.O.diolict Iica^^ic^

iratior^al Aotion, C^-sittco .

-krt„ .
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DE 100-9025

INFORMANTS

ACTIVITY:

DATE RECEIVED:

RECEIVED BY:

LOCATION:

^ who has fiirnished
reliable information in the
past (protect identity)

8/2/57

8/5/57

SA

:b2

bo
b7C
b7D

Informant advised that a meet tog of the members;
of the ISL was held at the home of I

Detroit, Michigan , on August 2p 19p7»: InTormant advised
that those present were:

B> J. WIDICK

B» Jo WIDICK suggested that each person that
had attended the ISL Convention comment on their observations
while there*

outlined the convention discussions
and the actions taken by the delegation* He emphasized the
fact that resistance to the "unity and regroupment' resolution*^
broke down completely when the delegation' voted' unahimou3T:y .

to accept the resolutidno
| Jsaid'that there was some'^

"

resistance to the "press resolution" but it was "decided that
there would have to be a retreat at once to a bimonthly
'^Labor Action* H

_
said that he thought it was the^'b^st'

"^

convention he had ever attended, and that there had"been
less bickering and more harmony than most other affairs*
He said that the press problem was a big"* one, 'and that"
GORDON HASKALL worked hard to get out the issue's each week
and most of the time, HASKALL did the biggest part of the
job himself,*

- 2 -
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DB lOb-9025 b6
:b7C

] said' that he also thought it was
a< very good convention and' he ferg thaf^'HAE'DRAIER; 'iri^

opposing, rep^oiapiaent^^'had^ done* the ISL a favor by sharpeninjg
the point, rather than shadowing ito

Bo J« WIDIGK said that he" felt the*^dpeh
'
polio

y

adoptjsd at the convention 'had iiapressed b'oth/meml5ers and
via itors that * the ISL was sincere ' and ' was no t ^ asking any"
favors or privileges"'of any groupo WIDICK 'also said ^that.
max; SHACHTMAN has learned a^ iofr since, the 'last- "time^'the

—
Trotslcyites Tonlted with the SPo V/IDICr said that, at that
time, 'SHACHTMAN, SIDNET HOOK, BURNHAM, md GAMON-had
turned over the group to the SP\with6ut consulting any of
the inembership or the National Committee • V7IDICK said
that SHACHTMAN was, questioned by .the National Committee
at that time and spoke for more than kn hour oh why tie

would not Join the SP,.. while at the same time he ddhied*'
'^*'^^

tie was part of any such deal o WIDIGK said that it 'was done,^
•however, becaus'e/of a directive of TROTSKY himself*

W.IDICK. commented oh the YSL and- said that the
youth, convention .was terrific^ and ttiaiT^he; SV7P hiad tried''"
to make a split^ butVcovild not, and they were ordered, by the"
SWP to remain in ttie YSLo WIDIGK also's'aid that = the YSL' will
issue four iiew charters to various groups of 'youths on campuses
in the .falLo WIDIGK s.aid^ that, MICHAEL HARRINGTON; YSL
Chairman," tias complVt.e contxjbl^ of the membership^ is*a
wonderfill leader i and realizes, the need, for young blood in
the Socialist' movement <>

Iiiformant advised that discussion then drifted
to .the\Detrbit SP arid Its actions^ on the prpppsitidfrbf
joining, oh an"individual 'tias isv 'WIDIGK said that*' lihe SF^;' *

.

is' still not sure whether it wants: MAX. SHACHTMAN as a member:
or not, and' that' is 'the reason- the SP is suggesting;' "that the^
back door be opened© WIDIGK said that* not one "of ftie 'members
of the SP in Detroit will get up at any of their branch
meetings and speak for the ISL raemberiship^

said that
^s name .was mentioned and WIDICKT

was a srm^ck, and it was too bad that he
had to tolerate the ^bw^^^*.*.* ^ for the 'past ten years, but

has* a following and it has to be done-.".

- 3 ~



DE 100-902^
be
hlC

,
anq

,
^,

mentioned politics to|
and leave <» |

'

stated that he had talked to
]at various times but whenever he

J said that
nwould turn away
fwas more tolerant)re_

but he got no satisfaction from him either.
,

3 aid. that I Iwould not know how' to go "^^^

about it even if he wanted to say anything favor ing1;he
ISUj He said that

| | is rather confused and besides
that, other members of the SP are 'afraid that'
might get to take the branch over# [

it would be a good idea iff
tans n

] thought
[would approach

him some time and perhaps ne would listen to her.

,
thoujght that the SP members are

Just feeling around and trying to find out more about
'^

aims and purposes of the ISL and also their intentions
after they are united^

f
suggested that members of the

ISL get active in other activities • She said that for
twelve years, she has been hearing the same thing over and
over but nothing is being done abotit ito She felt that
each member should be active in other organizations with
the thought of recruiting others for the ISL and build'
it up into a larger organizationo She said it could be
done and said that, the Detroit group is inactive and shotild
not be-o

i

B* Jo WIDICK said that the position of ^ the
Detroit ISL members is unique because during the days 'of
the Un-American Activities Committee, members of the various
groups whose organizations were listed oh the 'subversive
list were ejected from the auto plants bodily <» He said
that some were waylaid and beaten, and that resentment
here was great against any radical or radical organization*
WIDICK said the ISL was demoralized but very fortunately, ±t
survived and since that time has gained some prestige in the
union movement • He said that as long as influence is
gained there, we will be better off than trying to do
too much at once and take chances on losing what has c

already been gainedo He said it would not be worth taking
the chance©

1^
-
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DE 100-9025

£
said that he could not go out

and join other activities at the present tliae because of his
position in the uniono He also said that consideration
must be given to the fact that most of the Detroit members
have f amilieso and that in itself is enough to curb
activities o I 1 said that it is impossible these days
to donate seven days a week to political activities <> He
said ten years ago, this was easy to do but with families
and age, it cannot be doneo

WIDICK agreed with and further stated
that the ISL is still on the subversive list, and only
through unity with the SP can the ISL rid iliaelf of ' '*

^

the black listo WIDICK said this is also the big reason
the SP is reluctant to accept the ISL as a whole

o

be
:b7C

Discussion was held on the meeting for the
following week and it was decided to have an outing near
the boat concession on Belle Isle, Detroit^ on August 9,
1957*

Informant advised that[

b6
b7C
b7D

E
said that his wif ei> | L was

willing to become active in another group' and Had^ already
been approached to join a^woman^s group that other known
socialists are members of

o

gone to the hoflnttal on
Bo Jo WIDICK said that

t He said that
x957Tfor

it was not hear
fast as expectedo

Ing

had
Z3

as

b6
b7C

-^ -
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said that "LalDor Action'' is no
longer a weekly newspaper* bo

:b7c

I
had a. clipping of the Canadian

newspaper of the UAV/, "The Guardian," which had an
article in it: which praised JACK WILSOH and the article
tha-b WILSON wrote in an issue of "Labor Actiono"

- 'Informant has previously advised* that^^BV Je^WIDIGK
uses the alias, JACK WILSON, when writing for '?Labor Actiorio"

' ^ ^ Informant alsb^-furnisHed on August '^, 19577' two
copies of "Labor Action"^ dated^3uly 8."1957> aiid Julyf lgp b2
:1957« This literature isr locat^ed ih |

' •

' -^ ^^^
This i^iteratiir^e contains rio^ i.tems of pertinent interest
to the Detroit Branch of the ISL*

- 6 -
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED- STATES GOVERNI-IENT

TO

PROM

SAO, lOS ANGELES (100-3476) DATE: ^7^/57''

SAC, NEW. YORK (IOO-668O)

SUBJECT: INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE
IS-ISL

b6
b7C
b7D

Source

Date of Activity
Date Received
Received by

Location

\
who has furnished

nfoimation in the past.rejLiaoie
7/6/57-, ISL Convention
7/10/57
SAS A.,.LEWIS BARNETT.

The source furnished, as indicated above, a 14
page handwritten report concemihg tHe 7/6/57 session of theISL National Convention held at Adeiphi Hall, 74 Fifth Ave.,
NYC. This report reads as follows:

'

~ iibs Angeles (RI4)
'1 - 100.3475) (ISLI
1 - 100-34189
1 - 100-
,i - lOO-

3 - San Francisco (rm)
'1 - 100-2397 ) flSL)
1 r 100-28699^^
,1 - 100-

- Newark (RM)
' - 100-18417
il: 100-98449 ]\

ISL)

?
D

COPIES CONTINUED PAGE TWO

1 - New York (100-6680.) (#7-3)

RMJ:Mir4 Yt:^'^:^)
(54) / '

loj^Jilillriiry
SEARCHED -_ INDEXED.

SERIALIZED £^^t£D^^

AUGC 1057
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NY 100-6680

COPIES COWriNUED

k - Chicago (rm)
(1 - 106-i8,4o) (ISL)

.

1 - 100~2G609 ) i D

1 - 100-27272y h

.1 - 100- W IP
2 - Seattle (RM) /

[1 - 100-
) (ISL) .

(1 - 100- ill Hi
2 - Philadelphia (m)

(1 - 100- )(ISL)
(1 - 100- ,)(J0E DAVIDSON)-

2 - Detroit .(RM)

(1 - 100-9025) (ISL)
.(1 - 100-16923) (B.J. WIDICK)

2 --^Pittsburgh (RM)
[1 - 100-5567) (ISL)

,

(1 - 100-5713) i\ )

35- New York '

'

1 - 100-97470} (ISL, NYD)(#7-3)
,1 - 100-80693 (YSL) (#7-3)
,1 - 100-96862 t_____Z])(#7-3)
1 - 100-25903) (max shachtmanTT^?-^)
1 - 100-81901
1 -. 100-1 22015,?7[

') (#7-3
^

#7r3)
1 - 100-79797)r ^\{¥F3}
1 - ioo-iioi86 ni m7-i)
,1 - 100-50910) Ul gates )m-k ) -

1 - 100-54584) t:ZII__r~D (#7-3)
1 - 100-79760

'

—

^^^' ^'

1 - 100-98858

M

l

,1 .- 100-I2l808'n ¥(d{n'Z^'\
I'r 100-118883

)

^^7i7,^ \

1 T ioo-i2522l).(l ^TWLW ^^

1 .- .:ioo^ia36oi )^j ^(fe^.

copies CONTINUED PAGE THREE

b7C

•. 2 -
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NY 100-6680

COPIES CONTINUED

35 - New
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

York
.100-132960)
100-90937'

)

^

100.-111937)0
100-97958)
100-74587)
100-128317
100-i230!ili
100-132961

100-86184)
100-131812)
100,-92717)
100-93573)
100rl22545
100-10816'
100-12858
100-131970

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

kUS ])(#7-3)

r#7-3

]il£Ldl

])(#r-3)

-W) (| '^^"^'d (5^7-
100-49738) ' (S0CIALiST"TARTY7"uSAU#7-3)
iQ0-,i^rq!.|(i):-CAPgE)(7-.3)

'^^' -^f

J (#7-3)

- 3 -
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NY 100-6680

July 6th 1957

ISL 7 Convention

Arrived 11.00 AM. "Adelphl Hall," 12-5th Ave. Left . 10.55 PM

Gordon Haskell:

In the event that the National Committee succeeds
in negociating terms with the SP-SDF-on unity it will take no
measures \mtil it consults itsmerabers.

Max Shachtman ;

The discussions on unity was done openly - nothing
secretly, all done beaureauoractically-. The moraE- in our
organization has never been asliigh as it is now~for the past
ten, years - we have gained tremendously - we have already got
unity between the SP youth, and the YSL. We are binded to the
SP and we have no alternative but to be with them. They are
not hostile to us. All the iuterlectuals otherwise are with
us and will Join the SP no sooner vre enter. The Stalinist
are also with us and strange enough,, have become very friendly.
VJe have made enormous progress with this line. - We have not made
enemies - this is the road now and if that fails we Just have
to look for another - their is no idea of a crash program -
we belong there and shouig:nDe there". I want equal rights for
all members and that is all - we. did not get that in I936.
When we are in we will make a drive for all others. Gordon
Haskell has put down an ultimatum to the SP and that is
unless, they agree to our program we do not want i^nity - but
that is wrong. You make if difficult for them to even consider.
Dp not give our pfponents- unnecessary weapons - Do not be an
obstacle in our way. The majority of our members want unity.

Discussions re-our position wibh the American Forum.

Arnold ;
I

l l L l Ihair.
be
:b7C

^ introduced this motion in the National Committee -
When it was first put to the SP they were so interested they
immediately conveyed it to all its branches.
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Charles Walker , I L
| 1

. 1 |yrs.|~ Ihalr,

Let us know what is going on between the ISL and the
American Forum, You have got to keep us advised.

Archie Winters ; (New Jersey)

We must be in a^ position to discuss our point of
view with all - no matter whom they are*

Ted ; LA .
I I

yrs
,

|

|. hair,
| |

,

So far as I am concerned the, American ,Forum is a
front organization and if ive bind ourself with them it would
not be for our good*

Al Finley :

It would do us no good t I am against the motion
for participating with the American Forum,

Owen:

Whatever v/e decide let us keep it on ^friendly
term?.

Ann Draper .

We must remember Max Shachtman refused to be on its
committee - we have got to decide our attitude here now in the
convention as to what our "position will be with the American
Fomom. *

'

Arlin ; ^Seattle.
]

\\~ ~| hair.

Ap far as I, know the*.members of the ISL know very
little as^ to what pur position is with the :American Forum. At
times we- have^ attacked -the American ^Pdrvim and at other times
we think of wanting to participate wit^ them. Vie have got to
develop a definite line*

- 5 -
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Sam Taylor ;

I cannot recall* ,ih our paper where we have attacked
them as Arlin states - I agree -that we have ,to' '<iecide our
position one way or the other. , So far they are fighting
in^Justices and ,1 think that's-^OK, We can support them in
these things, but nothing on a political line."

Al Gates

:

The American Forum is an organization - Do not fool
yourselves. At the moment itTs' taking up the points that
will appeal to the masses. We were wise from the beginning
for not getting involved. It may turn out to be anything.

^ted: We Just remain on friendly terms, but ^o participation.

Ben Hall (h. Benson)

All groups are discussing the new situation for the
American Socialist. If vje are united we will still be small
unless we are, linked with the working class - we must be in a
position to show others \^hat' should be done for the new Socialist
movement and in turn put our position to the working class - we
do not propose to support bourgeois candidates neither do we
propose to oppose them. TJie policy of Socialism must be based
on the working class -^ we must come forward as a loyal left wing
movement in the labor movement. When their is Socialist 'unity
it opens the way for -us to appoint SocialIl"t,;cand'ldates. If the
right wing. supports' -bourgeois candidates "-it ^ is ' OK- -i- but we will
not support themT We will^hot support ^candidates tjhat will '

bring us in alpositi'on- which will be opposed to'the'^labor
movement. Their are-ofcourse '^certain bourgeois .candidates that
we could "Support. (Douglas,, Layraanj etc.) but .^we must' not-^iay'

"^

our position' with the- SP that we- are- hot vvoting for any "

'

bourgeois candidates - we cannot make it a policy -'we must
have a neutral policy to satisfy everyone.

- 6 -
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Hal Draper;

The idea of Socialist candidates is what we want.
Do vje enter the SP with what we want or what we must be willing
to accept as what they want. Our special r.oXa in the labor
movement consists^ of not underminding the leaders^ but to uplift
the working class and propose a program for them. The ISL has
never proposed any candidate for election because it is not
worth it politically and organizationally - though we could
do it, as I saidj, it is not worth it* We are separs^ted from
the working class now; - If we run a candidate will it bring
us closer to them.^ If we wn a candidate we must talk to them,
make them realise * our candidate is for their own good and not
against them. The SP'^was never separated from the workers because
they ran candidates. The only ones they were separated trom
were those who voted for the Democrats whom their leaders
instructed them to vote i?.oro. We have got to build a broad
Socialist movement, A movement that can satisfy all - a
Socialist 'Party that does not believe in itself cannot e?qpect
anyone to believe in it. If the SP ran a candidate and we
disagreed, we must have.-an -^alternative and be in a position
to come out and say so - we must have bur own ideas before we
enter any movement - also> be in a position to state what vie
disagree on.

Organization ; Press

Al gates :

In 1951 we finally made some headv/ay with our case -
the reply we received from a hearings officer was that he was ill
The case is still at a standstill - v;e hop^ to have more to
tell soon. That«s all I can say - we must be patience. The
staff of the -National. Committee to -day- is at a minimum r as
you know 4n the., past we were twice the nvmiber as we are to-day.
The- staff now will consist ,of: 7 Max Shachtma:i will be in
charge of thevpo3,ifcics; Al Gates xfill poritinue with^ the case^
and see it,,;throughj GordonV:Haskeri will be ^editor of iabbr-
Action; Julie:^alkVill^ ^e- editor of ^New International; Mel
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will be business manager of 'Laljor Action; Morris will be in
charge of Finances

,

•
,

•

Ted ;

'Though the press is costly, it is important
that we maintain it. It is bur only medium to get. to the
workers

.

Arlin ; ;

The failure of the Committee not to inform the
branches of what is happening is wrong - we should be informed
of all that is happening - Very often we hear of things that
are happening from other sources. I support the idea of a news
letter to all the branches' as t9 what is happening.

Ai>nold:

The comrades in New York are at times so depressed
by our difficulties that they -forget the.-popularity the ISL
has to-day - we all waited to see what the ISL would do' on ' the
American Forum position, in turn, it was -a long-time after we
got news as to our position. Such matters should be sent out
to the branches immediately.

Gordon Haskell :

- The feeling of the Committee is riot to tell the
branches, anything until they have decided on a decision - I
think they could be informed up to a point.

Mead:

I think when *he. field has asked a question it. ,is your
duty ;to inform them., I',would like the convention to go on
record that we .are all , informed :as to step, by step on the
progress' of the linity question.

- 8 -
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Charles V/alker:

Without the youth we would not have known what
was happening.

Max Martin ;

Why we have not functioned well in the past has
been mainly due to lack of personnel. However, with the
changes and re-organization we do hope to do better. The
complaints are. all justified.

(Arnold)? 45-50. glasses heavy (NAACB) Philla.

„ ^^ J" Philadelphia vre 'have done much work on the
Negro. It is very important to inform people- of -our position.
Their should be more concentration on recruiting.

Joan ;

I think it is very important that we inform the
branches as to what is going on in the form of discussionsin
New York. Both the unity and American Forum discussions
they have lacked the knowledge of our discussions

.

Al Gates ;

It surprises me that the complaints I have heard never
were brought to the National Committee before the convention.
Though they are justified, I still think they should have been
brought to our attention earlier. We. were in no position to
increase the staff as the increasing amount of problems came up.
I? the question of unity, it began a year ago. Another failure,
the National Committee has not held a "meeting since the last
convention. The question of communication to the branches were|uch that it was difficult to convey ovtv findings in the
discussions as they were very often far from a decision on the
subject. that was being discussed. Now with the proposed
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re-organization we do hope to fill that gap. But still, I do
not want you to expect- at the beginning very' much - our
facilities are poor - equipment limited. But we will try
to do the best.

Greetings from YSL:

Mike Harrington:

As National Chairman of the YSL I extend my greetings.
Our major political question was on the unity question. I am
pleased to say their will be no split in the YSL, Our main
problem is our leadership is not as young as they should be -
Despite of our small size we are the only National organization
that functions on a youth basis. V/e plan to send as many out on
tour as possible. V/e have begim a recruitment drive. We are
about to start a branch in New Mexico. In the field of civil
rights we have been extremely active. On the "Prayer Pilgrimage"
to Washington D.C. we were very active. We now have plans on
banning all nuclear test - we feel confident that we can grow -
Largely on your aid we were able to build the YSL - its only
there because you were able to make it possible - I now appeal
to you to step up more aid and wherever you start a new ISL
branch I expect you to start a YSL branch.

Request of Leave of Absence by Hal Draper .

Max Shachtman :

Many of you knew that Hal Draper has requested a
leave of absence. (Proposed trip to Europe) I want now to
say that inspite of our political differences we owe him alot.
No one deserves this vacation more than him. I have beenIn the
movement for many years and. cannot say that thfeir has been one
paper that can step up to "Labor Action."

- 10 -
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Those present:

Paul Germainej Vi j H. Benson; Max Martin;
Archie Winters; Gox'don Haskell; Ann Draper;
Jake; Phyllis; Joan; Max Shachtman;
Sain Taylor; Ted; Lucille (I p .

Yetta; Julie Falk; Ruth Martin: Lucille (I I)

Ester ; Al Finley ; Max (Chicago) Dan Leeds;-
Jerry McDermitt; Debbie Mayer; Owen;
Murray;, Al Gates; P. J» Whittlock; Joe Dane;
Priscilla; Arlin; ]Vlead» A-rndldi Mhanliay. -r-

Don Harris; Leonard; Jim (I

Ben d I) Ray f
3 Hal Draper;

b6
:b7C

T,«r,.«.« 0^ .7/10/57 i the source orally advised SAS A. LEWIS
BARNETT and

| ] .the. following information" which
was_ reduced zo written form and' signed by the source on
7A9/57 attesting to its accuracy; It is located in

b2
bo
b7C
b7D

.
Photographs of the following individuals are identical

to those individxials in attendance at the 7/6/57 session of the
ISL National Convention.

BARNEY ARNOLD

CHARLES SHAIN
TED YUDKOPP

ARLON TUSSING
DON THOMAS"

'

JOE DAVIDSON

DEBBIE MEIER

ARNOLD (

Jhair)
CHARLES WALKER
TED (LaJ Ivrs.J

he
b7C

hairTT
ARLIN (Seattle]
MEAD
ARNOLD (45-50, glasses, heavy,

NAACP, Phila.)
DEBBIE MAYER

T
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B.' J. WIDICK
RAY AHEARN

PAUL WALLER

P. J. WITTLOCK
RAY (I

PAUL GERMAINE
J hair)

b6
:b7C

.. ,
Individuals whose fvill names -.appear- following

dissemination have been identified throtigh photograph or
detailed description furnished bv the source. Dissemination
is being made to l Tand l

~^-\
»^

they may be identical to STANLEY and LUCILLE LNU.
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/STrBJECTAYOTIUff SOCIALIST LEAGTIE
ISrlSL

Re New York airtel to Director ^ July 19, 1957,
which, enclosed for Chicago photographs of the rough draft
minutes of the July 1-2, 19^7., sessions of the Young
Socialist League (YSL) Convention held July 1 through 3,
1957, at lll|. West ll|.th Street . New York City. The original
material was furnished to SAs | |

and A. LEWIS
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BARNETT of. the New York Office on July 3, 1957, by
photograph^ in the New York Office, and returned to the
informant, which original material the informaSit was obliged
to return to the YSL, The .photographs of these minutes are
being retained in?iChicago files since the New York Office
did not request -tbhat they be returned o Location: 100-18099-lBl (3p7)

.

.kV^ On July 8, 1957, 1 L (protect identity), who'r
has furnished reliable information in the paatj furnished to
SA

I l a handwritten report concerning the
above convention. This report is retained in Chicago file

This report states that the Third National Convention
,^f, the YSL was held July^l throu'gh 3, 1957 at Labor Action Hall,.
:ill|. West ll<.th Street, New York City, New'York.

The delegates to this convention were:

Prom New York City:

. NAOMI FRIEDMAN
SY LANDY
PRANK' MC GOWAN
RUTH MARTIN
LENNY (LNTJ), male

approximately
""

TOM (LNTJ) , .from

pounds, light hair,
oTage,^
male

^

| | | |
pounds,

dark hair, approximatelvl [years of age.
BOGDAN-DENITCH

, ,

'

',
,

,

PAJTH(LNTJ) femalej |, | | hair

,

| |
pounds.

approximately I " I years of age.
MARTHA VrOHLPORTH (representing the "Left Wing Caucus").

Prom Chicago:

NANCY AHEARJr
ED CALNEK (representing the "Left Wing Caucus?')

Jtora BerlfiLey, California:

JIM ROBERTSON (representing the "Left Wing Caucus")
STAlL-tlJniLJrepresentihg the "Left Wing Caucus")

«

J, I I
pounds, light hair, approximatelyr~|

years of age
CHARLES WALKER

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

^ .<t ;
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Prom Lbs Angeles:

JIM BURNETT
DON THOMAS (resident of San Francisco,

representing. Los Angeles by proxy)

Fr.om Dayton Area:

' HERSHELL COMINSKY (representing the
"Left vahg Cauo.\3s"5

Prom Pittsburgh:

], I I pounds.BERNIE_iIfU), male. I i . |__i£otinds,
|

I I hair, approximately ! H yeari^ of ..

BEN (LNU), malearlL l I
povmds, dark haii»,

approximately
! \

years of age

age

Members at. Large

DICK HUNT (New Haven, Conneo'jiac.ut*.)

ARLON TUSSING( Seattle)
MARTY OPPENHEIMER (Philadelphia)
BOB BERK (Denver) (^. vote)
HAROLD BRAMN (Albuquerque, New Mexico )(|.vote)

Alternates .

-^JPr.om New York City:

EUGENE (LNU), male J \, I Ipounds. dark hair,
I

[years of age^
, I I pounds, dark hair^"

years of age.

^ . approximately
SAM (LNU), .male,"

approximately
ANNE -LOWE
MIKE- SHOOT ^_ "

RESHELL (LNU), female .[ZZH. I I pounds . dark
n [years of age.hair, approximately

From Chicago:

JACK COLLINS
PAT MORROW ARDEN (representing "Left Wing' Caucus")

b6
.b7C
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Prom Berkeley, California:

ROGER PLUMB -

"

JERRY (LNU) ) were riot observed in
MEL (LNU) .-) attendance by informant

Prom Dayton Areas . .

MIKE BROOKS ~

JUDY HOLLANDER MAGE

Praterm Delegates (Voice, '^

*nbJ*vo*te)> members and alliernates
of National Executive Committee
that served \Hltil this .convention

* iMiii III lei ii tmmmtua^i lOKJ I w in, I i^ mm ima
j

iiCii b iii^ a ii^Ow.—^na ia ma u m) i Liii ri

MIKE. HARRINGTON
MAX MARTIN
GEORGE RAWLINGS

_ _ - _ ART' LOWE - . .__. _ _

TIM WOHLEORTH
SHANE MAGE
,0\7EN PREIDMAN - ' '

SAM TAILOR- -
"

. -
. .

RAY AHEARN
SCOTT ARDEN _

. ,> .

Fraternal Delegates. (Voice rights)

>->—
-

' MEL BECKER (New, York)'
^ ' DICK WILSON (Buffalo)

Mip; SPENSER (Cleveland) .
'

«l
''

Fraternal Delegates fi?ora

independent Socialist. League- (ISL).

MAX SHACHTMAN
GORDON HASKELL

Others recognized by the informant
^

as attending^ the various sessions'
of the* convention toere : ^ . _ .

SHERRY gIeLDMAN (New York)
MURRAY WEISS (SWP member.)

- i|. —
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BARBARA HOZINSKY (Chicago)
JERRY MC DERMIT (Pittsbiirgh)
Mps, SHACHTMAN
DON HARRIS and wife
DAVE. MO REYNOLDS (SP member)

SESSION A

Thie Pules of the convention were adopted^ The '^

Credentials Committee and the Presiding Committee were
formed by the adoption of the rules o The following
additional committees for the convention were then formed:

Resolutions Committee, the function of which was
to arrange the discussion of "other" resolutions,
that jLs, resolutions not listed in the agenda-:"-

*

ART LOVffi, Chairman
MIKE HARRINGTON
TIM V?OHLPQRTH
CHARLES WALKER
BERNIE (LNU) (Pittsburgh)

I

Finance Committee, the function of which was to
distribute financial aid to out-of-town delegates

i

SCOTT ARDEN
DEBBIE MEIER

s MAX MARTIN.

Technical Aid Committee, whose ftmction it was to
secure office machines for the printing of motions
and resolutions:

ART LOWE
bWEN FLEISCHMAN

Secretarial Committee, to keep a record of the
convention:

RUTH MRTIN
JOAN MORRIS
GEORGE RAWLINGS
JACK COLLINS
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The proposed agenda was accepted but it was
later changed as the convention did not hold to the
original schedule

o

'-^'he delegates were then seated

o

SESSION B o
III . IK I M l

I ll J IllO

^This session was concerned with the topic
"Socialist Regrbupment"o

MIKE HARRINGTON then spoke for one hour 'in
favor of the majority positiono The following is a
svmmiary of his presentation:

The. basis of the majority position is an effort
to reach more people with our politics o We propose unity
between the ISL and the SP«SDP with the YSL participating
with the- YPSLo We wish to do this so that Socialism can
have an "influence in the working class" of America' and
"lead them to independent class actiono" "Until this
(independent class action) happens, no truly basic change
in society can take place o" Today we have opportunities
tp reach both old and new people and build a Socialist
movement that can influence the .working class, the lib-labs
(libisral labor supporters and leaders)^ Negroe^ ex-Socialists,
ex-Stalinists, and people who have not yet heard of Socialismo
The minority favors an isolated propaganda group and
therefore thinks that the movement's program is important

o

•We of the majority ^ay that we are not interested in saying
; what sounds nice and revolutionary but rather that which ^

' '4will ;reach a broad . audience o ^^Reformists (SP) and revolu-
tionaries (ISL-YSL) must want to work togethero We intend
to go to the working class with a proposal for a broad
^Pebsian Party, not a Trotskyist, Marxist or Leninist one*

^_^^,^^
Our program proposes support for two things:

^ftv^dem^pcracy everywhere and independent class actiono

For these reasons the Socialist Party is known
to the public as the American Party of Socialism. In the
public mind the SP has no connection with Stalinismo

- 6 <^
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V/e do not demand a change of program or party
structure as a condition of \xnityi but we realize that
accepting us would be a change in the outlook of the SP»

After unity, we intend to be a tendency in the
party and fight for our third camp revolutionary politics

»

We are not fighting for our cc)mplete program because with
our program we could not reach new people* We will fight
to express our politics on day-to-day issues as they arise

»

TIM WOHLPORTH spoke for the minority document

o

The follow J.ng is a summary of hiis presentation:

The first part of his speech was. a criticism of
the SP-SDPo He noted DAVE MC ^REYNOLDS, a SP-SDP .member,
.who had stated that the SP i»epresented the "worst and
shameful politics of Dulles «" Tlie SP stands' for demo-
cracy everywhere but they confuse it with the western
military agencies (such as NATO)o The SP lias 1,000
book members but only 200 people who are so active as
tO' attend two meetings a year* If the SP'is so attractive
to workers with its rotten politics, why aren't^ they in
it now? They choose rather a larger and a more influencial
party that has almost the same politics, the Democratic
Party*

The leaders of the SP consider the ISL a, Communist
grpup. They do not even consider the American Porura for
Socialist Education (APSE) Socialists o Before unity can
take place you will have to convince the SP that you are
hot Communists o Now the APSE> is open to all, even the
CPo Its purpose is to spread the discussion of regrqupment^

This is the Left V/ing^s proposal:
*

Participate with the pest of the radical movement
and send a representative to the national hoard
of the APSEo
Oppose Stalinism and support such revolutionaries

- 7 ->
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as those in Poland and Hungary.
Oppose American capitalism and imperialistic
politics oi

Oppose the democratically established
military 'agencies

o

V/e feel that there is no- one group with which
^<we can unite o .Unity on the youth level would be an
impetus to unity on the adult levelo For a while,
unii*ied youth must be independent

o

* -

SESSION C.

The following are stunmaries of short speeches
made by various delegates:

LENNY (LNU) (In favor of majority document): ^ '

We do not propose unity with the SP because
we :like its politics, but rather because it is nationally
and internationally known* SHANE (MAGE) is a "defendant
'Of Russia" arid, therefore, to him a third world war would
be an international class struggle o,

BOB BERK (for majority)

:

We have had enough of Leninism* The minority
wants to set up a recruiting g;rourid for the adult groups*
A Leninist would be allowed in a broad Debsian Party.

BOGDAN DENITCH (for majority)?

The SPVould have changed if it allows us in*
That would mean that j.t Is ready to live with revolutionary
Socialists in it; "Our- aim is to^ move politically to the

" left*" First move the labor movement into the SP; once ^
.th@^^ are there, we can discuss the differences between y
rev-dlutionary Socialism 'and new reformism* We* want a %*
party that can recruit the most advanced sections of the ^'^ ^
labor movement, the A. JPhillip Randolphs*

- 8 -
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STAN (LNU) (for majority)

;

We- cannoir appeal to the working class as a
whole through the SP-SDP; To illustrate how leftist

"Ifek© working -class ^was, he told of tlie .Oakland general
strike^

^

RUTH M. (for majority)

:

" I am glad to hear ths^t- the workers are going
into the streets^ Obviously, we are on the verge of a
new October." The majority really represents* a raid
by the SWP on the YSL.

MARTHA W* (for minority):

We wish to appeal to the* new radical youth
who, will not accept the program, of any one group.

OWEN.P. ,(fo±> majority)

:

"TIM is a revolutionary Socialist. He only
considers revolutionaries tjo be Socialists." He does
riot realize that reformists are Socialists too, the
majority doeso

"DICK HUNT (for majority):

^ unified SP would mean a revitalization of
Socialism in purpose^. The workers are not revolutionaries,
but they could be Socialists. '

DON HARRIS (for majority)

:

The minority- proposes an alternative to unity
with the SP, 'the building of the APSE; 'Either the APSE
will be. a talking shop and hot take any action or it
will be a cover for Stalinists.

MEL BECKER (for majority)

:

Str.ikeS; (example :* strike of Perfect Circ.le
Company) aiie class struggles on a class basis but they

- 9 • '
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are riot political struggles. The idea is to bring the
labor movement to minimal ^SocieList politics and this
could be done by a unified SPi '

'

.GEORGE R. (for ma jor.ity)

:

"Who are the radical youth that TIM wants to
appeal to? He. means the SWP youth*" GEORGE read a
statement by MURRAY WEISS calling for the destruction
of ^ the YSLv

JOAN (for majority):

Th^ program of the minority is really that of
the YSL. If that is going to attract, youth/ why hasn^t
it?

SAM T* (for majority):

We do .not want to be. in the APSE because we
do not wi'sh to take political' responsibility for it.
The ApsE, refuses to condemn Stalinism.

DICK HUNT (for; majority)

:

He. favored the- creation of a broad Debsian
Party that had a ^minimal Socialist ppograra. He presented
an amendment se'tting up conditions for unity:

That the new .party have a. minimal program,
that^^^l^^tbe'l^^R^^jtfroportiona^^ representation), and that
a .minority have"^access to the press.

DON HARRIS (for majority): ^

"I am not for recreating the SP in the image
of the YSL, a third camp, revolutionary, Marxist,
Socialist group."

SCOTT A. (for minority)

:

"If the implementation motions are passed,
the YSL will be a hard core^;having the ^politics of the
ISL with no opportunity for disagreement."

- 10 ^
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MURRAY IffilsS of the SWP was granted permission
to speak in defense of his statement about the YSL.
"The task- of revolutionary Socialists, is to remove social
democracy and Stalinism from influence over the working
class •"

MAX SHA-GHTMAN ^(for majority) :

Real Marxists are always ready to break out
of Isolation whenever they have the chance. The SP
is the only organization that has the possibilities for
recruiting today.

MIKE H.:

The best way to build our revolutionary
would be to get" into the SP and l?ui-ld a broad Debsian
Party.

- 11 -
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SESSION D

HERSHEL presented a motion stating that the YSL should
have a^ representative on the APSE National .Committeev It ^r^

failed^

JIM Bo presented a motion stating that iinity
with -the SePo be the:5f'SL's Central Orientatipno (Passed) o

SAM To presented a motion stating that* the YSL did
not wish to take responsibility for the politics *of the
AFSE arid that the YSL not have a representative on the
National Committee, but that the YSL would take part in
all regroupment discussiono It passedo

* -* r- s

TIM presented a motion stating that the YSL should
ne4J^.j^c;Support Democratic Party candidates • It failed*

RAY presented a motion stating that the YSL»s-
only condition for unity with the SoPo be that of full
democratic rights o It passed^

BOB BERK presented a motion which was defeated*

^, The majority resolution as amended was passed*

The motion oh implementation submitted by DENITCH,
HARRIS -and MEIER was passed*

..f . . MIKE HARRINGTON presented a motion stating that
those whO' 'are excluded from unity are those, who refuse to-

agre^e to abide by the decisions of the united organizations*
It passed*"

The motion: was presented by TIM that the YSL Unity
Negotiating Committee fight for the inclusion- of all YSL
members in *he S.*P*, even those who may not favor the
affiliation of the youth to the S*P* It failed* :

- 12-
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A motion by SHACHTmN and DENITCH that the Nego-
tiaiJLng Coinraittee shall not demand that SWP members be
allowed into the SoPi It passedc t

ARLON a?TJSSING presented a motion of implementation
stating that no member of the YSL may join the SWP or
the AYS and that no member of the AYS or SWP may join the
YSL; Any SWP member in the YSL may retain his membershipo
Ht passed'o

It is noted that Sessions A through D of the
Convention were all. held on July 1, 1957o

On July 8. IQ^^? . the informant also furnished to

hthrough a bliij^d Post Office boxSA^

mimeograpned copies of some' of the above mentioned resolutions
and motions which are described below and which are re- ^

'

tained in Chicago files ias indicated:

lo "Proposed Resolution By Mo Hai»rington" on the
prospectives of the YSL on the question of Socialist
•Recruitment* This item is retained in Chicago file 100-
18099-lBl (278)0 One photostat copy is enclosed herewith
for New. Yorko

2o "Suggested Motion of Implementation of ^ Cpn-
vention Unity Resolution" by BOGDAN. DENITCH, DON HARRIS,
and DEBBIE MEIERo This item is retained in Chicago file
I00rl8u99<-1B1 (276)^/ One photostat copy of this item is
enclosed herewith for New Yorko

3o "Motion on Electoral Action*' by TIM WOHLPORTH^^o
^This item is retained in Chicago file 100-18099-1B1 (277)

o

One^ photostat copy of this item is enclosed herewith for
New Yorko

b6
:b7(
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il-o "Draft Special Resolution: Unity and Rela-
tions with other Socialist Groups "• proposed by ARLON TUSSING*
'This item is retained in Chicago file 100-18099 - IBl (275) •

One photostat copy each is enclosed herewith for New York
and Seat ;tleo

,5o "Rules of Yoting Socialist League Convention,
July 1 - 3, 1957'*o These rules provide for the setting
up of a Credentials Committee which includes MEIER, MAGE,
^iMLZ Delegate, and MARTIN, ijomraittee Chairmano These rules
also provide for the setting up' of the C<3nvention Presiding
Coraaiittee which includes TUSSING, MEIER, ^ROBERTSON, VMARTINi
THOMAS and HARRINGTON, Committee Chairman* This item is re-
tained in Chicago file- 100.-18099-131 {271}.) o One photostat
copy each is enclosed 'herewith for New York, Cincinnati,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and SeattlCo

On July 16, 19^7^ furnished to SA
RICHARD^ Mo KIRBY in person: a nanawritten. report concerning b2
the sessions of the YSL. Convention which took place at b7D
Labor Action Hall on July 2 and July -^^ ;lQ^7. This report
is retained in Chicago file

This report states that on. Tuesday, July 2, 19^7,
.the YSL National Convention reconvened;,,

The first order of business was a discussion
of youth in campus prospetftiveso

.Next^MIKE HARRINGTON gave a National reporto^ The
following are' the main points which he made:

"We are the strongest Nation-Wide Youth. Political.
Organization, mostly because we are the only one*" The
faction fight has clearly incijeased. the communication between*
the National Office and the units o This is a good thing
and should be continued in the futixre, ^even i'f the faction
fight decreaseso On.his to.ur, BOGfDAN has visited places where
the YSL has never before sent a representative of the National
Office (such as Denver) o Eor the next, period, tne YSL will
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star,t living recklessly, financially, for tours because of the
great opportunities, for growtho "Within a few weeks, we.will

,'have ^a unit in Albuquerque, No Mo, thanks to PAULA and
HAROLD BRAUMN o'J

ARLON is in Seattle on the University of Washington,
Campus and he should be able to form a unit there o He has
toured to Potland and there are possibilities for a imit
there o Thel»e are also possibilities for units in Phila-
delphia and Clevelandp In Denver,, the YSL has two members,
on campus and two; friends of the YSLo There wJQi probably
be a unit in New Haven, Connecticut,:, in the fallo

Presently 'there are two *,iijain * arenas > f^r YSLers - >/

to work in* One i:s the Negro struggle for Civil. Rights o ^
^'

,*/

The New York Unit has a reputation of being reliable -and
responsible, members of the Nego Left around- Ao PHILLIP
RANDOLPH, The New York Unit was, especially active in the
Prayer Pilgrimage, along with other units throughout the
country;* V

^ .......

*

J^he other arena is ;the Liberal Student forces <,^o

The New York' YSL led a mass student protest on the barring
ofv^ATES' from, the^ New York City College Campuses o

GEORGE RAWLINGS gave a short report on "Anvil".o
He said that a new^ issue would be ~out by September 15.

"30GPAN DENITCH gave a short report on his toxiTo. ^
,^

He said that they are easier to arrange how because it is
easier to get audiences*

In answer to a question, MIKE HARRINGTON said thai '" '%
the YSL had about Ht.0 - I50 members.

;*• '
••
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

The sense of the NAG* Draft Document on Youth and
Campus Prospectlves was passed*

. ? A discussion on United Fronts was heldo There were
three main ideas put forth by TIM WOHLPORTH, -MAX MARTIN,
ARLOE' TUSSINQo '

The motion by TIM stressed the change in attitude
on *he part of the majority, H6 favored United Fronts with
Stalinists

«

The mqtion by ARLON favored United Fronts if the
participants had moved away from Stalinist Politics,

The motion .by MAX favored United Fronts only if
the participants had organically left the CPo

The following are some comments made concerning
the above motions from the floor by ^orae of those present:

.ARLON TUSSINp sta,tedJ "We don't exclude coopera-
tion with ex « LYL Clubs even if they haven't formerly
broken with the ORo" But it is necessary that our joint
work has to be in support of a : Democratic ideal and not. in
conflict with YSL policy

o

PRANK MC JJOWAN spoke in favor of MAX' motion. He
said that the criteria for forming a United Front should be
whether or not the group has broken with Stalinist Politics*

"NANCY AHEARN stated that we can cooperate with ex-
LYL Clubs if the joint group makes clear that we favor
democracy everywhere*

JIM- ROBERTSON spoke in favor of TIM»s motion
stating that you should be able to operate in a United Front
with anyone:,, so long as you can work together on one
specific action.

y
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BOGDAN DENITGH stated that the critical idea is,
have these clubs organically left the OP? That the joint
group says it is for democracy '©yerywhere is not important
since OP members can and do say this*

TIM WOHLPORTH stated that the motions by MAX „ and
ARLOH try to realize that the Stalini'sljs are in a crisis and.
that we can recruit here without embarrassment "with the
Social Democracy;

o

TIM«s motion was defeated, but neither ARLON^s
nor MAX' motions passed because -.there, were, two tie votes o.

TUESDAY EVENING. SESSION ^

MAX .MARTIN gave a presentation of the NAG Draft
Document on the Crisis of World Stalihismo SHANE MAGE
presented his document o Following this^ he spoke for the
adoption of his amendments o A discussion wias heldp and the.
porivehtion passed the NAG Documento

It is noted that the plaotographic minutes of
the Convention which were supplied by the informant indicates
that the. following amendment to the NAG Draft Document was r-"'- i

"

passed by the Conventions

"Pare 1|.2 « sento 2%/ Strike ^might^ and replace
with 'would* "o

—^ Mimeographed copy of "NAG Draft Resolution on the
Crisis of World Stalinism" (with amendments attached submitted
by TIM WOHLPORTH) was furnished by the informant to SA
RICHARD Mo KIRBY on July 16^ 1957 o This item is retained,
in Chicago file 100-18099-lBl (299) o One photostat copy of
this document is enclosed herewith for New Yorko

17
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MEDMESDAY MORNING SESSIOM

Unit Reports;

ART LOVJE reported on the Nev York YSLo He said
that 'the New York Unit has fifty members ^ has clubs on /'

two c'ampusesp Columbia and Brooklyn^^ and members at Cxty
College o The YSL has been functioning in the Randolph
Section of the NAACPo

MIKE BROOKS reported oh the Dayton areao He said
tliat the YSLers are in control of the Socialist District
CIuId at Antioch and are .active^ in the NSA (^National Student
Association) o and the NAACPo Unit meetings are usually held
Sundays at | [ house where books and topics of
current interest are discussed*

NANCY AHEARN reported on the Chica^go Unite She
said that the main activity was, the Campus NAACP which the
YSL helped to revive and Strengthen <> . She 'also mentioned
that the YSL was participating in a Campus Committee to
stop the H and A Bomb testingo She. said that this Committee
contained leading Stalinoid members ,^pf the Student
Representative Party (auUnivers-lty of Chicago Student .

,

Organization) and that this is giving her a .chance to mee^^t

and work with these people

o

JIM ROBERTSON Reported on the Bay Area Unite He
said that there was- a hostile^ ISL fraction in this unit
doing opponents' worko The main arena is the StalinoidSo
In the fall there will, be fractions at the State and City
Colleges and at the University of California at Berkeley

o

CHARLES WALKER ;,gave a minority report on this
tmito He said that the fractional conflicts are carried on
in outside arenas o The majority of the unit has relations
with the SWP instead of the ISLo He said that th^ debate
between TIM and BOGDAN was held in front of the best arena
for recruitment^ The Independent Socialist Porvmio

^ 18
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ARLON; TUSSING reported on Seattle and Portland.
He said that there were f oj;ir YSL members on three campuses
in Portland* He said that there was a, good possibility
of a unit there o On the Reed College Campus YSLers partici-
pate in. a broad socialist clubo There are two members in
Seattle • ARLONc- is at tt^e

l I He
said that some ISLers, may join the YSLo BOB BERK reported
on Denvero He said that there has been a lack of radical
activity in this area since the depres^sion* BOGDAN. spoke
and recruited an ex-SLPer the same evening o He said that he '

was going to set up a Labor Pdrumo In Boulder ^ Colorado,
, /

the YSL has two close contacts o, He said ttiat he had
started a NAACP Club<»

DICK WItiSON reported on the Buffalo area^ }ie ' •

said phat there were two YSL members there who are not
presently 'on any campus o He ^said that he has hopes of
starting a NAACp Club and a Political Issues 'Discussion
Group o The group would be broad in membership and would
possibiV work with the Liberal Party in the Mayoralty
Campaignc He said that his wife intends to be active on the

I 1 Campus o

HAROLD BRAMN reported on the Albuquerque, New
Mexico Unit'o He s.aid that there will be a unit there
aljnos-b as soon as he gets backo He said that there ^was
a need for National Speakers o He said that he was in
favor of setting up a Regional Rocky Mountain Conference

•

MARTY OPPENHEIMBR reported on the Philadelphia
area* He said that there were two YSL members there* He is
chairman of the Third Camp Contact 'Committee o

JIM BURNETT repor1;ed on the Los Angeles Unito
He first listed the problems of ^the unito The, membership
is ,spread all over the city and are not concentrated in
any one apeao There has been a loss of leadershipo They
have set up: a regular schedule of educationals in combination
with the YPSLo They havd recruited six new ^members o The

"

Socialist Contact Group, made up- of the ISL, the LYL, the
YPSL, tjhe YSL anct. the SWP, plans to hold public forums o

.b6

:b7C
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.

•BEN (LNU)m reported on the Pittsbvirgh unit*^ He
attacked the National Office for not having any literature
suitable for contacts* He said that for contacts, L.abor
Action-^stinkso

^

Nextp the amendments to the YSL Constitution >were
taken ;upi. MAX^ MARTIN spoke in favor pf themo.. The following
is k general account of' arguments ,put forth by some of ^

t

those^^present for. or against these amendments: "*

^MAX MARTIN: "The minority is c ont6 stingy amend- '
. .

ments nvimber 2, 3*"5> 6 and 22o We are not, changiag .-any y
,

practices, but since certain practices have been chalienged. >

which we thought were, understood, we are askiiig to clarify
and legalize that which we thought was^ ,originally agreed to*»

.The^ ^minorities*" concept :is that anyone, can do anything so^
long as he states that he* is acting, as* an individualo" When ' :

you join a political group you agree not ^ to act in
contradiction to 1 its policieso It is wrong that a person ,

'•

have influence on the organization (that is the mother members),
;

but the organization; have* no influence over the individuals" i

JIM ROBERTSON: "The principles have been changed

o

Now you have to agree to do what the leadership thinks will
lead to the goals o"

SONNY TAYLOR: "JIM (ROBERTSON) says it (the aon-
stitution, as proposed) , is Lenninist, Bolshevick, and combat-
party, but he never says it is, undemocratic." io.»o* "When
the NAG wrote these amendments we decided not to suggest
that which we would not want a united YPSL to haveo"

At this point, an amendment was read that allowed "

for setting up of a Wes.t Coast and other regional committees
to hold conferences and issue regional bulletins <>

GOEDON HASKELL: "We're all Marxist and Materialist.
Open public attacks on an organization .by a member should not
be -toleratedo"'

"

- 20
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JIM .ROBERTSON: "An act is hostile when it asks the

public not to join the YSL,- They (the majority) seek to

-build, a rigid,- contralized ISL;youth"c Only a Lenninist
type party can overthrow capitalism,,

!

I
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

BEN HALL delivered greetings from the ISL to the
Conventlorio He pointed out that the hold ofi Stalinism over
the radical public has been broken by the, uprising of the

third camp» workers movements In the heart of Stalinism* The
iSL and. the YSL see eye and eye together on most Important-
points a

^

The hext',point brought up was a discussion of the

Meier Amendment- on disclplineo

DEBBIE MEIER: "This motion clearly spells out what
acts are in violation of the constitution*.When appropriate^ /
local units', the NAG, the NEC, or a^ convention shall take
action to enfor.ce the constitution."'

MIKE 5IARRINGTON: "None of these past, acts should
be used as a Wsls for disciplinary action* This is to

serve for future actions."

Next, came the election of the NECo The Left Wing
' Caucus ;ask€>d for proportional representation on the b^sls

.^

of ^their dtfcvime-nt oh 'unityo The vote was five to eighteen,
entitling them-.to three members and three alternates.

' A group consisting of DICK HUNT, MARTY OPPENHEIMER,
BEN .('LNUO, LENNY (LNU),^ HAROLD BRAI4N and BOB BERKp(a total of
five' votes ),(also MIKE SHOOT and; SAM Ps,. alternates from -

New York) asked for, representation on the 'basis of setting
'up certain conditions' on the unity and general opposition to

the "old, NoYo, Bureau cratic leadership".. This group was
also entitled to three members and thr^e alternates*

- 21
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The new NEC as elected is
Members of the Majority

MEMBERS

MAX MARTIN- (National
Secretary) (NAC)

MIKE HARRINGTON
(National Chairman)
(NAG)

MEL BECKER,
-^-'- (NAG)

SY LANDY (NAG)

BOGDAN DENITGH .(NAG)

_
'

[ DEBBIE MEIER
a. '

-

I ARLON TUSSING
t

"don THOMAS

JIM BTONETT

A Faction in the- iMajority

.MEMBERS-

DICK HUNT'

MARTY. OPPENHEIMER"

HAROLD BEAMN

Left Wing Caucus

MEMBERS

TIM WOHLPORTH .(NAG)

SCOTT ARDEN

JIM ROBERTSON

- * '3 -t- -^ '

as follows:

ALTERNATES

JOAN MORRIS

NANCY AllEARN

ART LpWE

FAITH (LNU)

RAY AHEARN

TOM (LNU)

DICK WILSON

GEORGE RAWLINGS

,ELLA (I<NU)jFrora Pittsburgh)

^ALTERNATES

LENNY (LNU)

BOB BERK

MIKE SHOOT

ALTERNATES

•

y

SHANE MAGE

ED CALNEK

HERSHEL COMINSKY

« 22 -
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HIKE HARRINGOWN was elected YSL Praternal Repre-?"-

sentative to the ISL NoCo and PoCo

On July l6p 1957 i> I
|also furnished to ^2

SA RICHARD Mo KIRBY in person the following described items, ^^d

some of which are referred ,to above, which are retained
in Chicago files as indicated, and photostat ^copies of which
are< enclosed where indicated for interested offices:

lo Twb mimeographed copies of "Implementa.'^ion
Motion" on regroupment issue submitted by MARTHA WOHLPORTH.
One- mimeographed copy of this item is retained in Chicago
file 100«18099-'1B1 (300)0 One mimeographed copy is Enclosed
herjewith for New, Yorko

2o A niimeographed copy of the NAG Draft Document
entJitled "Youth arid OaiiQ>\is and the YSL prospective", dated
Maijch 30^ 19^7 o Among the topics covered in this docu-
ment- are the role played b^ JOHN GATES, Editor pf the
fDaily Worker", on .the campixses of the city ^colleges, the
YSLb relationship with other youth groups such as'" the LYt, the
SDAp the SLID p YESIip the AYS, Independent Socialist 'Clubs, and
the ACLUo This^ Item is retained in Chicago file 100-18099-
IBl (280)0 '"'One photostat copy of this item is enclosed
herewith for New Yorko '% * '^

3o.* One- mimeographed copy of agenda for YSL Con-
vention, July 1, through July 3 9 19$7$ as amended© Among the
events scheduled on-this agenda dre presentation? to be made,
by HARRINGTON, WOHLPORTH and MAGE^ This item is retained
in Chicago file 100-18099«1B1 (279) o

" One photostat copy
•each is enclosed herewith for Cincinnati and New Yorko

i|.o Two mim.Qpgraphed copies .of "Left Wing'Cauctis
Amendments to Amendment by ARLON.-TUSSING to Draft Document:
'Ybuth and Campus and thq YSL^"o This intern is retained in
Chicago file 100-18099-1&1 (290) o One mimeographed copy of
this itemi^bs enclosed herewith for Seattle and one photo-
; Stat copy is enclosed herewith for New Yorko

y
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5o One mimeographed copy of "Special Convention
Resolution - presented by Do MEIER" o This resolution
criticizes the a6tioh of TIM WOHLEORTH concerning the
American Porumb This item is- retained in Chicago file
IOO-I8099-IBI (281)0 One photostat copy J. s enclosed herewith
for New York^:^

60 One mimeographed copy of "Wohlforth Amendments"
This item indicates that it consists of amendments sub^^ /-
mitfed by TIM WOHLPORTH to the ODraft Resolution on "Pros-

"' ^
pectives, for American Socialism,, I, II, and III" submitted
to the Left Wing Caucus, YSL, by SHANE MGE, This item is
retained in Chicago file 100-18099-161 (282)' o One
photostat' copy each is enclosed herewith for Cincinnati
and New Yorlfo^

7o A mimeographed copy of "Amendment to the Youth
and Campus Resolution by OWEN Po" This. item is retained in
Chicago. file 100-18099-lBl (293) c One photostat copy is
enclosed herewith for New Yorfc,

80 A mimeographed copy of "Amendments to the
Resolution on Youth and Campus" by >DEBBIE MEIER. This item
is retained in. Chicago file 100-18099 - IBl (292) One
photostat copy 'Is^ enclosed herewith for New Yoi*feo

'^ -- 9o One mimeographed copy of "Amendment to Draft:
Resolution: »Youth and Campus arid, the YSL» subinitted by
ARLON TUSSING"os In this iterri the YSL is discussed along
the lines of its relationship to the LYL and the "Daily
Worker" Group in the CPo This item is retained in Chicago
file 100-18099-lBl (291)0 One photostat copy each is
enclosed herewith .for New York and Seattle

o

. . ,v- lOo One mimeographed coipy of "Amendments Proposed
by MIKE HARRINGTON" to the YSL Co^istitutibno This item is
retailed in Chicago file 100-18099-lBl (28i|.)o One photostat
copy is enclosed herewith for' New Yorko

. 21^ .
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II, Two mimeographed copies of "!<,: Draft Eesolu-
tion on 'Prospectives for. American Socialism,' Proposed bv
SHANE. -^GE;" 'This item indicates that" it is part4fie of
the minority resolution. Bais item is retained in Chicaeo
file *l0a-l8099-lBl (295). One mimeographed copy is

"

enclosed herewith for Cincinnati and one photostat copy is
enclosed for New YorJq*

^
• 'i 12. Two mimeograiphed copies of "Draft Resolution on-

'Prospectives for American Socialism* submitted by SHANE
MAGE." This item indicates that it is part two of the
minoi'lty resdlutiono This item is retained in Chicago
file 100-18099-lBl (296 )o' One mimeographed copy ^is^« enclosed^
herewith for Cincinnati and one photostat copy for New
York. '

13 o Two mimeographed copies of "Draft Resolution
on «Prospectives for AmeriQaii' Socialism* b.y SHANE MGE". This
item indicates that it is part three of the minority resolu-' '

tibni- 'This item is 'retained in Chicago fl^le 100-18099-lBl
(29o)-, One mimeographed copy ^s enclosed herewith for
Cincinnati and. one photostat copy for New York.

> - ^ li}.'o Two mimeographed copies of "Draft Resolution
of the YSL on Prospectives for American Socialismo This
item indicates that it is the majority resolutione . This
item, is retained Xn Chicago file 100-18099-131 (303) o One
mimeographed

.
copy jL^s enclosed herewith for l|ew Yorko^

l5o Two mimeographed copies of "Constitution
of the Young Socialist League (as amended by the 1955 YSL
Convention) *^o This item is retained *;ln' Chicago 100-
18099-lBl (30l{.)o One mimeographed' copy is enclosed here-
with for New York^ ^^'* ^ ' ^

- 25 -
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'16.. Two mimeopraphed copies of "Proposed .Amend-
ments to the YSL Corfistitutibn'l This item is retained in
Chicago file 100-18099-lBT (36-5).. One mimeographed copy
is enclosed herewith for. New Torko

.17. One mimeographed copy of "Amendment Draft
Resolution, on 'Prospectives for American Socialism'".
This item is retained in Chicago file 100-18099-lBl (297) •

18. One mimeographed copy of "MICHAEL BROOKS:
Statement on. Joining the Lef^t Sing Ca^ucus, YSL"» This
rtem-rs retained Irr-Chicago.-'file. 100-18099-1B1 (28?). One
photostat copy is enclosed herewith for Cincinnati.

19. One mimeographed "Statement of the Left Wing
Cauaus ori the Participation ofWOHLFORTH and MAGE on the
American Porum National Committee. This item is retained
in Ohicagd file 100-18099-lBl (283).' One photostat copy
each is enclosed herewith for Cincinnati and New York.

"

I
20, One mimeographed letter^ "To 'all^Merabe'rs

of the YSL" dated May- 27, 1957, from- TIM WOHLPORTH. Ohis
letter indicates., that It- is concerning a National Communica-
tion of May 23, .1957, on the Muste Affair. This item is
retained in Chicago file 100r-l8099-lBl (285). One photo-
stat copy is enclosed here,with for New Yorkv

.21-,-.j„A.,.one^page-mimeographed -statement by MARTY
OPPENHEIMER and SAM TAYLOR on :"Ai The Egyptian Crisis.".,and
"B, Labor Probe". This item is retained in Chicago file

'

100-18099-lBl (289).'^ One photostat copy each is enclosed
herewith for New York and Philadelphia.

22. One mimeographed copy of YSL National Commun-
ication dated June 13, 1957, from MAX MARTINi This
communication discusses TIM WOHLPORTH' s conduct with the..
Ameri^can" Porum for Socialist Education. This item is re- '

tair^ed in Chicago file 100-18099-lBl (29I4.) . One photostat'
copy is enclosed herewith for New York,
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23. A three page" mimeographed statement by TBI
WOHIJ'ORTH entitled: "For YSL Members ""Oniy Let's' Be Reason-
ftfelel «- an appeal to the "Credentials Committee o" Fage
two" of this statement.refers to PETER Co, BILL H.,
CHARLEY R,, CAROL R. and EAITH, all of whom are apparently
members, of the YSL in the- New York area. On

,page 3, this
' statement .discusses the matter of proxies and makes- refer-
ence to PR-ISCILLA (LNU) and PAUL Go, wfib are also
iapparently YSL members in the New" York -area* This item
is retained in Chicago f ile^ 10b-l8099-lBl (288') . One
photostat copy Is. enclosed herewith for New York.

. ,
2l|.o A mimeographed, letter to Bay Area Youth

Sociaiyb>,Clubs,, YSL,, from JIM ROBERTSONi YSC Chairman,' This y
letteff-'aiscusses the tours by TDyf WOHLPORTH and BODGAN
DENITCH and the, APSE. . This item is retained in -Chicago
file IOO-I8099-IBI (286)'. One photostat copy each is
enclosed" herewith for New York .dnd" San Prahclscoo

Z$i Two mimeographed copies of the minutes of
tile. YSL NAC meeting of June 26j 1957-o These minutes
Qontaina copy of a letter' written, to the Editor of the
"Daily-Worker" by TIM .WOHLPORTH 'concerning the APSE. These
minutes .also contain information -concerning GEORGE RAWLINGS,
OWEN P',.;('?LEISCHMAN) , M. H. (MIKE HARRINGTON), and M.M.
(MAX.iMARTIN)., This item is- -retained in Chicagb jfiilte 100-
•••.^P'^^rlBl (3.02).. One mimeographed copy is .enclosed Ibterewiih' ,

.^ior'/N^w York. -' • •

,

......,...,,.
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2'6.. One mimeographed copy of "YSL NAC 'meeting '
''''''

of .June 12, . 1957.> with, attached report on the West Coast
Tour by BOGDAN DENITCH.. This item- is retained in Chicago
file 100-18099-IBl (301)0 A copy of this item is not bedng
furnished to New York since relet of July 19, 19^7, ad-
vises' that New York is /already In possession of this
information.
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advised that h,e obtained all of the ^^^above described items while at the YSL Conventi'ono

It is noted that the informant, furnished, on •!
July 16, 1957* to SA RICHARD M, KIRBY in person vthe
original notes which he topk while at the Convention and
from which he composed the above report of the proceedings
at the Convention, These notes are being maintained as an
exhibit in Chicago fide 100-I8i|.0-1B6 (ij.0).

'-
</!
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
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FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, CHICAGO (100-18099)

SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-80693)

YOUNG SOCIALIST LEAGUE
IS-ISL

DATE: AUG 8 1957

So\«?ce
Reliabiirey

= r:
illWT Vftio nas f\jrnished reliable information

in the past.
Date of Activity:. NAC meeting 6/19/57
Date Received: 7AA7
Received by: SAS i l and 'A. LEWIS BARNETT
Location: 100-8o693-lB372

Source furnished the minutes of the YSL National
Action Coiranittee meeting of 6/19/57* which are, set forth
below for information of appropriate files. The original
minutes were photographed in the NYO and returned to the
informant.
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YSL National Action Committee
Minutes of June 19^ 1957

Present: M.H,, A,L., M.M., S.T., T,W. Absent: G.R.

i. Minutes
-The minutes cf May l4. May 22, and June 12 were unanimously
adopted. The following statement by NEC member Mage on
a committee decision of Jvine 12 was submitted for insertion:
"There are three points I would, like to make in answer to
the June 13 communication on the participation of Wholforth
and myself in the American Forum: 1. the right wing is
forced in order to condemn us to cite a resolution which
could have bearing onljr if the Muste forum is considered
"hostile to the politics and organization of the YSL"; 2,
While the section of the constitution IvOiolforth quoted iig
indeed inaccurate, the revised version has exactly the same
content, Gramatically, the parts about "action" and "state-
orients", which are not separated in any v/ay, constitute a
single compound phrase , modified by "without making it clear",
etc; 3o Tne righ'c wing describes Miolforth's speaking at
1;he AYS camp as "even more scandalous"" etc. This clearly
demolishes the unnatural and artificial distinction between
statements and actions."

2. -Cdnverition Agenda
Motion- QruK\) : "~fhe following be the NAC proposed agenda:

Session A-Monday. July 1, 9 a.m.j Organization of Convention :

Seating of Delegates; Adoption of Rules; Adoption of Agenda; Election
of Presiding Committee; 10 a.m. - Socialist Regroupment ,

f'resentations : Harrington and Mage, l hr. each;

Session B '^ Monday Afternoon ; Discussion on unity motions,
presentation of amendmentsj summaries (H & M, 15 min each);

Session C Monday Evening; Voting on Unity motions and amendments;
Discussion and presentation of motions on implementation;

Session D » Tuesday^ July 2^ 9 a>m^ ; Campus perspective presenta-
tions, t hr. each; Campus perspective discussion and amendments

;

summaries, voting on campus perspective;

- 2 -
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Session E -* Tuesday^ mid'-morning and early afternoon :

Unit reports, na'-Blonal report^ discussion;

Session F - Tues.j mld^afternoon: Crisis of World Stalinism^
presentation ot mo draft (Martin 1 ftr., presentation' of
V/holforth amendments (v/holforth) 45 min, discussion and
amendments, sticaiiaries, voting;

Session G- Wed., July 3s morning; Other resolutions

Session H - Wed> afternoon : NEC, NAC> NO report, election
or NEC.

All sessions except E & H to be open to general radical
public. The incoming NEC is to meet V/ednesday night; it«s
agenda to consist of: election of NAC, election of officers,
other business.

Carried Unanimous

3» Conventipn Rules
Motion (|5*h, J The following to be proposed convention
rules and organization:
I, A Credentials Committee to be set up by NEC composed
of Mage, MAL delegate, and Martin, Committee to certify
all uncontested delegates to Chairman at opening session.
All uncontested delegates to be seated at that time. On
any contest? one speaker for each position for five minutes;
then a vote,
II. The NEC to recommend to the convention the following
Bresiding Committee: GJussing; Keier, Harrington; Robertson;
Martin; Thomas, Once elected, this committee will, by
majority vote, detei»mine v;ho v/ill chair for each session,
III. ^.Tlme limits on presentations to be proposed in Agenda,
IV, After presentation, the chair will take a speakers list.
The chair v;ill then propose a time limit for the total
discussion, 2/3 of the time will be alloted to speakers
on the list. After the first round, the chair v^ill take a
speakers list of those who have not spoken. If giving
them the approximate amount of time enjoyed by first round
speakers will exhaust the time, this shall be done. If
time remains, it shall be divided equally among second
speakers,
V. Seated Delegates, Fraternal Delegates, and members of
the outgoing committee shall have the right to voice,

VI, The chair shall stringently enforce the rule that
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Interruptions of a speaker are only justified for privileged
motions which cannot wait . Any member of the Convention,
who indulges in frivolous interruptions shall be declared
out of order and be. refused recognition while another is
speaking,
VII. All political sessions shall be open to the general
radical public. Sessions E & H to be in executive session
open only to YSL members and fraternal delegates.

Carried Unanimous

^» Convention Invitations;
Motion ^M.M^TThiie vhe Convention is open to the radical
pumc .generally, there a re certain specific individuals
who we should wish to especially invite because of our
relations with them. We therefore send specific invitations
to: McReynolds, Suall (SP), Lusk, and Thygeson (YPSL),
Gyarmatti and Munot (SLID), Geltman (Dissent), Ristin
(Liberation), These invitations to go to them as individuals^
not' as representatives of groups, and are for observer status
at the Convention,

Amendment: (tw) Add Bert Deck (AYS) to the list.

Amendment defeated. For: TW;, Opposed: All Else

Motion (MM) carried^ For: All, except TW;
abstained

Motion: (MM) The YSL send three fraternal delegates to the
ISL Convention; to be chosen by the incoming NEC.

Amendment: (TW) Add "and that they should include at least
one 'minority

»

Amendment defeated For: TW, Opposed: All: Else

Counter motion: (TV/) We send -only one fraternal delegate to
the ISL Convention.

Counter motion defeated For: TW, Opposed: All Else

Motion (Mr«l) Carried For: All, except TW:
Opposed

- 2^ -
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Motion: (mh) Invite the ISL and three fraternal delegates
to our convention

o

Amendment: (TV/) Substitute "one" for "tliree".

Amendment (TW) defeated For: TW^ Opposed: All Else

Motion (MH) Carried For: All except TW:
Abstained

Motion: (TVJ) The NAG send an invitation to Draper and
Haskell for one of them to speak at the YSL Convention for
twenty minutes*

Motion defeated For TW^ Opposed: All
Else Consultative vote:
For:. OP^ Opposed: JM

The following statement by OP was inserted into the minutes:
"The NAG was informed that the ISL had requested 3 fraternal
delegates^ and that they had twice nominated Haskell who
had tv;ice declined^ due to press of time. (Draper will be
editing LA the 3 days of the Convention.) V/hile nobody
in the YSL has put forward the position of Draper or Haskell,
and those who have heard their position on vmlty in NY have
rejected it, it is still true that no delegates from outside
NY have heard them, or had a chance to question them in
person, on vmity or any other disputed question. I believe
that most of the non-NY delegates will want to have a
chance to do so in a**aession on our convention floor,
and that vie shovld thej^efore make a special request, to
Draper and Haskell to'' make one session of the convention even
if they don't have time to a^end all sessions as fraternal
delegates*"

5* Constitution
The NAG began its discussion of proposed changed in the
Constitution, with Martin proposing amendments to the
committee.

1) To change the name of Article 2 from "Piirpose" to
"Alms and Principles."

Carried Unanimous
2) To add a new article (to be article 3) entitled

"Purpose", as follows: The ptorpose of the YSL shall be to
carry out is aims and prihc^ies and ^ such policies as its

-• 5 •.
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authorised bodies may adopt in pursuit of these aims and

principles*
Carried Unanimous

3) In article 3^ section 1 (the n\mbering here refers

to the numbering in the Constitution as it currently exists,
even though the adoption of the previous amendments would,
of course, involve renumbering the entire Consti-
tution) add: "and participate in the v/ork of the organisa-
tion imder its direction" at the end of the section*

Carried For: All^ except TV/0: opposed
Consultative vote: For: JM

TW inserted the following statement to explain his vote on
this amendment: "I object to the inclusion of this statement
as in reality 'responsibilities' of membership are spelled
out throughout the Constitution and especially under 'De-
mocracy and Discipline, '"

4) Article 3, section 2: Transfer last sentence of
section, "exception to this policy may be made by the NAC"
to after first sentence. In what is now the second sentence,
add "a member-at-large, " after "he shall be;"

Carried Unanimous
5) Article 3^ Section 3: Add "subject to review by

higher bodies of the .YSL" to end of first sentence.
; Carried Unanimous
6) Article 4, Section 1: Add *^Units have the right

and duty to perform all YSL activities in that locality*

"

To end of section
Carried Unanimous

7) Add a third section to article 4 to read as follows:
"In localities where more than one, but fev/er than five mem-
bers reside, the NAC may charter an Organising Committee,
which shall have the same rights and duties as a unit,
except, for the right to pass on membership applications in
its area and the right to elect delegates to conventions

t

In regard to such matters, members of an organising
committee shall be regarded as raembers-at-large.

"

Carried Unanimous
8) Add a forjth section to article 4 as follov/s: "Units

and Organising Committees shall be responsible to the NAC
for the conduct of their work,"

- 6 -^
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Carried For: All, but TV/: not voting

Ihe NAG agreed to continue its consideration of amendments
to the Constitution at "its next meeting.

6. Wholforth
Motion (MTx
a) At its last meeting, the NAC discussed v;ith comrade
V/ohlforth the question of discipline. We stated the position
of the YSL on this question.
b) At the time of that meeting, comrade V7ohlforth vias aware
that he v/as going to appear oi the platform at a large
public meeting in direct contradiction to the policy of the
NAC, He did not inform the committee of this fact,
c) At the meeting of the APSE that night, canrade Wohlforth
was introduced as a member of the ySL^ He answered a
question from the audience, and thus had the floor. At
no time did he or anyone else dissociate himself from the
YSL, or make it clear he was speaking as an individual,
Assviming that v/ohlforth had no control over the introduction,
he had the duty and opportunity from his own point of view
to state that he was speaking as an individual. As a result
of this action, a story appeared in the Daily V/orker,
identifying Tim Wohlforth "of the YSL" and giving the
impression that the YSL supported the AFSE, An article in
the Militant could well have had the same effect,
3) This action of v/ohlforth is a gross violation of the
discipline of the YSL. Even within the terms of the false
position on YSL dlscipllne^ut forth by comrade V/oHiror^Er>»

i,e. that a member or subdivision of the League may act
in public against YSL policy, so long as they differeifrflate
themselves from the organization - this is a severe,
preraediated and undemocratic act,
f

)

The NAC instructs the National Secretary to send copies
of this motion to all units,
g) The NAC iristructsi the National Secretary to send a copy
of this motion to the Secretary of the Left Wing Caucus,
requesting the Steering Committee of the LWC to state a
position on it.
h) The NAC notes that comrade V/ohlforth admits the fact that
he spoke without differentiating his position from that of
the YSL.

- 7 -
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Carried All For, except TV7; Abstain,
Consultative Vote: JM For

Wohl forth inserted the follovjing statement in the
minutes: 'It was not my intention last Wednesday night
to give the impression that I represented the YSL as I
have made clear on ntzmerous occasions both publicly and
privately many fundamental differences with the YSL's
'official^ position^ I hold no responsibility for
Musters introduction (who was informed in writing of my
differences with the YSL majority.

If a false impression was given that I represented
'the YSL and in that way the YSL received better publicity
than it deserved before -an audience of 600 then I will be
glad to correct the impression by writing both the Militant
and the DW if requested X only spoke briefly in ansx^rer
to a question on a general topic and tried to steer clear
of any factionalism,

Taylor introduced the following statement into' the minutes
on Wohlforth's participation in the American Forum meeting:
'At the meeting of the AFSE-which I attended-Comrade
Wohlforth in no way attempted to differentiate himself
from appearing to be a spokesman for the YSL- This
differentiation should have been made because of what
happened at the meeting: 1, A,J. Muste stated that one
category of membership on the National Committee of the
AFSE vjas that of 'non-delegated spokesmen of various radical
tendencies 2. Tim Wohlforth was introduced by Muste
as 'Tim Wohlforth of the YSL' 3.- He was asked a question
about his recently concluded national tour • The impression
therefore, left with the audience, was that Wohlforth, a
spokesman of the YSL, had recently concluded a national tour
for the YSL and that he was commenting on his tour. In ho way
did he attempt to give the contrary impression to that of
being a YSL spokesman although he could have done so both
when introduced and when he answered the question.'^

- 8 "
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Motion: (Martin): At an AYS camp on June 16 during the

course of a talk given there, Wohlforth read from the letter

of an SP-SDF member referred to in the NAG motion of

June 12, despite the position adopted by the NAG in

that motion. Moreover, during the discussion preceding

the introduction of this motion, today, Wohlforth indicated «

that he will continue to act as he pleases on this

matter. This now creates a possible situation of public

embarrasraent for the YSL in that Wohlforth 's reprehensi-

ble action may be associated with the YSL. The YSL

therefore, must publicly dissociate itself from his action.

The NAG instructs the editors of CHALLENGE to publish

the following statement in an early issue of GHALLENGE:

"NAG STATEMENT

The YSL National Action Gommittee has had its

attention called to the fact that at several recent public

meetings Gomrade Wohlforth read from a private political

letter, illicitly obtained, written by a member of the,

SP-SDF and that he did so without the permission or

authorization of its author. The NAG regards this action

as reprehensible, and in contradiction to socialist

morality, and wishes it noted that Wohlforth 's action is

without the authorization of the NAG and in contradiction

to the position of the YSL on such actions . The NAG

therefore repudicates this action.*

Motion carried All for, except Wohlforth opposed

Wohlforth introduced the following statement: 'The Martin

motion gives the impression that my action which I defend,

V7as in some way connected with the 'official" position of

the YSL.. On all occasions X have differentiated myself

from the YSL "officially". However, the important question

is not my quoting from McReynolds but what Mclleynolds

said . On this the Right Wing is silent ,

'

- 9 -
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Motion (Martin) : "It had been reported to several members
of the NAC that Wohlforth attended the recently held
convention of the Socialist PJorkers Party. Further,
that he attended the Youth session of that convention at
which there took place in his presence a discussion of
S^JP-AYS work in the YSL. Wohlforth had not reported
to the committee that he had intended to attend the SWP
convention, nor had he subsequently reported his attendance
at it. It was obvious to the NAC that he had no intention
of so reporting. At today's meeting therefore, various NAC
members questioned him about the facts reported to them.
He was asked if it was true that he had attended the
SWP convention. Taken aback by the question which he did
not expect, he replied affirmatively. He was asked if he was
a member of the SWP. He said, '-No-. Asked in what
capacity he attended the convention he replied, "As an
invited visitor." He was then asked what sessions of the
convention he had attended. Answer: The' youth panel, the
election of the national committee, and parts of other
sessions. It was requested that he give a detailed report
of the discussions at the Youth Panel, and replied that
he declined to do so. Further that he refused to answer
any further questions on the SWP convention. Still
fvxrther, that he regretted having truthfully replied to
the question about his attendance at the convention in the
first place. In this connection he also stated that he
felt that our questions were like those of the inquisitions
of Congressional Investigating Committees.

'Subsequently, he stated that he had reconsidered and
would answer all questions put to him. However, he
proceeded to reply to all questions about the Youth
Panel of the convention in such a fashion as to provide
the committee with no more information than can be learned
from the Militant and from Berk Deck's letter to the YSL.
He specifically during this period declined to answer

- 10 -
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two concrete questions put to him. !• on the identity .

of other visitors to the convention and 2. on the identity jI

of other YSLers who were visiters to the convention.

It is clear from this incident that Comrade Wohlforth
feels that other obligation he may have supercede his
obligation to supply the NAG with information essential
to it 'for its pursuit of its proper activities. There
can be no doubt that the information requested on the
SI'JP Youth Perspectives and activities , was of legiti-
mate and necessary concern to the NAC and that NAG
members are obligated to provide such information to
the committee. The NAC notes its view that Wohlforth 's

behavior is incompatable with membership on the YSL
NAC but that in line with its general attitude, on similar
indiscipline by Wohlforth it takes no action on the matter
at this time.

The NAG calls the foregoing facts and views of the
committee to the attention of the entire membership of the YSL.

Motion carried All for, except TW opposed.

Wohlforth inserted the following statement into the
minutes: ''*! attended the SWP -convention because of
ray conviction of the vital role of SWP youth in a regrouped
youth movement in this country. I was pleased to be
able to do so and consider the SWP's invitation to me
as a symbol of the open and above-board approach of the
St^n? to youth regroupment. The Right Wing by
its inquisitorial methods is attempting to- sidetrack
the real discussion • This discussion involves the
failure of the right wing to open up the YSIi to other
youth such as the SvTP and to participate fully in the
regroupment discussion by joining the AFSE. It is this
attitude which is destroying the reputation of the YSL
in the radical public. '

- 11 -
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7 MAL Application Wohlforth supplied the NAG with an
application for membership from an Individual in the
Phila, area.

Motion (M. H. )• Table application until v/e have talked
v/ith Phila. comrades.

Motion carried All for except Wohlforth
opposed*

8. Electoral Action* V/ohlforth informed the committee
WS^ he v/ished to propose for consideration by the NAG an
ammendment on electoral action to be considered at the
convention. The NAG agreed to table. Wohlforth then
inserted the following statement into the minutes:

"It has just come to my attention that the draft resolu-
tion of "Perspectives for American Socialism" of the
ISL-PG as published in the June 1 Porum contains within
it a basic revision of the socialisF"approach to the
electoral question. Its position which is fundamentally
that of the former SDP and of the GP amounts to littl'e
more than a slightly guised support of the Democratic
party and is therefore a program of crossing class lines
at election time.

"Due to the close relations existing between the ISL and
ySL it is incumbent upon the coming convention of the YSL
to state clearly the YSL^s reputication of such a class
collaborationist position as formulated by the ISL PC, I
am therefore offering to the NAG now the substitute
motion of Gomrade Draper (with slight changes to make it
fit the needs of the youth organization) as an amendment
to whichever resolution on American Perspectives and Unity
passes. The motion follows:

"The YSL as an educational youth organization does
not of course run candidates in its own name during elections

"We reject, however, the conception that a Socialist
Party shoiold refrain from opposing capitalist candidates
because the latter are supported by a majority of the
organized working class. The duty of a socialist party is
to be a vanguard of the class, not its tail. By running
its own candidates if and where such campaigns are organi-
zationally practicable and bid fair to be politically

- 12 -
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fruitfiil^ a socialist party can bring its message to the
v/orkers^ including the message of independent political
action, and offer a progressive alternative to those
more conscious workers who already understand the anti-
labor nature of the old parties. This is not to be
derogated as "propaganda" versus "real participation in
politics, " but is itself one basic mode, among others of
socialist participation in politics »"

9* Financial Aid to Delegates Tabled,

10. Anti-H-bomb testing campaign Tabled.

Meeting adjovirned.

Martin, Recording and Transcribing
Secretary

It is noted that names ^mentioned in the a^ove for v/hich
a copy of this memorandum ^;as not designated are beina indexed

- 13 -
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DICLASSIFICATIOH AUTHORITY DEE.I¥1D FROH:

FBI ATJTOIUITIC DECLASSIFICATIOH
DATE OZ-11-ZOll

OFFICE MEMORANDA , UNITED STATES GO v̂s

TO; SAC, BOSTON (100-442) Date: 8/15/5?

PROM: SAC, NEI-J YORK (100-4(^

SUBJECT: SOCIALIST V/ORKSRS PARTY
IS-SV7P

Source

Reliability

NY 2039-S^

V/ho was in a position to ..

furnish this inforraatiohi

Date of Activity 6/2/57, SV/P National
Convention

Thq source furn?ii^ed information concernir^
the proceedings of the National Convention of the
Socialist V/orkers Party (SWP) held 5/31-6/2/57, at
VJerdermann's Hall, l60 3rd- Avenue, NYCo This memorandum
contains information furnished by the informant on
6/2-./57.

It is noted that in many cases the informant
could not furnish the identity of the sneaker nor
the complete text of each speech. In the latter
case 3 dots were used to shov; omission of a word or
groups of words, l^ere the names of 'individuals are
follovred by a question marl:, these names were
added to identify unlmo\«i individuals through infor-
mation furaished by other informants'^

A copy of this memorandum is being
designated for each office having an active S17P branch
for the purpose of information,

A copy is also being designated for files
^

containing individuals mentioned; hovrever, it should
be noted that, these names vrere furnished phonetically
by the infonr^tsJ«^^
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:• ..'' ^^I'MORRIS STEIN .(?)'
. : "Some of

the delegates have presented us-^with the fact that
they must leave this afternoon and desire to advance
the election of the National Committee..".
therefore, first, report of the Credentials
Committee, second, the organization report, then the
Nominating Committee report and the election of the
National Committee. The discussion on the Political
Committee report will take place after the election
of the National Committee, that is, sometime this
afternoon, and then we will have, of course, an
international report .

"

A motion v;as made to accept the above pro-
posal. It v/as seconded and passed.

OSCAR OI/ENIN 6?)l i"! am very oleased
to present the Credentials Committee report. We have
of fraternal delegates, 37- The average age is U5 and
the average years in the movement is 23; Of delegates,
v/e have 62. Average is 37 and the years in the movement
13. The alternates, we have 30, 31 is the average age,
and they have 11 years in the movement. The average
age of all fraternal", delegates, and alternates is 39.
Thank you."

;.
•- MORRIS s:?SIN (?) : "You have heard the

comrades do I hear a move to accept it?"

A motion "was made to accept the report and in
a voice vote, the motion on the report was carried.

MORRIS' STSIN •(?{..: "Now Mr. Kerry
•. the organization repof't .

"

•"l."
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TH0M3*.KERRY^ "The organization report. The
resultant confusion from the

in the CPSU this year

"The eruption of the Stalin crisis
signalized by the Khrushchev revelations and the
revolutionary upheaval in Eastern Eurooe precipitated
a Communist debacle "

KERRY went on to say that the result of
the above described crisis led to the following:

economy
1-^ An increase of waste in the Soviet

2. The advance of the colonial revolution.

3. The erxiption of a mass movement in this
country against JIM CROV/,

4. The unification of American trade \Anions
with union movements throughout the world*

KERRY continued^ "The events of the past
few years attest to the fact that we are today* living
in one of the greatest transition periods in world
history." He said that all political movements were
being tested in this crucial period and went on as
follov/s

:

"How has the Party met this test? To begin
with, it should be noted that the primary impulse of
the regroupment discussions during the crisis derived
from the accelerated crisis of world Stalinism. The
further is largely concerned with the .

ideological decisions that brings us the test of
mass working class action Lacking essential
and effective the radicalization of the American
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working class. V/ithin this framework that the
....achievements of the past year. The most
significant and immediate of the Khrushchev
revelations, i^as to destroy almost afe ; one blow,
that whole body of Stalinist historiography and theory,
and accumulation of over 30 years rendered it null
and void, rejected by Stalinist quote
The floundering of the Stalinist movement in this
country and throughout the world today are the most
important questions confronting the radical moveraant.
The two lacking any consistent adequate, and
now of the , and t^iair explanations havo'-by aiid
largely besi rejected not only by the radical movement,
but by a very large section of the CP membership
itself.

"The Trotskyist tendency is the only tendency
in the world today with a body of literature that has
met the test of historical experience and has analyzed
this generation from

"Unfortunately, most of the old man's basic
writings are out of print. And so v;e .sot ourselves,
that is, .of supplying the demand for the
works of Leon Trotsky and making available this great
material that constitutes a veritable arsenal of Marxist
thought. We consider that one of the mos 6" primary
bbligations in the entire discussion that is taking
place

" are some of the things we
have already done, and some that we propose to do
and some that we hope to do; In preparation now,
we have the following items: 'The Revolution Betrayed'
by New Park Publications in England will be available
sometime next month. In this country, we
all the time and have already completed to begin
the republication and should be available within the
next immediate period. You are all .aware that the

<»^«-»
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"University of Michigan has announced that it is re-
publishing 'The History of the Russian Resolutiono»
we have tried to acquire the rights of this
publicationo The university seemed to have an inside
track, but I think ino„ooo<.«o. . o. Pioneer will have the
privilege of publishing, but we must roalizo...
the University of Michigan."

(Inaudible statement),

T^, ,
^"^^oi'o is in preparation in addition^ 'Trotsky's

? u'^t *^^^ connection, we understand that
/.?t°rJ"^^ ^^^ received permission from Natalia to

n mj o?~^^^* ^°"' projected for the next period,
J.0 The Stalinist*.. oooall thoso publications arc very
important to us« «In Bofonso of Marxism' is almost outoi pronto I think ^e havo some l\.0 cr 50 copies left andwe are already beginning to make the necessary arranpo^monts to see that this book is available. '^Z 'Trotfkv'sWork on Germany,. a very important body of writingr?

^

a^rSn^""^^ f'v^P^^
"°^ thoo.^oeof the role of Stalin^

?he s^e^pe'rio^'^^'TJ
"^'°^ "^^^^^ht about., „o..fS'"

ffA? ^S^ «? ul°*^'2 ^"^ ^'° ^^0 considering trvinc to

alraa^-o- ^v. i-uT^
ormg that book outo >i^n addition.

?y SeSade Ca^S^^Jf ^^ ^^^"^ P^^"*«<i i^ ^^<^ book '

Poricd, July or August! ^^^ ^^* ^''''^ "°^^ i^ that

Docember, arrthrSilow^nf'"'^^ S^ ^^^^ Pl^^"«. in
Rovelations. (arranS bv fn^^P^^^*^* 'I^^ushchev
Britain and brought out LT °S«^^<J®s in Groati-ougnt out by Now Park Publications),
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the pamphlet on regroupraent, on revolution in Hungary,
on the Santana Case and on the Chinese CP and the
developing revolution.

"Erojo.cted is a revised edition of the very
important pamphlet 'Socialist Workers Party — V/hat
It Is and What It Stands For .

' This was one of our main
pieces of literature during the entire election campaign.

"Inquiries coming into the office
and from our mailing and television broadcasts asked
what the Party is and what it stands for. Unfortunately,

had been written during the long period. .

.

At the beginning of electoral activities, the Party
generally began getting more inquiries about what the
Party stands^ for so that Comrade Hansen has undertaken
the chore of revising the edition which we hope to get
out as soon as possible.

"Now the of demand for Trotsky's
literature is a pa .-t of the financial condition
Oi the Party. For the first four months of
1957 J Pioneer jPublishers sold approximately twice as much
literature as in the first quarter of 1956 or first quarter
of 1955, which shows there is an increasing demand
not available cannot be supplied. The inventory
on hand amounts td some 6,000 worth of books and
pamphlets. Now one thing we can do, -if the entire
publication effort ,i« to advance, has been a promotion
a comrade makes.- a little surprised to learn what
our total effort has been in Pioneer. In 1956,
Pioneer spent $98,000.00. In 1957. it went down $27,000.00.
We feel that if you recognize its aim that
promotion will become an integral part of our publications
and planning program and that a budget for advertising
is doubtlessly too big for distribution of our
literature. And a consistent advertising campaign in
the important should be carried out.

ooigttSy^^
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"Now the outstanding debt from the branches
to Pioneer amovmts to some Ol,3ij.5o48, enough to pay for
the publication of another book if the comrades would
rerait promptly their,,,. ,,., ...<,"

KERRY v/ent on to say that the i5omrades
had in their convention folders, a report on the
SV/P print shopo This included its minimum cost, the
fact that it is now just sustaining, its limitations,
its, problems in regard to personnel, training program,
etco KERRY praised the two comrades who had taken
the obligation of running the print shop. Comrade
CHESTER and Comrade HAYDENo KERRY said, "both of them,
along with those who have actively helped these com-
rades in their spare time, or taken off whatever time
they could afford from.v/ork, were able to turn out a
substantial mass of Party .propaganda at a very limited
cost*

.^^^^^ "®"* °^ *° say that the great advantage
of the print shop was that it was able to orint in
limited quantities at a lower unit ccat than obtained
from commercial printers. Ke said that formerly many
thousands of pamphlets, had to be thrown away because
large amounts had been printed to reduce the unit cost.
Now, according to KERRY, the print shop could print
500 or 1,000 pamphlets, keep the plates, and if
needed, run off another 500 Cr 1,000 Xiiithout anv
difficulty.

In discussing the importance of the
distribution of SWP propaganda, 13RRY said, "Let us
point out some statistics in connection with the re-
groupment campaign that" we have been carrying on
since© .ein 1956, there were free distributions
1*^ ^J^S-'-^^^s* "iee*ings and gatherings amounting to
40,000 copies of «The Militanto' V/e tried to cover
as «any meetings of the C? members with the paper
xn the early period^

•6-
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SHffTftil?

And it undoubtedly led^ we are" convinced,
to helping to break down the barriers groping for a
solution and ansv/er to their problems in the SWP. In
the great mass demonstrations around the TILL case,
the Montgomery:;Case and the...,. 'The Militant' plavedan outstanding role."

y-i.*ywu

KERRY, went on to say that ^'The Militant"
was a spearhead in getting the Party's message across to
the labor movement in suoport of the Negro protest
demonstration against JIM CROV/, P^s an example, he
said that at V/ashington, there were 1,500 copies of
.The Faiitant" sold and it was the only paper being
distributed. KERRY asked, "I don't know whether you
appreciate what effect that has upon members of the
CP and other radical tendencies who were present
there .

"

•

-7-
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KERRY-oontinulngii::-,:. -y.. The speaker
discussed the Schachtmanites and of the approach
to them. . . .

;

They approached the committee
and asked for permission to- distribute "labor
action- and the answer was (no?) . We
support a movement defending our right to distribute
literature hotel member of the
committee approach one of our distributors
and

Now, in addition, the "Militant" sends out
every week over 1,000 copies of the paper to our
^^®® list ex-members, supporters of the
^^ a^d I\"ant to urge all the comrades

very important that what everything
we did from that to at what stage the

will occur. First quarter of 1957
Same period, 1956, I didn't very reliable
comparison, v/e got 290 subscriptions
1952 SQ you can say that our entire activity in
the distribution and sale of the paper is
engendering or the period when many
changed attitude in New York.

pick the paper up on the
newsstand in this connection, v/e want to give
again the practice of lifting the branch into
favor. Both branches want to be lifted
a very good one v;e did not have *

V/e felt this material is very imoortant.
Both from the fact it supplies information* to those
who want to reach the Party in that particular
area and \ninecessary We think
we can get m addition to its role here

The "Militant" plays a very significant

-8-
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political blow throughout the entire
world. The ^'Militant '^ goes to 36 countries in
the v;orld and including one subscriber;
the Kremlin in Moscow.

(Laughter followed by the applause of
many people).

Now we would* like to see more, much
more in the paper than we did, but we are
confronted in increased cost
cost of certain distribution... an indication
of v/hat and in the past year the
issue of the paper increased from 196 published
per month to $1,0^3.00 per pionth, equal to a
$3,000.00 per year increase in and the
other costs of putting the paper out. Nov; the

of the 'miitanf' denotes |l,ic6.00
and liquidate . Now on the

^'International Socialist Review, '* the magasine
stepchild of the party for sometime

does not publish and it is a
in that respect in view of the increased
We propose that the magazine be shifted to
Los Angeles because of the over burden of
staff number of qualified' literary

V/e feel we can put out a better
magazine and to^ aid establishments
of a monthly magasine and which we enter into

-9r
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direct competition with all of the national
magazines now available and to establish a trend (?)
of the '•International Socialist Review" as the

outstanding theoretical magazine
of the revolutionary socialist movement in this
country. Now, in addition, to "ISR"
we have in recent labor youth
magazine. Very good voluntary both in
content and material the comrades (?

)

in England have won over a record of very
outstanding intellectuals who knew
order ,, . . self development magazine
as the outstanding Russian expei->t for the
British club translator
Russian v;orker which appeared in England.

I insist we'll make that magazine
one of the outstanding productions in the field
in the entire world and will. criteria.-
and standard' for competition which I am sure

; campaign and increase tempo of
party activity in all fields for discussion

and in both formal and informal
• t Joint activity in penetration

such areas as the civil liberties
struggle around.... the Committee for Protection
of Poreiign Born comrades are becoming
more alert possibility of penetrating
all of organizations which afford for
us an opportunity of further breaking dovm

the barrier that exists betv/een the
SWP and the members (of the OP?) and

-10-*
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is
tiiis/one of the most effective v^ays of doing 3tnot only by condemnation (?) of our point of
viev/ and argument, but by actual participation
of our comrades in this activity
creates a great impression upon the members

• • • • 'and possibly tend to
re-establish the character of the CP and the
• • • barriers that we attribute to the

•' .there is one development

- ., - ",•: have occupied a large part
of tne franchise system and that this 'very close
up other parts of the country although we
nave tried because of local circumstances have
oeen very one thing that
of the MUSTE form his .functions
• construction on a national scale
I remember A. J. MUSTE in one of his presentations
stated that the object of .is to
consider first the exemption of the .

,

discussion that had been in any area of 'the*
country known as which I am sure that
as a necessary fiAnction of the American form
for socialism education would be to intervene
in those places where obstacles and difficulties
have been presented up to now influence
on labor given this very important
part and at the ibast permanent part we took
measures to strenghthen we have our set

-11-
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where vie felt the burden of v7ork on
the member v;ith our limited forces very
important in some measure

.

Vfe were able to establish
and maintain a out of our re-enforcements
we were able to organize the American
^uthfor Socialism v;hich has become one of
the outstanding youth organizations which
r

.actions enterprise energetic
of the comrades vjho , . .San Francisco,
Los Angeles, from other parts of the
coxHitry.

Now we have breaking noint
and always seen "new opportunities vrhich arise
out of this fact and that ......possibilities
of..... and where we stand we see no
possibility of . .

,

.substantial aid
solve these problems growing. .."...... .best
we might, vinder.good circvimstance?, I would like
to have you an answer that would be more active

also call on those to
participate in , a little more active
in Party work such re-enforcements
become available I am sure that they will take
into consideration of those comrades

reiterate again our 1956 campaign

-12-
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2.n ••all due respects. Revolutionary
propaganda gives a verjr pot6nt weapon
in the entire regroupment structure •. .^

local election campaign Detroit^
San Francisco and New York^ and where
vinable to accurately concentrate
and they are very successful. Comrade
(Here the names of several comrades were
enumerated all of which were imirtelligible )

.

discussion yesterday,
I am happy to report that within the last
year the Party has grown (applause) and
it is weak in this respect I can say
of all the items membership (?). Now we
still have. in previous years,
the budget maintained more strength
• • * recrufcing and balance
each other. In the past year we have gained
two recruits and I want to say that at
this convention v/e accepted another application
for membership in the Party from a very fine
active woman who has beisn worlcing for the Party

contributing to the Party^ and
finally decided to (laughter and
applause).

Even more important in my opinion
number of friends, sympathisers.

••13-
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supporters around the Party developing a new
from which \m can expect a constant

spark on new, recruits to the Party, V/e have
broken out pf our ,. , • .and by evidence
that the evidence of the Party has on
external extend our influence
to new supporters and members to the Party.**

isolationism in a period of prosperity
action. where v/e have not yet* . * *

.

The most of this convention
positive translation not of the Party

work, for the future youth
of being attracted to the most revolutionary
Party American
unfortunately foregoing this
session lack of finance and personal

intensified activities of the
Party generally in which it
v/ould be a hardship on the

memoranda of comrade
HANSON discussion next year *.

increased financial demand put on the Party but
we have got to be absolutely truthful about it

problems outstanding
of financial outstanding

-li|-
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pledge (?) is $1,007.00, but the pledge
sustaining is at $800.00, $200.00 under what
is pledged and as it is now $2,200.00

and ^then again we know
increased (laughter) cannot extend,
cannot, increase on the n\;miber exoense
of the' national office or organization.

we will make adjustments
and vre have electorally have made the
decision to refuse them may be necessary
but don ' t do it electorally the
national office (laughter)
deficit and I want to say this, I am convinced
a member of appreciable and
substantial increase their sustaining fund

,
this will help New

Yo^r'k they cannot
discrimination

'

Increase as much as you can your
regular sustaining fund to the national
o^^ice part of financial structure
• • • • our regular monthly deficit
is $2,913.00 almost it seems
v;e are running a deficit of almost $3,600.00
.per year. Now what is all

-15"
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^ ^ ^. Unintelligible ... -IHOHA.S. KERRY (fJOne alternative
is drastic, cuts all around ... but; as of nox^ we don't
know how we are going to be able to avoid another fund- drivein the fall. That's about the temper of . . . Just about
broke and there will be no way that vie know of other than
another fund drive in ..." unintelligible "the record of
°^^^u; • achievement in the past year is but the forerunner
of things to come. In the (ideological) sphere the events
of the past period provide brilliant confirmation of the
line of development ... and continuing of a permanent
revolution ... revolutionary Marxism ... great ootimism
for peace and an optimism firmly founded on political
conviction, historical events, test of theory . . . There
is probably nothing more . . . than some of our v/orthy
protagonists in the current regroupment discussion then
our attitude of tremendous conviction in the presentation
of our views and it characterizes ... to treat political
ideas seriously to clarify these ideas in the form of a
revolutionary program and ... to advocate the building
of a combat party, to carry that program into action, and
is viev/ed in some quarters as the quintessence of ... in a
;.. form against those who took a (like -minded) attitude
toward building a revolutionary Socialist Party. The
great arch-revolutionist JIM COV/LEY vnc>ote in the "Glascow
Zv°i^i^^^ "^^^^^ ^^^^' - ^® sai^ <l^o^e the SocMist Party
that does not believe in themselves, V7hich does not cherish
as its dearest belief the doctrine that it and it alone
is destined to carry the banner of Socialism to a
triumphant issue is bound sooner or later to die of drj;- rot
^of become prey to the machinations of intrigues or the
doubts of weakness. What holds true of the individual
holds true of the Party. The individual only succeeds
to the degree in which he believes in himself and similarly
the Party whose members have the moral fibre to act up
to that belief will win in adverse storms that threaten
that determination and stiffen its resolve ... unquote "

4.4 • ^ n
^^^ • • • those pretentious pundits who never

tire of regaling ... v/hose ... and li;igubrious lamentations
... state of the American Socialist Movement and the
futility of doing anything about it. We hold with
JBI COV/LEY. Now let's understand we're not Just that
kind of party - we are not a Liberal Party in the sense
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of being intimately linked with and leading the vanguard
of the class but we just aspire to be that kind of a
party. We aspire to build" that kind of a party and vie
act in the knowledge that only that kind of a party
can lift the revolution in this against the American
Capitalist class.

"Our aim ... is to join those individuals
and groups who are groping their v/ay toward a revolutionary
program to aid them in creating that kind of a Socialist
Party that will cherish and dearly believe the doctrine
that it and it alone is destined to carry the banner
of Socialism to a triumphant issue and when the American
v/orkers begin to move, and move they must, I don't think
they'll settle for less" applause, crowd noise, crowd
noise, crov;d noise, unknoivn male: "Take your seats please,
take your seats please , , . comrades we are nov; ready to
proceed to the next point on the agenda... the report
of the nominations committee v/ill be given by comrade
(HANS SLAUGHTER (PH) it is notedthat this man has an
accent). Comrades, if you v/ill all be seated ... the
Nominating Commission wants first to present a definite
program for your consideration. Our constitution now
provides you 27 regular members of the National Committee
and 15 alternates. The Nominating Commission proposed
that the number of alternates be increased from 15 to 20,
so the constitution as amended vfill read "The National
Committee shall be composed of 27 regular members and 20
alternates," Vte submit this for your consideration. We
will now proceed with the report." Unknoim male: "Alright
comrades you have heard the proposal of the Nominating
•Committee. Is there any discussion? Yes, chairman, I will urge
the comrades to limit themselves in their discussion ..."
unknovm male: "I^am speaking against the motion as I understand
27 and 20 ... Alright I'll try to be brief but I would like
to raise the theory to support the political question to
the discussion ... Now I have noticed that iie have in the
party over the last few years, the last few conventions
particularly this problem of sort of ... between the number
of comrades in the party and the mrniberoT comrades- on
the National Committee. Now I am ... primarily

-17-
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concerned with' no specific" - an unintelligible interruption
T5-PMii?T-7/\°® ^""2? *^® °r"^ shouting Okay jO., ATJ/IN
BBRMAN.-(-^> continues: "l am not primarily concerned withhow many should be dropped or raised although I am
speaking against this right now, this specific motion.But I am concerned aboAJtfc what the concept of leadership
is in the party and my prime target is here. It is myhope and ray desire that the party think about this
specific problem. Now we come to tiie point of our
we at the last convention, for instance, we were faced
!!«r?

^ S^eat problem of replacing alternates and delegates,making additions -.of.. 20 or so people. Now we have theproblem again and we come to the same solution of notonly making replacement but expanding the committee.
Now I xeel that this poses two specific problems in
our immediate past and that is why I rise at this
convention, i know that people have to make claims andso forth out I rise at this convention to point out thatthe period ahead of us calls for and needs the highest
degree of confidence in the leadership and the highest
degree of inspiration from the leadership and I say that we

!.,f
.^^'^^^'^^y here due to the whole number of objectiveconditions and the form that they take here organizationallyWe have the tendency here, and it has been my experience

to dissolve the leadership in the sense ~ in the sense
i .L^®"'®"'^?^ ^ ^^^^ ^"*° "h^ Party when I saw a NationalCommittee member I knew, not because he was elected
but because of the nature of the Party and our attitudetoward leadership we. thought of members of the NationalCommittee as leaders of our Party. Now I speak fromexperience insofar as I discussed with the comrades andbeing the organizer of a branch and seeing the attitudeof comrades and I say we have- had this problem in the

no? LSSn^^^i^^i^ J"J^® n^^* ^®" y®^^^ "i^^ the comradesnot looking to the National Committee members any moreas tneir leaders. And I 'say this is a very importantproblem for the party and specifically, as" I said beforebecause of the tasks we have been turning outward ... soI am sorry why I possibly may be even ... by feeling that

••id**'
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this is out of order but I feel strongly on it and
as I say it is not so much a question of whether we have
one out of four on the National Committee of one out of
five V7e can't ...

"The basic thing I want to see get attention
from the party is, is our National leadership a training
ground or is it a leadership to inspire and to lead and
gain the confidence of the ranks. I'd like the party
to consider that and for that reason I am opposed to the
motion. JAMES,-,CANNON^?) "\men I carafe to New York I did not
come to ... I am not going to make any speech at this
time that's what I promised. Like many other promises
I can't keep it in a vacuum now is ... said it is a
problem of leadership. The way he put it in my opinion
is false. The leadership of the party as v;e see is not
any sole individual which we see here and there but the
institution the committee itself. Our conception of
the committee as we have evolved through the years by
trial and error is of the leadership that actually
reipresents the Party. It's not one individual here and
there. It's not the national secretary, or chairman, it's
not the plenum and the plenum is such a broad representative
body that vfhen it gathers to meet to discuss the* question
to make the decision it is really a small convention.
Now the test of the institution is this: Has there ever
been a time in recent years v;hen the Plenum assembled a
full plenum and discussed questions and made the decisions
that anybody in the Party ever challenged the authority
of that decision. I say there has never been a. party
anyr/here I believe even LENIN' s party where the decision
of the leadership has been mere effective and universal
in its influence on the ranks than it is in our party.
And one of the basic meanings of that is it's
broadly representative character. Now if it is
working out alright what do you v;ant to change it
for? Just because you see someone here and there whom
you do not think is of absolutely leadership character
then the committee itself is deemed... you mustn't
look at the individual you must look at the institution.
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That's one point. Now the second" point is that we arerecognizing that in the development of our party we

VJ«J
cf^tain cadre of experienced people who have been along txme in the movement and who have great prestigeand authority • and they alone have to be renewed andwe have looked around and seen developing in the

party a number of young activists who have in our opinionnot today the mature leadership qualities but the
potentialities of it. How are we going to develop that

'

best?"
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JAMES 0ANNON::.(.?.^;fc.,.>-. And wetye
lookea around and seen developing in the Party, thosewho don't have the capability to be leaders but have
mu P°^®"t2.ality. How are we best going to develop if^The best way is to heed the advice the ^old man" once
save; basing the younger people in as alternates to
participate in the discussions and listen arid learn fromolder members. It is a part of Party training that
we pve always trying to bring new people into the Party .The committee broadens out. r-Iaybe later we'll treat it
downv/ard

,

For the present vie are drawing in new neoplewho have shovm the capacity for learning . . . bring them
into this high school of Party training known as the
National Committee. The Committee is very stronp-lv in
favor of Comrade SWABECK'S idea ... of the Nominating
Commissiorfs idea of broadening the alternate list in the
hope that these new members will ultimately reolace
those of us v7ho have been around a long time and we
will have less responsibility. To give them that opportunity,

Committ
^^" ^° accept the proposals of the Nominating

:
iMORRIS SI^Bm^^n-i: . - J We ^are ready for

flu^^t^ ; • • ^-^^ those in favor of the recommendations of
the Nominating Committee please raise your cards. All
Sof® i^ ^f72? . . . 18, 25 . . . all those against, one
against. Voting will take place by roll call. V;e v/ill
take the regular members first then the alternates. I
will read the nominees . . . you are asked to write out
the names, but only the voted delegates should write the
name as Comrade SWABECIC reads them ... only voted
delegates write dov«i the names . . . nobody else write
down the names. You can understand it is for obvious
security reasons we don't v;ant any vridespread publication
of ballots of the composition of the National Ebcecutive
Committee. I will read the names of the nominees in
alphabetical order.
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MILT ALVIN
JEAN SIMON
GEORGE BREITMAN
ARTHUR BURGH
JAI/ES P. CANON
BOB CHESTER
FARRELL DOBBS
V. R. -Dmm
PRAMC GRAHAM
VINCENT GREY
JOE HANSEN
TOM ICERRY
PRANK LOVELL

TED DOSTAL

SAM MRCY
HOWAR- MAYKEVJ
ART PRSIS
DAN ROBERTS
HENRY SCHULTZ
DOROTHY SCHULTZ
ART SHARON
MORRIS STEIN
ARNE SWABECK
mm. TANNER
LARRY TRAINOR
WILLIAM P, WARDE
MURRAY VffiISS

•MORRIS STEIN>-.(-?.)
call of delegates

Alientown

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

V/e ^ill have the roll

R. FRENCH

GUSTIE DANTE
JIM JARVIS

CHARLES SEAI-IAN
IffiRLIN -,WSSLBY

LOU MSON
KITTY PIGIER
ROSEMRY VARDSN

P. PRENCn (Ph.)
STEVE BIDLEY (Ph.)
J. TRAVIS
JAMES L. (ph.)
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Cleveland

Detroit

BOB KINGSLEY (Ph.)
AmSA KURTZ

ED HAI'ULTON
BOB COHEN
SARAH LOVELL

IAi»

Los Angelas

Milwatikee

ME MADDING
CLYDE TURNER
PETER ALLEN
CARL FEINGOLD
THEODORE EDWARDS
TYBIE MARTIN
EVELYN REED
MILTON ALVIN
STEVE R.
MILTON SNIPPER

JAMES BOULTON
AL STERGAR

Nev.'ark S. SHAW
J. HARRIS

Manhattan Number One ALVIN ROYCE
BERTA Z.'
BOB D. HAYDEN
SQ7.QE COWLEY
NICK JAMES
NAT

Manhattan Number Two DICK
PETE

'^-m^if^^
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Manhattan Number Tv/o Cont'd. HAROLD
JOHN TABOR
EAROLYhl
ANN MANN
MURRAY FORBES

Oakland

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

San Francisco

Seattle

T\i±n Cities

There
Youngstctsn.

BILL MORGAN

MORRIS
ETHEL SV/ANSON
HOV/ARD

BETTY

OSCAR CLENIN

RALPH. MARTIN
JOAN GORDON

FRANK POWERS
JOHN D.
ANN DORSEY
L. MC GREV/ (Ph.)

JEAN BRUST
HENRY SCHULTZ
DOROTHY SCHULTZ
CHARISS SCHEER
HELEN .SCHEER
BILL BRUST
PAUL cjiel;5trom

are no delegates from Akron and
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•,. ^ ^ ^^ •ARNE,5WAjgp0&.'(-?-) :, i will read the
It J^ ^^® nominees, a'his list is of all the alternates.
The first name is entered as alternate number one; the
second name for alternate number tvro and so on dovm the
line. I v/ill read slov/ly:

1. ASHER
2. aEORGE VJEISSMAN
3. HARRY RING
K^ FRANCIS JAiVES
5. MAS: GEUDMAN
6. DAVE VJEISS
7. DOROTHY BREITMN
8. DICK FRASER
9. ALLEN HANSEN
10. DOROTHY MARCY
11. JOYCE COWLEY
12. PRANIC BARBARIA
13. CARL PEINGOLD
14. ART POX
15. EDDY SHAW
16. CLARA ICAYE
17. CLAUDE DE BRUCE
18. RONNIE JONES
19. DICK LOPEZ
20. BOB KINGSLEY

(Unsub male speaking) Are there any additional
nominees, Mr. Chairman?

THOMiiS-.KERRY„(.?) : i know it is an
unusual procedure and generally incorrect but when a
committee ... I don't like to take the floor on an
organizational question but one of these things becomes
more or less vital. I would like to add one name in
nominations made by the NY Comrades. The name of the leader
of youth, BERT DECK, rather than have a dispute over whom

•25-
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he should replace, I ask he be added to the list of no^Ses^as a representative of youth.

JipRRIS. cJTELNvC'^?.)

:

Do I hear any further
noiainations? All right candidates, you have 21 aomineesand you have 20 to be elected. I'm inSbrmed by the Nationalcommittee that if you want ... to changed the order of the
. . .alternates as presented by them, all you have to dois write right by the nominee . . . .Are you ready to vote?

At this point an unsub female and then an unsubmale asked unintelligible questions regarding how the noraineeswere selected by the National Commission.

^u ,- .
(Unsub male speaking) Vfell, it is up tothe chairman of the Korainating.Committee to answer and I thinkhe has the right to speak.

Ttm i...i. «. 4 ^^^ SWABEGK (?)•: I canH give any reason,I'm just going to inform you that Comrade DECK'S name wasPlaced in nomination like other names of those who were notselected. There were more names placed in nomination thanthere were alternate posts to be filled. Comrade DECK'Sname was placed in nomination.

T 4.U4 1 -r
(P"S"^ ""Sle speaking) One more question. Not*

I think I should have an answer in this respect whether a
•representative of youth is considered as a delegate to the . . .

ARNE' SWABECK'i.(^v).. .J, . no we don't. Nosuch proposal was placed before the commission. Nobody
suggested to have a special post for the youth, and whenthe proposal v/as made to include the alternate list of
15 to 20, there vrere no specifications ....

-26-
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(Unsub male spealdLng) You v/ant to talk?
Yes. Go ahead.

(Unsub male speaking) Comrades, I j'ust
X7ant to speak on behalf of the comrade, that was. Just nominated.
Comrade BERT DECK^ I say this because the other 20 nominated
came in with the weight of the committee in their behalf. In
Comrade DECK'S behalf I want to say thJ.s in case other
comrades aret. not aware of Comrade DECIC, in his participation
in the Party in Los Angeles, Chicago, and here in New York.
a?his comrade has been a consistent comrade both organizationally
and on theoretical level as far as I'm concerned . '. ,

DECK'S V7ork in Chicago demands that he be seriously considered
"

for one of the alternate posts on the list for the National
Committee

.

An unsub v;oman makes point of procedure and a
lengthy unintelligible conversation ensues.

(Unsub male speaking) I hope the nominations
are not closed. I had my hand up while THOMS ICERRY was
speaking. % nomination is Comrade MRGE. We have in
Chicago, a sr^cial problem, the problem of a leadership . . ,

Chicago has made contributions from its leadership to build
other centers. Members of the National Committee, WALTER (ph.)
GELDMAN, and others. Comrade BERT himself. But this does not
help Chicago. We have had in the past period only one person
on the National Committee, myself, as alternate. We have
now, one- additional comrade. Comrade D. We have nesd for people
on the Na'donal Committee in Chicago who will have the
opportunity to consult, to consult and grow together and this
will only partially solve our problem. It is important that
the comrades! take into consideration the needs of Chicago
and accept the nomination of Comrade MARGE. She is qualified
and will moye along with BERT and others.
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Unsub male, makes an tmintelligible speech oi-aislng
the work of PRANK BARBARIA of San Francisco and requests
the nomination of Comrade BARBARIA to accepted.

Unsub male says that these additional nominations

Committee®"°^*^^
^^* eliminates the work of the National

'-' .,
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Unknown Male Speaking:

"...for a vote against the oroposal brought
in by Comrade Kerry, even though I feel that the person
he recommends is perfectly qualified to be on the
National Committee but I didn't want to Violate the
idea to do away with the idea of the Nominating Committee
having a... a... has been presented, and the idea decided
first..."

At this point, an xinknown male interrupted
by saying:

"I'd like to say just four words. The
Nominating Committee is not elected to the National Committee
...(unintelligible) due to the fact there are now 22
nominations."

At this point, the Chairman's voice interrupts:

"Any further leads (phonetic). Clara Kaye."

Clara Kaye's statements follow:

"Comrade..., I'd like to place in nomination
the name of Comrade Prank Fowier (phonetic) '.in from.".
Seattle. Comrade Erank has been in the Party for over 12
years and has been functioning in a leadership capacity
in .-the SeaLttler-branch for all of that time. He has
succeeded in strengthehing ... (unintelligible). . .an
organizer, a teacher... in the anti-Sullivan (phonetic)
campaigns... in a completely new v/ay. Comrade Fowler...
in v/orking out the new...v;ith new strategy that was
necessary in this -situation. I think in view of the role
he has played and his important work in the Party today,
through this campaign, his understanding of it, his . intimate
knowledge of all problems that arise in the contact of work
in the campaign which ivill be the main concern of the
National Committee in all parts of the period that could
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talce advantage of Comrade Pov^ler's knowledge , understanding
of the material in this field and add him to the National
Committee ,

"

At this point, the Chairman called upon an
unknown female, whose name was unintelligible. The unknown'
female stated:

"Well, I would first like to speak to the...
as representative...without any committee. (Unintelligible).
There are many new comrades present in this convention
who may not be fully aware of the problems that are
faced by. ..who try to sift (phonetic) and collect from
among the many non-entities (or non-entries) that are...
V/e are doing a task which the high caliber in our Party
that the problem work> themselves out not to pick, not to
vie (phonetic) for our Party people but... and who can
mention to our -comrades-;^, a relatively lir.)ited number
in the past of leadership. .. and this is a tremendous
problem for those delegates who sit on Nominating
Committees and great many hours were put into it a
specially, ., to all of the reports made from delegations
for the nominees and every nominee v;ho has been added to
the slate (phonetic) was proposed to the commission and
those were... and...not included in no way meant that

"

the commission was not considered (?) on it, very
highly qualified and material for the National Committee.
But v^hat it did mean was that of those recommended for
all the various reasons, qualifications being..,.,
representation of various kinds including other branches
and so on, all of these things v;ere very, very carefully
taken into consideration and someone has.,, the committee-.

r30-
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Now, in addition to this;, it is. a tremendous problem
of order, of the alternates, which the commission spent
a great deal of time in utilizing the fairest method
possible, which involves adding, actually, several hours
to the thing and ...to dispense with the very source
and... And it is to this that I would like to urge the
progress (phonetic) to accept the proposal for the
Nominating Commission as being a recommendation on
very high serious judgment (?) injurious (?) to
the Party."

There followed an unintelligible sentence
by the Chairman, subsequent to which an unknown female
voice spoke as follows:

"I'd like to spealc for Dick Lopez now that
additional nominees have been.. .Comrade Lopez has been in
our group since he was a very young roan who was recruited
through the youth movement - I think 15 years ago. Twelve
years ago he was a member of the Maritime...vmen- that a
functioning part of the pardon (?). since that time, he
has been at the focal (?; in one way or another to the
Party. I believe that Comrade Lopez is definitely the
type of individual that we v/ant on the National Committee,
to begin to prepare for fuller and better leadership and
I V7ould like to urge, of course, that the nominating slate
be adopted as it was recommended but I want to urge the
Comrades now that additional TaominatJ.ons .have been made thatComrade Lopez should be included in the alternates .

"

At this point, an unloioiTn male stated:

«31-
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_. ^ Comrades, I have found a note here from the
St. Louis delegation delegate. I'm sure it v;ill be a
great honor to the members which incliides a member of the
Party in that Local %'aa elected and to serve as an
alternate on the National Committee, and the name of Oscar
Clenin is submitted, therefore the nomination."

At this point, an unknown male requested:

"What is the name?"

He was answered by another unknown male who stated:

«i,
"Oscar Clenin, in other words 'v;e now have

24 nominees,"

There follov/ed some general talking after v/hich
an unknown xsale was called by name which was unintelligible.
The unlcnown male, speaking in a foreign voice, spoke
unintelligibly for several minutes and his words started ageneral discussion regarding the method of voting for
alternates. There followed some disagreement between the
Chairman and this unknown, foreign voiced, male, at the
conclusion of which the Chairman- stated

:

"Are there any further nominations or discussion
and if not is there a motion to close nomination?"

'

An unknoim male stated:

"I'd like to speak in favor of Ronald Jones."

The Chairman stated:

"Go ahead."
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The unknovm male stated:

"He is a serious young comrade, who has made
every possible and conceivable sacrifice in the interest
of the Party and in the interest of Trotskyism, since he
has been in the Party. He is now in the process of
bringing Trotslcyism into the South where he is
serving in the interest of the Party and building a
nucleus in his area of the country that is bursting with
opposition to capitalism and Sx: every v;ay he has been
able to find down there. I urge you, comrades, to
consider Ronald Jones very seriously, in relation to this
most important struggle."

There followed the words of an unknovm female:

"Comrade spealcer, it seems to me that the way
a voting of the people has been added, that its possibly
now clear, order it, and then... It seems to me the only
way we can do it is the v/ay Comrade Dobbs says it. The
method by dropping out the names that you wish to replace
and adding the name on the bottom in the ord.er determined
by the number of votes and ... (unintelligible ).

"

There follov/ed an unintelligible discussion by
the Chairman, subsequent to which, a vote vras talcen on an
unknown topic and from the words of the Chairman, the
vote was all ayes, and no nays.
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According to the informant, a male speaker
V7hom he could not identify announced that the conven-
tion had unanimously agreed to proceed vrith the vote
on the National Committee ...

I'lAROE BALL, Chicago
FRANIC POIVERS, Seattle - Accepted
OSCAR CLENIN, St. Louis - Accepted

According to the informant, a female speaker
then announced the results of the vote for the
National Committee. FARRELL DOBBS instructed only the
delegates to take down the names of those elected to the
National Committee .

.

ALVIN (Phonetic)
SIMON
BREITTIAN
BURCH
CANNON
CHESTER
DOBBS
DUNNS
GRAHAM
GRAY
HANSEN
KERRY
LOVELL
MARCY
MAYHEV/
PREIS
ROBERTS
HENRY SCHULTZ
DOROTHY SCHULTZ
SHARON
STEIN
SWABECK
TANNER
TRAINOR

61 votes
64 votes
64 votes
61 votes
64 votes
61 votes
64 votes
64 votes
63 votes
63 votes
64 votes
64 votes
64 votes
63 votes
62 votes
64 votes
63 votes
63 votes
64 votes
63 votes
64 votes
64 votes
63 votes
63 votes
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WARDE
VJEISS
DOSTAL

64 votes
64 votes
63 votes

According to the informant, this constituted
the committee with one vote cast foi? DAVIDil'/EISS"".-"'

There was a great deal of confusion in the
auditorium and according to the informant the speaker
was heard to say "You have 24 names on your list. You
have to cross out four names." According to the
informant, the delegates were then apparently voting
their ballots. The informant stated that a female
v/h9m he could not identify then announced the follov^ing
names. According to the informant, the speaker v/as
then polling the delegates:

Allentown
Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Cleveland

Detroit

Los Angeles

R>^ FRENCH
GUSTY "DAHTB (Phonetic)
JIM JARVXS
CHARLES SEAMAN
MERLIN WESLEY
KITTY FISHER
ROSEMAREY VARDEN (Phonetic)
P. FRENCH
STEVE BIRDEY
J. TRAVIS
J. GERALD
BOB KINGSLEY
ANNA KURTZ
ED HAMILTON
BOB COHEN
SARAH LOVELL
MAY MADDING
CLYDE TURNER
PETER ALLEN
CARL FEINGOLD
THEODORE EDV/ARDS
TYBIE MARTIN

**3p*^
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Milv/aukee

Newark

:£ii

EVELYN REED
MILTON ALVIN
STEVE R.
MILTY SKIPPER
JAMES J. BOULTON
AL. STERGAR
S. SIIAV/

Jc HARRIS:- '^S

Manhattan Branch #1

ALVIN ROYCE
BERTA Z.
BOB D.
HAYDEN?
JOYCE COWLEY
NICK JAMES
NAT

Manhattan Branch #2

DICK
PETE'
HAROLD
JOIM T.
MURRAY FORBES
KAROLYN
ANNA M.

Oakland
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
St. Louis
San Francisco

Seattle

BILL MORGAN
MORRIS
ETHEL SWANSON
KOVrARD
.BETTY
OSCAR CLENIN
RALPH MARTIN
JOAN JORDAN
FRANIC PbV/ERS
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JOHN D.
ANN DORSEY
L. MC GREW

OS'/in Cities JEAN BRUST
HENRY SCHULTZ
DOROTHY SCHULTZ
CHARLES SCHEER
HELEN SCHEER
BILL BRUST
PAUL CHELSTROM

According to the informant, a speaker
announced that the next election would be that of the
Control Commission. Mr. STEIN spoke and said the
following names were placed in nomination for the
Control Commission:

REBA AUBREY
ANNE CHESTER
DUNCAN FERGUSON
ROSE KARSNER

According to the informant, a woman whom he
could not identify then repeated a poll of the
delegation previously mentioned. There was a great
deal of noise and confusion on the floor and the
comrades vieve told by the chairman to have a rest
while the votes were counted.

According to the informant, after an hour
and a half of rest the convention was called to order
by a male speaker. The speaker announced the schedule
for that afternoon and stated that the ^convention would
resvune discussion on the organisation report, have an
information report on the world movement and then a
speech by Comrade CANNON,

The. informant stated that the speaker
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announced the following four individuals were elected
to the Control Commission;

REBA AUBREY
CHESTER
IJERGUSON
ICARSNER

64 votes
63 votes
62 votes
62 votes

t.

The informant then stated that the following
was a result of a vote on the alternate members of the
National Committee in order of the strongest vote:

ART FOX 64 votes
ASHER 62 votes
GEORGE WEISSMAN 62 votes
JOYCE COVaEY 62 votes
BARBARIA 62 votes
HARRY RING 60 votes
JANE 60 votes
DOROTHY MARCY 60 votes

ED SHAWCARL PEINGOLD 59 votes
DOROTHY BREITMAN 58 votes
MAX GELDMAN 5? votes
DAVE V/EISS 56 votes
DICK FRASER 55 votes
FRANCIS JAMES 55 votes
BRUCE 54 votes
HANSON 53 votes
LOPEZ 52 votes
CLARA ICAYE 48 votes
BOB KINGSLEY 48 votes

According to the informant, the above
individuals v/ere those elected. The informant
stated that the below, listed individuals failed to
be elected:

BERT DECK
I4ARGE BALL
CLENIN
POWERS

32 votes
19 votes
12 votes
9 votes
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The informant stated that the speaker annovmced
that there were a nvunber of tie votes, four names had
62 votes, three names sixty votes and two names 59 votes.

The informant related that MORRIS STEIN made
a motion from the floor to the effect v^ere there are ties
the Nationalj^ Committee be guided by the vote of the
Nominating Commission for vacancies as they occurred on
the National Committee. This motion was passed. The
speaker then announced that TOM KERRY would make announce-
ments.

The informant related that KERRY read a greet-
ing to the delegates of the 17th National Convention of
the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) to NATALIA TROTSKY.
KERRY also mentioned MORTON SOBELL who v^as arrested
during the witchhunt and pledged to aid SOBELL 's case in
the future. According to the informant, this resolution
was favored by the comrades.

KERRY also spoke on JAMES KUTCHERS' victory
and his eight year struggle against the Government. The
informant related that a tremendous burst of aoplause
emanated from the delegates at this time.

According to the informant, the next sneaker
was a female, he could not identify, from Seattle.* The
gist of her speech, according to the informant, was to
perfect and alter old SUP techniques with regard to
contact work with Communist workers. The speaker
urged comrades to go out and recruit CP members whom
she considered to be the strongest type professional •'

revolutionarie.s and good for the SWP.

'.iS*
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Unidentified female ended her talk*'
Unintelligible.

Unidentified male discussed education and
training of young comrades and told of the difficiilties
encountered in the Trotak7-,3chool»'^He*,mentione<tAt.hr©e
speciiic difficulties facing ,the comraaes T;oday-. They
were one, intensified activity of the comrades of this
party—regroupment problems, two, finances, three,
problem, of instruction.

He spoke concerning the need for party people
to actively participate in party activity^

Unidentified male speaker spoke concerning the
importance of "The Militant" and with the work that has
been done with respect to the cp; This individual told
of the efforts being made to sell "The Militant" and told of
how comrades v/ould ring doorbells, and try to get people
interested in the Militant; that they v/ould follow these
visits up with telephone calls or with more visits and
would make every effort to interest Tseoole in the program
of the SV/P. He stated that the party attempted to contact
CP members and CP sympathizers in connection with this
drive , ^

t

Unidentified female speaker sooke of arranging
to have "The Militant" and other publications sent
directly to news stands from New York. She stated that
Pioneer publishers are putting out a new catalog of all
books published by them and all books availa.ble on revolutionary
Socialism that were put out by their publishers.

-i|.0-
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sv, 4-v,^
Unidentified male speaker spoke on recruitment

iL?SS iZ^
Angeles area. He stated that Los Angeles

?S^ L,^?L§^f* y^^V??^^*®*^ ^5 individuals into the
"

STOj devided in the folloi-Ting manner:

Eight from the CP
TX-70 from the State Committee of Young Democrats
One from the SP
One steel worker
One pile driver
One communications ^-/orker
One Unitarian Church

o^ ^ Unidentified male voice made reference to page
li 2^J^® resolution on the Negro question; He stated
J^S ! r ""^^ ^ paragraph that "a specific recommendation
^^^t Pla""e<i program of the history of the Negro struKKleand the working class as a inaudible—lau^tir;

^''''"^^®

Inaudible"^^^^*^^^®^
^^^^ speaker spoke very briefly.

r.or^««^.
U"^<^?"Ji^ie<l^JKale speaJcer presented the international

and ?o7H ^? t?^'^ °f *^® 5^^*?^ °^ *^^ ^^^^^^ movement
?S^,^?il?^ ^^ ^^^"-^ ^^^^ ^^"°® *^® 20th Cbngr^a?. Thisindividual spoke very rapidly and had a British or

PARroT^Pcf-f^""^l
^^ !4^ *^^* ^i"°9 the 20th Congress thePABLOITES have turned toward the SWP and away from the

Stalinists, The Political Committee believes that the
f^ffr^^'^^SL^.^^ii^l^t^**^^*^""^^ socialism may make alliancewith the PABL.,0ITSS possible. This can come about only
^; Z. fPP®^^s such a united movement ia the best way tofight Stalinism. The PABLOITES have said they are willinsto make big concessions prior to the holding of any unitedWorld Congress (of the Fourth International).

^^^ea

-kl-
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Address by Comrade CANNON ;

I can't make an address because I promised
there V70uld be no speeches from me at the convention,
(laughter) live taken the floor dxiring the. discussion
on the Negro question no speech; I've
"talcen" the floor briefly here tpdajr and answered Comrade
ALVINiPhonetic

)

no speech,—laughter I

I»ye seen many conventions in my time, as a
matter of fact the only convention of our movement
since 1919 that I?ve ever missed, once v;hile I was in
Moscow -during CP days and once while I was (unintelligible)
prison in 1944, ,--.-/...

^ '

-42't
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-, ^ ^ ,
...express a Judgement. A convention has to beled by how it feels v/ith the task of the hour. VJhether it

misses concentration on the important task, wears itself
out with discussion of secondary or remote questions,
whether it gets down to business and deals with the
problems before it. I tihink this convention just by
^i?

1,°?^''^®^^"'" °^ P^ss favorable comparison with any inthemstory of our movement,

4.U ^.^^^® *^^^ °^ *^^ convention obviously was set by
the conditions of the times. The problem of analysing the^ocess of regroupment which we have been engaged in.
Deciding if we have come to the end or are only at the
beginning. That's one point — point two is the elaborationof a positive program for the next stage of our struggle
in the regroupment of the revolutionary forces in a new
revolutionary party,. We are doing better in .there-poupment movement than anybody el^e, than any other
tendency, there is no question about that — that noother tendency is doing any good for itself at all. Thatwe are doing better because we know what we are about
and we understand why we are talking about regroupment.
it is not a new question. Every new beginning.out of everycrisis that arises from the bankruptcy of' new movements.
®r^L"^" beginning that's taken the form of a regroupme'nt
2£ 2-^r^^°^^?!', "® ^^^ *^^^ ^^o"» *he past. And we thoughtthat it would be the same this time and that is why in thevery beginning of this discussion we formulated our commandnot from the simple slogan "Join the Socialist Workers
Party and end everything quickly with the regroupment of
w®^5S*^2"^y forces from all organizations and all sources,
S^-^^J"!* ^^y merely a regroupment of ' revolutionary workersout of the Communist Party and the Socialist Workers Partv.we put it very broadly as I did in my speech on the
Khrushchev revolutions in Los Angeles. There was a varied
audience there and I called for discussion .and establish-ment of fraternal relations between all radical workers,
the reestablishment of old fashioned open forums whfere iiecould discuss freely and fraternally and where we dan worktowards regroupment of forces in a new organization.
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4.U o ^ n?^?^S ^®^® ^ couple of yoiong girls there frofnthe Socialist Party and one of them in the question period
asked. Can you spell out what you mean by regroupment —
regroupment of V7ho, of what?", I said, "No, at this time

.ii^ f? algebraic formula. A little later we'll write thearithmetic when vre see v/hat happens as a resvat of the

^i^'JffJfS^V f
tell you - little did I know then when I

foruiulated it algebraically and I said we'll look around
and see where we're going to get people for the new
regroupment, little did I dream that some of the most
important forces were going to come from the most unlikely
source of all this — miserable little Socialist
democratic bum clique of mmiomm and (inaudible )

,

but that is what has really happened in the course of the
discussion,, the turmoil and the crushes (phonetic). I
said regroupment is not new — you know the Socialist
Party itself which took shape in 1901 did not arise full blown

°!?^^n,?i*^
...(party?) and it did not arise as such people

as COCHRAN and others propheaize now — STAROBIN, is that
the name? — and the others are all saying, the people '

Who are going to make the new movement are. the people who have
?!J ?oS^ *5® old organizations. That ±^^m^ way it happened
in 1901. In 1901 there was a regroupment of parties and
organizations in the groups consisting of a former factionof the Socialist Labor Party. i. (inaudible),

.
«^„^„„^^ere was the Socialist Democratic Party of DEBS

and HSRGER in Chicago. There were all kinds of local groups
calling themselves Socialists and readers of the "....
Reader and when the convention wascalled together it rep-
resented- a real regroupment and it didn't talce place all
at once. There were several years of discussions, open
forums, controversies, arguments, fraternizations, quarreling,
reuniting and negotiating until 19^.- (inaudible). They
formed the Socialist Party of America, the party which
S^^T^^L^I® ^?®^P^^*y,*'^ DEBS^ but which x^as also the partyof .NEWCRID and BURKE (phonetic). Now this party suffered
shipwreck in 1917, because it was not sufficiently eqiiipped
in.matters of programs and tradition and .....(inaudible).

-kii."
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Ridiciilousi Wasn't equipped to face the problems of
war and revolution! And what in the hell is the Socialist
Party good for if it can't face the problems of war
and revolution. That's the road to Socialism! It
?SJ®^f2,.^^^^"^®°^ ^^ ^ "®" party emerged beginning in
?rZ r-^"- ^ Russian revolutioni'.and culminating in 1919with the formation of the CP. That was a new organization

1 ormed

»

4 ^t..
T^at wasn.'t a pure, simple, one-party prpposition

-- in this party was such elements as the new Left-Wine
in tne Socialist Party which had responded to the Russian
^^^° y^ °/^ ^'^ ^^^ ^^' ^^®^® was a considerable section
01 pride (inaudible) and yet you may think a considerable
section of the cadres came out of the Socialist Labor
Party the ossified sectarian Socialist Labor Party of
the people. As a matter of fact, the young man who played
the biggest role in- shaping the ideology of the Yotmg
Communist movement in this country, LOUIS FRAIJJTA.
(phonetic) xfas a former member of the SLP. There were peoole beincfrom the IWVJ went in against political action and politi?ll 1 ^
parties prior to the Russian revolution and there were nowthe party trade unions and these coming together made
a regroupment in 1917 to form the CP. So v/hen we talk
^4 ^^ a regroupment it is not as superficial/f>iople might say, Adiplomatic formula that all we want is a cover to get
a 'holt of two or three recruits here and there, "grab
them and run with them. No J That is not our. idea.
Our idea is a real regroupment of nany people in a party
the name or form of which we will leave for future
determination,

Nov? I said this convention had to consider the
question of whether we have finished our campaign on
regroupment or only decided- to really begin it and the
decision has been made that it is really going to begin
now and be carried out in full scale. Full scale campaignfor the regroupment of all the revolutionary forces of thiscountry in whatever organization they may be at oresent.

-i}.5-
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or wherever they may develop in the next few years intoone single department. Begroupment is a process. Itdoesn't simply mean a few organizations or individualsgetting together and making a formal agreement —
that's not possible nowl It's a process that includesa struggle of tendencies, because as we see it, theparty we are aiming to create out of this process is
o«; fu ??,?°^^® a hodgepodge, but a party with a program,and that'll take time. It includes a struggle of tendencies
and- on the whole the unification includes sprits .'
I'm sorry or glad whichever way you want to talce thething, that in one of the casualties of this inexorableprocess of regrouping the revolutionary forces apparentlyis going to be a split in the .^.^MGHTmiJITE -confrol — notbecause we asked for it, no -- but because they "insist

^? ih TtmJSS™® forcing iti I know that the left wingof the SmcEmmm orgsnlzation insists with good faiththac we want unity of the ISL, we want unity and we mean
iJiv^^-o i "! ^°" * want you to deprive us of our Democratic
T^i!?^

^° denounce ..." (speaker dropped something) "that'swhat comes from getting toolame and old" (laughter) (speaker

oSS?2l?ion^s ^^inS^?r? ^^^\t^^
!:iSht wing of the ^HACHMEEOEorganization is going to force them to a split, and, that will

Sfi;o?«r^^^*^ ¥ ii ^^PP^^^^' although as i ^Sther
^iT?^^^* or do they, nor does the left wing of the
•^mnismmsSl organization, because it will be a split ononly one side of the question. The other side will bea unification with the youth supporting the SWP, and nowhereS "^rSi? ^^! Si^*°^y °^ ^^® workers movement since thetime of MARX and ENGELS has the development of the
revolutionary pdHtltaL party talcen place^ in any other wayexcent by unifications and splits and it's absolutely
ridiculous to have a sentimental attitude on one sideor the, other. •. .-

.

^
^Boldness... (inaudible) TROTSKY once said areparus of the process of building the revolutionary party.Out of the regroupment, as part of the regroupment process,we include a struggle of tendencies as I said against

-li.6-
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STALINISTS .Every time we deal another blow of polemic^^our paper against him the intents of the CP,we??e dealinga olow to the unity of the revolutionary world and
^

-.similarly the :|ri^iJKTM./y^iaES the Social Democrats the

ifsav?nf''on'^i^J^'f '
/°^^ ^ *^^"^^ ''^ arelSstffied'

in frwiS^' ? ^'^f
^^^^^ °^ °"^ survey of the situation,in which we try to see things as they are, and notas we would like them to be, that the first resSlts of i-h^

?hfin.fr^'"^°"
^'^ controversy tSat haffoffowed ^^

the 20th Congress of the Soviet OP, has been a sMfi- m

ifa la^n^n^i-'i:"'^"^ TfF "^^^ni"S that it suffeJs
fnt-i^r,! i? f^^*?f revolutionary labpr movement and for thefuture of Socialism in this country^. But we didn't tainonly negatively we gained positively!

^ . ^ ^^ you've heard the reports that we've recruited
Ki^SuS ^5 sympathizers whom we've not asked to Jointhe SWP and leave the CP, but whom x^e have urged tostruggle Within the CP for a Leninist program Jndprepare a broader basis of elements fo? fStv?e^egrouDmentwith us. The Social Lsmocrat, as such, I can't II? muchabout Not only because .1 doA't Imow muJh tSout SeS?but because nobody else does, and the reason nobody elseknows much about this. Spsdf is that a diligent search ofthe country from coast to coast has not mfoverld^y leal

beSS ?o thli£ ?f5?^i,^^^t^-"ce (laughter).°Thavf^
"""^

?mS?«S-!J« ^ *^^* i^^y ^^ ^ figment of 'SHACHTMN'S

real Social Democratic fold — so. thev don't ooijni-«
. gmCMMScounted a little bil^bS? they?re tS^ng theirvery best to obliterate that. I'have never seen a^politician in all my life try to bargain more frantically

-kl- TlMi
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and \<riLth greater whisk (phonetic) (sic) with more
tv/itch (great laughter) to hasten his ovm ugliness (?),
ShacHEPSN has got his own people all worked up in a
lather about joining this mythical SPSD? before he got.
permission from the SPSJ5P to enter and, just the other day,
they had a meeting of the national executive committee
of the so called SPSDP^ or whatever it is, and vjhile
they had nne motion ordering their own so called left
vdng to quit the MUSOE forum . for free speech (sic)
or stand expelled^ they have had another motion
forbidding any of their members to have any king of Joint
political actions withihe S^HACHTMAimE organisations^ Not .

only did they fail to vote to admit them into the sacred
portals of the dying Social Democracy, they refused to have
anything to do with them,And> ^MJHO^IiSHin the meantime got
his people all v/orked up into a sweat and fever of
enthusiasm to Jump into a place, a door,that isn^t open
(laughter).

And I- thought from talking from some Comrades
(sic) there has been created a new personification of a
tj'pe politics — there is the politics of JIARX, principles
of politics, there is the politics of. BERNSTEIN (phonetic),
opportunists, politics, there is the politics of maneuverism,
that^s the Zenobian politics, then there is the politics
of the blank alley and that^sS BkOmim politics i Now,
one minor subsection of a svibdivision, of the radical
movement consists of people who belong neit&er to the
Socialists Party, nor the CP, nor the SV/P, nor the
S 'ffACHTMAinnESnor the SLP nor nothin^ (laughter) and they
publish a little magasine that .(inaudible) and they
have propounded the i?emarkable theory that the v/ay to build
socialism in this country is to begin with all those people,
not as we are with people who are active in various organisations
and thereby testifying as to thdr seriousness, but recruit
everybody v7ho has quit any organisation that exists.
A unification of deserters, they say, V7ill build an
array of marchers (or Marxists) with .which to storm
American capitalism. I never heard of that happening before!
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I don't think quitters can reach anything and as a matter
of practical text I have served in the past -under the
impact of the Palmer raids and the moral persecutions
follo;7ing 1917, when thousands of Communists and Socialist
party members and IVA-/«s were up against the gun, or
imprisoned or were being deported and were standing
...(inaudible), a half to two thirds of the Socialist
party disappeared.

And, after we came out of that ordeal, and
by 1923, had reestablished an illegal CP and begun to

vionder where we were' going to get our recruits from to biild
new forces, we all had the illusiorv^tiFof the 60,000,
my goodness maybe we ought to recruit 30,000 of them
back, I was a particular advocate of that idea, and I
wrote enthusiastic articles about it in the "Daily Worker,"
no, the 'Weekly Worker" that proceeded it, that v;e had
collapsed. Then, when we all got the illusion again, we
went on a campaign scouring the highways, beating the
bushes, to bring back in force those who had deserted.
Of course not even we, in our young folly, ever thought
they were going to corns in to lead the movement. They
might ^in and pay their dues — throw a dollar dn the
hat — what v;e got out of those vrho had deserted was
negligible. The people who built the young Communist party,
were first those who had remained and stood by the
organization.-, and they, the new recruits, were mostly
the young, the undefeated, the untired, the tmdislllusioned— that's what's going to happen in the future too, and
we haven't the slightest reason to think seriously that
so-called half tendency or no organization, no banner, no
program,..nothing but an imagination, I don't tMnk that
we have to fear them as a serious ideological opponent.
Now our policy is to build a party. We maioe no secret
about it. VJhen we say regroupment vie don't mean to gather
everybody together... (inaudible) gather them together in
.partyi That's v;hat we sayi But we say,at the same time,
it does not necessarily have to be the SVJP. And that's
not a diplomatic formula.

-li.9-.
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We have no fetish of names of organizations. As
Comrade DOBBS pointed out in his report, twice before in
our history we've given up the name v;e wore operating

"

under —
. made a fusion with the American Workers' Party

and formed a new party. Again, later, when things opened
on a different front and the left wing showed up in the
Socialist party we disbanded our party and went in and
joined them in order to establish contact with the left wing
in the SP, and together with them, a year or so later, we
formed the present SWP. We say we have no fetishism whatever
and we're deceiving no onoo But, we also say no liquidationism,
nobody's going to get us to disband our party^ waiting for
somebody else to create a party, later on, that vie may Join
under the leadership of somebody who has not yet made his
appearance or has not yet been discovered like Moses in tihe
bullrushes. (Laughter) We want to know where we're going and
with whomi And, by the v/ay, when it comes to getting together
with certain people with pretentions for the leadership we're
certainly willing to say we'll share leadership or we'll even
surrender leadership to superior forces than ours in capacities,
but all we want to know is who is this, where have you been, what
are your credentials? — And, if all you've got to show is a
withdrawal ticket from something or other — that's not good
enough,, that's not enough! (Laughter) I'm afraid that's
all we're going to find from these credentials* We're for
fusion, but I don't think that's any reason why people should
demand that in the course of the fusion if somebody knocks
on our door three times and says let me in — we should refuse
him and tell him to stand on the doorstep tmtil vre've met
enough people to form a new party for you? NoS We are
recruiting as we go along. The funny part of it is while we've
advocated fusionand regroupment in good faith, we've recruited
more. people than for a long, long time and that's a great
source of satisfaction to us too. Recruiting many activists,
many sincere and devoted people who are finding in our party
the best expression for their Socialist aspirations » And the
years result has been one of expanding influence as well as
membership and as well as . . « . (inaudible).

-50-
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Now the next stage, (addresses attandant)
Can I have acme v/ater? As I get to this point I get
too warmed up, I didn't mean by that that I'm getting
ready to go into an extended speech — Just some more
remarks and I'll be done.

-51-
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JAMES CANNON (?) --

The ne::t case for our leaders as v;e

discussed it in the National Committee is we are
going to sharpen our particular political line
as our contribution to the recruitment plan, ^q^
that we are trying to find mecns of splitting
things up but to sharpen our . . and political
line in order to make the program clear. V/e are
going to begin to dig in enough in the next
period • . . Daily VJorker the development in this
newspaper of the capitulation of the "Gatesites";
the manifest slipping of the Communist Party back
into the monolithic mood of Stalinism and to give
it a drumfire criticism that will shake loose a
great many more V7orkers in the Communist Party
legions

But criticism and • . • are not the
only thing. Supplementing that, is our positive
program of workers democracy. That is the
second big congregation (phonetic) of our
convention that it has endorsed the program of
mind and Comrade D0)BB3 (phonetic) report that
v/e should develop extensive progaganda and
agitation for v/orkers democracy and aim it
against not only Stalinists but also the social
democrats, the labor fakers s^nd the ruling
class of this country, and to counterpose to
everyone the real program of v/orkers democracy
to their false and hypocritical and deceptive
definition. Positive program of workers democracy
v;ith us begins in the party itself, workers
democracy as we are going to lay it dov7n in
the . . . , in the ... of the organization, in the
state that will be established under the workers
rule. Democracy is a very easy v;ord to say
and a very hard thing to implement, and it is
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very easy to give formal democracy as a suppressive
in px^actice. You haven't seen any trace of that
here. In this convention I believe we can all
take satisfaotion'^ that not only have v/e had the
form of democracy in bur extended three day
discussions but we have had the very essence
of it, Hov; you can recall especially bureaucrats imow^
all the social democrats know^ the Stalinists know>
that you can g3t?ant formal democratic rjights to
the delegates in the convention as in the membership
branch and yet at the same time v/hen the rank and
file delegate gets up and makes a criticism
you can throw at him the ridicule and the slander
and the innuendos of the top brass and make a
monkey outcfhim adafraid to raise his voice a
second time* That's the v/ay they do it. Here I
would say say that in this convention if there
has been a single violation of the formalities of
correct social deportment to date not one of them
came from the leaders of the party. Not a single
one who spoke at this convention was given any reason to
feel v/hatever that he would be ridiculed or
denounced or misrepresenfed ca?slandered-» and I say
it should be a great pride to us. Naturally^ the
v/ay this convention has been conducted should be
the model for the party life all the way down
through the branches every time and should be
taken as an example to the local leaders as to
how they shall, deal with their own affairs with the
rank and file members of the party who might get
up and v^ithout sufficient experience and while
speaking on the floor^ might make some criticisms
which are unwelcomed and V7hich could be easily
reputed and twisted and ridiculed until there is
nothing left of the poor devil vjho ventured to
open his mouth.

5> -i^
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It can be done but I believe the examniphere IS that contrary to that the leaders of ?m'
in^'S

°^sanx2ations everyv/here will create suchan atmosphere of free and unhamoered democracy
lt%\^h?J^

""^"^
^e^ ^-^^ member* Will ?S ?hatATc is nis own party where he can exo'^ess hijn<5f»iffreely without any fear whatsoeve^f

himself

oarfci^., ?i?^?o^!^'J ?H^way they do it in other
,^Si ^ At least talk to some of these left winsyouth how they get treated in the'Schactmanite

^
organization when they stand ud to say they'rl

?S????V^
liquidating their organization in?o the

S?^S/T2°''^^^° Federation and they want to

SSnS2tiL''^%r''°^^S^'*"^^y independent youthorganisationo Do they get a .:. and friendlv andcompetent answer - Nof They are ridiculed ?hev

f!andISeS''^"4°"
and they're splintered S^

^^""^

tit^ t^ :, S""^ nothing but a bunch of . . . '«

lill f ^^^ ^"^^ °^ accusations hurled againstthem to prevent them from getting a hearinSfor tneir political positions, a§d all thil comes

modJ?
^^S,,^eadins Of democracy/ social SmocSa^ic

Sn?^i;o ^r^.^^^l' ^5 ^^®y ^° ^^ings in the trade
h?r SSl, ^ big^trade union favors and makes a
Ttifnn J""

^" ^''^^^° °^ '"^^i^S against the SovietUnj.on for one particular reason, - it is not

tTSlm ???.'^';r''°^^
^'' *^^ ^'^^y ^^^"» BECK"ro REUTHER it's democracy against dictatorship.But m the essence of the matter there is hotone per cent of democracy in the trade uniSn

And that is one reason why the slogan of theworkers democracy has got to be carried intothe trade unions and made the spearhead of thecampaign to overthrow it.
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In BECK'S union, of course j they don't
make any pretense at all, why should a guy ooen
his mouthy a couple of goons take care of him.
A local o^t in Oakland, California is running around
getting radical, making better contracts with the
bosses then they want them to, put them under
receivership.

Do you know one third of the locals in
the Teamsters Union don't even have the right to
elect their o\to local officials. They're under
receivership and the officials can't ev^n
hold meetings until the receiverships are dismissed.
That's the ld.nd of democracy in BECK's union.

Now from BECK'S Union to ; . . but there is
^ ^-^^ oetween- them. They're both purists (phonetic)
and both servants in the labor movement in the
interest of American imperialists but REUTHER- njakes
a great show of formal democracy. He's a former
social democrat himself and they have conventions
and you have a right to speak at the convention
but vrtiat happened at the last convention? At the
last convention of the UAV/ the brass sat on the
platform; behind the walls of misery (phonetic)
of dollars in the treasury and all the supoorters
above against the rank and file and behind' that the
support of the government if necessary. Some
comrade got up to protest against the speedup,
a. tTOman, got up to protest against the speedup and
to demand that the officials do more to discourage
the murderous speedup - a girl from Local Three,
the Dodge local - what did they do? With all that
amassed pov;er of the bureaucracy on the platform
REUTHER takes the floor for a blast in which he
denounced by name this girl who had stood \xo and
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spoken so respectfully. And with that a lynch (phonetic)
spirit which v;ould make a delegate afraid to open
his mouth. We ought to consider it as a symbol
of the beginning of the struggle for workers democracy
in this country. A symbol and a prophesy of what
is to come. Oba girl v;ho stood up and challenged
that bureaucratic machine at the UAW convention
was our girl EDIE POX (phonetic). I say that was
a symbol and a prophesy and the time villi come
when there will be tens and hundreds and
thousands of them and out of their efforts and
out of the help that the party will give them in
direction we will change things. You can't
overthrow this capitalist society in the
United States until you first knock out its
principle prop and the principle prop of caoitalisra
in this country is the trade union bureaucracy.
And when they say to us you .... we say yes^
we virant democracy but we v;ant democracy all
the V7ay from Moscow to the . . . because that is
where the danger lies. And out of the fight to
overthrow this bureaucracy with the power to . . .

workers democracy which will be the battering ram
of oui; fight in the coming days, the overthrow
of capitalism will be an easy thing after that
Jb.ecause the capitalist class itself is very small
and very weak and without its labor lieutenants
will never be able to" stand very much and will
not long survive after we win the battle of
workers democracyo In the great movement v;e will not
settle up merely for that, we'll not settle merely
for better conditions or for more images, v;e the
members of the Socialist Workers Party and the
thousands and the millions that v/ill come i^rLth us
later V7ill settle for nothing less than socialism,
that is the goal and the vision of the party that
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is represented in this hall in this historic

convention. This is the vision that gave us

strength in adversity and gives us inspiration

and strength again- no\i in a new period of expanding

opportunity. In one of the greatest books ever

written JACK LONDON'S "Iron Hero" (phonetic) he

described the terrible things that happened in the

future that he had . . and the revolution had been

defeated and the hero of the novel who apparently

had been killed Just before he hid the manuscript,

the great novel ends with an un-completed sentence

which reads as follows:

The magnitude of the task, f»o

and there it ends. I say it is for us to take

that and recognize there is a magnitude of the

task and we must not' deceive ourselves colleagues

but let us complete the sentence of the hero of

JACK LONDON'S novel and say the magnitude of the

task and the grandeur of the future. End of

speech - long applatise.

Unsub male speaks:

Comrades there is now a special

announcement from the presiding committee.

Unsub male speaks:

Comrades since the last convention we

record with sorrow the names of the following

fallen comrades :

JOHN G. WRIGHT

CALVIN DE CRESCENZO
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JACK BRUCE

SAMMY iCLOTSKY (Phonetic)

CHESTER K. JOHNSON (Phonetic)

LEWIS BORDEN (Phonetic)

RAYI^OND SHEPPARD

JOHN ICATSIKAS.

These are heavy losses^ comrades v;ho have
fallen who were dear to us and were valiant fighters
in our ranks. Let us salute their memory v/ith a
moment of brief silence. V/ill the convention I

stand - (Silence) Same unsub male -r We will now I'

sing "The Internationale"
"The Internationale" sang by bulk of

convention.

Unsub male - The convention stands adjourned.

!i
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TO

PROM

SAC, DETROIT (100-90250 DATEr August 15, 1957

SA

SUBJECT: ISL
IS - ISir

INFORMANT:: who has furnished reliable information
in the .past - protect

ACTITITYt iSL Convention, New York City ^ July- 5;. 6,. and 7, 1957

RECEIVED: 7/26/^7

'RECEIVED BY: SA

LOCATION:

Set out below is the Informant's repor.t of
tlie ISL National Convention, held in New York City
July 5-7, 1957e dictated this report on a
dictaphone iiiachihe and the dlctabelts were transcribed by
the following typists in the Detroit Offices

^The memo belts containing the Informant's
report, are located in, Detroit file

|
L

After the Informant's report was transcribed,!
proofread his report and made necessary correc-cions -co

it and placed his code noimber on the report to attest
to it s accuracy. -The Informant then furnished the report
to SA

| I oh 7/26/57/ and the report
is located in I ], which may be considered the

%original location of the Informant's report for documentation,
purposes

•
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I ~n advised that when he arrived
in New York City pn l(h/Sl> he calledl \\ telephonein New York City pn 7A/57> he calledl ^s telenhon
number , I

|, and talked tbi
|^n» and talked tbI

J
advised the Informant thifg] "I x^ras not at

\ he was attending a meetinff and was A-jcnftG-nome- and that he was attending a meeting and was expected
home at any minute <> She told the Informant that a party
was being held at ISL Headquarters that evening, l/h/^lp^
and told him that the convention would be held at
Adelphia Hall> 7I}. 5th Avenue, New York, and that the firs't
session would not 'start until 10 ov 10;30 a>m>o 7/^A7»

I
[also told the Informant that I

ana
I [

were staying with |
"p

The Informant advised that he attended
the social and party which was given by the YSL and the
ISL at ISL Headquarters, llij. West li}.th Street, New York,
on 7/V57> and that he -arrived 'at, the party about 11 p»mo
The Informant advised that when lie got there the party
was in full swing and that at least 75 people were tttere^o
The Informant, advised that those present' .included. LUG iCLLE
ALTMAN, To J.. MULLINS, SAM PISHMAN, arid BONNIE MULLINS^^
The" Infoymaht advised that- MAX SHAGHTMAN came in withF I

I
[
and :MAX shook hands and talked to as many people

as h^ QQUliL MAZ,' greeted LUCILLE ALTMAN^s l land
L who was I 1 SHAGHTMAN seemed

to impress
] [with his greeting

The Infdraiantl advised "'that he talked a while
with SAM PISHMAN .and PISHMAN said^ that he was .on his
vacation in NewYork arid that he was going to stay a few
days and he might attend some of the sessions of the ISL
Corivetitiori/^ The Informant advised 'that PISHMAN- did
sub.sequentTLy" attend all of "the' sessions of the convention,,
although he did* hot "stay for all of the sessions* The
Informant also advised*^ that To Jo MUEilNS told him the
next day ^that "the party ^liasted' until 2 a.mc, 7/^/57, when
all of the liquor ran out^^

-

'

I

~| advised that MAX SHAGHTMAN opened
the 1957 conyention of the ISL at Adelphia Hall, % 5th
Avenue, at 11 a,m*., l/S/^l^ with greetings to the delegates-

1}, «»

"hi

be
bTC
b7D
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and ail others present • SHACHTMAN stressed the importance

of time and made a brief speech as to the purpose of the

conventions SHACHTMAN said that he would not dwell

on any of the resolutions because he^ felt that all members

of the ISL had read and discussed the resolutions before

coming to the convention and it would be a waste of time

to^even outline themo SHACHTMAN emphasized the importance

of the resolutions and said he hoped the delegates would
carefully consider each one, on its merit's and vote accordingly.

As temporary chairman^ SHACHTMAN presided until all the

rules were laid dovm and the convention committees, x^^ere

elected^

The informant advised, that the convention
schedule was to be as follows:

(Agent* s note: I "I furnished to

SaI ~I on 7/26/^7, a copy of the convention schedule
which he had received^ This schedule is located in

\ This convention schedule indicates
that the first item on the convention schedule was the

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

opening by SHACHTMAN;^ National Chairman^, and the election
of committees and rules*) _^

The Informant advised that the rest of

the convention schedule ,was as follows s^

2o International Questiorit

A* Tiesolutionr The- Revolution Against Stalinism,

Draper, ,
Reporter

Report 20 minutes
Discussion one hour
Sumaiary 20 minutes

(The Informant advised that this was a change
from the original schedule in that DRAPER »s report was cut

from 1|.0 minutes to 20 minutes and the discussion was cut

from l|- to 1 hourc)

. 5 - ^
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Bo International Resolution^:
Reporter 35minutes*. GATES of the National

Coinmitteep Reporter
On amendments: DRAPER, Reporter^ 20 minutes
Discussiont 2 hrso
Summaries r Reporter r 20 minutes

-Amendment? Reporters 10 minutes

3* American Quest iont

A, Unity and Regroupment

PC^'Reporter' 45' minutes <, SHACHTMAN
Minority %^ minutes • HASKELL
Discussion 2 hours

Bo Resolution 'on the American Porum for Social
Education^under A. ,J» MUSTE<.

(The Informan't advised that the addition
of this topic in the convention schedule was a change from
the original convention scheduleo)

C. Socialists and Labor Movement
PC Reporter 1(.^. minutes • BEN. HALL
Minority Reporter

' %^ minutes o DRAPER
Discussion 2^ hours
Summai^iesr Minority 2^ Tninutes

'< Majority 25 minutes

(The. Informant advised that- this was a change
from the original convention, schedule in that both BEN
HAIIiVthe Majority ^Reporter, and HAL DRAPER, the Minority
Reporter,, were grahteci ij.5 minutes instead of 35; minutes
to present their reportso)

ko rsL
a; Organization:; GATES, Reporter
B, Organization of future conventions
Go Press: PC Report by SHACHTMAN

Minority Report by HASKELL

^ 6 -
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(The Informant advised that discussion
on organization of futiire conventions was a change, from
the original schedule and this item had not been
included in the-_ original schedule «-) ^

5«> GreetXt^ from the TSL
^

, ^

6* Election of National Committee

first session^
elected weren

JERRY .MO- DERMOTT ^was elected chairman for the^
^They$\meixipevB of the; presiding committee

elected were

elected were?;^

ARNOLD of ;San Francisco
BEN^HALL of New York' -

ANN' DRA'PEP ^of New York
tFERRY MC^ DERMOTT of .Pit1;sburgh
JOE. ROANE of New York

The 3 members of the. Credentials Committee

Y?:TTA BAR'SH of^^itew York ..

DAN LEEDS of Los Angeles
BETTY op Cleveland

The 3 meirihers of the Resolutions Committee

ARNOLD of .Philadelphia
TED ENRIGHT of .Los Angeles
DEBBIE MIERS of Chicago.

The 2 secretaries for the convention were,
TAYLOR and JACK*

The delegates .from New York were YETTA BARSH,
ANN DRAPER, LUCILLE ALTMAN, /ESTER, JULIE PAULK and his
wife PHYLliS FAULK, BEN HALL, MAX MARTIN, and JOE. ROANE.
The Brooklyn delegation consisted of one person, PIHDLY.
BURTON ahswer.ed the call for Buffalo* The Chicago delegation
consisted of MAX, DEBBIE MIERS, CHARLES, and JAKEo

7 -
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There were 2 representatives from the Newark Branchy
ARCHIE LIEBERMAN, and SONNY* Los Angeles- delegates , were
DAN LEEDS, TED ENRIGHT, and CHARLIEc The San Francisco
.delegate was BARNEY" ARNOLD*. The Seattle delegate was
ARNOLD o The Philadelphia delegate was ARNOLD o The
Detroit delegates were V/IDICK and MORGAN (To Jo MULLINS)*
The Cleveland delegate was BETTYo. ^The Informant advis^ed

that therie were 26 delegates and 20 alternates i He said
the fraternal delegates i^ere not called and the youth
had a representation of 3 or ij. persons with a voice but no
votco The Informant advised; that ARCHIE IIEBERMAN of
Newark^ New Jersey, uses the name ARCHIE WINTERS and ANN
DRAPER of New York also uses the name ANN RUSSELLo The
secretaries of the convention, TAYLOR and JACK^ were
both representatives of the yputli^anci they had voice but
no votoo ^

, '
.-

A ruling;, made by, the Resolutions Committee
stated that all amendments to^ any of- the resolutions
wdul'd have to be written and presented to i;he Resolutions
CohMtttee 'before it ractually would' be acted upon by the
delegationV It "was also dVcicled^^^ttiat the member that
wrote the amendment would have^ 10. minutes to present
it to the delegation and 10 minutes for suimiaryo"

The presiding, conmittee ruled that-^

5

minutes would be the-:limtt 'bh any ^resolution '^by the membership
:and' the delegation could decide on either 10 ininute or
20 minute, presentations and 3 minutes would be. allowed
for discussionc

HAL DRAPER was then called upon to make his
presentation of the resolution "The Revolu-bion Against
Stalinismo'- DRAPER had 20 .minutes :for this report*

DRAPER opened his presentation with the remark
that world-shaikingnews was recently published: in the
papers of ^the Kremlin change in leadership <> DRAPER said
that he did not have anything to say on this news and,
therefore'i he felt that the resolution oh the "Revolution
Against Stalinism" should remain the same and^ 'he would
present the resolution just as it was written<,

^ 8 -
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The Informant advised that DRAPER read the
"Revolntion Against Staliriism" as it was published in the
6/1/57 p issue of "Porura/' page 21 <; DRAPER read the first
and 3rd paragraphs on page' 21o He read point 2' of the
resolution on page 21 and read all of pages 22 and 23^ skipped
part of page 2i|., started on the 3rd paragraph of page 25^,
and :read the rest of page 25 and all of pages 26 and 27o
DRAPER was then reminded of the time so he turned to
page 31 and skipped over part of page 31 and page 35^

(Agent ts note:.
| 1 furnished on 7/26/5?

j

b2
b7D

a copy of the 6/1/57^ issue of "Porum" which contains the
resolution on "The devolution -Against Stalinism." This
literature is located in

| U )
^

Discussion was then held on this resolution,
"The Revolution Against ^Stalinism"'^ and 'was not very
interestlngo There- were not many that, wanted to talk
on the subject and^ the resolution was* discussed for about
one hdur^witk various persons expressing their opinions

o

The Informant advised that there was no uprising over
any" part of this resolution and it was decided- to have a
break for lunch and then return for HAL DRAPER !s summary
on this resolutiqno ^ -.

The Informant advised that during the lunch
break he^ talked, with STANLEY GRAY> who formerly belonged,
to the Detroit Branchy He \also talked with BEN HALL and
JULIE PAULKo The Informant, advised he also talked witV
MANNIE GANNICK of the Bxiffalo,Branchy who Is now a
representative* in the International JJA\Jo The informant
advised that he also -talked a few minutes during the lunch
break to MAX SHACHTMAN, GORDON HASKELL, ARCHIE LIEBERMAN,
ED PINDLY of Brooklyn, and ARNOLD of San Prancisco* The
Informant advised that before he went out to lunch, he:
also had a talk with AL PINDLY, who had attended the morning-
session^ and PINDLY inquired of DONALDSON of Seattle ahd whether
DONALDSON was at the convention^ PINDLY said that DONALDSON
had probably stayed home to go salmon fishinge The Informant
advised that neither B.J, WIDICK or OSCAR PASKAL -attended the
morning session of the convention and the Informant and To J.
MDLLINS were the. Detroit, delegates at that session*

— 9 «
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The Informant advised t.hat as he came
down In the elevator to go to Itmch he. saw BONNIE MULLINS,
who was looking for her husband T.Jo MOTiLINS, and- she
had a package and said she would wait^ •aro^md and see
T.J., when he came ,back. The Iiiformant advised that when
he returned to the afternoon session 'on'l/^/^Zs tbe
delegation was already seated and special privileges had
been granted to a youth named JEARMAINp who has written
a few articles in '?Labor Action.'-' JEARMAIN said that
HAL DRAPER was not giving him a break by hot publishing
JEARMAIN's answer to HAL 'DRAPER « s articles on Poland
and GOMULKA of Poland. JEARMAIN said 'Bhat.Poland- had a
unique form of -Communist government and- he would like to
discuss it further with HAL DRAPER if it was possible.
The Informant advised that JEARMAIN had been, granted
3 minutes and, of course, could not say much* in that time
and he was- not granted an extension. DRAPER, -in his
summary^ did say he would like to' talk to JEARMAIN
whenever the' opportunity would present itself*

After HAL. DRAPER had made his summary on
the resolution "The Revolution Against Stalinism", > ARNOLD
of Philadelphia proposed to make a change in paragraph G,
page 28, of .the 6/1/57 ^ issue of "Porum.'' ARNOLD wanted
the line which read "This revolutionary movement b£ises
itself in the mass oh the aiaintenanoe of social or collective
ownership of the basic means of production, ...'l changed
to^ read "This revolutionary movement bases, itself in the
mass on the maintenance of the nationalized economy and
against any restoration of capitalism or the old regime.".
After some discussion, it was finally decided to refer
this to the incoming National Committee.

,'. * ' MAX SHACHTMAN wanted to change number (18)
on page 2,9 of the 6/1/57, issue of "Porum.". SHACHTMAN
wanted the first sentence, which reads "The' political
tendencies which are adopting ...etc." deleted. On page 30
of the 6/1/57, issue of "PorTom" SHACHTMAN, wanted the
first sentence which begins "This ' bourgeois-imperialist
form ...etc."- deleted;,

- 10 -
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These changes requested by SHACHTMAN were
accepted by the delegates and the resolution on "The
Revolution Against Stalinism**' was carried

o

AL GATES then presented the/^ternational
fjesolution^ as printed in the 6/2l{./57;> issue of "Labor
Actiono" GATES ,was allowed 35 minutes to report on the
*Citernational {Resolution and he read the Resolution from
VLabor Actionc" .

,
/

The Informant advised that the following
amendments* to the international resolution were then
submitted by HAL DRAPERo DRAPER proposed that in Part lip
second paragraph (page 6 of 6/2l|./57^ issue of "Eiabor
Action) replace the sentence beginning "We do not advopate* oo"
with "We do not call for such actions as- would turn an
anti-Stalinist revolution into an anti^imperialist ware
With this in mind, we do not call on any of the imperialist
powers, including the, United States, or on the UN to^
entervene in this battle ^ militarily or by sending armso"
DRAPER also proposed that Part II, section 3, last paragraph
of the international resolution (piage 7^ column 3p 6/2lj./57 .

"Labor Action") be replaced with the following paragraphs
,

"In the most concrete way,, not in theory
but in demonstrated life, the lack of a revolutionary policy
•66 the west of the iroii, curtain v;as one of the factors which
blocked the extension and victory ;of the -eastern European
revolution in 1956 o Jt^ is, therefore, the ^continuing
responsibility of the socialist left in the west (sqmething^
we can do) to transform this factor, namely the complete
degeneration and theoretical Banlo^uptcy pf the official
social democratic leadership in Europe, who repi?esent nothing
more than petty bourgeois, socialism, in the working class
movement o That\is, that . the. policy of reforms within the
framework of maintaining capitalism at iis'b^st and social
iu^erialism^at its worsto^ Nevertheless^ despite the
political character -of HS leadei?iship, we note our continuing
view that the place of revolu|;ionary socialists is within
.these mass social democratic .parties in Europe and not in
sects .outside- therao" ' -

" - 11 «
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( Agent.* s noter DRAPER «s amendments to the
^^[nternational Resolution" appeared on page 7. coliimn k
of V2i;/57 ^^Eabor Actiono")

The Informant advised that in his report
on the amendments^ DRAPER felt that without, the amendments
in the resolution the ISL would call upon any government

j,

the United States or even any portion of the UN, to send
arms to, any anti-Stalinist revolutionists <,

At the completion of DRAPER ^s report^ discussion
began for a 2 hour period and was limited to 5 minutes for
each speakero Most of those who took the floor were against
DRAPER »S' amendment and these included TED ENRIGHT^ of Lbs
Angeles, MAX MARTIN of New York^ JAKE of Chicago, and LEEDS
of Los Angeles* ARNOLD of Seattle said^ that he was for
DRAPER'S first amendment and against the second 'amendment <»

CHARLIE" from San .Francisco was against the amendments- in
their; entirety o .MAX SHACHTMAN was against the amendment
and he quoted the Spanish war and* said" that LENIN had said
that all kinds of transformations are possible under given
circumstances „ahd certain concepts stay with us in spite
of changes and we have no confidence in any bourgeois
governraento

The Informant advised that the discussion
actually boiled down to whether the convention was willing
to ask for arms for any antirStalinist revolution and whether
they would be for or. against such- a ^proposition* . .AWN' DRAPER .A^'VA'
said that ho ohe would be against .sending arms to such a"
country as Hungary o ^ _*

MAX of Chicago said that the international
resolution did not ih anyway support arms by America
to anyone and he said we ,have to deal with the modern
concepts*

The Informant advised that some of the
delegates .lamented the fact that they did not have the
information on the amendments-or even on the, resolution
.with enough time for .discussion within the branches and they
were taking- on the matter rather cold and ,were not. in a
position to know what they were talking about

o
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BEN HALL was for the first portion of
DRAPER ^s amendment and said that there was some good things
in it that could be revised to where it could possibly
all be usedo A nxomber of amendments x^ere turned over
to the. Resolutions Committee, including LEEDS ^ amendment

^

TED ENRIGin?«s amendment^ and DEBBIE MIERS' amendment*
The Informant' advised that all these amendments were
actually turned down with the exception of DEBBIE; MIERS ?

amendment, which was more or less accepted by DRAPER,
the Resolutions Committee;^ and the delegation, and the
whole matter was to^ be tiirned over to the incoming National
Committee o The Informant said that when DAN LEEDS, of
Los Angeles spoke he said there was no use trying to
kid ourselves, and in any revolution arms are needed and
regardless of what you might say, there is still the
need for arms even if the original resolution did not
state that exactly^

DRAPER said in his summary, "All action
on my amendments are all deferred to the NC^o We want
all members to participate in all political, questions

o

We da riot want to smear the Hxmgarian revoiutiono The
pld sole question is do we or do we not send arms to
revolutionists "

o

"^ ' AL GATES, in his sxjimnary, saidp "You cannot
he sei^ious in your political point^ of view as a social
democrat, ARCHIE, ari you, referring to the fact that we
may support our own American government in war? Do we
advocate sending arms to anyone?/ I-b^ is riot in the resolution,
There is no such^ slogarxo There i3\ rib ^slogan to advocate
the issUe* The issue is simple, and the only difference is to
those who think the ISL is ^ becoming degerierateo The question
if how to react in i?iie Stalinist, countries tfiat have ' ' '

revolutions o /We do not advocate the tJni1;ed States or UN
to send .arms to the^ countries o There is no change in the
attitude and it is corrector. _.We endeavor to. unify with
the .democrat-sdcialis.t;^^ The; Informant advised that* Iri the
international resolution portions of DRAPER|s amendments*
were to be incorporated* into^ the resolution itself by the
National Comraittee and ,thie resolution was passed in its
entirety by the delegation.
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The Informant ^ advised that 21 votes were
cast against the DRAPER amendment and 26 votes were cast
in favor of the "Ihternational f^esolutiono"

The next subject on the conventipn
agenda .was the American questions ^^Unity and Regroupmento"

, ^ Jt was decided^ however^ to t ake- up the
resolution on "The American Pbrum.'Por Social Education"
so that discussion on this resolution would be over with
before the delegates went to supper

o

The Informant advised that on* this, subject
a lot of discussion took place and some of the speakers
tried to intimidate SHACHTMAN for appearing withthe^
American Forum and taking a lot on his. own shoulders in
regard to appearing without permission: from the National
Committee o They- wanted to know how SHACHTMAN could remain
within the movement by appearing with them and still not
officially sppnsorihgo

The resolution was^ against the American Forum
and against ,any acknox^ledgement of belonging to the
American Forum or supporting it in any of its activity.
^The Informant advised^ that the r'esolution was put to a vote^
and*. 26 voted for the resolution^, "which was, not to have any
official connect ipri with the American Porumo The Informant
advised that, inasmuch as SHACHTMN had already associated
with the American Pprixm and would -more, than likely appear
again on the same platform with 'other assembled through
the American Forum and Ao J* 'MU'STE> It would be all right
for him^ to do this. and it would also, prove to be, ah
advantage to other members of the ISL who: sometime may be
approached on different' .subjects b/^ the American ^orum.
The Inforznant advised that recess was. then called for supper*
The Informant said that he went to- supper with ARNOLD of
Philadelphia and while .eating he sat%Jith,^BEN HALL, MANNIE
GANNICK, and ED^ PINDETo There was discussion on the
various topics of the convention during supper but everybody
seemed to feel that unity was just a .question of time and
everyone would actually vote for it*
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ARNOLD of Philadelphia said tliat he had been
to Detroit to attend the NAACP Conventibn as a delegate
from Philadelphia o ARNOLD' said : that Ve.^had called Bo Jo
WIDICK while here and said, that he had been treated like a
king and had a very^good time while in Detroito ARNOLD
also suggested that probably the ISL should have some
members in the NAACP in Detroit- and become active in 'the
organizationo ARNOLD was told that probably WIDICK and
OSCAR PASKAL belonged to the NAACP in Detroit and
ARNOLD said that he felt that WIDICK and PASKAL should
-become more active in the work^

After the convention re-convened^ the next
subject on the, agenda was to be "The American Questions
Unity and Regroupment*" A motion was passed to eleminate
^Section 2 and Section 3' of the '^Draft Resolution on the
United States o" Part 2 oJT this resolution is the Negro
movement and Part 3 is oh the decline of McCarthyismo
It was voted to displace- this order and if time was found
on Saturday^ these sections would be brought under discussion

,
mCfi SHACHTMAN was the Political Committee

Reporter on "Unity and Regroupment^" SHACHTMAN took portions
of the first section of the ;|^esolution oh the United States
adopted by the Political G.ommittee and* said^' "Prospects
for the socialist movement in the United States are linked
closely to the fate of socialism throughout the worldo
Because it has been relatively weak here;^ socialists and
radicals have been especially sensitive to the course
of different tendencies in countries where the movement
was a mass, force-o If socialism was without mass influence

"

or only in the first stages of real iiifluence, it was
possible to point to Eixrope where the working class^ was
•solidly socialist as a model for future America^ and. if
Stalinism finally triumphed over socialism among the radicals,
in the United States, it was not due primarily to any
peculiar American condition or events but to .the victories
of Stalinism internationallyo

^ 15 «
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"On a world scale ^ the socialist movements
appears already to have entered a neu liistoric periodo
Its resurgen&e^is unmistakably illuminated by the
appearance of anti-Stalinist socialist revolutionary
movement in the nations under Stalinist- tyranny culminating
in the Hungariian revo'lutioho Here, at last^ it was revealed,
is the mass popular force capable, under favorable conditions,
of ending totalitarianism; an event -equal in historical
significance, to the rise of the. modern working class movement
and its early struggles mof^e than 100 years ago in Europe
and 60 years ago in Russiao" '

-^ .

furnished to SA1
"(Agent *s note:

i i x m-xuLgngu uu •

^ |on, 7/26/57i a copy of the firs.t section of the
Resolution on ,the United States which SHACHTMAN quoted
above and which the Informant received at the convention.
This literature is located in Detroit file o)

The Informant advised that SHACHTMAN then
spoke on portions of part I4. of the draft resolution on the
United States, which i^ titled, "The Collapse of the .Communist
Party c"

:b2

::b6

b7C
b7D

aft 1
furnished to SA(Agent s note:

on 7/26/57 > a copy of the draft resolution on the
United States,, parts 2-5^ which contained the following

\ remarks of SHACHTMAH.' This literature is located in

TPhe Informant advised that SHACHTMAN said,
"Stalinism was thrown into a world-wide crisis by the
20th Congress and the Hungarian revolutiono Nowhere
was the crisis as deep-going as in the United States, where
the CP is. smashed, isolated, split from within, and reduced
to a large but dwindling sect o For some time the Party
had been plagued by its isolation from the mass movement

o

Up to the Congress, it was easily possible to attribute
the decline of its influence to this or that tactical
error, ri^htest or leftist, but now the source of demise
is reveale,d to all as Stalinism itself <> In the United States
the CP, as an organization, seems doomed beyond hope for
redemptiono The rapidity of its disintegration is the
product of many causes but the most crucial is the
unrelenting hostility of the powerful labor movement

c
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"The most militant and progressive elements in the
working class who once lookedtjyiit with tolerance, eyen
with sympathy, and who have often followed its leadership,
have now become its most determined opponents p Thus,
the working class movement in the United States finally,
triumphed over Stalinism^ The collapse of the CP clears
the way for the reconstruction of the socialist onov^ement
inttie United States* For it was Stalinism, through' the
CP-p that dominated the radical movement for more than 20
yearso. \ .

'

.
. «.

"The CP' is not „ only drastically' reduced in
nTiM>ers, isolated, and distrusted, reduc'ed to little more"*^
than a big sect, but significantly it divided into at
least 3 different opposing tendencies o The conflict between
them has led to a debate arid a faction fight unlike any
in the Party »s recent history; for it was genuine political
struggle which has not been resolved which can never" be ^

resolved within the framework of a single organizatipno
The situation inside the CP' requires the closest attention,
of all the socialists and, where possible, participation
'by them ,in debates, especially on the question, of new
broad socialist movement and related^-que'stions of democracyo

"The 3. :tendencies^ could be roughly characterized
as follofjs: — ' \ ^

I'The' POSTER, wing, represents the Russian^
Stalinist wing which Vould i ': maintain the CP as' an.
unchjahged instrument of world- Stalinist policy. The DENNIS-
wing, basically Stalinist in outlook, - would attempt to
adapt a party to the American scene in "a maneuverist
manner, while retaining a basic loyalty to the Russian
b\M>eaucratic class- and its social system. The GATES wing
alone has 'taken si^iificant steps, away from Stalinism.
Above all, its position on the Hungarian events in its
attitude toward, a broad socialist movement and its, strivings
toward what it calls democratic socialism. Its theoretical
aiid political positions are far from adequate. Its tactics
are weak and compromising. It continutes to vacillate
between Stalinism and democratic socialism. At the bottom
it is torn between the Russian ruling class and the American
working class. But the important political fact is that
it has already moved a distance avray from one end toward-

- 17 -
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"the other o It is true that the GP is now relatively
small and the GATES group even smaller o But it, is not
a question of GATES as an individual nor even merely
of the hundreds of *CP members who look tpward him for
leadership and a way out of their dilemma o The GATES
wing inside the CP represents^ in a concentrated fgrm^
the problem and the opportimities for democratic socialism
among, thousjinds of others outside of the CP who once
were under 'its influence o- The fate of the GATES tend'ency
will help determine the political course of many others
outside the CP*

"No one can propose to prescribe its
precise tactical course inside the CP for it will
imdpubtedly be necessary for it ^ and its followers to
go tlt?ough a whole evolution and a new internal struggle
before it can find, its place in a renewed socialist
movement

c

'*V/hile the disintegration of the Stalinist
movement makes possible the reconstruction of a socialist
raovementp this possibility cannot be realized^^ so tospeak^
automaticallyo All the groups and publications, socialist^
near-sociallsti, and pseudo-socialist^, are intensely
interested in the question of socialist regroupment and
re, uhiflcationo None of them, as they are, in natural
coixrse of their normal activity and development is able
to serve as a vehlcJLe for rallying thousands for a
new beginnings Each of the- groups too is weako It
compares itself, hot only with the others,, but with the
big. mass movements and* seeks an effective means of bringing
socialism to themo All the_ discuss Ions finally""hit
against the key problem, how, 'from the respective standpoint
of each of the' tendencies, *o. achieve or, restore the linion
of socialist ideas within, the vlabbr movement o This, too,
is the case* of the ISLv. Our decisions must facilitate
not in sonie urn?ealizable'^id'eal or abs.tract sense, but
in the sense of maximum possibility imder the concrete
circumstahces^ the advancement of thevideas of democratic
socialism, in the ranks of labor and, the Negro movements
and the^ corresponding .growth of th^ socialist movement
based upon these broad- mass movements and exercising .an
increasing Influence among them* Any decision taken

*» 18 **
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"in the matter of socialist unity or in relation with
other groups must serve this objectiveo Any decision^
no matter what source it seems to yield of a temporary
or isola:ted^ nature, but which conflicts with this
objective^ which does not serv.e it^ or which is not
concieved and carried on in a way which is consciously
subordinated .to the attainment of this objective is ^^^?ongo
Since no single force as it is how constituted is in
a position to accon^plish this task^^ , a tendency arises
to unite' force's o But it is not a simple, matter and
hot every projected form of regroupment is equally
effective or correct <>"

SHACHTMAH continued^ "Pro-Soviet regroupment?
One complicating factor is this:: Stalinism, as an organized
party and leadership, is practically dead' but the ideological
influence .it once wielded has not yet been completely
eleminated^ In one form^ or another, it remains as an
influence among several tendencies o To the extent they
are able to shake off the residue of the ideology
of Stalinism^ it will be possible for them to make positive^
contributions to an effective socialist* regroupment

o

But if regroupment took place essentially through the
unification of these groups into- a new united movement
excluding only the outri^t Stalinist leadership it would;>
of necessity^ repeX those who are committed to democratic
socialism« Such democratic socialists, without accepting
all the policies identified with the ISL, oppose Stalinism
and are hostile to those who give it critical support in
*he name of socialism* While we seek friendly contact and
discussions, free from violent polemics with such groups
and individuals, we must decline sponsorship and responsibility
for any organization or semi-organization that has. not

^

declared primarily whatever its estimate of social nature
or course of development of the Stalinist countries, that
it is hostile to, and independent of, the totalitarian
regimes that rule them; and supports all genuinely
democratic movements and supports them against these regimes*
]jiasmuch as all the groups involved in any possible
unification have, to one degree or another, condemned
the attack of Stalinism upon the Hungarian people and expressed
support for the democratic and socialist struggle of these

«. 19 «
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"people against the Hungarian and Russian Stalinist
regimes 5> o\xv proposal for such a general declaration
on their part cannot reasonably be objected, to as an
attempt by us to propose an ultimatum on theiho Further^
it is^ not me who proposed that* any new ox»ganization
center around such elements o If these groups for
whatever motive of ^principle or techniques are not ready
to base their mutual collaboration among other things upon
a clear public committment to support democracy and
democratic struggles eveipywhere, then it is. clear that
any regroupment^ any organization, or sonl-organization
formed by them would be> at the-^very least, prematur^o
What is required is a clearly democratic isocialist pole
of attraction as an alternative to Stalinismo If* it
can be created and built i> it will speed up the process
of rooting out the last vestiges of Stalinist influence
and induce all other^ groups ^to shake off the- remnants
of its ideologyo'* ^ * ^' \

* ' SHACHTMAN continued, "The first elements
of such a center exists" among those already committed
iike the ISL to democriatic socialism; the groups arid,

tendencies that clearly oppose Stalinism; whose socialism
is no-wise identified with it; who declared that socialism^
and democracy are inseparable and who maintain that socialism
cannot be imposed by dictators but must come from the
democratic decision of the people o There are many
aiffei?ences -among all these tendencies; in origin, in
theory, in historical analysis, and political line oh
current hews; differences which will, undoubtedly
persist for some time<,. Vfe do not propose^ that they
renounce their views on disputed questions « We do not
propose to renounce ourso But it is wholly possible and
necessary to discuss all views in such a fraternal atmosphere
that makes it possible to collaborate in achieving the
key political objective -of our time: the reconstruction
of the united democratic socialist mbvement.o.

- 20
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"Of all the groups, one stands .out

uniquely; the Socialist Party-SDP. In size it is not

larger than others. It, however, is already broad

enough in character to serve as an inclusive movement

embracing a wide range of socialist tendencies. It

represents to the interested public socialism in general;

unlike the SEP, it Is not hostile to the labor movement-.

It is small but it. is not discredited and enjoyed respect

even the support of many militants in the labor movement.

It can play a special role iii unifying and rebuilding

the movement.

- 21 -
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"The ISL has neither the intention nor the desire to unite

with the SP in order to capture it,^or even if this were^

possible such a victory would not only be meanmgle.ss but

what is worse, it wotild defeat the very objective of

converting the SP from its present position of isolation and

weakness to an effective influential and broad democratic

socialist movement in the best tradition of the Debs perlod„

In the same spirit we are ready to make concrete proposals.

on specific immediate issues facing socialists in the fields

of both- domestic and foreign policy with the objective of

strengthening the united organization and increasing its-

effectiveness. Our fundamental theoretical approach to

problems of both immediate and long range importance can

possibly be explained and presented in such vehicles of

expressionsas are available under the rules of the united

organizationo Individual radicals formerly under the

influence of-Stalinism may be recruited to a revolutionary

sect, but the bulk of those still ready to work for socialism

Ban be attracted only to an organization which is a serious

political movement or which has the possibility of being

developed into such a movement. From this point of view,

too, the ISL favors unity with the- SP as the ..oi^ganization

which it is possible to- build up as a serious pole of attraction

to all the radicals of yesterday, today and tomorrow, which

offered significant alternative to Stalinism and the

str^uggle against capitalism- and imperialism* _If the SP

takes any advantage of the real possibilities, that are

rising before .our ,eyes, they will be aT?le 't,o become such a

pole of attraction. In discussions with the. various so called

pro-Soviet elements in and outside the CP, we emphasize above

all our minimum political platform for democratic socialist

regroupment and present, and defend the ,ISL»s joroposals

that it unite with the. SP'.. We. strongly urge that, the SP

enter into all the current debalies. and discussions on re-

groupment. Just as the movement must., provide democracy and

^autonomyi all its branches and tendencies should be expected

to utilize and exercise these rights _in the responsible

fashion, carrying on all activity in the spirit of loyalty

to common organization and conducting all discussions and

debate's in- a fraternal atmosphere without bitter internecine

-22-
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"factional warfare and without the threat of splits*
There must be a realization by all that cementing of a new
movement out of the diverse elements requires' good will
and cooperation on all sides •"

The Informant advised that GORDON HASKELL
then took the minority position on the topic of "Unity and
Regroupment o " Informant advised that HASKELL read as the
minority stand "A Point of View" by Jo MC BRIDE*

,

tA£:£nil5_-note : I ~lfurnished to b2
SA| Ion July 26, 1957 > a copy of be
"A Point Of View" by J* MC BRIDE from which HASKELL presented b7c
the minority viewpoint nn' t.hp t.nm n nf "TTtiti-.v pnH Regroupment." b7D

This literature is located in

HASKELL said: "I suppose, now that the
issue of unity with the S.P.-S^D.F. as a prerequisite to
Socialist Unity in the U.So, has reached the point where m^
delegates to the convention have been elected and the various U
branches of the league have taken their stand, either for or
against the resolution of the P.C<, majority, it is too late
to do much more than express a point of viev/ on the subject,
with the hope that your opinion will be made known to the rest
of the members of the league

o

"I- am in favor of Socialist Regroupment for
I realize that the divisions that exist in the movement today
make it practically impossible for the movement to achieve any
measure of political success in the U^S*

"Despite this fact, I do not believe the
majority's resolution will accomplish this ^,im for a variety
of reasons*

-23-
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"I v/ould .like to point out that first of all since

the S.P.-S.D,F, has not issued an invitation to the ISL to

unite with them as an organization, either through its press

or its national committee, a vote on our part to ta,ke such

action is comparable to an overanxious maid buying her wedding

trousseau before she has even met a suitor.

"The next point I would like to bring to the

attention of our comrades is the fact that, to date, I

have neither read of nor heard of just what the S.P.-S.Dob,

as an organization, thinks, of the proposition of the need

for a Socialist Regroupment.

"Of course I can recall, and so jprobably can isome

of the other comrades of the League,what the S.P.-S.D.F. had-

to say, regarding the acceptance into their party as members,

people who had been followers of Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin.

"They were ojiposed to accepting such persons,

"Now if the majority of the PC of the ISL

really believes that unity between the ISL and the S.P.-S.D.F,

will attract such vast hordes of former C.P. members and

supporters into seeking membership in the new united group,

how do they propose to overcome the aversion of their

SoP.-SDF comrades to such persons as members without

causing a major split in the proposed newly united group?

"On the question of the advisability of

seeking unity with the S.P.-S.D.F. without any previous

discussion between them' and the League regarding the many
points where both groups differ, I cannot buy SHACHTMAN»'s

opinion that these differences don't really matter today.

-Zk-
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"For the life of me,. I cannot see how we, of the
League, can exist in any group, without trying to establish
our ideas on how a political party should functiono Or on
the kind of a program such a party should have, or the kind
of press it should have* It seems to me that unless we
can reach a working agreement v/ith the SoPo-S^D^Fo in advance
of unity, an agreement whereby v/e can at any time oppose any-
thing that we feel is unacceptable to our concepts of a
socialist political party, without being branded as being
either disloyal to the SoP**-SoDoFo or disrupters of party
harmony

o

"SHACHTMAN says first of all, there is no time
for such a preliminary discussion, secondly there is no need
for such a pre,unity understanding*

"In the first instance he claims that there
are thousands upon thousands of socialist minded people
in the UoS» who have become disorganized by the role of the
CoPo in Hungary

o

"He says if v;e wait too long these people will
drift away into political oblivion or worse still, into
one of the capitalist political parties* Or even more
horrifying, will form many more smaller sects

o

"Actually what SHACHTMAN is referring to as
socially minded people are in fact, the former C.Po
members and party-liners o Who, by his own statement,
have had no time for the SP, the SWP, the ISL or any-

other socialist sect in the U^So

"Let me say at this point, that to me, these
people were never socially minded people*. In their youth,
perhaps, they were Marxist^ and over the years they became
hypnotized by Stalin's successes to such a point that they
had lost all concepts of the real aims of Socialism <>
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"I cannot see where the outrages perpetrated

by the CP, directed Russian Army upon the Hungarian people

were any more shameful than the former actions of the

Russian C.Po in East Germany, Poland, Csechoslovakia and

even in Russia itself

o

"Is it not more logical to conclude that in the

U.S. the action of the Eisenhower Administration, through

BROWNELL's vigorous enforcement of the Smith Act, has much

more to do with the desertation of these thousands upon

thousands of former C.P. members and followers than any

act of the C.P. Russian controlled Red Army?

"If this evaluation of these thousands and

thousands of former C.P.ers is true and if these people are,

as some of our leading comrades have contended, a well

trained revolutionary Socialist cadre then to my mind,

the possibility of these people drifting into political

oblivion or any other direction is nil.

"But rather, if this is a true evaluation

of these people , and supposing that the proposed unity

program is consummated and we succeed in changing the

attitude of the original S.P.-S.D.F^ comrades toward the

former C.P. members can you not visualize with what aracrity

they will embrace the idea' of Socialist Regroupment.

"What a haven ^this would furnish them, and

how long would it take them to pervert the new Socialist

Party into an instrument of Communism, a la Russian?

"SHACHTMAN says there is no need for prdunity

discussion with the S.P.-S.D.F. on any point of policy as

the S.P.-S.D.F. has no real policy or program.

"SHACHTMAN also says we ask for no concessions

or conditions, only the light to all the duties and

responsibilities of any other member.
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"SEACHTIvIAN also says all we ask for is

democratic socialism both v/ithin the proposed .united parties
and that all who desire to unite in the new regroupment will
be only required to support democratic socialism botfii here
and in Russia and China

o

"Again SHACHTMAN says, we propose to
put into the deep freeze all political differences among
all sects that join the new group* ^V7e are not purist,

»

he says, »weare practical politicians*^ *We are not
interested in purity. V7e are interested in building a

new socialist political party o^

"In fact, SHACHTMAN, as usual, says
many things, and usually, in a very convincing manner

o

But, if one stops to think about the things SHACHTMAN says,
one canH help but conclude that what SHACHTMAN says so
earnestly and- convincingly is not" always necessarily soo

"When the question was put to SHACHTMAN
that after unity had been achieved, how would it be
possible for us to function within the new group v;ithout

causing the former S<.Pc-S.D.Fo to resent our opinions and
our pressures to make the new group go in the direction
we wanted it to gOo

"He reminded us that we are a young,
dynamic, well trained political group who, by our
attendance at every meeting and willingness to v/ork to
build the party, v;ill act upon the older more passive
S.Po-S.DoF. comrades more or less as an opportunity to
relax and spend more time on their personal life, with the
feeling that the work of the party is in good hands

o

"While I agree with MAX, that this is

a true picture, but just picture hov/ much more active and
aggressive the former C^P. recruits will be» Remember
the fable of the Arab and the camel

o
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"V/hat do I mean, by this outline of my opinion
of the supposed former C*P. members and their cohorts?

"No doubt SHACHTMAN, and some of our other league
comrades may feel that I am unduly suspicious, and perhaps
I am, but my suspicions are not only well grounded, but
have been fostered both by the history of the C<.Po inter-
nationally and the attitude of SHACHTMAN and other leading
comrades in the past.

"I can recall, only too well,. SHACHTMAN »s
report on how the C*P» with its various front organizations
engineered the capture of the Labor-Farmer movement in
the middle west*

"Again I can recall back in ^44 or »45 when a
comrade advocated a united front with the CoP; in the
shipyard workers union, SHACHTMAN and other leading
comrades at that time, pointed out that the C^Po could not
be trusted.

"This present split, that is supposed to exist
in the C*Po, could not this too, be just another maneuver
on the part of the CoPo? A maneuver to lull the American
V/orker into the belief that the old C.P. is dead?

"As part, of the maneuver, would it not be wise
for them to try to create the impression, by seeking every
opportunity to appear before the public as friendly opponents
of the other socialist sects, that there is no real
difference between them and the average democratic socialist?

"Does it not seem odd to you comrades, that
if such a violent three-way split exists in the CoPo
it v/as still, possible for the C.Po to set up a National
Committee composed of leading comrades of the tihree warring
factions?
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^v.^,. -ij r*""
^^^li^ie of course, that properly handlpd

conceive i-h«? l^i ^l^^"".i^""^ *
^^ ^^ impossible for us toconceive, that all the other parties or sects a*: ,r«»

Socialist Regroupmeht, I believe unity won?? last!

unity with ,ts''*T\*i •

S.P.-S.D.F. raises the question of

C.P. to the recent Supreme Court decisions."
^"''''''^"S the
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B.J, IVIDICK was the first from Detroit to get
up and speak for the resolution- on Unity and Regroupment.
WIDICK said that it vias a new kind of socialist movement.
He said he felt that GORDON HASKELL wanted to reform the
SP. WIDICK said all v/e want for the' SP is to live and let
live, not to transfer the SP to a larger ISL.

JAKE of Chicago said that the SP here is more
to the right than the SP in Europe. What are the concrete
problems?

MICHAEL HARRINGTON of -the Youth said that
GORDON HASKELL is afraid that the SiP will not move. He said
"If they let us in, that means they are willing to listen
to our side of the political question. They made it possible
for the ISL to exist."

ANN DRAPER of New York said, "SP will change
to our benefit by allowing us to join. V/e can influence
hundreds within the Party."

MAX MARTIN of New York said we have gained
more since we have proposed unity. What will we gain if
we stay as we are? We will attract all of the elements
old ahd new. It will be us that will draw them in.

JERRY MC DERMITT of Pittsburgh said a fine
example of v;hat we could do for the SP is to just put your
hand on the next man,whoever is at your side, and you will
find that there are nine chances out of ten he is a former
SPer.

GORDON HASKELL, MAX SHACHTMAN and others said
if there isn't an SP, then we will invent one and build it
up unconditionally.
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T^T .„.. A-
-^^JEKT GATES of New York said unity with theloL means dissolving the TSL w^ /%«„i^\i* ""*^j: ^^^n ^ne

and further the SP is afraid'lfaS oSgSl.a?lon=!"
="''"

.sx s t°£-S ^^^

anfiigh? ?l5tt''S.!^
^'''''^f" ^"-^ ""= ^« ^""'^ « "« thought

?Srthf/%%1/°™
"' ^^' -''i"° S?SalT/h^*^^?^e"

"^^^

nn<,«.iK,-i -4.
5^AD paid, "ISL members must think of thepossibility of unity and disunity."

unity at all S? ^^^? ^^^^' "^^"2^^ ^^^^^^ "^ind of
risk!" ^ ""^^^^ " ^^* ^^ "°^ ^° i^ 7 Let's not take the

o^ +>,«. 1. 4.
^^^® Informant adyised that durinp the neriod

S5-?5®
l^st few speakers, the janitor or caretake? ?f thp

otcWk^sS^thSJ^^r^^'^ ^'^ '"^^^^^^ *° ceasTbe?ole if :SS'
cleaned by that t?L''''''?^f

^°" ^^H ^^^ building could be
^w^- ^^u^ ^^^^' Informant adyised that previous t^o '

?he r.,Sf.r^%"f "^! "'^^^' sometime around 10:00 o? clockthe caretaker allowed them to continue only until a quarter of
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The Informant advised that right after
the convention got under v;ay, there was a very neat colored
man who came to the convention with a briefcase, and he
took shorthand notes during the conventiono He described
this individual as about 5*10" or 5^11", slender, and
very clean looking ^ Informant said this individual was
present at the sessions on both Friday and Saturday, July 5,
and 6, 1957 • He said whenever anyone got curious about this
individual, he would just move a little way or change his
position in the hall and then would continue taking his notes

«

Informant advised that after the end of the
sessiph on Friday evening, July 5, 1.957, the Informant talked
with AL NASH, a former resident of Detroit and a former
member of the ISL who is now living in New Yorko NASR said
he was just attending the session to see and here v/hat was
going on and said he was quite interested. Informant
also advised that at the ^.nd of th^ sfiRsinn nn FHdav PVPnSnp;^ ^.

1
T :b7c

!<» ; :b7D

Informant advised that dovm on the street
after sessions on July 5, 1957, everybody was talking about
the convention and they all thought that it was a well
conducted convention v/ithout too many battles on the floor
and they all seemed to be quite satisfied with the day^s
proceedings.

Informant s^dvised that concerning the
resolution on the American Forum under A.J. MUSTE, which
was passed on the first day of the convention, there
were to be no restrictions on any of the branch members or
on anybody in the organization^ participating in any of the
forums. That was the extent of the resolution, but they
are barred from sanctioning any of the programs.

«32-
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Informant, advised that throughout the day
and evening of July 5, 1957, there were about 100 people
present in the hall at all times ^ith 2d delegates, and
20 alternates and their friends and others that came ino
Informant advised that SHACHTMAN had invited members of the
SP and other elements or whoever wanted to appear to take
in any of the sessions* Informant advised all visitors
were quite welcome and nobody asked any questions as far
as the visitors were concernedo

Informant advised that GERMAINE had spoken
during the first day* He had been given special privileges
to speak and was given a three minute extension even though
he wasn't a delegate or an alternate or even a special
representative of the Youth. Informant also advised that
OWENS was not a member of the delegation in any way and was
just present as a member of the Youth* OWENS had voice but
no vote and when he v/as given special privileges to speak,
DEBBIE MIER and JAKE had raised objections to him talking
when they found out he was not a delegate or an alternate,
and he sometimes took the opposite point of vieWo
Informant advised this did not rest very well with the
majority of SHACHTMAN »s supporters*

Informant advised that the convention got
undier way Saturday morning, July 6, 1957, about 11:00 a.mo
with MAX of Chicago presiding for the session* LEEDS
was the first one to take the floor on discussiouo He
said he was glad to see people participate in our
activities* He said nobody wants to get in through the
back door into the SP* He said this is the best step v
forward so far and the best line involved in the organization
PINDLEY said "DRAPER is against unity no matter what he
says, HASKELL says we are in mid-air. Unity gives us a
real line to advocate. V/e must be careful not to put all
of our eggs in one basket. We do not have to look to the
American Forum for unity, only through the SP can we get
unity*"
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ARNOLD of Philadelphia said that SP
members minds are being changed There is no crash
program and opportunities must be taken when they appear <>

He disagreed with MAX that the CP is dead.

OWEN said v/e must utilize this period
and take advantage of the correct lineo

CHARLIE from Los Angeles said, "We have
a good line. We are beginning to come alive. I don^t
think the American Forum v;ill last. Don't neglect the
left to go to the righto"

BEN HALL said we must consolidate the
left and the righto GORDON HASKELL in his summary said
that he had made a mistake in some of the information that
he had gathered and \/as misinformed and an apology was due
to MAX SHACHTMAN from him and he wished to apologize
HASKELL then said "WILSON^s (Agent's note: B.J. WIDICK.)
mind is set and v/ill not investigate any other side of the
question. There are MAX and his followers avoiding the
concrete facts. This is a crash program. There is no
great gain for us. GP has a way to break away from their
isolation. We have much in common with the SP-SDF*
We are all social Democrats. Some comrades believe the
minority is against unity, but we must discuss all angles
and points of view. The minority asks questions and
discussion. Is the question of unity for the best advantage
and welfare of the organization? We are small and compact

o

We can live our own life and not go into a common-law
marriage with another organization. V/e are asking you
for your vote for a policy, not a speedier a resolution.
We should reconsider before we get into another organization.
We'll be too late after we join. We must live friendly
together."
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Informant advised that HALL took 30 minutes
for his summary and theii MAX SHACHTMN gave his summary and
he v/as allowed an additional five minutes •

SHAGHTMAN said in his summary that we
as Trotskyites led our entire delegation into the SP in
1936* He said that at that time we did not consult the
membership or anybody else, we jiist turned over lock,
stock and barrel, everything into the SP and told the membership
later

o

SHAGHTMAN said we crawled back without
any concessions o He said everybody knoWs what is going on
now and the SP knows and GORDON knows. He said we
needed friendliness and for the first time we have
contact with the CP, the first time in history. He said
MC AVOY from the ALP, who would not be accepted into the
SWP, would be willing enough to go along. Is the SV/P

for the third camp? No, they are hot. Do any of you know
any other road? No, not even I know any other road.
If this fails the ISL movement v/ill be set back 20 years o

Equal rights for all members is all I ask. SHAGHTMAN
said he was a factional fighter and said it was nothing
more than a faction fight. He said that ,God endowed you
with brains to think; xise them. It is just the same as with
an engine. You can build an engine right to the. closest
tolerance, but you need oil to run that engine. He said
that is just what the socialist needs, more political
personality. Somebody that knows politics better to act
as oil. SHAGHTMAN recommended they accept his resolution*,

The Informant advised that when the
"American Question:, Unity and Regroupment'^^ v/as brought up
for vote it received 26 votes for Unity and Regroupment.
Informant advised someone called for a roll call vote of
the National Committee present. Eleven voted for the
Unity and Regroupment resolution and one abstained.
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Informant advised that the next question
brought up at the convention was the Resolution on
Future Com'-entions and dij>cui>sion of the ISL by the
KG*. It x?as decided that nothing would be done until
the mer^'ibership was notified. It \va6 also decided that in
the event the ISL suo<^eed3 in making terms^ v/ith the SP-SDF,
the NC would not take filial action on the matter until it
obtained the approval of the membership* There was not
too much discussion on this particular part and practically
the entire delegation was in favor* The vote for the
Resolution on Future Conventions was 21 in favor, two
opposed and one abstention. Informant advised that
included in the Resolution for Ftiture Conventions was a
recommendation to the National Committee to keep the
cpnyontion open and allow the press and others in on the
sessions* The executive sessions would still be
restricted, of course, but this would not be told to the
public

.

Informant advised that after the vote on
this resolution, it was decided to have lunch > I |

asKea a rew questions about B.J^ WIDICK and his activity
in the UAW, and the extent of WIDICK' s connections at tha
UAW International 'Headquarters. Informant told[
that WIDICK was in< good standing with the membersMp
of his own .local as well as at the headquarters of UAW.

.b6

Informant also told| [that WIDICK 'had just finished b7D
some sort of a project that the, UAW had him write,
some sort of a book on the UAW.

| I knew about the ~

book, but he was rather skeptical about WIDICK denying
that he was actually a Reutherite and yet he_siiimiirted
REUTHER's program^ on a number t of occasions

»

I I wanted
to know what the difference actually v/as and he couldn't
deny that WIDICK . alv/ays did say he was a critical supporter
of REUTHER and couldn't actually be called an out and out
Reutherite.
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I
[wanted to know how we could benefit

by having WIDICK and people like WIOrCK in the UAW or in
the union labor movement..

Informant advised that

] mrormant advised thatP^ J and there
was quite a crowd there discussing everything under the sun-.

Informant advised that JOE ROANE of New- York
•was the chairman of the .afternoon, session on July 6," 1957.

BEN, HALL took the- stand for the majority -_

of the National Committee or the Political Committee oh
the ""Socialis^f. Perspectives in the United States."

26 > 1957, to SA
the ."Socialist ]

:ent^s note-r

a CQpy of
erspectiyes in the UoS." which was furnished.

InfiirmaniL-jfurnished on July

to the Informant at ^the ISL National Converitibn and froni
which BEN HALL presented the National Committee majority
viewpoint This literatijre is located in •)

:b2

.b6

hlC
hlD

/

The Informant advised BEN HALL said in part:
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"The period of setbacks, defeats,
disintegration appears to be coming to an end* The
resurgence of world socialism is visible o It is not
necessarily the moment when a single giant stride forward
will quickly change everything at once; but we have reached
the dividing line between the end of one epoch and the
beginning of another* The collapse of the 2nd International
in the first world war; the defeat of revolutionary working
class movements in the post-war era; everywhere but in Russia;
the crushing of the German workers by HITLER, the Austrians
by DOLFUSS; the Spanish by FRANCO; the Italians by MUSSOLINI;
the victory of Stalinism over the Russian working class;
and finally the second v/orld war followed by the spread of
Stalinism which v;iped out every independent socialist,
democratic and popular right where it triumphed—this v/as the
grim course that led almost everywhere to demoralization and
decline of socialism* In the U.S.^ it was this, that facilitated
the rise of Stalinism and reduced the democratic "socialist
movement to a group of small, fragmented sects* It is this
period that is at last, coming to an end as Stalinism is struck
hy revolutionary, democratic socialist risings and is forced
into decline as a world movement*

"Iftiat does this signify for the socialist
movement in the U*S*? We have reached a turning point in
events which demands a turn in the outlook of all socialists
and all socialist groups* New opportunities arise; it is
possible now to rebuild the democratic socialist movement*
All groups, tendencies, sects, and individuals that turn their
attention to this task can make a lasting contribution to
American socialism; those that, turn their backs upon it,
or who stand in the way, risk political obliteration and
decline*
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the UnifPrt q^^?^!
new possibilities do not arise directly within

or o^? ol thP^^?-? °''% ^-^
^^f ^^^?^^ ^" i^s domestic politics

^u II -f^^^S® native class struggle. But they do arise in

1 to^reh^^lfn'^Jr-.
"^^^ *^?^ ^^"^^ ^^ sununed^ as JJllois:

in the liSht nJ ?hf"'°°''^*\°/°?^^^^^* movement in the U.S.
Sr. ?^ i^^^K { *^? ^®^' ^^°^^^ Situation and, 2. to win a placefor It on the American political scene. These twin tasks- ?nreconstruct the movement and to brine socialism tii-hoA™!.,^
?rP^%r^ of Pourse intimateirrSatedrifSet! inslpSSjr"
hopHor a'nS^^"^^^"

to i^ebulld the movement uAlessffcoJja
A^S ,-;^ t5®u ^?s^ine before a new audience in the workins class
hSreiL o? so^?.t??°''^''^^ ^^ ^^^" ^ ^^^ ^^^^i^g unless Se\d-
e?flctfve fo?ce!

"" '^''" ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^"^ reassembled into an

rfAm-5r,a-h«<^ ^"§®f^^^fs^ perspectives, in the United States aredominated and determined by the following key facts:

wo?k?nfJli^^^'-^^^^ *^^ majority of the industrialworking class into unions. The American workers arean organized class.
^i^cxo ctxe

2. The fight of Negroes for full equality;- above all the
. struggles for democracy in the ^outh. '

^
;J. rhe decline of McCarthyism.
4. The disintegration "of the Communist Party and the
_ collapse of Stalinism in the U.S.

cnu Tine

unification^""^
^ ^°^^ *^ Socialist regroupmerit and re-

u . •,

"^^® o^S^nized. working -Class number IS mill-iona cohesive class force of unprecedented power? It is thiJ
'

class to which socialism must look if it is J^ becomi areal political force. Yet, this giant class , organizedremains non-socialist, eveA anti-focialistrtolelSinl
'

capitalism as a social system.
ov^x^idoing
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. , . . , ^^® permanent organization of a majority of the
industrial working class, an event consummated only ten years
agom the great post-war strike wave, is an historical
achievement of exceptional importance. It influences the
political development of the nation; it creates the basic "

preconditions for the rise of socialism and determines its
course.

"A generation ago, the militant minority of the
working class, strongly influenced by radicals and socialists,
opened up the way to organization in the mass production
industries and now the v/hole working class has poured through.
There have been times when the organized labor movement was
more democratic, more militant, more interested in independent
political action, more receptive to socialist ideas than
today. But the militant organized sector lived and fought
surrounded by a vast unorganized, sometimes backward, and
always- helpless unorganized majority*.

*u .^,„ ""^^® ^^^"^ fact of decisive, significance is that
tnese millions, this majority, in the course of decades of
struggles in politics and- in industry have raised themselves
out of amorphous disorganization to conscious organized class
power, vvhat has been accomplished cannot be wiped out: it
IS the base upon which all future development begins. If the
militant victory has stagnated, even moved backward, the
majority, the whole class has advanced.

^The AFL-CIO merger was not the cause of this
great advance; it resulted from it and climaxed the period.
It represented, too,» .another step forward. All the gains
of the past were preserved; all the rights and potentialities
of industrial unionism were enforced. But more. The
influence of the most conservative sections of the labor move-
ment was instantly reduced to a minor position; corrupt
elements were thrown on the defensive; the opponents of
racism were encouraged. For decades progressives had
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"denounced rackateering in the unions and called for
a fight against it* But the relationship of forces was
such, that the CIO could do little outside of its own ranks
and, the AFL was paralyzed from within o Unity made it possible
to begin what had been impossible in practice before o Above
all, unity increases the political pov/er, the self-confidence
and class feeling of the workers, factors which, in the long
run, enhance the possibilities of socialist consciousness*

"Th^ trade unions, which are nothing less tha
the class movement of the American workers, will undoubtedly
be staffed and led by officers who accept capitalism and
carry on the trade union struggle within that framework; just
as the vast majority of American v/orkers, organized and un-
organized, are pro-capitalist in their outlook and will remain
so for some time*

"The interests of labor and of the nation
imperatively require the formation of a new political party
initiated by the unions, a Labor Party* This is the central
issue of domestic politics* The founding of a new party
V/ould advance democracy and open up new possibilities for the
rise of socialist influence. V/herever a strong working class
possesses democratic rights, it organizes its own party

—

except in the U.S* The fact that this perspective is more than
a remote abstraction but a realistic possibility here too
is indicated at every critical ^point in the nation* s politics*
In 1948, to mention only one notable example, the UAW called
for a 'political realignment ^ in ^ the U*S* through a formation
of a new peoples party, a proposal which could lead in essence
only to a Labor Party. Since then the idea has remained on
the shelf, inert,' but in- a somewhat attenuated form it
>comes up again and again, kept alive and available for use
when necessary* ^ Socialists in the unions propose that it
be taken off the shelf and. made a living proposal in the
ranks of organized labor*
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"In the context of American politics, such
groups represent not barriers to socialist ideas and politics
but vehicles for the promulgation of democratic ideals and
demands o As such, socialists, in good conscience, are able to
participate as members and supports in the common cause of
democracy. A revived socialist movement would properly urge
its own followers to become active participants in such movements
and by its structure and rules make it possible for them to
do so*

"The labor movement plays an active role
as a left-wing in bourgeois politics o It^ seeks political
advantage and progress by supporting bourgeois candidates
in one of the two old parties, generally in the Democratic
Party* A correct socialist policy rejects the line of
supporting bourgeois candidates as disorienting and self-
defeating and stresses the alternative of a Labor Party.

"IVhen the labor movement supports bourgeois
candidates, despite the urgihgs of socialists, it campaigns
among its membership for support in the elections* The
more active, the more ipilitant,. the more union-conscious members,
precisely those most likely to be interested in socialism
and to look with sympathy upon it, are the first to follow
the union* s leadership in. this respect o They do so not
because they are eager to ,support capitalism or capitalist
candidates but because they support their union out of feelings
of class solidarity*

"If the union, for example, says: Vote for
Mr* Democrat, Socialists should not reply by saying, *Do
not vote for Mr* Democrat** Rather v/e point out in an
educational manner that the policy of supporting those like
him lead9 up a blind alley*
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"We do not, as a rule, favor that social t<!+<5run candidates in opposition to thole endorsed by Sflabormovement even when it endorses bourgeois candidates To
I?wf^.''^ JP^"^ ^^^ P°^^^y "^^ supporting boirgeofs candidates-
fLili?atfsunnoJf r"S^"^

socialist aandfdates\? L nofto '

;Jf^ S support to bourgeois candidates but solelv to ensurethat the small socialist movement does not pit i?sllf aLISS
n^lo^fK

"^*^^^"»?nt of labor. Any minor propaganda adySitaeJ
ouf hv^h^

running candidates woild be mSfe^tSn cancSled^
S??^JLi^^^"^^S°"^^i!^^ ^"^ difficulties created amonglabormilitants loyal to the union and to its official policy!

"However, despite our own viexvs oth^r* cY^rMi^^omay propose to run socialist candidates/ From ?he stfnZLt
^L?^^-^?"^ ^^?S? question of the relationship between thesocialist and labor movements in the U.S., it may bl^nwileas we see it, to take such a step. But this is a Seriod o?'

nafSfof °J
^^?^4^t regroupm^nt in which Se sgjpe fndnature of a reunified socialist movement mav be deterSinPri

StftSroftirST^?"^^ J'"'^'
""^^^ 3ucrLnditionsr?he

the mo^^^J^^^i^fa^J Zk'^llL^'^^ltmU'it.f^^^^

v.^^^. ,
Informant advised that HAL DRAPER was th^next speaker and presented the Substitute Resolution whichwas co-authorized by DRAPER and ARCHIE ^INTERS.

SA
fAgent s_note: The Informant furnished to

J, on July 26, 1957, a copy of the"Substitute Resolution for'^P^gt 1^1 So^i^lL',;. AndXLabor Movement" by HAL DRAPER and ARCHIE WINTERS This

g^f";?'f?f."°^^^^"^™"^.f^ ^^- m Convenko^and

.b2

be
:b7C

:b7D
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The Informant advised that DRAPER said in part:

"In the past period the American x^orking class
has taken another great step in the march of clasis organization.
In the ^30s the great step v/as the industrial organization of
the mass-production fields through the CIO upsurge; a decade
later, it was^the permanent organization of a majority of the
industrial working, class v;hich v/as consummated in the great
post-war strike wave; and a decade after that—in the couple
of years just past—it has been the APL-CIO merger, v/hich
once again united the by-now tremendously bigger labor
federations, into the most powerful labor organization the
country has known*

"The new fact of decisive significance is
that these millions, this majority, in the course of decades
of struggles in politics and in industry-,, have raised
themselves out of amorphous -disorganization to conscious
organized class pbv;er* What has been accomplished cannot
be wiped out; it is the base upon v/hich all future development
begins* If the militant minority has stagnated, even moved
backward, the, majority, the whole class, has advancedo

"In face of this giant organized labor movement,
the socialist movement remains tiny.. Its fundamental problem
is still that of achieving ties to and roots in the big labc^r
movement, as a part of it— as that part of the labor movement
which proposes a v/ider perspective, a more militant policy,
a more independent and class struggle lineo

"There are important tendencies making for new
ferment and progressive discontent in the trade-union movement.
In the shops, speedup, layoffs, decentralization, automation,
and other issues remain problems that threaten the security
of the workers* The more progressive union leaders, like
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"WALTER REUTHER, have failed to solve these problems no
less than others. In more than one union, unexpected out-
breaks of rebellion and discontent among the ranks against
the top bureaucracy, have occurred to cast sudden light on
the danger of ever assuming, that the bureaucracy adequately
reflects or represents the feelings or aspirations of the
ranks o The Steel Workers Union, one of the more heavily
bureaucratiaed of the big industrial unions, saw indeed one
of the most dramatic evidence of this in its last union
election. In the UAW too there is clearly evidence of
sources of seething discontent underneath. These im-
portant movements of discontent reflect important unsolved
problems of labor about which socialists have to have their
say.

"Socialists aim to build a progressive,
democratic, militant, v/ing of the labor movement. They will
work with all those who help to further the progress of such
a wingo They are distinguished from all other unionists by
their consistent struggle for democracy in the unions, for
a militant fight for better working conditions, for a Labor
Party and no reliance on capitalist politicians; in general,
by the integration of their day-to-day struggles with their
longer range views and solutions.

"We want to see a loyal opposition in the
labor movement: loyal precisely in the sense that the
Stalinist factions in the trade unions are not loyal
oppositions, though unfortunately it is ^the Stalinists
whose heinous record colors the attitude of many good
workers, a fact we therefore take into account; but while
loyal, an opposition on behalf of progressive .policies
as distinct from the official leaderships

o
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"As a loyal left wing - loyal to
the labor movement, not to the officialdom - we socialists
have never demanded that unions accept any of our socialist
ideas before v;e deign to support their real struggles; nor
do we automatically attack everything done by the official
leaders as ^betrayals* ^ The official labor movement,
especially under pressure from the ranks, has made notable
gains, and .when this happens, socialists openly say so;^

we are not ^professional oppositionists o
^ However, our

loyalty is first and foremost to the struggles of the
woi?kers against all of their enemies*

"We must show not the slightest
sympathy for the trend of thought which says or implies:
^We?ve been through this old stuff about getting into the
labor movement; it hasn^t gotten us anywhere and it can^t
get anyv/here« Lett's not talk about it any moreoo»
Besides, there really isn^t much that we can do in the
labor movement nowadays anyway***^ We reject any tendencies
in this direction because this line of thought guarantees
the isolation and stultification of the Independent
Socialist movement

•

"The central issue for labor, and
the central issue of -democratic politics, is still this:
that the interests of labor and of the nation imperatively
require the formation of a nev/ political party based on the
unions, a labor party • The founding of a new party would
advance democracy and open up new possibilities for the
rise of socialist influence o The fact that this perspective
is more than a remote abstraction but a realistic possibility
in this country is indicated in every critical point in the
nation's politics Although—since 194^ when the UAV/ was
calling for a Apolitical realignment* through a new peoples
party—the idea of a labor party has remained on the shelf,
it comes up again and again, kept alive by the disappointments
and disillusionments that result v/hen labor's support to
bourgeois candidates 3hows its unfruitfulness* Socialists
in the unions have as one of their main tasks to propose that
it be taken off the shelf and made a living proposal in
the ranks of organized labor*
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"As far as the majority are concerned, socialists
have the obligation to explain at all times, including during t

elections, in a patient and friendly manner that so long
as labor continues to support bourgeois candidates,, it will
nullify its own pov/er and find it impossible to win its most ;

important political demands; that it^ is a mistake to support

|

such bourgeois candidates; that nothing important can be
gained by voting for them as the lesser evil; and thus seek
to use the issue of the day and the lessons of the election
to turn the workers and the labor movement as a whole against
the present official line and in favor of a labor party.

"In general, the ISL since its inception has
refrained from running election campaigns o It is even possible
that at least at first even a new and broader socialist
movement would have to do likewise, pending acquirement of
more strength* The consideration in these cases is the degree
to which the movement in any given case estimates the tactical
advantages to be gained or lost from such a campaign,
politically or organizationally; whether the campaign efforts
are organizationally practicable and bid fair to be politically
fruitful; and considerations of this order

o

"But v/here these considerations are taken care
of, socialists should and must seek the advantages and the
gains that become possible with the rxmning of a socialist
campaign and socialist candidates counterposed to the old
parties o This is one of the most important party-building
means available to strenthen the new, broader socialist
movement toward which, we looko Par from considering that
such a socialist campaign is a bad thing because it counter-
poses socialists to the official labor bureaucracy, or to
bourgeois- candidates supported by the official labor movement,
we would urge it as a good ^ thing, one of the best things the
movement can do, to bring socialist ideas before the people
precisely v;hen political interest is at a maximum, and before
the workers while they are faced with the disillusioning
results of the Cesser evil^ line* Thus a socialist campaign
could be of great value in helping and supplementing also*

progressive aims in the trade unions, particularly in educating
for independent political action and a labor party •"
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Infonaant adTiijed that ARCHIE WINTERS
as co-author of the amendment was allowed to speak for
ten minutes

•

JULIE PAULK then asked for permission to
insert some changes in the resolution itself and v;anted to
amend certain paragx*aphs, FAULK v/as allov;ed to read off
each paragraph and the change that he v/anted to make and
this took quite some time to do because the Rules Committee
had mentioned the fact that anyone who v;anted to make an
amendment could speak ten minutes on each amendment o FAULK
had four paragraphs that he wanted amended* FAULK said that
you might as well take them all, and not one at a time
which would prolong the session*

Informant advised that after JULIE finished
fooling around with the amendments, a vote was taken ^on
them and it was decided to refer them back to the incoming
national conmiitteeo The Informant, advised that during the
course of both the report by HALL and the report by DRAPER,
they each called the other various names and each said the
other did not understand the labor movement to any extent
and the issue got quite hot betv;een them*

During the discussion period most of the
people that got up spoke on whether you could work within
the UAW and not consider yourself a Reutherite., Informant
advised there was a lot of dissent against WIDICK^s
attitude in the UAV/ which was to remain as a critical
Reutherite.

During the discussion others brought up
the subject of running candidates and MX SHACHTMAW
had quite a talk on that subject*

MAKNIE GANNICK mentioned the Abner case,
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informant .-ud/icod discussions were then
halted for the supper period* Informant advised that
during the supper period he talked v;ith a woman that
v/as with ANN RUSSELL who said that she was an old friend
of Bo J* WIDICKo She said she Jaad known WIDICK a long time
ago and hadn^t seen him in about IS years o She also said
she presently lives in Tucson, Arizona, and th^t she
-occasionally comes back to Now York, and this time she was
back to look about either selling or renting a home that
she has in New York* This woman asked if WIDIGK was at
the meeting and the Informant told her that WIDICK had been
there.o

I Informant said that after the supper period
he introduced this woman to V/IDICK and WIDICK recognized
her immediately o WIDICK called her ALICE, but nevpr did
say what her last name was.

Informant described ALICE as about 47, about
5^1 or 5^2, with a medium build and graying hair which was
originally dark brown. Informant advised that WIDICK
did not talk to ALICE very long because JACKIE WIDICK
(his wife) was close* by with JACKIE ^s sister.

The Informant advised, that later in the
convention ALICE came over and talked to him and he told
her that he v/as the official branch reporter and had to
make some notes to report to the members v;ho were at home*
Informant said ALICE also asked him who the colored person
who had been taking notes throughout the convention was»

The Informant advised that the convention
reconvened after supper and the discussion continued
quite some time on the topic of socialists in the labor
movement. Informant said this issue got real hot and
individuals were calling each other names and some of the
opposition was from the Newark Branch and were with ARCHIE
VENTERS.
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Informant advised that WINTERS lad a rather
large delegation of 5 or 6 people around him and although
they were not delegates, they ivere nevertheless close by
him and were probably members of the Newark Branch,

n T T,^,^-r«„
^nfoi'inant advised that during this session

B.J. WIDIGK had a chance to defend himself and he said
that most of them forgot about the past perforinances and
support of various candidates and that there v/as no
iikd,ihood of the ISL supporting anybody other than the
Labor Party candidate.

The Informant advised that the issue got
quite hot and V/IDICK and some of the others left the
room and it seemed like there was a big fight going on
out in the hallway. Informant said that it was kept
rather quiet and nobody seemed to know who, the fighters
were although two people did come back in. that looked
rather beaten up. Informant advised he could, see through
a side door that v/as open and somebody had a -sport shirt
that was almost completely torn off. Informant said he
did not see WIDIGK anymore that night but when he did see
hira the next day he did- not appear to be bruised' or to
have been in the fight. Informant advised that WIDIGK
might have been in. a heated argument or someone else may
have been doing the fighting for WIDIGK.

Later that evening when MICHAEL HARRINGTON
made a speech his shirt sleeve was torn, but he didn't
look as though he was in a fight. -

DRAPER then presented his stimmary and
said that we are not Stalinists and the affair as presented
by the majority of the ccmmittee is only a one sided affair.
He said it was a long time since the world liked our
dogmas and we have a third camp dogma which up to now the
world does not like. DRAPER said which one of the old dogmas
nisi-rS®

''^^^^"i^ ^^^* What are you voting for, SHAGHTMAN or
DEBBIE

#
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BEN HALL in his sviramary said nothing
on the socialist movement. He said do we come forward
as an opposition? You must regulate yourself in the
union movement. We must wait for an opportune moment.
For those in thefaotory today, we must reach the workers
with a political line.

'

Informant advised that on the resolution
"Socialist And The Labor Movement" there was some opposition
and the delegation voted 19 for the resolution and four
against. All amendments and v/ording were to be referred
to the incoming national committee. Informant advised
that the next item on the agenda was "The Organization.
GATES, Reporter." Discussion was limited to five minutes.

AL GATES said that it would not be necessary
to give the, numbers of members from the various branches
because each branch knew exactly how many members there
were and he said that there v/as no single branch that made
any reports and he felt that perhaps the center was at fault
too for not demanding the reports. GATES said he had
sent out a questionnaire and he inquired of each branch
of the number of members that were paid up to date. Otherwise,
the- members could not become delegates unless their dues
were paid. GATES said he did not receive one reply from
any branch at all.

GATES gave a report on the hearings in
Washington last Sunmier and he said that they made inquirieis •

about when they were going to get an answer and they found
but that all of the data is to be turned over to some
attorney in the Attorney General's Office and he v;as to
study them and make a decision. GATES said JOSEPH' RAUH told
him that he had contacted this attorney and found out the
attorney had been hospitalized for four months and .there was adelay and that probably they should be hearing sometime this
year v/hat the answer will be from the Attorney General's
Office on their Washington hearings. GATES said that most of
the cost of the hearing was raised by the ISL and .some of it
by the Civil Liberties.
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GATES stated that the center would be re-
organized and that TAYLOR would be a part-time man who
spends some time composing the paper. FAULK \\?ould be a
part-time man, and HAL DRAPER xvas to be an editor at. least
in a consultant form, GATISS said that YETTA BARSH is to
become the finance officer o All of these positions are
part time*

GATES said that v;ith the prospect of money-
coming in and having so many people v/orking part time,
soirieone had to be the finance officer and hold the purse
strings and YETTA BARSH v/as picked to do thato GATES
said that he v/as going on vacation and that GORDON HASKELL
would still be the editor and HERMAN BENSON v/ould become
the editor of "Labor Action o» GATES said that L.Go SMITH
would still be the business manager* Informant advised
that LoGo SMITH is GORDON HASKELLo

GATES said that v/ith the new set up there
would be more correspondence between the branches and the
center^ After GATES presented his report, discussion,,
started on the report on the organizationo TED ENRIGHT
from Los Angeles said that present correspondence must
be maintainedo

ARNOLD of Seattle felt that a weekly bulletin
was neededo BARNEY ARNOLD of San Francisco said the lack
of correspondence with the coast is incredible* He said
they were so far behind that they wouldn*t know, anything
unless SHACHTMAN was on the tour. He said that fortunately
SHACHTMAN was on the tour and they found put various things
that went on in the east during that period.

BARNEY ARNOLD said that the A.Jo MUSTE forums
were not published and no information was obtained by the
west coast o He felt that it v/as the center^ s responsibility
to send correspondence at least on the MUSTE forums

o
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GORDON HASKELL said that any one branch

v/as important as any other branch and he would certainly

like to see the people get information on all of the forums

and the activities in the center and elsewhere 5 But,

HASKELL said, there was no way for them to be able to do this

with the help they had in the center.

LEEDS of Los Angeles felt that if there

was a question on Poland or any European countries they

could wait for an answer, but on the American forums and
questions concerning ourselves, yie should know as soon as

possible. "-

WALKER said, that without the youth
organization, they t/ould never 'kno^v what was going on

anywhere,

MAX MARTIN said that all "complaints could

be multiplied, remultiplied and remultiplied and they would

be justified. He said that he thought we could function
better in the next period and said that the branches were
also to blame for lack of infoniiatton to the center,

ARNOLD of Philadelphia asked MAX
SHACHTMAN if the National Gonmiittee had met since the last

convention. SHACHTMAN said there had not been a committee

meeting since the last convention and the only thing that has

been held was the plenum a few days before the present
convention,

ARNOLD of Philadelphia continued and said

that he and his branch are very interested in the work
v/ith the colored people and he said they are members of the

NAACP and said they are also engaged in a lot of third
camp work.
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STAHLEI GRAY of Ne^/ York said we can increase
recruitment and get inore help but ^-^ cannot v/ith an
adiftinistrative tightening upo

An nnknovm girl ^vho v/aB present at practically
all of the^ sessions but v;ho ;7as never „mentioned by name
said the problem oi' getting information from the center
v/as a two-vjay proposition and it was the branches and the
center *s problem*

JERRY MC JjERt^ilTT qf Pittsburgh said that due
to the lack of correspondence the youth did. not know what
was going on and he said the youth don^t know that they
can^t recruit and so thoy dOo MC DERMITT said that the
ISL. should find out that it can't be done too and then do it.

AL GATES summarized and said that he admitted
that zho west coast was not getting as much information
as some of the eastern branches or branches that contacted
the center occasionally, and he proposed a new set up for the
west coast • GATES said there were a lot of decisions that
could be made by the west coast and he -felt that since it
was so far from New York that they should have some sort
of a conference set up and to take immediate action or
almost immediate action on their owno

The Iiiformant advised that all recommendations
v/ere accepted and agreed upon aifid turned over to the incoming
national committee for further development and following
through

•

The Informant advised that time was running
rather short and it v/as proposed that the schedule be changed
and that the greetings from the YSL be received on Saturday
night instead of Sunday, and it v/as so agreed

•
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Informant advised that MICHAEL HARRINGTON spoke
and extended the greetings from the XSL* HARRINGTON said
that speaking of correspondence the ^youth really were
not short of correspondence or printing or writing of any
kind. He said the all inclusive social group passed 460
pages of pre--conventiQn discussion and they just got through
the day before the ISL convention started* He said that
harsh words were spoken but that as of now there would be no
split in the YSL.

HARRINGTON said the YSL has a serious internal
problem and ive still remain a small organizationo He said
compared with other youth organizations, we are the only
one that has representation from coast to coast and border
to border. He said that although we are small, we are
actually the largest youth organization in the country
and are very active • He, said the YSL have done some
recruiting and tv/o or three have defected, but' it really
doesn^t mean anything o - •

HARRINGTON said that the. YSL .has maintained
Deb's Clubs at Colixmbia, Manhattan and Brooklyn • He said
this coming Fall four new charters for YSL branches will be
issuedo One of them is in Texas and one in Nex Mexico,
and he didn't say where the other two ^vereo HARRINGTON
said that it was time they 'were starting to recruit on a
larger scale due to the fact that some of the youth
have- to begin dyeing their gray hair^and it was time that they
step down and really let the youth surge forward*

HARRINGTON also suggested that wherever
possible the branches should help establish various clubs
on campuses and start organizations for the youth in various
cities and that they should work in harmony and very close
together* He said they feel that in this' way they get the
best 'result^ for both the YSL and the ISL. HARRINGTON
also said that this Fall there would be tours* established
from one end of the country to the other and speeches would
be made at campuses or v/herever they would be invited.
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Informant advised that the session broke
up on Saturday eyening after ll:00'p,m., and he said that
ANN RUSSELL was the Chairman of the session" on Saturday night.
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Informant advised that d-uring the Satvirday session^
he had talked with STANIEY GRAY and his wifop LOUISE o He
talked vzith LEEDS of Los Angeles and ARCHIE LEIBERMAN of
Newarko Informant advised that LEIBERMAN was upset over
WIDICKts attitude and felt that the ISL shoiold have
campaigns, support various candidates and what noto

"

LEIBERMAN could not understand how V7IDICK could manage to
work within the HAW and remain a critic of RECJTHER and
work with REDTBER, and not call himself a ReutherltOo

Informant advised that he also talked with
REVELLA BENSON and HERMAN BENSON and HERMAN BENSON was
quite interested in the fact that the Uo So Rubber Company
in Detroit had been shut down over the past four weeks by
a strike o BENSON wanted to know what the trouble was and

'

'

the Inforraant toU BENSON that it was not, a matter of wages p
but was more or less internal grievances o REVELLA BENSON
talked about the weather and said that this was the first
time she had a baby sitter for the children, and she was
also agoing to arrange to be present^ for the Sxmday session
of the conyentipn^ REIVELLA said she wanted to hear the
closing remarks of SHACHTMAN and the others, and she said
she thoughtt it was a pretty good convention with not too
many disturbances o She said the only thing she could
complain about, was that therfe were too many people smoking
and occasionally making noise* REVELLA said that this was
ho- place for children, but what could you do if you want
to attend the session* She said you cannot get a baby
sitter and the only thing -left to dp is bring the children
to the conventiono Informant advised that the BENSONs
have trouble getting baby sitters and have to pay high
wages for them, and they, therefore ^ usually take turns
staying at home*

Informant advised that before the convention
disbanded before supper on Saturday, Bo Jo V/IDICK suggested
that OSCAR PASKAL would like to sit at, the Sunday morning
session* WIDICK also said that he would appear at the
Sunday morning session, but that he would not stay very long*
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WIDICK told the Informsjit that if WIDICK did not seat
hlinf^elf at thfi CQUvfintion SimdaT iuOXTiJug n I

, I

I L WIDICK said b7D

that' if he did attend the session^^ he could not stay very
longs^ but that if any votes were taken before noon VJIDICK
would voteo WIDICK said that he had to leave at noon on
Sunday because he t^as taking lOTPPY SCOTT and the children
home with himself and JACKIE WIDICKo

Informant advised that he talked with To Jo MDLLINS
during Saturday evening and MDILIHS said that AL NASH was
around asking various persons to come and visit him, and
that NASH was giving a little party for some of the delegates
at his houseo ITOLLINS said that AL NASH was living somewhere
around 70th Street which x-zas close to where MDLLINS was staying
with his x^ife^s brother

o

Informant advised that ToJ» MULLINS did not
mention the name of his wife^s brother> but MOLLINS^ wife's
maiden name was BLAIR and her brother apparently* lives in^
New York City, and T. Jo and BONNIE MOLLINS stayed with
him during the convention o

The Informant advised that just prior to closing
the Saturday night session of the convention, BARNEY ARNOLD
of San Francisco made a motion to start the Sunday session
at 9 a*mo and give everyone a chance to leave that had to
make any plane or train connections o Informant advised that
this measure was voted on and 19 voted to start the
convention at 9 o» clock Sunday morningo

Informant advised that the Sunday morning sessionj^
July 7p 19^7 ; did not actually get under way until about
II o^clockc He advised that BARNEY ARNOLD himself did not
arrive at the convention hall until about 9th^ aomo
Informant advised that when ARNOLD arrived' he tried to get
enough delegates together to have a quorum^, but that it
took ARNOLD about an hour to get the necessary quorum©
ARNOLD was peeved about the matter and he felt that he was
being delayed without any justifiable reasono
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Informarit advised that the session got tinder way on
July 7, 1957^ with ANN RUSSELL as Chairmano Informant advised
that GORDON IIASEELL made the repoi^t on the press o IixCbrmant
advised that HASKELL read practically every word of the
^^Ghange^ in Oxir Press^^ that had been issued some time ago to
refresh the memory of the delegates* Infornmnt advised that the
parts that HASKELL read off vrere as^ follows

t

(Agent Is notes I

July 26 J, 1957/ a copy of «0n Changes
HASKELL read hia r^pm*h^ This literature

I furnished to SA
in Our Press"

is

on
from which

located in

:b2

be
:b7c

:b7D

"Proposals for changes in our publication set-up
have been discussed b^ every recent convention of the ISLo
As v;e approach this convention, there is at least one
significant difference in the discussiono In contrast to
the pastj^ this time every functionary and member of the PC
agrees that some change is inevitable

e

"It is not necessary for us to go into the reason for
this in detail* For years the ISL has performed an
incredible feat in getting out a weekly tabloid arid a
quarterly magazine with the financial resoiu?ces at its
disposal o Now everyone recognizes that it is impossible
to continue to do this. Although 1 venture to say that
no organization with similar resources in America has
succeeded in maintaining such a press schedule over a
sustained period, it is clear to all that we can continue
to do so no longer.

"Before we discuss the alternatives open to us, it is
desirable to say a few words about what our press has cost
uso Since there is only a certain amount of money available
to us, otir decision to -poxcc every available penny into the
press has meant that all other aspects of OTir functioning
as a national organization have had to be restricted
accordingly. In the first instance, this has cost us a
functioning national office which corresponds to the needs
of the organization. Unless one has ample, competent
unpaid labor with which to staff a national office,
one has to pay to staff it. Since we were not lucky
enough to have such labor, our national office has had to
limp along with what spare time efforts various comrades
in Mew York could devote to it. The results are too well
knqwn to every branch in the country to require elaboration
her^ o
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^Bnt now, even i£ the membership were to

decide that we could continue to get along with
the kind of national otfl^B w^ have hadp or lacked,

in the interest of ma^intalning our press at its

present level, this cannot he done©

^So we all have to face It. Soine degree of retrench-

raent is necessaryo Thin is especially hard to take

today, >yhen we all feel that opportunities will open

for us in the period ahead >/hich we have lacked for some

timeo But ^Aien an argariization has over-extended
itself too long, it cannot always choose the most

appropriate moment at which to reduce its functioning

to levels more in keepiiig with its actual resources

o

^It is quite understandable that -vdien comrades

are faced with the need to retrench, they try to find

a way to make as little of a change as possible <> Instead

of taking the opportunity to assess the real position,

needs and capabilities of the organization afresh, such

comrades approach the problem from the point of viev/ of

^rooking the boat* as little as possible o It is from
this approach, in ray opinion, which the idea stems that

if we have to cut back, we simply get out the present

LABOR ACTION every other week, instead of weekly, and

continue with the quaterly HEW INTERNATIONAL

o

^I do not deny that such a set-up is possible for

uso I do hot deny that with such a set-up, it is

even conceivable that we could strengthen considerably
the functioning of the national office, though its

maintenance over a period of time would be questionable

o

Vlhat I wish to strongly urge, however, is that such a

set«up would not be the most desirable for the ISL at

th9 present time*-

"In my opinion, our press needs at the present

tinB would best be served by concentrating all our

financial and journalistic resources on a monthly
magazine of roughly the sise and format of the American

Socialist, but 'with at least 32 pages, per issue o
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^Toti, it is clear that in and of itself ^ a
montiily magazine as the aole publication of an
ox*gani2ation such as cars presents certain problems

o

It cannot at all fulfill the 'house organ^
functions mentioned above <> It would have*. to be
supplemented by a regular weekly or bi«weekly
organizational-politic^al nex^sletter which wottLd serve
those and other ftmctionso V/ith a monthly magazine^ such
a nev7sletter would be entirely feasiblep within our
means, and is a necessary part of the proposal o Further

p

such a newsletter woiild not simply stand by itself ^^ but
would be a product of a functioning national office which
would also be guaranteed by the release of money and
manpower involved in retrenching to. a monthly publicationo

^^This needs to ba stressed^^ onceagain^ because
it is,. or should be, a vital cons idei^ation in the minds
of all of us Xi7ho are thinking about how best to carry on
the work of the ISL in the period aheado In reaching
their conclusions about the whole problem of our press
and our future functioning, the comrades in the
branches should consider this alsos how much would a
really efficiently functioning national office ^mean to
you? How much would 'it mean to you to get prompt
replies to cbmraunications and questions from New Yorkj to
be informed promptly and fully of all important develop-
ments and decisions there?

"Now, I would not seek to prove that it is
impossible, that this can be done with a bi-weekly
LA plus NIo We will do everything possible to improve
-the situation, and concrete proposals and steps are being
taken to seek to improve it in any event© But all I
can confidently assert is thiss The bi-weekly plus
quarterly me ans that we will continue to be straining and
over-straining just to get out our press© In the past
this has ,meant that in such circumstances whenever
anything had to be let go, it was some function or
functionary of the national office which went down the
drain under the implied slogan 'the press at any costo^'
If we decide to continue with a-press which will be over«
inflated for our circumstances, I see no reason to really
expect different results in the future©
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'^There are at least tx70 other aspects of om»
work in the past t-xhich have been sacrificed to our
over«extended press <> OJhis is the possibility of
getting out pamphlets <> and our international relations

o

Both have gone by the boai^d for one essential reasons
since every nerve and brain-cell at the center had to
be strained to get out our press ^ there was nothing
left over for pan5)hlets and the systematic development
of contacts and propagation of our views abroad©

"Here again, comrades must weigh and decide o There
is really no reason whyj,* given a concentration of our
publication on a monthly magazine p we could not get out
a limited number of absolutely essential pamphlets in
the next period^ I V70ul,d not be so foolhardy as to
promise that they would actually be gotten out<> But one
thing is certain,, the chief obstacle to their coming out
in the past would be greatly reducedo

"Since a retrenchment to a single monthly publication
is more drastic than retrenchment to a bi~weekly plus
quarterly, there is an understandable feeling that it
might give such an impression of weakness on our part
that unity with us woxild seem less desirable to some
elements in the SP-SDP, who now incline toward ito

"I would not pretend to be privy to the thought-
processes of the membership or leadership of the SP-SDF
on this question^

"^Since the proposal for a single monthly
publication would make possible, in my opinion, the
solid functioning of our national office, the
regular issuance, of an organizational«political
newsletter, the appearance of pamphlets, I am
confident that it will improve the external appearance
of our organization just as it will improve its
internal functioningo This will be so for anyone but
the most casual observer immediately, and_ SP«SDPers
seriously concerned with unity with us would not be
casual observers*"*
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MAX SHACHTMAN then reported for the majority
of the Political Committeeo Eo sa:id that the Political
Committee had agreed, to make "Labor Action" a biweekly
publication instead of a vreeklyp and have '!New International"
as a quarterly publication* I4AX said probably v/e could
even find time to get some pamphlets and possibly a newsletter
in between* SHACHTI4AN made quite a speech about the
importance of the ISD press* He .said thai? the press was
actually the life of the Party^ and that sacrifices had to
be made but he did hot think we were in such a dire position
that everybody and everything would collapse just because we
retrench to a biweekly* Informant said that SHACHTMAN spoke
for about 20 minutes on the press*

GORDON HASKELL felt insulted when SHACHTMAN
made the statements that the Political Committee had agreed
to make the changes with the newspaper without even asking
him or mentioning the fact to him* HASKELL said that as far
as he knew, there was no meeting on the matter and nobody
knew anything about it* Informant advised that this caused
an uproar among the delegation and a 10-minute recess was
declared* During the .recess , SHACHTMAN gathered together
a few of his helpers and henchmen, BENSON and GATES, and they
went out into the hallway* JOLIE FAULK, HASKELL and DRAPER
joined them and they were out in the hall about 20 minutes
trying to reach a compromise* Informant advised that during
the time SHACHTMAN and this group were out in the hall, there
were all kinds of remarks among the delegation and they did
not like SHACHTMAN ^s attitude* Informant advised, that some
of the delegates really gave SHACHTMAN a going«over because
of SHACHTMAN* s attitude at the convention* Informant, advised
that, SHACHTMAN was rather suc»pi*ised and shocked at the
reaction of the delegation and had to do something in a hurry
to quell the tide against him* He said that after order
was more or less restored and everybody had talked and cooled
themselves off a bit, the session was continued*

HASKELL took the floor and said that things
seemed to be smoothed out, and that they were in agreement
on the status of the press and they would continue for at
least 90 days to publish "Labor Action" on a weekly basis
and then if retrenchment was required, "Labor Action" woixld
be published biweekly and "New International" published
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quarterlyo If further, retrenchment^ was necessaryp the

two wo\3ld be combined Into a monthly magazine o Informant
advised that this problem was to be decided by the incoming
National Committee*

HASKEIL. said that the whole thing prlacipally
depended on moneyo He said that monay was not coming in
from the branches and if they could be guarantef-^a at
least I2OO a \7eek, in addition to what was already coming
in, they could get necessary help to put out "Labor Action"
every weeko HASKEUC. .said that everybody around the National
Center had to have part-time work or starve o He said that the

fxHictionaries of the national office were not getting paido
HASKELL, said that,^ for instance, HAL DRAPER is supposed to

get a salary of ^2k a vreek, and at this rate* it would take

a long tims to ran up a bill of more than $2plj.00, which is

what the Center owes HAL DRAPER right now<, HASKELL tried
to point out and bring home the fact that no one in the
Center actually gets paid on time because the branches do

not send in money and the branches cannot sbnd money in
because the members do not pay the branch© HASKEIL said
there is absolutely no reason why money should not be coming
in better than it was o

Informant advised that SHACHTMAN agreed with all;

this and was rather quiet and subdued about the whole thingp
but it was still nevertheless SHACHTMAN^s victoryo SHACHTMAW
got exactly what he wantedo He advised that when the question
was voted on, the membership voted for the recommendation that
"Labor Action" would be continued as a weekly publication for
90 days, then.retrehch to biweekly if necessary, and if further
retrenchment was necessiary, a monthly combination of "Labor
Action" and "New International" would be published

«

Informant advised, that the convention hall was then
cleared of all visitors with a fev; exceptionso He said that
SAM PISHMAN was supposed to be a visitor to the convention^
but he was allowed to remain <> ALBERT GATES then got up
and proposed that the nominees for the National Committee
would be giveno GATES p3?oposed the following people be the
nominees for the National Committees MAX SHACHTMN, BEN HALL,
ALBERT GATES, ANN RUSSELL, GORDON HASKELL, who is also known,

as Lo.Go SMITH arid LARRY O'CONNOR, MAX 14ARTIN, AL PINDLY,
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JULIE FAULK, arid MICHAEL HARRINGTOK, who, according to
the, Informant, is Chairman of the ISL.

Informant advised that all ,6f the ahove 10
persons were from New York or BrooKLyno GATES also read*
off the following names? BARNEY ARNOLD of San Francisco,
DAHXEEDS of Los Angeles, JERRY MG DERMOTT from Pittsburgh,
WILSON "from Detroit, and DON MORAIN from Detroit*

Informant advised that the next name mentioned
was, SAM and. there was no city given. Informant said that he
believed that SAM may be from Detroit,

The next name mentioned was MANNY GANNICK from
Biiffalo, ARNOLD from Philadelphia, and MC DONALD from Seattle,

Informant advised that GATES then mentioned the
names of the alternates to, the ^National Committee who were
JOE ROANE of New York, DEBBIE MIERS of. Chicago, MAX of
Chicago, FENV'JICK of Newark, TED ENRIGITD of Los Angeles,
ARNOLD of Seattle, BETTY of Cleveland, JUSTIN^ FERGUSON from
Chicago, and HAL DRAPER.

Informant -advised that these, were the^ only
names that he could remember as being^ mentioned^ by GATES
for alternates to the National *Comraitteep and it was
possible that there, were some more^ ^alternates mentionedo.

Informant advised that after the names were
submitted to the delegation by GATESp jioon hour was tfaken
for Itmcho -^

'
,

Informant advised
and [

that
said

)

'"

that he nad to picic up
sometning out oT^somebodv^s car from Newark© Informant
advised that I I then went across the street with this
man and picked up a ]?iece of paper from the car, arid

]

and the man went into a shop down the streeto Informant
advised that, although no names were mentioned

o

this,
individual was ipossiblvl L Informant
advised that]
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Informant advised that SHAGHTMAN and SAM PISHMAN hung
back from, the others for awhile, and that SAM' PISHMAN^ came
on to lunch before MAX actually dido Informant advised
that

i

, . . ,
I ^^^

dTH*ing lunch there was a man sitting at one of the tables''
and was. talkinjg with BEN'HAIIie Infomaht advised that they
were later told that this man was an SPer and was
questioning BEN HALL pn some matters J How long HALL had
been in the Party, what he' had done in the Party, and when
he first joined, where ,he went to school, etc© BEN told
the man that he went' to Washington School and BEN said that
he was an instructor, » and -here HALL mentioned the name of
something which was more or less a portion of the Workers
Partyo HALL later explained* that he was training the youth
in machine shop work and they had an old lathe and some equip'
mento HALL gave-the man he was talking to the impression
that he. vms an instructor for the Workers Party instructing
members: to learn trades to get into the lanion movement©
Informant isaid this man seemed quite satisfied, and that
after .MAX SHAGHTMAN came to where they were eating, SHAGHTMAN
and the SPer went to. a vacant table and held a conference;
Informant advised' that while they were still at the table,
'SAM PISHMAN and BEN HALL werp talking and BEN ^aid to SAM,
"Well, what do you think of the list?" Informant advised
that he believed that HAIL was referriiig^to tlie* National
Committee list and SAM PISHMAN then .said, "Well, about that
subject we were talking about,, 1^11 kick it/around„ a .bit
and let you. know later©" .

^ -^ * \ f

Informant advised that .on the way back to
Adelphia Hall, BEN HALL stopped to'>taik tb-.s6n©one in a
car that drove upo HALL knew this man ancl talked with him
for ax*.ile and asked him where ihe. had been^ keeping himself
and why he had not shbwii liimself for quite some time-o
This mian told HALL that he vms quite busy at home, , and
that he did expect to com©: iaround again very sooho Informant
advised that this man asked about ^BEN!s farailyi and that he
was driving a 1951|. model Buicko

bo
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hour,
Informant advised that durinsc. the discussion at

lunch
1

1 1
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Informant advised that the afternoon session, July 7,

1957, then got ijnder way in Adelphia Hall. ALBERT GATES asked

everyone present to tear up the slips of names of the National

Committee, and the Informant advised that OSCAR PASKAL had

copied down the names of "the National Committee nominees an^ he

tore up thesl'ipo Informant advised that all of the nominees

were then acclaimed into' office.

Discussion was then held on the conference that was

to be set up on the west coast and the following plan was

arrived at. The National Committee member from each branch,

one from Seattle, one Trom* San Francisco and one from. Los

Angeles, would select or have elected a member from the Youth

Organization from each city to represent the ^youth on a more

or less equal basis. The National Committee members and the

youth members would make up the conference. These" people would

then ho5.d the conferences and make reports on the conferences to

the individual branches. The west coast would thus have a more

or less free hand and would not have to wait for approval on

certain matters from the national office,

Infpfmant advised that the convention did not

actually decide x^hat the west coast conference could or could

not do, and thi's was" to be worked put by the incoming National

Committee who' would' notify the conference and the conference

members exactly what their lliaitations,would be.

Informant advised- that some of the west coast,

members commented 'that they were finally getting
recognition from the national office and the national office
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«S^ S!fJ;?"^S *° realize that San .Er>ancisco, Los Angeles
Oity, and that a good means of comrcunication between i-^a

he ata not hear the name that LEEDS mentionea but that tw?

iSs-'-^L^^tia^^ I'it La?v\ci!'°?his''i^^ie**r„ti1g™a

nf q«o4.M«^v^®,^^^^^^? some diffictaty concerning ARNOLD
?L? ^J^i®/^*" ^^ ?- y°^*^ inemberi ARNOLD said he had no
re?? ?L?^i^.^^P° '""Jf^ *\*^ National. C9mmitt>e S? Serelt tl^t bping an alternate was not quite right and 'ifthey wanted^^to make him anything .at all, he should^be^
Tr "5!i^r,2-^ *^® National Gommittei and not an altSnate
^ GATES explained to ARNOLD that an alteSa^e haS Wt as
S^^L-^ ^1^ ft ^""J

°^ *^^ meetings as a.' National CoSttie
or fe«l^Hl^-*?''f°^^' ^^^^^ ^^^^'^ "°^ "P^^y abou? thir
?Lf^L^ * ?® ^° de^aded in any way, GATES said theyfeel that as long as ARNOLD .is still in the youth

^
they would rather have him .as an alternate and- let him
SiTV^^^v,^^^*^- "°^^ there, on the west coast' ahd itwould help the organization much better than if he had to
remlL^ln J^^v ^"°S^*^^T^ ^he request was- Sat ARNOLD
Nat?oLl GoSSJ?«*^ °J^?^iJ^r^S^9^ ^-^ -^ alternate, on thexia-cional Committee and ARNOLD a^eed to thato ^

'- '^ ^

... ,
Informant described ARNOLD as. about six feet tall

S?id\^d*'^«;'''^P?"J ^^if°^*'' ^l^« ^yes, witti a. ye^ nice '

«oi i?2^ very quiet spoken,. Informant' advised that ARNOLD
«^Si?fJ^rr?"^""^^ ^^ ^^ excellent speaker. ' Iiiformant ^
wi SfJ^^ /°"^.T°£,*^^

delevgates, felt tha:b ARNOLD: should
vflS. oJ^w^ S

.National Committee namber and^ expressed theirviews. on that, but. the matter stood Just as- AL .GATES "presented-
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^l^e question was also brou^t up that some of-the names mentioned for the National Committee werrnoteven present at the convention and GATES expllinid thisHejaid it would not make any difference whethS they '

S«HnSo-f"p""* ?L''°* ^" *^^* *^^y "^^^ members of S7
anv mLw .^,^? ?^i^ ''^^J ^^ accepted by all and, iJ..n6tv

S?ormal? ad?Sfd ?w It^^^
^^om. the National Committee/

tS^ofSi Iv !^ ^^^ ^^®^® ^^^ ^° vote actually taken onthe people that were, appointed to the National. Committee!

.^ ^ ^,
^^^ SHACHTMAN then gave the farewell speech" " He

l?i\iV^'''^^\^^^^ the 1957 convention o^'Se iIl w^s
^^. t °°^ye^*i°^ eve^ lieldi MAX felt that a lot wb^Ld
SvLrL^LJ^^" convention. He said the organizatiori ib

«nJ ,^-.tJ ^J*^"" "f®^ '^y tinity with the Socialist Partyand unity under no terras as far. as ,the' ISL" was cohcernbdiInformant advised that SHACHTMAN- said in bn^'portioS 6f '

his speech that regardless of the opposition If US' Seopleto get into the Socialist Party, 4oS't spit iA thnell^
a?? Jf«;j'?^°i H ^^"^ from later on,. "^MAX said tlSy
«;i jryj^ ®- ^?^.?*?°2^*^ as- far as unity was' concerned-
t^ i.L^^^'^^^J''^^^^^^ to 'unite with the- Socialist Party, ' '

the ISL itself would be willing enou|h: to g^t -ifi the Socialist
l?S?/?n

tlie only^conditipn that SHACHTMAN wanted" was eqSlri^ts for all .members of the ISL when, they .get into the^~'

5«$f?L^^L^^J^^ SHACHTMAN- said he, invited f few from otherparties to attend this, convention atjvarious times and theydid attend. He said there was not anything to hide orthat we wanted hidden. He said by this, wl can always have

?o ^hSk'Sfif?' ^%r^^ this would'give them iometMig
t;o think about because it is something they themselves donot do, SHACHTMAN said we are not a^aid of^y bf o^'

°

questions and any of our discussions could be public,

SHACHTMAN said that as far Jas security vxasconcerned, he felt, that anybody that wanted to knbw anythingcertainly knew where to find it, and they probably had anyinformation they wanted to. get. Concerning unity 'and "

regroupment,. SHACHTMAN said he felt that the ISL 'stood avery good chance of becoming a part of the' Socialist PWtyiHe said as things stand now, it looks very good. He could not
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.promise whether it woiuld take one raonthp- two months p.

three months p or a year or two years p but said that aid

not matter. He said the quicker it would haippenp ^e-
better, and the first steps had been taken. He^said the

other organizations may have everybhing- or anything, but

we have one thing that they do not have,, .and that is o^r

Third Camp o He said whether they believe in it or whether

they do not, does not matter, first we want unity.

SHACHTMAN also promised the delegation that no

action would actually be taken in joining the. Socialist .

Party until either the branches would vote or some sort oi

a vote would be taken. He said all the details^would be

worked out in the National Gomniittee. 'He said the incoming

National Committee would decide whether; they wouLd^have a

referendum and, although some of the delegates preferred

a referendum, MAX said it was 'quite impossible to have a

referendtmii He said under the circumstances p they would

have to move quickly and some provision would haye ^ojoe_

made and the National Committee would work out the details

-to the event anything, had, to.be done in a_ hurry. SHACOTMAN

promised the branches that they would.be notified and the

membership would have anopporjunity to ^ay ?ne ^hing and

another before they joined with any organization. SMCHTMAN

also stressed the importance of contacting the reorganized

Snter., He also impressed the delegation that, money was

needed to continue operating the center on an efficient

basis and if it were -possible, full-time help should be-

hired in matters that were extremely ne.cessary, so Jt^at tne-

.press could ftmction and all correspondence answered, a^d.

all derails covering 6perating the national center could be

taken care of promptly. , SHACHTMAN wished' all ^present the

best of luck iS continuing Jiheir fight for socialism.
.

ANN RO'SSELE, who vras ,the Chairman of the session,

then adjourned the session.

.

......

MAX SHACHTMAN then took over the gavel and began

pounding on the table and asking all .the <lel?Sates and

Swates and the other guests to leaye. sojhe National

?Wttee. could assemble in their first
-^J^^J^? ^^.^f

convention. SHACHTMAN called the; names of -the committee
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and asked them to come forward to the front of the hall
and sit downo The National Committee session was to
begin immediately and those who were not attending the
National Committee session began to leave the hallo

Informant advised that as the delegates began to
leave and the .National Committee began to assemble at the
front of the hall<, he shook hands with SHAQHTMN and ^

bid BEN HALL,, MNNY GANNICK and the others that he knew
goodbye

o

Informant advised that as he was leaving the ^
"

convention^, ANN RUSSELL apologized to him for not having
been able to hold any conversation but the Informant told
her that she had been very busy because she had been oii
the Presiding Committee

e

Informant's report also contains the following
observations concerning the ISL conventions

During one of the breaks for supper^ I I

told the Informant
| I

I I* She said that did not want to~ be
show herself at anv of the sessions ror secnrlty reasons and b7c
on account of

| U she did not want ' b7D

to be seen around any of the sessions and was rather careful
about her associates* Informant advised that

] [

never
showed herself at any of the sessions o

KUPPY SCOTT was^ at the Saturday night session for
only a few minutes, and that was the only session she attended^

Informant advised that AL NASH did not show himself
at any of the Sunday sessions and MANNY GANNICK said that

*

AL NASH had held a party Saturday' night and GANNICK said he
thought that all the party was for was to show how, well off
AL NASH was being outside of the movement • GANNICK said
that all NASH wanted to do was to show off his house.
GANNICK said it wias not any kind of affair^ that' could

'^'"~

actually be called a party and he said all that NASH' wanted
to do was talk and tell about the advantages he had. gained
since he had left the ISL* GANNICK also said that he
thougiht AL NASH was in favor of \mityo
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To Jo MULLIHS said that he and his wife^ BONNIE^
had driven from Detroit to V/est Virginia and left their
children at To Jo^s parents* home in West Virginiao He
said they flew to New York from West Virginia and they were
going to reverse that proced-ore when going backo Informant
advised, that BONNIE MOLLINS did not show herself for any
length of time at any of the sessions o BONNIE MULLINS did a
lot of shopping while in New York and kept herself busy^ '

"

but did not show too much interest in the convention at all.

Informant advised that the woman named ALICE that
said she knew Bo J* WIDIGK said she had not seen him for
eighteen years. This i^man said that her husband was a
former organizer in the union moveriBnt and she said that he
was a coal miner at one time in Pennsylvariiao She said
they vrere born in Latrobe^ Pennsylvania, arid said that her
husband was dead^ and that h^ had been killedo Informant
said ALICE did not indicate vjhether her hxisband was killed
in an accident or some other wayo

Informant advised thatF

I „ lo Bo Jo WIDIQK left tM
convention iust before 12 o^clock and

n

b6
b7C
b7D

JACKIE WlbICK told the Informant Saturday night that
she was fed up with the convention and wished that she was
back home in Detrolto She said she was really sick of the
affair

o

OSCAR PASKAL Said that he was not .going to leave
New York on Sunday or Monday but was going to stay a day
or so and get around town and enjoy himself o He said
he was on his* vacation. He also said that they had
floxm to New York and wex*e going to fly back to Detroito
Informant advised that the convention was rather smooth
and it was a quiet convention compared to other ISL conventions •

Informant advised that AL GATES is going to have, a leave of
absence and B. J. WIDIGK mentioned in Detroit^ a couple of
weeks ago that GATES was going to go to Europe* GATES
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mentioned the. case of JUSTIN on the west coast taking a
leave of absence and JUSTIN was supposed to go away
somewhei»e^ but GATES stated he did not go» .GATES, said
that he was not going away oithei»o

.The Informant advised' that HAL DRAPER is supposed
to tals3 a trip and is supposed to: go to Europe o Informant
advised that DRAPER is going^ to take a leave of absence
f3E?om the ISL press and someone said he v/as going 60 write
a booki, others said he was going to take some sort of a.

job, and others said he was Just going to rest* in£oi*rnBxxt^

advised there were all kinds; of x*umors concerning DRAPER
but one thing that could really be said was that' he arid^

SHACHTMAN have really had^ a. falling outo ^ InforMrit said
he did not believe that SHACHTliAN and. DRAPER would be able
to patch things up ininiediatelyi

Infoinhant advised that GORDON HASKELL: will. ^stick
with MAX SHACHTMAN and ,undei? ^the circumstances^ will stay
with the ISL press*

- - MANNY .GANNIGK of Buffalo said .that, he had riot
^

said a word all during; the convention because he/was tired
and he wovdd just listen and let it go at that.

Informant advised that DON MDRAINi^ who was appointed
a member of the National Committee, was foinnerly of Buffalo
and this is^ his Party nameb He said/his real name Is

'

SLAIMAN and he is now in Itetroit working for the UA¥ in
some sort of an executive posifeton'^^ Informant advised that
MDRAIN did not show at the conventibrt but Tf^as elected ^to the
National Committee and as far as the ' Informant knew,

'

MURAIN. has always been.. a member . of ' the Natibnar 'Committee

o

Informant advised that it was, durixijg the^past year that
MORAIN had come* back from Europe xirhere he' had stiayed for
two and* one-half years o" \

"'

_..
-

Informant advise.d that LUCILLE ALTMANp a former
Detroiter^ was a delegate from New,Yqrk» , She said that she
may make a visit, to Detroit- this year if possible* She
also said that she felt, that Detrolters were much ;mbre ^

'

closely banded together . thian members! of the New'VW
who were always cutting one another ^s throdts ^ahd riot, at all
as friendly as the people, in Detr6it« ' "

-
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Iixformant advised that at the Friday and
SatTirday sessions of the convention, one GOLDMAN, who
tried to imify the SV;P and the l^orkers Party some time
ago, was present. GOLDMAN did not speak at any of the
sessions, although he talked- to MAX SHACHTMAN and ALBERT
GATES, and others, at the convention^ a number of tines,
liiformflnt advised he did not know whether GOLDMAN was

'

trytog to engineer the unity movement or not.

Informant advised that -at Imch oh Sunday^
July 7, 1957j BEN HALL suggested to ARCHIE LEIBERMAN
that ARCHIE should accept a boy that BEN was going to
send over to Newark and ARCHIE should try to get him
enrolleid into an apprentice class at the place where
ARCHIE works. ARCHIE said there was a program of
apprentices on over at their plant and he could get
^yone in, BEN said he would send this person- over and"
ARCHIE said if that vjas the same person that was' supposed
to coma over and see -him before, he never showed up when
he told him to show up. BEN said he did not think it was
the same person but he would sind him over anyway, ARCHIE
agreed that if this person did come over, he would try
to get him in as an apprentice.

,

On Aup;ust g, l^'jlf l
orally furnished to

f i, t aescriptions of various
individuals who attended the .convention and whose first
names or last names only were known to the Informant,
These descriptions will be forwarded to the . appropriate
offices by, separate letteir,.

Dissemination to various offices concerning
individuals who attended the ISL convention was
determined by the Informant's knowledge or belief of the
branch which the various subjects represented. ' In the
event any office is aware of the identity and location
of any subject^ it is requested that the appropriate
copy of this dissemination memorandum be forwarded to the
appropriate office.
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